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3. G E N E R A L

REMARKS.

Asterisk before a title (*) : the work itself could not be consulted.
p.=pagma, page, Seite or Spake (f. i. Pauly, Roscher).
pi., PI., Taf., tav. = plate, planche. Tafel, tavola.
n.=note.
Names of ancient authors, towns etc, are transliterated, thus Thoukydides, Platon, Thebai, Livius.
Quotations : a. q. = as quoted ; WISSOWA, Caprotma : PAULY, III, p. 1551,
refers to the article of Wissowa in the Realencyclopadie, III,
Spalte 1551; WISSOWA, p. 400 refers to the work quoted in the
bibliography; WISSOWA, a. q., p. 200 refers to the article quoted
in the same chapter.
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Fig. a. Hermes using the forked rod an evoking the Earth-goddess (Krater of Dresden).

INTRODUCTION

HE increasing interest in the history of classic civilization has
made the primitive forms of religious thought, especially, and
consequently the whole province of ancient magic, special ob
jects of study. Of the magic apparatus the staff or rod is a rather impor
tant item : in primitive as well as in more modern civilization a staff
endowed with some extraordinary power, is often used; it is even
found in the equipment of the common conjurer. Concerning the
importance of this object in classic antiquity no comprehensive
treatise has, so far, been written, though the sigmficance of some
of these staffs has been scientifically explained (i).
Availing myself of various documents on the magic staff of
the Hellenes and primitive Italians, I have tried to point out the
importance of the object in its various shapes, by collecting, arranging,
discussing and comparing all the evidence in literature and art,
at our disposal in this matter.
I am fully aware of the difficulties of this task and the incomple
teness of my work and therefore request the more erudite reader 01
student of antiquity to accept, in advance, my thanks for any con
tribution, either criticism or personal communication, that may help
to make this treatise more complete.
The difficulties of composing a monograph, such as this, are of
a varied nature. In the first place only a small part of the literature
and monumental traditions of antiquity have come down to us. Also,
memorials of an object belonging to a lower stratum of human thought

T

(i) NORDEN, p. 172, n. 3. The treatise on « antike Stabsymbokk » which BOETZKES,
DISS. p. г, announced, was never published. As to the subject itself. Prof. Dr. C. W.
Vollgraff of Utrecht, by drawing my attention to some representations of Hermes,
holding a kerukeion in the direction of the horses'feet, led me to study the subject,
of which this treatise is the result.
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and social life of antiquity are relatively scarce, as the authors and
artists showed greater interest in the more official part of religion,
mythology and social life. Even authors like Pausanias and Loukianos,
Petronius and Apuleius, who, more than others, stooped in their
works, to the level of the people and the popular characters, rarely
mention the magic rod.
Even the evidence we do possess regarding the ancient magic rod, at
times, reveals intrinsic incompleteness; the evidence usually enlightens
us fully about the shape, material, bearer and the circumstances in
which it is used, but it is impossible to reconstruct the movements,
which in magic acts are of great importance; and we are still in the
dark as to the precise meaning of its use in many cases.
From such internal and external fragmentary traditions, we
shall attempt to compose a complete picture of the ancient magic
rod. As, however, the domain of magic and also of religion is always
dominated by a strongly conservative spirit, it will not be necessary
to pay much attention to evolution or to alterations in form and
meaning; at least not so much as is required in political and economic
history.
The data of general ethnology help to complete our scanty knowledge of antiquity, as magic is a general phenomenon that shows the
same main features and the same main characteristics throughout
the ages; according to the different epochs, countries and nations,
differences may sometimes occur. Comparison with the ideas and
practices of other peoples, especially the aborigines of Africa and Australia can throw some light on the voids in our Greek and Italian
traditions. Such comparison often enables us to fully realize the
survivals of the pre-olympic and pre-hellenic periods, and also some
remnants of primitive religious experience of the Romans.
It is very difficult to find a system of arranging and grouping the
evidence regarding the ancient magic rod, some classifications are
practically quite impossible. It is hardly possible to discuss first
the flexible rod and then the rigid staff, first Greek and then
Italian antiquity, neither can we take shape, use and purpose of its
employment as a basis of classification. The evidence from literature
and monuments rarely enlightens us fully about these different points
of view. Let us arrange the matter according to the various bearers,
gods and humans and then proceed to discuss the separate proofs.
— 21 —

The magic wand and Magic generally.
Although a definition and description of the nature of magic is
an important point when discussing certain magic objects, yet
I do not think it necessary to give here a complete survey or to
enter into anelaborate discussion of the chief conceptions of the essence
of magic (i). The enumeration of a tew teatures ot magic in general
and of Graeco-Italian magic in particular may suffice. The name magic
itself, μαγεία μάγος, had, originally, a very limited meaning : it is a system
of conceptions and acts of Zoroastrian priests. The word is supposed
to have been introduced into Greece about the time of the Persian
wars. However this may be, magic existed there before that period :
the lack of a general name before the 5th century is no proof of the
nonexistence of the thing itself. For, even, nowadays magic practices
are still found among nations and tribes which have no general
denomination for it (2).
It is superfluous to point out especially that prevail close relations
between magic practices and the primitive conception discerning
some imaginary connection of cause and effect in cases where we
should refer to the association of ideas (3). The essence of all magic,
however, is the guiding of some supernatural force, which in ethnology
is indicated by various names, such as mana, orenda, tondi (4), which
may be found in different persons, objects or phenomena and may
be evoked, modified, augmented or destroyed by various circum
stances, words and acts (5). In a further stage of civilization such cir
cumstances which modify or try to alter the natural and social order
are referred to as natural forces and natural laws (6); where primitive
(1)

Cf. R. R. MAHETT, Magic : HASTINGS, VIII, p. 245 ff.

(2) F. B. JEVONS, Graeco-Italian Magic : Anthrop. & CI. p. 92.

(3) E. LEHMANN, Die Anfänge der Religion : Die Religionen des Orients (Kult, der
Gegenwart, I, 3, a), Lpz. 1915, p. 11.
(4) Mana : HALLIDAY, p. 11; orenda : PFISTEB, Kultus, p. 2112 ff.; tondi : WARNICK:
Anw. XVIII (1915), p. 333.
(5) This magic is thought to belong naturally to the Hindoes and the aborigines of
Australia, it may abo proceed from the knowledge of some formulae and material, or
from an extatic revelation : HUBERT-MAUSS, L'origine des pouvoirs magiqnes : Mélanges
d'hist. des religions, Paris, 1909, p. 140 ff.
(6) With regard to our conception, from a scientific point of view, that by miracles or
marvels the natural arrangement of things is unexpectedly and arbitrarily altered, it is
of great importance to note that antiquity believes in the existence of wonder : it even
considers any divine action, be it ever so natural, a miracle, cf. О. WEINREICH,
p. VIII; R. LEMBERG, Das Wunder bei den römischen Historikern : Jahresber. RealGymn. Augsburg, 1904), p. 6.
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nations regard that invisible power as an entity, to be feared and wor
shipped, at a more advanced stage of civilization we speak of religious
life and relations with a deity.
This is not the place to dwell upon the characteristics which magic
and religion possess in common, or on those, in which they differ.
The chief feature of magic is perhaps that it aims at what is illicit
and that it assumes a purely individual attitude, whereas religion is
tobe regarded as asocial factor (i). Perhaps religious acts too, reveal
an idealistic character and magic ones a realistic (2). The difference
between ancient religion and magic has already been very tersely
expressed by others : « Religion is the orthodox, magic the heterodox,
it being understood, of course, that tor the Greeks and the Romans,
the criterion of orthodoxy was the official recognition of their own
State » (3).
Although we exclude classic religion, it will nevertheless be neces
sary, at times, being there a close connection between that religion and
magic, to refer to the use of a magic rod in religious actions.
Almost ever> form of ancient magic corresponds with the use of a
certain staff in these circumstances. Even as in our days, this ancient
object belongs to the equipment of the sorcerer, even of the common
juggler, so it may have been with the γοητεία, originally a kind of
necromancy, but afterwards generally, only a kind of prestidigitation.
In ancient φαρμακεία the most essential form of magic which perhaps
is among the primitive peoples, in augury and astrology, as well as in
many other forms of primitive sorcery, a wand or staff may have
been used.
The magic meaning of many objects is often closely connected
with their symbolic significance. Although it is not my intention,
in this treatise, to give much attention to the symbolic staff or rod
of antiquity, yet it is often an impossibility distinctly to divide the
magic and symbolic significance. It must be noted that, as a rule, the
magic significance of an object shows a tendency to become a merely
symbolic.
(1) French sociologie school : HUBERT-MAUSS, Théorie générale de la Magie : Année
sociologique, VII, p. 17, 143 ff. E. DURKHEIM, Les forces élémentaires de la vie religieuse,
Paris, 1912, p. 13 ff.; HUBERT, Magia : DAREMB. III, 1494 ff.

(2) PoRPHYRios ( = EUSEBIOS, Praep. Evang. V, 7, 323); cf. P. SAINTYVES, La force
magique. Du mana des primitif s au dynamisme scientifique, Paris, 1914, p. 17.
(3) SMITH, Magic (Greek and Roman) : HASTINGS, VIII, p. 26g.
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Graeco-Italian antiquity.
Though the term classic-antiquity would be more fit to create
the idea of unity of those two spheres of civilisation, yet I
think it necessary to use this compound term, especially because of
the more piimitive periods of the two countries. In treating the Greek
domain, we must also pay attention to some prehellenic survivals
of magic. Does not tradition speak of primitive inhabitants, such as
Telchines, Daktyloi, Korybantes and Kouretes, living in Rhodos,
Crete and Phrygia? Nor do we know whether the magic capa
city, ascribed to some gods and heroes, and abounding in some parts,
especially in Kolchis and Thessalia, originates in pregrecian
times or not.
It is the same with the Romans. We possess a great many evidences
of Roman religion and Roman magic, yet we must not forget that
in the Italian peninsula many other tribes lived, probably equally
important or more so, in the sphere of magic, if only more positive
particulars about their magic had come down to us. Yet the traditions
of the Etrurians and Umbrians, the Marsi, Sabini and Paeligni, who
till the times of the wars of Sulla, possessed a civilisation, almost quite
independent of Roman civilisation, also form a subject of discussion.
Regarding the last period of ancient magic (in the history of civi
lisation and especially in questions of magic, one speaks wrongly of
a termination, one would do better to refer to a transition to another
period) it is especially the third century, the century of religious
syncretism, that is marked by a great development of magic (i); the
magic papyri, for the greater part dating from this time, form a distinct
proof for this statement (г). These magic papyri and amulets, as well
as the folklore of modern Greece and Italy, may be of great explana
tory value.
I do not intend to give a systematic survey of the use of the magic
rod among the peoples, apart from the Graeco-Italian sphere, although
the customs and thoughts of the oriental part of the antique world,
the inhabitants of Egypt and generally all primitive peoples are, or
begin to be a subject of scientific interest. I have considered I must
(i) R. WÜNSCH, Antikes Zaubergerät aus Pergamon : JAI. Ergänz. 6, Berlin 1905,
p. 17.

(2) WESSELY, Denkschr. Akadem. Wien, XXXVI (1888), p. 37; XLII (1893), p. 2.
-
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confine myself to dipping here and there into the extensive subject of
ethnology, to complete our fragmentary knowledge of the magic rod
in classic antiquity; a systematic survey of the matter would lead me
too far.
I have purposely abstained from treating the part played by the
magic rod among the early Christians and the connection that may
be traced between the place of the staff in the ideas of early Christ
ianity and those of Graeco-Italian origin : a study of this matter may
form the subject of a following treatise.
Staff and Wand (rod).
The object we are now going to consider, within the limits of the
magic sphere, can be denoted by two words viz. staff and wand or
rod. We are justified in considering these two words as a good transla
tion of the Greek σχηπτρον and βάβοος, and the Latin sceptrum, scipio
and virga. In the classic, as well as in the modern languages, there is a
striking difference in meaning between those two words, the one
referring to the quality of rigidity, the other of flexibility. Σχηπτρον
is the stick 01 staff, used for the action of οκήπο/ιαι, naturally this staff
must be rigid (i). Rhabdos, (2) however, related with the old Slavonic
« vruba », willow twig, « virbas » in Lithuanian, « verbena, verbera » (3)
in Latin, denotes a supple and pliant twig.
Originally this difference must have been very striking and we may
presume also for the modern languages. More or less akin with
the Greek and Latin names are the Dutch words «staf» and « roede »,
the German « Stab » and « Rute », the English « staff, rod, wand,
switch », the French and Italian « bâton, bastone, baguette, bacchetta »
(4) It must be observed that the word « sceptre » (scepter, Zepter,
(1) VANICEK, Griech. Latein. Etym. Wörterbuch, Lpz. 1877, p. 1076; SOLMSEN, Beiträge гиг griech. Wortforschung, Strassburg, 1909, I, p. 306; BOISACQ, p. 875; WALDE,
p. 685, s. v. scapus.
(a) SAVELBERG : Kuhn's Zts. vergi. Sprachf. XVI, p. 358 (derives it from sarp);
PRELLER, Philologus, I (1846), p. 514=Ausgew. Aufsätze, p. 148; PERSSON, Beiträge гиг
indo-germanischen Wortforschung, Upsala, 1912, II, p. 941; BOISACQ, p. 831.
(3) Vruba : SCHRADER, p. 405; K. BRUGMANN, Kurze vergleichende Gramm, d. indogerm. Sprachen, Strassburg, 1904, p. 138; BOETZKES, Diss. p. 19; Vruba and verbena :
WIEDEMANN : Bezzenberg. Beitr. XXVIII, p. 54.
(4) In Germanic languages we can observe a similar development in the meaning of
the idea, as in skeptron and rhabdos. While skeptron always denotes something rigid,
rhabdos which etymologically had the inherent meaning of suppleness or flexibility, in

-
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scettro) has a very limited meaning, compared with the Greek
σκήπτρον : the modern sceptre is, on the whole, a long or a short staff,
adorned in different ways, but mostly at the top.
Naturally the development of language will lead to an arbitrary
use of the word, in classic as well as in modern languages, the names
for rigid staffs and flexible ones becoming mixed.
The natural use of the Staff or Rod in Antiquity.
Though this work has for its subject the magic staff, yet I must
begin by just mentioning the natural use of the staff and rod in anti
quity, without, however, giving the whole development. I may have
occasion, now and then, to draw attention to the relation between
shape, use and poise in daily life and magic practice.
In our days, as well as in olden times the staff is and was, among
all peoples, a common object in daily life, it was the most natural
implement to lean upon, to strike with; it was used for pointing at
things and for other such like purposes. However, we must positively
exclude from this treatise such objects as spears, tridents, branches,
that may have some likeness to the staff or rod, but are yet strikingly
different, because of the top, which is by far the most important
part. The torches of Hekate, e. g. are often placed on a staff (i), in
this case the staff is of subordinate importance, the object itself being
the principal thing.
The Greeks and Romans had a great number of names to indicate
various staffs and rods. Besides the general name, βακτηρία, we have
also the ρόπαλο*, in reality a kind of club, moreover, the well known
later times becomes also rigid stick or staff. The same idea of rigidity can be found in
the words « staf, Stab, staff », which all are related to the idea of standing (Idgerm.
sthab, to be solid). The same evolution of meaning as in the Greek rhabdos, can be found
in the Germanic words « roede, Rute, rod, wand ». In Romanic languages » bastone,
bâton », from the late Latin « bastonem », denotes also a stick to support its bearer, while
«baguette, bacchetta» from «baculus, bacchio», as diminutive acquired the special meaning
of a supple twig or stick. Cf. D E VRIES EN TE WINCKEL, Woordenboek Nederl. taal, XIII,
p. 659 (Roede); VERWIJS-VERDAM, Middelnederl. woordenb. VI (roede), p. 1485; VII (staf);
A new English Dictionary, Oxford, VIII, 747 (Rod); IX, 761 (staff); X, 63 (Wand);
KLUGE, Etymologisches Wörterbuch der deutschen Sprache 5, Strassburg, 1894, p. 357
(Stab); GRIMM, Deutsches Wörterbuch, VIII, 1559 (Rute); HATZFBLD-DARMESTETER,
Dictionnaire général de la langue française, I, s. ν . Baguette, Bâton; LITTRÉ, Dictionn.
langue française, I, 278 (Baguette).
(1) Cf. A. DELATTE, Sphère magique d'Athènes : ВСЯ. XXXVII ( і д і з ) p. 355.
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Lacedaemonian skytale and the χορύνη, the special staff of herdsman
or shepherds and hunters, also known by the names of Χαγωβόλον or
pedum, not to speak of names, such as agolum, akaina, ferula, pertica,
rudis, vindicta : all these words, and the objects meant by them, have
been thoroughly treated in the Dictionnaire des antiquités (ι). It
would be no use to repeat in this treatise, what has already beentreated in the aforementioned work. A few important features, must
however be brought forward.
We are justified in concluding from literary sources and from
rare pictures, that the use of the rod and staff in the daily life of
the Romans was far less important than in that of the Greeks and
the Etrurians, who bear a great likeness to the Greeks, espe
cially in the higher classes and in their period of prosperity and wealth.
With the Romans the staff was only used as a support for beggars,
for the old and the blind, (г)
Whereas the Romans preferred to adopt a more independent atti
tude, the Athenians and the Greeks, in general, made frequent use
of the staff, in a manner quite different from the Romans as is proved
by the pictures on the vases dating from the 6th to the 4th century.
Nor can a rule be given for the use of various shapes of the staffs
as Pollux and some other scholars afterwards wanted to do, nor can
we speak of evolution in shape during all these centuries. According
tO Pollux, t h e καμπύλη (βακτηρία) was ОП t h e Stage the γερόντων φόρημα ( j ) ;

it was also the staff of the country people (4). Theophrastes represents his
Coquettish άρεσκος With a knotty Staff, a βακτηρία των σκόλιων (5). T h e Word

αρισκος is also the name given to the ¿άβδος εο&εΐα used on the stage by the
πορνοβοακοί (6). Whereas the καμπύλη may have been a stick, curved at
the top and club-shaped at the bottom, it is probable that the περαΐς
(ι) Concerning the natural use of the walking stick etc.: HERMANN-BLÜMMER, Lehrbuch
der griechischen Privatalterthümer 3, Tübingen, 1882, p. 184, A. 1; SAGLIO, Bacillus :
DAKEMB. I, 639-642; v. MÜLLER-BAUER, Griechische Privat- und Kriegsaltertümer 2,
München, 1893, p. 107.
(2) SAGLIO, a. q. p. 642; AMIRA, p. 3; Thesaurus ling. lat. s. ν. bacillum, baculum.
(3) POLLUX, IV, 119 : γρρόνιων ôè φόρηιια, καμπύλη.
(4) Etymol. magn. : περσικά' βακτηρία ορΰη ην και εν&είαν εκάλουν. ΈχρώνιΟ δε avrjj
ol εν περιονοίΐ} και of δικάζοντες. Tfj δε καμπύλη οί άγροικοι.
(5) THEOPHR. Χαρακτήρες, с V,*Αρέσκεια, § 9 (ed IMMISCH, LpZ. I923)
(6) POLLUX, IV, 120 : πορνοβόακοι... xaì ράβδον εν&ειαν φέροναιν' αοεσκος καλείται
ήδε ή ράβδος.
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or περσικόν must be placed on a level with the βΰ*β«ο ράβίος (ι), and that
it marks a certain degree of wealth, as the adjective « Persian » in
ancient Greece was a synonym for « luxureous » (2).
If we now consider the different attitudes and the different use
made of the staff by the Greeks, in striking, leaning, pointing and
swinging, we must draw attention to two particular attitudes that
are typically Greek. In the first place, the attitude described by PauSaniaS a s οπήπτρφ τε νπο την (άριοτεράν) μασχάϋην ερειδόμενος

(з). ThlS

Seems

to have been the most common way of leaning upon a stick and the
picture of this attitude can frequently be found in Greek art, in the
simplest designs on vases as well as on the frieze of the Parthenon,
where the Athenian dignitaries are sculptured, waiting for the proces
sion of the Panathenian festivities (4).
Another attitude to which we must draw attention is the one
expressing sadness and contemplation. In such a disposition of mind
we can often see men leaning both their hands on the staff : Orestes
is sitting on the altar in the aforementioned attitude (5), so Pompeian wall-paintings abo represent King Thoas (6).
This short introduction may suffice to explain the purpose of
the work. Now we can pass to the real subject, the magic staff and,
as a matter of course, we start with the best known among them, viz.
the rod of Hermes-Mercurius.

(l) POLLUX, X, 173; HESYCHIOS : лваЛіха ogiïal βακτηηίαι.
(г)

Cf.

CORN. N E P , 3, г; Aristippos at DIOGEN. LAERT, II,

8, 76;

ATHEN. XII,

525,

d; v. MÜLLER-BAUER, Griech. Priv. and Kriegsaltert. 2 p. юг, п. 4.
(3) PAUS. X, зо,

з·

(4) M. SCHEDE, Die Akropolis non Athen, Berlin, 1922, T. 70.
(5) Orestes on the altar : RRV, 1,105; FURTW. К., T. 148; about this stick as the sign
of the supplicants, see p.
and the erroneous opinion of PANOFKA, ABAW. 1853,
p. 260 ff.
(6) PFUHL, III, 717, cf. STUDNICZKA, Imagines Illustrium : JAI. XХХ
Ш-ХХХІХ
(1923-4), p. 101 ff.; HERRMANN, T. 20, T. 115.
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CHAPTER I

The magic staff or rod in the hands
of the gods»
A. HERMES-MERCURIUS.
INTRODUCTION.

N

o one in classic antiquity is so well known as the bearer of a staff
or rod as Hermes-Mercurius, the messenger of the gods.
Neither is there any staff in antiquity that shows so many
shapes and has so marvellous a history as the kerukeion-caduceus.
This kerukeion-caduceus, the emblem of messengers and heralds,
the sign of peace and commerce, mostly consists of a short handstaff, the top of which is formed by two twigs (Plate, C, II) or
serpents (Plate C, III, IV) twined once or twice, or are even quite
intertwined. The staff of which the top is formed by two twigs,
twined together, may be spoken of as the « eightstaff », as the plaited
figure on the top resembles the arabian figure « eight », 8, open at
the top. The second staff may be called the serpent-staff.
It is not my intention to draw full attention to the entire development of the shape, neither shall I enumerate all the changes in the
part it has played in history, as this caduceus is of very old date and,
being already used in the earliest periods of the Greek community,
it still stands, in our days, for the emblem of peace and commerce.
In this treatise I am going to devote attention to the magic character
of the staff. The symbolic meaning, as well as the ornamental
evolution of the object, will only be spoken of to such an extent as is
necessary for the completeness of this study. As it is my task to lay
-
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the stress on the magic character of the staff, I would, at the same time,
refer my readers to previous treatises on the staff of Hermes, in which,
however, this attribute is not considered from a magic point of view (i).
i. ORIGINAL

CHARACTER AND FUNCTIONS OF HERMES.

Modern students of antiquity have tried to build up a theory about
the fundamental character of Hermes, from which all the qualities
of the god might be logically derived. Some considered Hermes as
the god of the winds (2), others believed him to be a god of the stars (3),
whereas by some he was thought to be of Hindo origin (4); he was
also considered to be a pure Greek (5).
In this study we are only interested in the problem of the origin
of Hermes so far as the origin of the kerukeion is influenced by the
original character of the god.
If we penetrate, as far as possible, into the earliest Greek tradi
tions, removing all the prejudices that previous theories might have
caused to exist, we want to first consider the value of some of the
proofs that are undoubtedly survivals of a very primitive cult of the
god. According to these survivals, Hermes was represented as a
φαλλός in the Arcadian and Elian Kyllene, also in other places in
Greece, viz. Samothrake (6). Sometimes he was even called Ρ hales (7)
and the Яо^аг with their symbolic characteristic(8) were consecrated to
him. All these rare evidences undoubtedly point to a demon of fertility :
the character of fertility in a certain deity, with a people of shepherds
(1) The different studies in which our subject is treated I will mention in a following
chapter in which several theories about the origin of the caduceus also will be discussed
more particularly. I refer to the comprehensive, though not wholly complete article by
BOETZKES in Pauly's Realencydopadie, to which I am greatly indebted.
(а) RÖSCHER, Hermes der Windgott, Lpz. 1878; RÖSCHER, Hermes : ROSCHEB, 1,3360 ff.
(3) ROSCHEB, a. q., 3359·
(4) MEHLIS, p. 130, cf. ROSCHEB, a. q.
(5) GRUPPE, GM. p. 1319; MÜLLER, § 379.
(б) Kyllene : PAUS. VI, 36, 5; ARTEMIDOR.

Опеітокт. I, 45; PHILOSTR. Vit.

Apoll.

VI, 30 (I, ρ. 334, Kaiser), cf. HIPPOL. Re/ut. Haeret. p. 108 (Miller). Samothrakia :
HEROD. I, 51; SCHOL. APOLL. RHOD. I, 917.

(7) LOUKIANOS, Zeus Trag. 43.
(8) STENGEL, Hermai : PAULV, VIII, 696.
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and tillers of the soil, must be considered as very primitive,
though the epithet К Щ юс need not really indicate the country of
origin. In the further development, epithets like δώτωρ έάων belonging
to Homeric poetry (i), and αύξίδημος of Hesychios (2) certainly have
connection with this quality.
In the mind of his worshippers the character of fertility must be
closely connected with the character of a chthonic deity. The history
of religion abo provides many survivals, referring to Hermes, that
are so many proofs of a far greater power of the deity in older
times; he was even thought to be the independant ruler of the region
of the dead (3). The Aischylian words χιγχάνει δένιν Έρμης (^) mean
the same as the Homeric νυν με μοίρα χιχάνει (5). According to Pausanias the Eleusinian Hermes was the husband of the powerful
goddess of the earth, Daeira (6). It is noteworthy also that Hermes is
often worshipped on a par with Hades and Persephone. This belief
is not only found in later times of Greek and Roman tradition, of
which the relief of the schoolmaster of Rhodos (7) and the relief of the
Haterii (8) in Rome, are most conspicuous examples, but also in monu
ments and literary passages, which obviously clearly indicate very
old conceptions (9).
Much the greater part however of the ancient tradition, however
represents Hermes as the psychopompos, the ταμίας των ψνχων (io). He
has become a god subordinate to the Olympic gods of the under
world (11). It is not certain whether the character of the minor god
can be found on the « tabulae defixionum » or whether Hermes κάτοχος
(ι) Od., vui, 335.
(3)

HESYCH. S. V. ανξίδημος.

(3) Егггам, Hermes and die Toten, Kristiania, 1909, p. 41.
(4)

AISCHYL. Choeph. 62a.

(5) П. XXII, 203.
(6) PAUS. I, 38, 7.

(7) Hermes, XXXVII (1902), p. M I .
(8) BENNDORF-SCHOENE, Die antiken Bildwerke des Lateranischen Museums, Leipzig,
1867, Nr. 359; PETTAZONI : Ausonia, 111, 79 tí.
(9)

AISCHYL. Persai, 629; SOPH. El. n o ; SOPH. Oíd. Kol. 1547; PAUS. I, 28, 6; 1С,

XII, ι, 141, cf. SCHOL. AKISTOPH. Eirene. 650; EITREM, Hermes : PAULY, VIII, 790.

(10) DiOG. LAERT. VIII, 1, 31.
(11) Concerning the process of superposition of Hades : COUCHAUD, Interprétation des
stiles funéraires attiques : RA. (V, 18, 1923) p. 252.
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really characterized the ruler of the dead, and, according to general
opinion the old primary function remained in Hermes unaltered.
In the development of religious conception, a kind of super
position must have taken place, making Hermes subordinate to an
other chthonic god. Hades. Greek epic has created a chthonian region,
ІП W h i c h Ζεύς καταχθόνιος xcù inaivi) Περοεφάνεια w e r e r u l e r s , w h i l e

Hermes

was their servant (i). Hades himself was a god of fertility and bore
the characteristic name of Πλούτων (г).
Besides this fact of superposition, there is another striking fact :
according to Greek conception, Hermes was also the messenger of
the gods. What can be the origin of this conception?
In the Iliad the goddess Iris fills the function of messenger of the
gods, and all her epithets point to these special qualities (3). Whereas
Homeric poetry still makes a distinction within the personality of the
godess, describing her alternately as the messenger or and the rainbow.
Hesiodos combines the two qualities in one person (4)· It is gener
ally known that Hermes is, in Homeric poetry, certainly in
the Odyssey may be in the Iliad too (5), the messenger of the Gods.
Sometimes he is called αναξ, he then carries the sceptre of the
rulers (6). As in the Iliad Iris is continually and expressly spoken
of for her actions as a messenger, we may conclude from this that
(1) 11. IX, 457.
(а) PRELLER-ROB. I, 799, cf. HESIOD. Erga,

465.

(3) E. g. άελλόπο;, ποοήνε/ιος, ταχεία, ώκέα, χρνσόπτερος.
(4) RUGE, Iris : PAULY, IX, 2038 ff.
(5) In the 24th song of the Iliad Iris is indeed the messenger of the gods to Priamos
(v. 143 ff.) and Hermes is but a guide, who seems to have a chance meeting with Priamos
on his voyage to the Greeks. Notwithstanding it is clear from v. 374 ff. that the poet
already knew Hermes as the messenger of the gods, yet he gives this function explicitly
to Iris.
(б) Π. II, 104 (with skeptron); XV, 314. It is not astonishing that in the course of
evolution the original signification of skeptron and rhabdos became mixed. Hence the skep
tron held by Hermes in the Argonautica of APOLL. RHOD. (I. 642, III, 197, cf. BOLL.
Hermes, XXXIV (1899), 643) may have been suggested to this poet, who deliberately
and learnedly archaized ,by the mention of the skeptron of Hermes made in the Iliad :
certain it is that to Apollonios it denotes nothing else than the rhabdos, the kerukeion.
In the magic papyri we also find the one used for the other, « kerukeion » or « rhabdos. »
Papyrus Brit. Mus. CXXII (KENYON, I, p. I I 6 = W E S S E L Y , V. 105) (rhabdos); papyrus
XLVI (KENYON, I, p. 64 ff.) v. 64, 785 (kerukeion); great mag. papyrus (WESSELY,
SWAW. (1888), 2114 ff. (ράβδο; εφ'f)... δράκων).
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we have not to do with a poetical fiction, but also with a religious
conception (i). In later poetry she is no longer spoken of in this
above mentioned function, but we find her only as the personal
attendant of Нега (г).
It is not of intrinsic value for this study to discuss whether there is
a direct connection between the subordinate duty, the servant of
Hades and the messenger, whose increasing power caused Iris to re
treat to the background. It is quite possible that the position of
principal servant to a king is about the same as that of messenger or
herald, especially in a primitive community. As, however, we do not
possess any definite proofs about the relation between the different
qualities of Hermes, I abstain from trying to give a systematic ana
lysis of the many sided character of the god (3), neither can I speak
of the importance and the origin of all the duties, that are so manifold,
that the god himself bemoans their multiplicity (4).
While keeping these primitive qualities of Hermes in view, we
shall try, in the course of this treatise, to explain the relation of the
attribute to these qualities, from which study we may find the truth
concerning the exact origin of the token.
2. T H E STAFF OF HERMES FROM
CENTURY.

HOMERIC TIMES TILL THE 5TH

1) Its use by Hermes and its various names.
The only place in Homeric poetry, where Hermes is described as a
ruler with the sceptre, is probably a remnant of a time, in which
Hermes was considered as an independent ruler, but it may abo be
the result of local tradition.
(1) Iris, a fiction of the poet : FINSLER, Homer, Leipz. V 1914, p. 280 : « Seine (des
Dichters), nicht der Götter Botin ist Iris, wenn sie in Gestalt der Laodike Helene auf
den Turm ruft. (II III, 121) ».
(г)

RUGE, a. q. p.

2041.

(3) It seems impossible to me to build up a system in which all the qualities of Hermes
are derived logically the one from the other as EITREM, Hermes : PAULY, p. 774 has done.
Such an account must necessarily be very subjective and does not reckon with the dif
ferent strata and the collection of different local opinions, out of which the comphcated
character of Hermes seems to consist.
(4) LOOK., Dial. dear. 24, 1 ff.
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Three times he is described, bearing the magic rod, i.e. when lead
ing Friamos to Achilleus' tent (i), as Zeus' messenger to Kalypso
(г) and in guiding the deceased wooers to Hades (3). As in the three
places mentioned, the announcements are couched in somewhat iden
tificai terms, we are justified in supposing that they are taken from
one example they had in common or that one of the places must be
considered to be the original (4).
So the rod of Hermes ÍS a rhabdoS, rg τ' άνίρων όμματα iMy«, / <5F ШХгі
xal ΰπνώονζας ¡γείρει : its magic either causes people to sleep, or it awakes
these, that sleep. This quality however, is only a special form of its
power; the poet only mentions this, because it torms a necessary link
in the poetic description. For does he not tell us that Hermes гогаі
(І. β. to the guards Ot the Achaic Camp) δ'εφ'νπνον ¡χενε οιάχτορος
άργειφόντης ( j ) .

By the fact that in the two places in the Odyssey, the sleep-indu
cing power is also mentioned, even though this quality has nothing
to do with the circumstances described there, it is proved that the des
cription has already become a formula for the poet and that the des
cription in the Odyssey had been copied from the Iliad. The mention
of this particular power of the staff, which can only be accounted
for poetically, does not giv us any information about the primary
significance of the magic rod.
There is, however, still other evidence, for, besides in the famous
epics, the rod of Hermes is described in quite a different way in the
Homeric hymn on Hermes (6). Apollon, who exchanges with Hermes
for a lyre, gives his brother quite a different present : αύταρ ΐπειτα
δλβου xal πίσύτον δώοω περικαλλέα ¿άβδον
(ι) Л. XXIV, 333 ff·
(г) Od. V, 28 ff, cf. I, 84 (Hermes sent also to Kalypso) and I, 38 ff. (sent to Aigisthos,
but his wand is not mentioned).
(3) Od. XXIV, 1 ff. It must also be noted that the entering of Hermes psychopompos
in the Odyssey, is not in conformity with the usual Homeric idea, according to which
the soul, on leaving the body ov ηότμον γοάουοα,(ΙΙ. XVI, 857) and without any guidance,
goes to Hades (Od. X, 560; XI, 435; II. VI, 433; XVI, 856; XXII, 363; cf. XXIII, 100).
Is it possible that the opinion of a lower stratum of society, as it appears on the lekythoi
on white grounds (cf. FAIRBANKS, passim), was accepted here by the poet?
(4) GROEGER, Rh. Mas. LIX (1904), p. 21; BOETZKES, Diss. p. 16.

(5) It. XXIV, 445(6) Hymn. Нот. in Herrn. 538 ff.
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χρνοείην, τριπέτηΧον, άχήριον η οε φνί,άξει
πάντας επιχραίνονο' οϊμονς επέων τε χαΐ ίργων
των άγα&ών, δοα φημι οαήμεναι εχ Διός &μφής.

In this poem a fuller description is given of some of the qualities
of the staff without the sleep-inducing power being mentioned.
The poet has probably given the general conception, perhaps of a
lower social stratum in this poem. There also seems to be some des
cription of the shape. It need not be mentioned that the lines in the
epics and those in the hymn cannot possibly be closely connected
with each other.
If we think of the name of the staff, it must strike us that in Home
ric poetry we only read the name ρά/Woç, whereas the more particular
word χηρύχειον is found for the first time in Herodotos and Thoukydides (i). The latter word is clearly an adjective used as a substantive :
χηρύχεην (σχηπιρον) and cannot be anything else than the sign of the
χήρνχες (2). This name χηρΰχειον, actually remained in use through all
classic antiquity; the dialectic form χαρύχειον or χαρύχων produced the
Latin word caduceus (3).
Boetzkes in his disseitation has adduced irrefutable arguments to
prove that eaßSoc and χηρΰχειον, caduceus and virga are one and the same
thing. As already said in this essay, the kerukeion has a top
characterized by two intertwined twigs or serpents. An example ot
a top, formed by serpents, which was of general use in the time
of Sophokles (4) is, as far as is known, to be found on a vase-fragment
of the Persian debris on the Akropolis of Athens and dates from the

(1) HEROD. IX, 100 : a kerukeion, floating on the waves, appeared to the Greeks in
the battle of Mykale while simultaneously they received the news of the victory of
Plataiai. THOUXYD. I, 53 : the deputies of the Corinthians, who made peace with the
Athenians, are sent to Athens without kerukeion.
(2) Cf. Schol. Thoak. ad loc. : χηρνχιόν εστί ξνλον δρ&ον ίχον έχατέριοΰεν δύο οφεις
περιπεπλεγμένους xai άνζιπροσώπους προς αλλήλους χειμένους, δπερ είω&ασιν φέρειν ol
χήρυχες [μετ αυτών]; SUIDAS, S. V. χηρΰχειον; Etym. magri, p. 511,3 and 511,5a
ff. : χηρΰχειον ion προσηγορικό? xai σημαίνει παααν ράβδον χήρυχος; EOSTATH. ín / / . II,
106 (Lpz. I. 1827» 150, 31 β); POLLUX, Onom. Vili, 138.
(3) On the relation of the greek χηρΰχειον
PAULY, 340-1.
(4) HBSYCHIOS (NAUCK, FTG.

and

latin caduceus : BOETZKES,

638) : δράχοντα το χηρΰχειον. Σοφοχλής
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Φιλοχτήτη.

beginning of the fifth century (i) (Plate, C, III); but if we consider the shape of the eight-staff on black-figured vases as e. g. on the
François-vase, I think, I am justified in coming to the conclusion that
this serpent-staff must have existed as early as in the middle of the
6th century (a) (Plate, A, 1-4).
What was now the origin and development of shape and magic
power and how did it come later into the hands of so many bearers?
a) Various forms (especially Y-form) of the kerukeion and its different bearers.
To be able to answer the question asked in the preceding lines,
it is necessary to consult the monuments of Greek art, and especially
the decoration of the vases, as the few words in the Homeric description certainly do not give sufficient information as to the shape.
It will be wisest to take, as a starting-point, the « eight-staff » on
the black-figured vases, as some variations of this eight-staff may be
of the utmost importance for our investigation for the more
primitive form.
It is quite clear that many slight alterations in the representations
of the eight-staff must only be attributed to a certain haste, a certain
carelessness, or may be, a certain taste for new ornamental and exceptional designs by the artist. So we find as an example of such deviations,
a top, consisting of two or more circles (3), it sometimes happens that
the staff goes through these circles (4), sometimes the staff has a small
(1) B. GRAEF, Bruchstücke einer Schale von der Akropolis : JAI. ЦіВді), p. 43-48,1*. ι.
(2) An accurate investigation of the various kerukeia on the François vase (FUSTW.
R., Τ. ι, Τ. 11, 2) may lead to the conclusion that there is a striking difference
between the heads of the serpents on the Gorgoneion (1) and the broadened
ends of the kerukeion (2), which is almost exactly similar to the enlarged ends of the
girdle of the Gorgons (3). In two other kerukeia, however, some lines suggest that the
painter might have already thought of serpents (4).
(3) Two or more circles without crescent : GERHARD, AV. i6=Mönchen, JAHN,47;
AZ- XL (1882), p.2i4=Ber/in, 2259; RÖSCHER, III, 1617, 7=pyxis Copenhague; JAI,
XVIII (1903), Abb. 4=vase Spinelli; Not. Sc. 1920, p. 25. Two or more circles with
crescent: GERH. AV. 138; 170 (thrice); Frarw. R., T. VUI, 36; FARNELL, V, 44, pi. 44
(bronze of Perugia).
(4) Staff passing through the circles : GERH. AV. 2; PBRR. CHIP. IX, pi. 16; X, 484,
fig. 274·
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crossbeam, now it is long, then again short, a kind of hand-staff
(i) (Plate, C, a-d).
We must draw special attention to the kerukeion formed like a
fork or a Y-shaped branch (Plate C, I; II a> 5). Here, too, the painter
may have been urged to this variation by a superficial motive. This
will also be the case with an Ionic vase, on which ten « gerontes » are
drawn, bearing alternately an eight staff and a forked staff. (2).
Some designs, however, are carefully finished and give the firm impres
sion that the painter purposely represented the kerukeion as a forked
staff, because he had another representation in mind. So we see a
man, on a Phrygian rock-relief (3), holding a forked staff, of which
the extremities are slightly bent (Plate C, 1,3). It is possible that this
figure originated under the influence of typical Ionic representations;
most certainly it is no Hermes psychopompos (4), neither the god,
who, in a later period, sometimes adorned the graves (5), but
probably nothing else than a person of rank, who holds the symbol of
his power.
Etymologically the word « rhabdos » itself, related to ρωηες, flexible
twigs for plaiting (6), may denote a forked rod, as it abo has some
relation to the old Slavonic « vruba », willow, and as the willow-twigs
are specially called rhabdoi, and are mostly forked branches (7).
Eliminating all kinds of forks, for daily use (8), in the hands of
peasants and fishermen, as far as I know, Greek vase-painting has
but one example where the forked staff clearly has the function of a
kerukeion in the hands of Hermes. On a red-figured krater in the

(1) Examples of long staffs : Berlin, 1696, 1704, 1715,1828,189;, 2154; AA. XIII
(1898), 189, Fig. 3. Further variations of the form : see Plate.
(2) DüMMLER : RM. II (1887), T . VIII, ι.
(3) AM. p. XIV, 182; KOEKTE, AM. XXIII, ρ, 137·
(4)

RAMSAY : JHS.

I l l (1883), p. 9; FARNELL, V, p. 14, n. b.

(5) Concerning this custom which became the fashion in the 4th century В. C. (cf.
BABRIOS 30; the Hermes of Aigaion and the Hermes of Andros, in ROSCHER, I, 2375,
2391, 2415) and which was most common since the first cent. A. D . : EITREM, Hermes :
PAULY, 790; SCHRÖDER, Stadien za den Grabdenkmälern der römischen Kaiserzeit : BJ.
Heft 108/9, (1902), p. 64.
(6) BOISACQ, S. V. ράπίς.
{•ff Η. SCHMIDT, Synonymik der griech. Sprache, Leipzig, 1886, II, p. 473.
(8) A. BLANCHET, Parca, Furcilla : DAREMB. II, 1409.
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Albertínum at Dresden, Hermes psychagogos conjures up a chthonic
spirit, or rather the Earth spirit itself, the goddess of the Earth,
Pherephatta, rising from a grave-pithos. The conjuring divinity
holds a rude forked staff (i) which appears to be an indispensable
object for his action (Plate, C, I, 2 and Fig. 2). As the conjuring up
of the Earth-goddess is undoubtedly a magic deed, the object must
also be considered as a magic object.
There is another fact that shows that the kerukeion had originally
the form of a forked staff. The paidotribai at Athens, the masters
who teach gymnastics to the young people, often hold, during their
lessons, the common knotted or smooth staff, mostly carried by the
citizens of Athens, but they also hold as a symbol of their profession
and as an implement for punishment a long forked staff, the ends
of which are often knotted together, (2) or twisted in such a way as to
form the 8-like shape of the kerukeion (3). Because of this rhabdos,
these teachers or superintendants are called « rhabdouchoi » (4).
From the preceding examples we may conclude that the forked
staff must have been closely related, even identical with the kerukeion.
Before adducing new arguments to prove the aforementioned
conclusion, I must first expatiate upon the different bearers of the
forked staff.
(1) P. HERRMANN : AA. VII (1892), 166-7 : " Die rechte Hand hält einen langen Stab
dessen gegabeltes Ende gesichert ist, wie ich gegenüber den von M. MONGER, AM. XVI,
p. 304, A. 2. geäusserten Zweifeln ausdrücklich betone ». HARRISON, p. 277.1 gratefully
acknowledge the kind help of Prof. Herrmann who facilitated my study of this very
interesting vase.
(2) Rhabdos of the paidotribai used as a means of chastisement : AILIANOS, ат.
Hist. II, 6; several examples in vase-painting : e. g. Brit. Mus. E. 46. Forked rod of
the paidotribai without plaiting : Berlin, In v. 3 I 3 9 = H A R T W . T. X L VI, 2; id., p. 394;
id, fig. 56 b and e; GERH. AV. 271,1; PFUHL, IH, 350; Brit. Mas. IH, E, 5%=RRV. I,
129; Brit. Mus. Ili, E, 8iS=JHS.
XXIII (1903) p. 261; Brit. Mus. HI, E, 4 6 = H A R T W .
Fig. 53; JHS. XLII (1922), p. 73; HARTW. T. XVI, T. LXVI; DAREMB. Ill, f. 4619,
4620; WATZINGER, T. 23, p. 39; JAI.

(1895), X, Nr. 28, p. 197; WÜRZBURG, I 1 8 = G E R H .

ЛК.259; WÜRZBURG, Inv. H. 577; JAI, VII (1892), AA, 172, Nr. 186; AA. XXIX
(1914), p. 288, Abb. 109.
(3) Rods of the paidotribai with plaited e n d s : München, 5 8 4 = G B R H . AV. 177;
München, 4 I I = F U R T W . R. T . 5 2 = P F U H L , III, 372; HAFTW. T . XVI, T . XV, 2 (plaited
twice); id., fig. 56 a, p. 4 I 6 = P F U H L , III, 375.
(4) SUIDAS, S. v. ραβδούχοι. J. JüTHNER, Philostratos über Gymnastik, Lpz. 1909,
ρ. 300; EUSTATH. in II. I, 27s, Lpz. I, 1837, 88, 5.
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Though no conclusions must be drawn from the decoration of a
Corinthian vase, of which a name is arbitrarily given to the tigures
on it and on which Agamemnon bears a forked staff (i), yet I must
point out that this forked staff is most probably the emblem of a
ruler on the Phrygian rock-relief, on the Ionian vase with the « gerentes » and on another vase, on which an old man, with a forked staff,
precedes Hermes and the three goddesses of the judgment of
Paris (2). There is no question of carelessness on the part oí the painter
in this last mentioned decoration, nor can we speak of a second
herald (3), but in all probabiility the old man is a dignitary, Friamos
(4). No mythologie tradition prevails, it is true, to justify the representation of Friamos being present at the judgment of Paris, yet
the painter may have added his picture to show the relation with
Hermes (5).
As the forked staff and the kerukeion are found in the hands of
other gods and of men, i. e. according to Ionian conception and in
the historical records of Athens, concerning the rhabdouchoi, we may
conclude that the kerukeion, in its more primitive form, was also a
symbol of authority; that it either went from Hermes to others, or,
what is more probable, was first held by rulers and potentates
generally, and only afterwards became exclusively the emblem of
Hermes.
Have the forked staff and the kerukeion the same shape?
Before considering this problem more closely, we must say something concerning the many theories, propounded in antiquity as well
as in our times in order to give an explanation of the origin of the kerukeion.
3. THE ORIGIN OF THE KERUKEION.

1) Theories concerning its origin.
For some scholars the starting point of their investigation of the
(1) München, 2 I I = S I E V E K I N G - H A C K L , 3 2 7 = P F U H L , III, 193 (Doddwell); WEBNICKK

Agamennon : PAULY, I, 737.

(3) München, i23 = SiHVEKlNG-HAcn., 8 3 7 = P F V H L / III, 156.
(3) According to BLOCH, Die anschauenden Götter au] Vasen des r. ƒ. Stils, Leipz.,
1888, 2, 3·
(4) FUBTW. R., T . 95.

(5) WEIZSAECKER, Priâmes : RÖSCHER, III, 2944. According to later witnesses (OVID.
Heroid. 5, 89; HYGIN. 91) Paris had never seen his father till that time.
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origin of the kerukeion is either the sceptre, or the serpent's staff,
for others it is a certain symbolism (kerukeion, the emblem of commerce and prosperity, or an astral sign), again the origin is looked for
in Egypt, or among the peoples of the Orient, Phoenicians, Babylonians
or Hittites.
In the first place the kerukeion was supposed to have descended
from a kind of walking staff or skeptron, such as was often carried
by Hermes (i), or from a kind of shepherd's crook, as the god was
a great protector of herds or ñocks (2).
That the top of the staff or sceptre, consisting of a knot, a flower
or a bent end, should have produced the twined twigs, is not only
very problematic, but it cannot possibly be proved : we cannot
find a single example of such a development, neither can we quote
any analogous process. Moreover the kerukeion is mostly a short
staff, whereas the walking staff, as a matter of fact, is much longer.
As to the explanation given by classic commentators, it is well
known that these writers who were often lacking in knowledge of
the history of religion, frequently tried to interpret all kinds of
historical facts and events by means of aetiology. So we need not be
astonished that authors, among others Servius and Macrobius (3),
who starting from the most common form of the kerukeion, tried to
explain its development aetiologically.
M. Mayer worked in a different way (4) : he thought that he had
found the primitive form of the kerukeion in a kind of sceptre from
Mykenai, the top of which was formed by the heads of two serpents,
turned towards each other.

(1)

E. g. RRV, I, 98; COLL. COUVB,

1753 (lekythos).

(3) EITRBM, Hermes :PAULY, 775. The staff of Hermes on а Ы. f. lekythos (GBKH. AV.
ig, 3 = R R V . II, 35 = DAREMB. Ill, 4934) must not be regarded as a lagobolon, but as a
kerukeion, shaped in an inaccurate manner. — Kerukeion derived from a skeptron :
ROSCHER, I, 3365; HAKRISON, p. 44; from a shepherd's crook : OSTERMANN, De praeconibus Graecorum, Marb. 1845. p. 21, 1; FARNELL, V, p. 10.
(3) SERVIUS ad Aen. VIII, 138; MACROS. Sat. 1,19, cf. К. BORINSKI, Goethes Urworte

Orphisch : РЫМ. LXIX (1910), p. 2-3.
(4) MAYER, My kenische Beiträge : JAI. VII (1892) p. 198; cf. SCHLIEMANN, Mycenae,
London, 1878, fig. 451, 452, p. 387.
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A further investigation of the object itself, proves that the shape
is too divergent from that of the caduceus, to be able to show any
striking analogy.
The symbolic argument is just as mistaken as the previous explanations. Böttiger (ι) was of opinion that the kerukeion was originally the
symbol of prosperity and commerce and that the Homeric epithet
τριπέτηλος referred to the clover-leaf and the abundance of flocks of Her
mes νόμιος. Preller and Welcker (2) ascribed an even more abstract
meaning to the staff, they thought it was the original symbol of the
« drastische und demiurgische Kraft » of the god, and that the Home
ric epithet was an allusion to the three empires, of which Hermes was
the ruler.
It is hardly necessary to draw the attention to the fact that the sym
bolic value of an object among primitive peoples must of necessity
be preceded by a time in which that selfsame object had a real and
concrete significance (3).
The hypothesis of the so-called astral-mythologists is based on an
equally wrong principle, i. e. the opinion that primitive peoples are
abstract instead of concrete in their way of thinking and explaining
things. C. Mehlis regards the rhabdos of Homeric poetry as a gold
staff, a concrete image of the sun with the golden rays (4). E. Siecke
(5), who regards the kerukeion as the symbol of the moon, compares
it, in the fantastic manner that characterizing the whole book, with
staffs, that are quite different, with the rod of Kirke and the walkingstaff of Janus.
The caduceus is explained by A. Hoffmann (6), partly as astral
and symbolic conceptions, partly as the result of oriental religious
ideas. He draws attention to the staff which frequently occurs in Phoe
nician and Carthaginian monuments, the so-called staff of Astarte :
(1) Amalthea, I (1820), p. 104 and 107.
(г)

PRELLER : РЫМ. I (1846), p. 316 = Ausgew. Aufs. p. 151; PRELLER-ROBERT, I,

p. 41a, 3; WELCKER, Griech. Götterlehre, Göttingen, 1857-63, II, p. 445; WEHRMANN,
Das Wesen und Wirken des Hermes, Erlangen, 1875, p. 112.
(3) As e.g. the origin of the abstract signs of script and pictography, cf. A. EVANS :
Anthr. & CI. p. 1 ff.
(4)

MEHLIS, p . 112.

(5) E. SIECKE, Hermes der Mondgott, Lpz. 1908, 62 ff; id. Götterattribute
nannte Symbole, Jena 1909, p. 270 f.
(6) O. HOFFMANN, Hermes und Kerukeion, Marburg 1890, p. 27-30.
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und soge-

the top consisting either of a horned disc of the sun, the symbol of
Baal, or of a full moon, with a crescent moon, the symbol of Astarte
(Plate ,B, 1-2). There is however a very great difference : the kerukeion
is always held by its bearer, whereas the staff of Astarte is placed beside
other objects, and if Baal or Astarte holds a badge, it is not a staff
with a top, but only an object formed like an Arabian eight,
often in the form of two cornucopiae. This theory is more or less
accepted by L. Müller (ι). Goblet d'Alviella (г), and Bérard (3).
Legrand (4) mentions these Phoenician staffs besides other Hebrew
and Egyptian staffs, but does not give a definite opinion concerning
the origin of the kerukeion.
The fact, however, that the oldest representations of those Phoenician staffs date from a period not earlier than the fifth century, shows
the absolute impossibility of the theory of the Phoenician origin of
the caduceus. It would be much wiser to ascribe the origin of the
Phoenician staff to the form of the Greek kerukeion, as Greece had
great commercial interests in Asia-Minor in the fifth century (5).
The above mentioned reasons show clearly that the Egyptian
serpent-staff cannot possibly have been the example for the caduceus (6).
The theory of Babylonian origin, was suggested by A.
L. Frothingham, but we sincerely regret that a positive article, the
synthesis of which was that the kerukeion was « the house-god of the
early Latins and of primitive Rome and that the Etruscans had brought
to Italy the Hittite and Babylonian caduceus god », was never published as death, in 1923, prevented this eminent orientalist from finishing his work (7).
The concise suming-up of the only article is : the greek serpentsstaff was the emblem of the pre-olympic Hermes, and the prototype
(1) L. MÜLLER : AA,

1866, p. aig

ff.

(2) GOBLET D'ALVIELLA, La migration des symboles, París, 1891, p. 380 ff.
(3) V. BÉRABD, De Porigine des cultes areadiens, Paris, 1894, p. 287 ff.
(4) LEGRAND, Mercarías : DABEMB. III,
(5) BOETZKES, p. 333.

1807.

(6) M. OHNEFALSCH-RICHTER, Kypros, die Bibel und Homer, Berlin, 1893, P· 200 ff;
cf. BOETZKES, Diss. p. 5.

(7) A. L. FROTHINGHAM, Babylonian origin of Hermes the snake god and of the caduceus : AJA. XX (1916), ρ. 175-211.
-
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of this Hermes was « an oriental deity of Babylonian extraction », a
god of the Spring and of fertility. The two snakes, a male and a female,
are symbols, and have the same meaning as the phallos in Greece (i),
and they are the direct motive for the serpent's staff. Ward (a)
found such a staff on Babylonian and Hittite seal-cylinders, a staff
round which two serpents are entwined; they form a certain phase in
the development of the theriomorphic shape of the serpent Ningishzida
on the vase of Gudea (3), which is complete in the anthropomorphic
shape of the herald of the earth-goddess. This staff is also found
alone then it stands upright and is worshipped as a divine being, the
same as was the case with the Hittite caduceus god of Hierapolis.
Of course nobody can agree with this theory, as it overlooks the
irrefutable fact that before being adorned with serpents, the Greek
caduceus showed only twined twigs. It might be asserted that this
form of twined twigs originated from the serpent-shaped object,
that existed in prehistoric times and which afterwards became
simpler, but who can procure any striking evidence or analogy for such
an hypothetic simplification?
Moreover the similarity of the Greek and the Babylonian staff is
only superficial, for the development of the two is quite different.
Sometimes the oriental staff is seen (4) with serpents coiled round
the whole length of the staff, and often it has a pointed lower end,
used to fix the staff in the ground (5); the top is then an invetted
omega, formed by the bodies of two serpents, the heads and necks of
which are as fat as an Egyptian asp (6). Between the necks of the
serpents we often see a vase (7), but never, not even with the most
elaborate form, do we ever see the serpents knotted.
It was held by heroes (8) as well as by the gods Ishtar and Mar
ti) J. E. HARRISON, Themis, A study of the social origins of Greek religion, Cambridge,
191a, p. збб.
(а) *W. H. WARD, The seal cylinders of Western Asia, Washington, 1910, p. 408,
according to Frothingham.
(3) Vase of Gudea : Kunstg. i. В., 1, 2, p. 47, 3-4.
(4) FROTHINGHAM, a. q., fig. 10, 15, with styled forms : fig. 13, 17, 18, 35, and the
Syrohittite fig. 16.
(5)

FROTH, a. q., fig.

(б)

FROTH, a. q., fig.

14.
13, 17, 18,

35.

(7) FROTH, a. q., fig. n , 12,13,14, 16,17, 18,10, 31-36.
(8) So the hero Haabani : FROTH, a. q., fig. 17.
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duk (ι). The staff, originally a serpent-staff was at length worshipped
as a deity. It is therefore quite clear that, although there is some like
ness between Hermes and Ningishzida, both being the gods of fer
tility and the messengers of the gods, it must be noted that there is
a striking difference between form and significance of the Babylonian
and the Greek staffs.
All theories mentioned having to be rejected, we come to the logic
al conclusion, already accepted by Boetzkes (2) that the staff with
the 8-shaped top is nothing but the forked staff, the ends of which
knotted together.
What is the reason ot such knotting together, will be explained later.
Here we add that this knotting of the ends is the natural method of
forming a kerukeion. At a later period, in which the serpent-staff
undoubtedly was the only prevailing shape for a herald 's staff, Deinarchos gives a description of a deputation of supplicant Thebans,
ίχετηρίας ( v i z . sKaioi) ίχοντες xai κηρύκεια συμπβπΧεγμένα, ас ίφαοαν, êx τών ΰαΧΙώ* ( з ) .

a) The rod of Hermes and the dowsing-rod.
We observe in the development of the kerukeion, three essential forms,
the first of which, the forked staff, immediately evokes the idea of the
virga mercurialis, the dowsing-rod, of the Middle-ages (4) and
of modern times, which is also a forked rod. Though I purposely
avoid, in this study, any treatment of modern magic objects (5), yet it
(1) Ishtar : fig. 31-35. Marduk : fig. 36.
(2) BOETZKES, p.

339.

(3) DEINABCHOS, 1,18. It is erroneous to expunge from the text the words σνμπεπλεγμένα, ως εφαααν, êx ζών dalia}ι· (SAUPPE, Epistilio, critica, p. I32and MAETZNER, in
his edition, Berolini, 1842, against this view; THALHEIM in his edition, Berlin 1877, ad.
loc. ) The fact that the kerukeion which is given to an embassy or a herald by his
town, has a seal and some words in token of his dignity (DITTENB. I, 419, n. ;
(p. 658), 405, n. 5 (p. 642); about the caducei found in Italy : KUBITSCHEK : JO ΑΙ. X
(1907) p. 128 ff.) throws into relief the distress and the desperation of these Thebans,
who protect themselves with a kerukeion, the result of the characteristic ουμπλέχιιν.
(4) First J. GRIMM, Deutsche MythotA Gott. p. 1844, 814, and many other authors
after him (BOETZKES, p. 334-5) point to the likeness, nay to the identity (erroneously as
will be shown) of the Greek kerukeion in its primitive shape and the divining rod.
(5) As I don't make a special study of the dowsing rod, I refrain from adding the
titles of important articles, which are overlooked in the extensive, though not quite com
plete, bibliographies concerning this subject by CAHL VON KLINCKOWSTRÖM, Bibliographie
der Wünschelrute, München 1911, BIROT ET Roux, Hydroscopie et rabdomancie (Soc. agr.
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may be of some interest to try to find out, whether there ac
tually is any relation between the primitive form of the kerukeion and
the dowsing-rod.
It may be possible that in the province of the folklore of the past and
of the present time, a secret path is to be found, that leads from classic
antiquity through many dark ages to our present days, in which the
afore-mentioned object, long forgotten, has again become of vital
importance. It may also be supposed that this same secret path exists
for the dowsing-rod, and it has indeed been asserted that the dowsingrod is a remnant of a pre-Aryan superstition, which has survived, if
not wholly, still chiefly among non-Aryan races (i).
As far as we can ascertain, the dowsing-rod of the Middle-ages, and
of our modern days, originates from the mining districts of Germany,
most probably from the Harz-mountains. At any rate it was first gene
rally used in Germany, as a means of discovering new veins, and also
to discover hidden and buried treasure. From there it spread before
the end of the 17th century throughout all countries of Europe. The cus
tom may have arisen « from the belief once universal among educated
men, as Melanchthon, that metallic ores attracted certain trees which
thereupon drooped over the place where those ores were to be found. »
(2). The intention of discovering lodes of metallic ores or wells, re
minds us of Roman antiquity with its « aquilices » (3) who as α indagatores aquarum » were held in great respect in Italy, especially
in Etruria, and were consulted regarding the establishment of public
buildings or aqueducts. Of all Latin authors, as Varrò, Vitruvius,
sciences industr. de Lyon) p. 191a and A. J. ELLIS, The divining rod, A history of water
witching with a bibliography, Washington, 1917 (the most complete). — It may be noticed that almost all essays, treating the subject, from the revival of the object in the
16th century, down to our modern times, and all the authors, who took an interest in
the magic rod, turned their full attention away from antiquity (except for rods as that of
Mercurius and Kirke) and focussed this on the divining rod. An attempt to examine the
magic rod of classic antiquity has already been made in the dissertation « in Electoral! ad
Albim Academia » : De magia Ьасаіогшп, by M. P. С. BEERN, і б б і . I had no occasion to
consult the newly issued book of *W. BAHKETT AND T. BESTERHAN, The divining rod,
London, 1926.
(1) A. W. BUCKLANO, Rhabdomancy and belomancy or divination by the rod and the
arrow : Journ. Anthrop. Inst. Gr. Brit. Irl. V (1876), p. 450.
(3) BARRETT : Soc. Psych.Res. Proceed. XIII (1897-1898), p. 13; cf. E L U S , a. q. p. ia.
(3) WissowA, Aqailex : PAULY, II, 321; SAGLIO, Aqtiilex : DARBMB. 1347.
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Columella, Palladius, Cassiodorus, not even Plinius »who enters into
particulars concerning magic objects and methods, and abo concer
ning the way to discover wells (i), there is not a single one, who
ever mentions the rod in the hands of these aquilices.
And what about the forked rod of Hermes, shaped like a modern
dowsing-rod?
Besides a single point of similarity, there are a great many points of
difference, which exclude all direct dependence.
Hermes, as a rule, takes hold of his kerukeion at the bottom
or at least at a certain part of the staff itself, whereas the mediaeval,
or modern rhabdomancer, takes hold, with both his hands, of the fork
of the dowsing-rod, while the staff itself is drawn towards the earth (2).
The fork here seems to be nothing else than a practical handle : the
dowsing-rod was often made of two twigs, partly bound together
and which were held by the two ends (3).
Then there is a difference as regards the material. For the dow
sing-rod a special kind of wood is required, though the choice is not
bound by any fixed rules and varies according to time and place.Yet the
wood of the willow, hazel, peach and witch hazel were mostly used. (4)
For the kerukeion, on the contrary, no special kind of wood was re
quired, except in special cases.
Classic literature never mentions the dowsing-rod and it is quite
wrong to assert that the dowsing-rod has any connection
with the rods of Athena and Kirke, the lituus of the augurs
and the virgula divina in a passage of Cicero's (5). All these rods are
formed in another way and are used quite differently.
(1) COLUMELLA, II, a, 30; ляяо, Menipp. fr.
PLIR. Ep. ad Trai. 37,3; VITRUV. VIII, I; PLIN. N.H.
de те rust. IX, 8; CASSIODOR. Var. Ill, 53.

444 (Bücheier) (Tuscus aquilex);
ХХХІП, 31; XXXI, 36; PALLADIUS,

(a) Concerning the carrying of the dowsing rod : ELLIS, fig. 1-3, p. 7 and 8.
(3) An Italian engraving (old Italian plate) : * AGRICOLA, de re metallica, 1580, cf.
ELLIS, fig. 4, p. ia.

(4) ELLIS, p. 7. Exceptionally we find the kind of wood from which the magic rod
should be made, as we will see in a following chapter about the rhabdos εβεννίνη.
For the kerukeion, no special wood was prescribed, so far as I am aware : but it is
likely that sometimes ebony was preferred, as the colour of that wood necessarily
suggested the idea of darkness of the underworld. According to a magic papyrus in the
Brit. Mus. (KENYON, I, p. 116, v, 12 ff.): olSa οοΰ (viz. Hermes) xai το ξύλο? то eßewlvov,
it was sacred to Hermes.
(5) CICERO, de off. I, 118.
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I must quote another passage from Ktesias, by Apollonios (i) : in
his work a kind of wood is mentioned, used by the Hindoes of anti
quity, to attract gold, silver, metals and stone. This kind of wood
was called παρηβον : according to Kuhn (г) it might be identified with
the « açvuattha ».
It is stated by Philostratos (3) that every Brahman carried a
staff, with which he could procure for himself all he wished. It is
possible, even probable, that this custom accounts for the use ot the
dowsing-rod in the Middle-ages and in our days. As we do not
possess any indication concerning a special shape for this piece of
wood, we must therefore emphatically deny the assertion that the
dowsing-rod was already known in classic antiquity and must be
identified with the rod of Hermes.
3) The forked staff in Homeric poetry and its original signification.
As already mentioned, the monuments of classic antiquity are
witnesses of the existence of the forked staff of Hermes. Are there
also literary evidences of this? Let us trace the Homeric passage,
describing the rod of Hermes, in the hymn on the god (v. 528 ff.).
This rhabdos cannot possibly be the μάοπξ, occurring in the same
hymn, neither can it be a common staff (4), without doubt, however,
the author describes a special rod, which gives to its bearer the name
Of χρνσόρραπις and also, according to the Scholiast the name Of χρνααωρ (J).
In this Homeric description, neither the first περικαλλέα, nor the second

(1) KTESIAS, Ind. frg. 57,18 Müller, p. 83 ( = PHOT. Biblioth. cod. 7a, p. 47, a, 3a Bk.);
APOLLON. Hist. Mir. 17 (Ctesiae frg. 73, Müller, p. 99).
(a) KUHN, Herabkanft des Feuers, Berlin 1859, p. a n ·
(3) PHILOSTR. Vita Apoll. Tyan. Ill, 15, p. 94, 31 K.; cf. THORNDIKE, A history of
Magic and expérimental Science, London 1933,1, p. 353.
(4) Hymn. Нот. in Herrn. (Ill), 497.
(5) Χρνσόρραυιις : Od. Χ, 377,33ΐ; Hymn. Нот. in Herrn. (III). 41g; Hymn. Нот. in
Apoll. (I), 133; IV, 336; XXVII, 13; NONI». Dionys. IV, ι; XXXVI, 11 (εΰρρνιις);
Orph. Lith. (Abel, p. 109), 15; Argonaut. Orph. (Abel, p. 8), 137. — I dwelt upon the
connotation of χρνοάωρ (Musée Belge, XXVIII (1934) p. 47-52) meaning « with gold
arrows », and not « with a gold sword ». The relation between the arrow and the
staff explains that χρνοάωρ for the scholiast was synonymous with χονοόρραπίί.
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adjective χρυαείην (ι) are able to enlighten us concerning the shape of
the staff because they often occur in Homeric poetry and are mostly
but epitheta ornantia. The third adjective τριπέτηλον at once suggests the
word πέτηλον, «leaf», and τρνιέτηίος шауе еп refer to the trefoil. Art itself
seems to have given the same explanation of this epithet. I will not
mention the Etruscan mirror, because it cannot offer any evidence (a),
but I do want to draw attention to the Corinthian pinax in the
museum at Berlin, on which Hermes, originally, carried a staff, the top
of which was formed by three leaves, but even in antiquity this top
was altered into an eight-shape and the three leaves were painted in
the opened top-part of the eight-like shape (3). We cannot find any
reason for the painter first painting the three leaves at the top. Perhaps
he thought of the Homeric epithet, but we are not sure : he may
have had the intention to give Hermes a sceptre, which often had
a top formed of three leaves.
Preller (4) found the word πέτηίον in τριπέιηυς in the meaning of «Spross»
and ράβδος τριπέτηυς was the rod which formed the three shoots, i.e., one
was formed by the stem, the two others by the extremities at the top.
This is, in reality, also Boetzkes' opinion : he combines the word
τραιέτηΧος With t h e Verb πειάνννμι a n d ράβδος τριπέτηλος i s e x p l a i n e d b y h i m

as the rod, extending in three directions (5).
It is doubtful, however, whether the poet really had this concep

ii) It does not bear directly upon our subject-matter to enter into details concerning
the use of the two adjectives in Homeric poetry. As to χουαείος, I will only observe that
many Homeric objects, or those of a former civilization, must have been actually made
of that precious metal, as the results of excavations have shown for the gold δάιας
(II. IV, 3; VI, азо; XI, 633; XXIII, ідб; Od. Ill, 41, 46; X, Зіб; XVIII, І З І ) and as
we may suppose also for many other objects as the dogs of the palace of Alkinoos (Od.
VII, g ì ) . In many cases, however, it is only an epitheton ornans.
(г) BOETTIGER : Amalthea,

I (1820), p. 107 ff.,

cf. NORDEN, p. 17a, n. 1; GRUPPE,

Unterwelt : RÖSCHER, V ,ρ. 76.
(3) GERH. £ 5 . IV, 298, p. 31. Hermes carrying Dionysos, holds the usual eight
staff and a branch of three leaves. The artist may have had in mind the Homeric adjec
tive, but this is of no importance for the question concerning the original significance.
(4) Berlin, 494; PERU. C H I P . IX, 239, fig. 100.

(5) BOETZKES, diss. p. 31; vgl. HIRT, Griech. Laut- und Formenlehre 2, Heidelb. 1912,
360. Boetzkes, however, does not clearly express-if he expresses it at ail-that the tripetelos
form was the forked one, and not that with the eight-formed top.
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tion; as he arbitrarily uses the words ύψιπέιηίος and ύψίχομος (ι), it is not
wholly impossible that for him the word πένηλον did mean « leaf ».
Yet we are not justified in rejecting the opinion that πέτηλον means
« Spross » or « that which spreads. » It is also possible that the poet
did not understand the original meaning of the word, which was
formed before his time. However this may be, we may conclude from
all this that the forked staff was the emblem of power in the hands of
the messenger of the gods before the eight staff replaced it.
So we have arrived at the starting-point in the development of the
kerukeion, which was, originally a forked staff, or as the Homeric
term has it, τριπέζηλος.
Can we now ascertain what it was originally inspired that the use
of the primitive shape of the kerukeion?
As classic antiquity does not offer any direct evidence, we must
either abstain from any further investigation or we must look for an
argument or analogy in the ethnological sphere.
For this purpose it seems important to draw attention to an
Egyptian staff with a forked top : such a staff was often borne by the
beggar and abo by the dead. This object showed their needs and their
dependence upon the gods, and it is by this they tried to win the
favour of the gods (2). Of course this staff has quite a different
significance from the purely material meaning of the ordinary Egyptian
staff, which was forked at the bottom, so that it might be stuck into
the ground. To explain the beggart's staff with its fork-shaped top,
we must give attention to the hieroglyph, representing a man, who
raises and stretches both his arms out, and is the very image of the
forked staff. The meaning of the hieroglyph is the verb « to
invoke » (3). К we now give attention to the close connection
there is between writing, pictography and the things of real life (4), it
is very probable that the forked staff of the beggar had the concrete
meaning of begging or imploring.
(1) 'Tytmé^hs : II. XIII, 437; Od. IV, 458, XI, 588; 'ΥψΙχομος : П. XV, 398,
Od. XII, 357.
(a) WiEDEMAim, Das alte Aegypten, Heidelb. 1920, p. 197.
(3) ERUAN, Die Hieroglyphen, Lpz. 1917, p. 30.

(4) I don't venture to make a guess concerning the significance of a pictographic
sign, which bears some resemblance to a forked or a horned little staff, A. J. EVANS,
Primit. pictographs from Crete and the Péloponnèse : JHS. XIV (1894), P· 3 4 ·
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Now the Greek kerukeion does not express the idea of helplessness;
on the contrary, it is an emblem of power. К we now apply our
argument of the Egyptian staff, then we come to the conclusion that
the top of the kerukeion is also a concrete expression of power :
an animal, an object, an attitude, which is identified in the minds of
men with power, just as love is concentrated in the heart.
As we are now able to show by the pictography of primitive peoples,
by the literature and folklore of all ages, horns have always been
the emblem of power; this was the case among the nomad tribes of
hunters, as well as in the community of husbandmen.
Did the Greeks then, or perhaps the pre-hellenic Greeks, adorn
their staffs with horns, real or imitated, to protect themselves, expres
sing thus, in a religious sphere, the confusion of the categories of equa
lity and identity, the basis of all magic performances?
I dare not give a positive answer to this question, but in suggesting
this hypothesis I will emphasize the great importance of those horns,
in magic and the religious life of all peoples, as these horns were used
formerly, and even at present, as a prevention against every evil (i).
If indeed the tripetelos-staff was originally a kind of preventive
used to protect its bearer, then it must surely strike us that in the
Homeric hymn that character is immediately indicated after the word
τριπέτηλος ; δώσω... ράβδον... περιχαλΧία / χρυσεΐην, τριπέτηΧον, άκήριον f¡ os φνλάξβι.

4) First bearer of the forked staff and its connection with a primary
function of Hermes.
After examining the most distant past of the kerukeion, though in
a partly hypothetical way, considering its power and its shape also,
(i) Concerning these horns in the history of religion, the reader may be referred
to the article by I. SCHEFTELOWITZ, Das Hörnermotiv in den Religionen : ARW. XV,
(191a), p. 451-487, in a particular way : 7. Hornamulette zur Abwehr von dämonischen
Einflüssen and zar Ueberwindung feindlicher Angriffe ; cf. abo H. THIERSCH : JO Al.
XVI (1913), ρ 82, 6. A staff with an upper piece of actual horns (of a ram) found in
the earliest graves at Abydos, cf OESTERLEY, The sacred dance, A study in comparative
folklore, Cambr. 1923, p. 203 : it was probably a rod to beat time for the funeral dances,
and was thus imbued with apotropaic power. One can also remember the staff with a
fork of two snakes, on a coffin in the Brighton Museum : A. W. SHORTER, A possible late
representation of the god Ash : Joam. Egypt. Archaeol. XI, (1925), pi. IX.
-
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which in Homeric poetry differs entirely from other rhabdoi, a plaited-twig or an fishing-rod (i) or, comparing it with the rod of other
deities {2), there remain two questions concerning its origin : who was
the first to carry the kerukeion, and how can this rod be concerned with the primary character or rather one of the primary actions
of Hermes?
As to latter question, we can state that, in all probability, a direct
relation between the magic forked rod or the twined rod, and the god,
protector of fertility, must be eliminated.
On the other hand, we are justified in linking the use made of the
rod to the duty of a messenger of the gods, if we don't link it together with the dignity of the ruler or with the quality of the servant
of Hades.
As to the first question, no satisfactory answer can be given.
Undoubtedly a messenger of the gods, with a magic rod must be
created after the example of human circumstances, but how did this
messenger or herald get his rod? Or might it have been the rod of
the master and ruler (emblem of power, according to the testimony
of some survivals) and was the rod given this messenger that he might
be protected by royal power? Or did the first bearer, a ruler, a priest,
a messenger, or may be an ordinary traveller, thinking himself possessed of sufficient magic power to avert disaster and being desirous
of showing by external symbols that he was able to create such magic
power, use the rod as a means of ostentacious power, while afterwards it became nothing but an emblem or symbol? This uncertainty
urges us to agree with the words of Boetzkes' : « Es sind der Entwicklungs-, Beeinflüssimgs- und Kreuzungsmöglichkeiten zu viele, als dass
wir auch mit Hilfe von Analogien über Vermutungen hinauskommen
können » (3).
After indicating the path of development from the 6th or 5th century
B.C. to the original significance, we have to continue to examine
its further evolution since the sixth century, and ascertain to what
extent the relation between shape and magic continues to exist.
(1) Rhabdoi as connecting twigs on Sarpedon's shield : II. XII, 484-7; cf. MÜNSTERBERG : Archaeol. Epigr. Mitt. Oest. Ung. XV, 135; Rhabdos as a fishing-rod : Od.
XII, 251.
(г) About the rhabdoi of Athene, Poseidon and Kirke, see Chapter I, E;II,B, 1,1), a.
(3) BOETZKES, p.

336.
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4. EVOLUTION OF FORM AND DECLINE OF THE MAGIC POWER OF THE ROD.

As every magic implement or object necessarily has a tendency to
lose its original power, it is but logical to suppose that this alteration
in the kerukeion cannot only be meant as an ornamental innovation,
but may also have been added to assist and revive the declining
magic power.
The first alteration is the knotting together of the extremities of the
forked staff. It might be suggested that this plaiting had no other
purpose than to facilitate the handling of the rod, as seems to be the
case with the rods of the Athenian paidotribai. We however must
refer to a striking difference. In studying the greek vase-pictures, we
may observe that the gymnasiarchs make an arbitrary use of the
rhabdos with knotted and free extremities, using either shape in the
same period and even also in the same scenes. Here the twining must
have had a practical purpose. With the kerukeion, the knotted form
entirely supersedes the earlier shape and we find only rare remnants
of the original shape.
Practical motives might have led to the idea of plaiting the ends,
as can be indicated by the custom with other peoples of fastening
letters and messages to these knotted rods (i). But the acknowled
ged fact that in the folklore of all peoples plaiting or knotting
is a powerful means of banishing evil spirits and of breaking their
fatal influence, causes me to consider the knotted extremities of the
rod as an effective means to strengthen the ideal power of its
bearer (2).
The same motive can be ascribed to the other alterations in
shape, such as serpents added to the top, vittae and wings, ser
ving as ornaments for the later kerukeion.
(1) South Slavonic and Rhenish custom of fastening letters by means of the knotted
ends : Zeitschr.f. Ethnologie, XVIII (1886), 260, АШНА, p. 15. Another way of practical
use is that of the German · Sommergabel >, to which cake and fruits were attached :
MAOTJHARDT, WF.

p. 177, 252; DIETERICH, p.

322.

(2) Knotting and its power : Assyria : TALBOT : TSBA. 54, 66. Classic antiquity :
efficiency, especially of the Herculean knot : J. HECKENBACH, De nuditate sacra sacrisqae vincalis, Giessen, 1911 (RVV, IX, 3), p. 105 ff. ABT, Apologie des Apuleius, Giessen,
1908 (RRV, IV, 2), p. 74 ff. Modern times : SELIGMANN, p. 328 and s. v. Knoten;
WüTTKB, p. 180.
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The evolution from the eight-shape to the serpent-motive is pu
rely ornamental ( i ) . On Greek vase-paintings we often find
examples of eight-staffs, the extremities of which are enlarged and
finished off with small round balls (г). (Plate, c, II e, 1,2). The painter
has but to add a point or a little dash, to convert the end into a serpent's
head. We are not astonished at the fact that afterwards an aetiological explanation is given of the magic influence of the serpent (3) :
using serpents as ornaments will have been considered as a means
of strenghtening the magic power of the staff. Do not the spirit often
appear as snakes? (4) Sometimes there may also have been similar
motives to substitute the serpent's head by a ram's head (5).
In the further evolution of Greek and Roman art we note a predi
lection for ornamental lines. This love of decoration explains the
substitution of the serpents, decorating the top oi the kerukeion, by
two bodies of serpents with heads and tails, coiling round the whole
length of the staff (Plate, c, III, b, IVa). Many another item is added
under the influence ot the love of decoration : so we find a crossbeam
added underneath the top, both ends of the kerukeion are orna
ti)

LEGRAND, Mercurius: DABEMB. Ill, I8O8;PREIXKH-ROBEHT, I, p. 413; HABHISON,

p. 46, n. i . A . similar transition from the unadorned extremity of a rod to an ornamen
tal form, can be found on the crosier of the Greek Church, which is called ράβδος,
ποιμαντική or generally πατερίτσα or πατερισαα. The original form of this crosier was that
of a crux commissa (T-shaped) but the simple cross-beam has become a top of two
snakes, of which the heads are turned towards each other, cf. Χριστιανική 'Αρχαιολογική
'Εταιρεία Athens, 1892, Catal. PI. 2 ; J. BRAUN, Die Liturgische Gewandung in Occident
und Orient, Freiburg. 1907, Fig. 10g, p. 235 ; V. SCHULTZE, Kleider und Insignien :
HERZOG-HAÜCK, X, p. 533. Examples of classic antiquity as the rod of Hermes cannot
possibly be the cause of this evolution, which must have originated in Greek Christian
times to give a more ornamental form. The same can be said concerning the serpent's
head in the crosier deriving from the pedum, cf. LECLERCQ-GOUGAUD. Crosse : CABROL,
HI, p. 3144 ff.
(г)

FUHTW. R, T . 1/2; і і / і г ; 47, г ( = P F U H L , III, 424); 48; i n ; 123; HARTWIG, T .

41; BAUMEISTER, T . 92, III, 1398.

(3) PLIN. N. H. XXIX, 54: hie tarnen complexus anguium et efferatorum concordia,
causa videtur esse, quare exterae gentes caduceum in pacis argumentis circumdata effigie
anguium fecerint; SERV. AD AEN. VIII, 138 IV, 2 4 2 ; ATHENAG. suppl. pro christ. XVI;
MACROS. Sat. I, 19, 16; HYGIN. Astron. II, 7; CORNUT, Theol. gr. compend.XW;

FRG.

ORPH. (Abel,) p. 145. A modern group of A. Idrac, representing the invention of the
caduceus by Mercurius, is in the Musée du Luxembourg at Paris.
(4)

HARRISON, p . 325; KÜSTER, p. 62 ff.

(5) Heads of rams instead of snakes : BAUMEISTER, I, p. 681. Closely related is
the head of the ram, held as an apotropaion by a Hermes Promachos (archaic Arcadian
statuette) : P. PERDRIZET, Hermes criophore: BCH. X X (1903), p. 3 0 3 = R A . 1862, pi. VIII.
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mented with the point of a lance and the body ot the staff painted in
different colours (i). It is needless to dwell upon the value of the vittae
in the religious life of classic antiquity : as they always possessed
an apotropaeic power, it is quite clear that they were added to the
staff to increase its sanetity and its internal strength (г).
Besides thes nakes, the wings are the most characteristic of all the
alterations in the caduceus, even in our modern shape of the caduceus
snakes and wings have survived. The wings, attached to the boots of
Hermes, most probably were a further development of the additional
pieces of his boots. Very soon, even in the black-figured vases, we
see the wings fastened to the petasos of the god (3). Though it was a
purely ornamental alteration, it was explained in a different way. With
the Greeks this had reference to the celerity of messengers and heralds
(4), just as the full wings of Iris and Nike. As, however, the souls
of the deceased often take the shape of birds (5), these wings may
also refer to his function of psychopompos. As early as the 3rd cen
tury В. C , the wings were fastened to the staff (6). Another explana
tion is given by the Romans. Mercurius, who also holds a purse, was
worshipped chiefly as the god of commerce and gain : the wings
symbolize transitory profit and fleeting prosperity in business (7).
(1) Cross-beam : see plate, C, He . — According to APULEIUS, met. XI, 11
(hie horrendus ille superum commeator et inferum, nunc atra, nunc aurea fade sublimis... Anubis, laeva caduceum gerens, dextera palma virentem quatiens) the face of
Hermes was sometimes made of gold, sometimes it was black. So his kerukeion, gold
topped, had a pitch black handle and a glittering middle : STEUDING, Mercurios :
Röscher, II, 2821.
(2) Vittae : GRAILLOT, Vitto : DAMMB. V, 949-957; PLEY, De Zonae in antiquoram
ritióos asa, Giessen 1910 (RVV. XI, 2) p. 68-77. — Vittae on the kerukeion : Berlin,
2154, 3033, 3058; KLEIN, Meistersignaturen 2, Wien, 1887, p. 114, 1; p. 123, 19; Wiener
Vorlegebl. 1890/1, T. X, 4.
(3) Wings to the petasos : Ы. f. vase : GERH. AV. iio=RRV. II, 59, 10.
(4) ARISTOPH. AV. 57a ff; EITRBM, Hermes : PAULY, VIII, 778.
(5) WEICKER, passim.
(6) EITREM, a. q., p. 771.

(7) Caduceus as the sign of trade : in ancient Rome : HAEBERLIN, Aes grave. Das
Schwergeld Roms und Mittelitaliens, Frankfurt, 1910 : T. 40, 6-15 (as mint-stamp),
T. 41, 1-3, T. 42, 1-2 (as mint-mark with vittae), T. 69, 5-11 (mint-mark on coins of
Latium and Campania); T. 55, 7-10; T. 56, 1-3; T. 63, 5, 9; T. 65, 8, 9 (with other ob
jects). On weights and scales: PERNICE, JAI. XIII (1898) 76 ff.; as a symbol of business
men : FRIEDLAENDER at PETRON. Sai. 29; BJ. XXXVII (1864) 108, 2.
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i) The kerukeion as a mere symbol.
The decrease ot the magic power of the kerukeion and the transition into mere symbolism has been treated above. Yet in some
cases the painter or the artist may have had the intention to represent its magic power, but it is impossible to be clear about this, to assert
or to deny it for each special case. Generally speaking the kerukeion
of the divine messenger and of the mortal heralds is nothing but the
emblem of their position.
It is of no direct importance for this study to mention all the places
in mythology or history, in which the messenger Hermes is mentioned.
In the festive procession of the gods it is his task to lead the horses (i)
he is present at the meetings of the immortal gods (2), at
the birth of Athena (3), attends the entry ot Herakles and Hephaistos in the Olympos ( J ) , accompanies the king of darkness, who elopes
with his bride to the realm of the dead (5). In the history of Troy
he plays an important part: he leads Friamos to Achilleus (6), just as
he conducts the three goddesses to the beautiful herdsman Paris (7)
and he is often present at battles, when heroes such as Diomedes,
Aias, Dolon and others (8) fight heroically. We can also see
him repeatedly in the company of Herakles, Theseus and Perseus (9),
in scenes of sacriñce (10) and as a protector of the « palaistra »; his
(1) Hermes precursor : RRV, 1,99; 344; II, 3a, 8; 7 3 , 2 ; 125, 2; 37,4; 6 1 , 1 ; RRR. II,
151, 1; 347; ІИ, 158; 159; 255.
(2) Hermes in the assemblies of gods : RRV, I, 3; 67; II, 43, 4; 125, 1; 216; 1; JHS.
XIX (1899), pi. X.
(3) Hermes attending at the birth of Athena : RRV. I, 171, 2; 198, 1; II, 20, 2.
(4) Introduction of Hephaistos : RRV. I, 234, 1. Herakles : see note below.
(5) Persephone's guide especially on Roman monuments : RRR. Ill, 51; 318; 430.
(6) Hermes as Priamos' guide : RRV, I, 138, 3; RRR, II, 318, 1. JAI. IX (1894),
p. 156, Fig. 27; ROSCHEB, III, 2961; Dedalo, IV (1924), p. 683, 6 8 7 = A . IPPEL, Pompeii,
Lpz. 1925, Abb. n o (Pompeian fresco).
(7) Hermes as guide of the three goddesses : HÖFER, Paris : ROSCHEH, III, 1607 ff.
HAKUSON, p. 286;

FAHNELL, V, 36; JAL

XXI

(1906), p.

48.

(8) RRV. I, 299, 1 (Diomedes); ROSCHER, I, 1195 (Dolon); RRV, I, 365, г (Aias).
(9) RRV. 1,172; 290,3; II, 48, 5; 49, 4 (Perseus); ROSCHER, II, 271; V, 688 (Theseus);
about Herakles : GRUPPE, Herakles : PAUL γ, Suppl. Ill, 1100; HARTWIG, Die Herauf
holung des Kerberos auf den rotfigurigen Schalen : JAI. VIII (1893), p. 157-173.
(10) Hermes as offerer : STUDNICZKA, Ein Opferbetrug des Hermes'. JAI. VI (1891),
p. 338-262; cf. EiTRBM, Hermes : PAULY, VIII, 779.
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rod also becomes the emblem of sportive youth (i) . Any magic inten
tion may be eliminated in the above mentioned cases. Often he even uses
the kerukeion as a kind of walking stick (2) and as a means of de
fence (3). It is possible that a certain magic power clings to the keru
keion, when Hermes stretches it towards the horses' legs (4), any de
finite proof of a magic intention, however, is lacking here.
a) The kerukeion and the chthonic functions of Hermes.
We may accept on good grounds that a part of the chthonic
sway of Hermes is closely connected with magic, he himself was con
sidered as te ruler of the necromants or the conjurers of the spirits,
whose operations may very rightly be spoken of as the zenith of magic.
Hermes weighs (5), conducts (6) or carries the souls away (7) to
Charon's boat or to Hades. The most typical example of his nekromanteia, on greek vases, is the conjuring up ot the goddess of the earth.
(8). The kerukeion does not play a part, in any of these circumstances
hence we may conclude that the kerukeion was not originally a sym
bol of the chthonic character of the god.
As our knowledge of monuments in classic antiquity is often
so hopelessly scarce, I dare not assert that the holding of the kerukeion
over the scales in the « psychostaseia » of Hektor and Memmon is an
arbitrary movement, without deeper meamng; it may point to magic
intention and perhaps it achieved the ё^ αίαιμον ¡¡μαρ in Homeric
poetry (9).
So when Hermes guides the souls and leads them away, the use of
the rhabdos does not indicate any magic purpose.
If we now pass to some Italian gems, we shall see that with some
(1) Hermes in the palaistra : G. HABICH, Hermes Diskobolos : JAI. XIII (1899),
p. 57-65, Fig. 3 and 3; EITBEM, a. q., p. 786; HYGIN. Astron. II, 7.

(3) Hermes leaning on his kerukeion : e. g. RRV. II, 16, 1.
(3) Hermes defending himself with the kerukeion : JAL XVIII (1903), p. 38, Abb. 1.
4) Hermes extends his kerukeion in front of the legs of the horses : PFUHL, III, 273.
403; RRV, 1,9 (above the heads of the horses). Between two warriors : Fmrrw. R., Τ. 111;
(5) Psychostasy : RRV.

I, 89; 144; ROSCHER, II, 1143; MASNER, p. 39, nr. 235 and

Mon, ined. Inst. VI, (1857), 54 (mirror) without a kerukeion).
(6) FAIRBANKS, passim. Survival of this opinion with substitution of St-Michael with
sword to Hermes with rhabdos : LAWSON, p. 45.
(7) Hermes carrying the souls : FoRTw. AG. T . XVI, 54; XVIII; 12; RRR. Ill, 199.
(8) Vase of Dresden : AA. VII, (1892), p. 166, n. 33; PFUHL, III, 556.
(9) II. XXII, 312.
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of these a certain magic power is attributed to the kerukeion. There
is still another staff of which we wish to speak in the chapter on the
nekromanteia : with this staff the priest shows some bystanders a
head rising from the earth (i). On the gems, that are of importance to us, Mercurius conjures up the psychai, that appear either as
birds or as heads (once in a pithos, a grave-jar, representing the mouth
of the earth) or as bodies, uplifted by the god himself (2).
Must we not ascribe a special meaning to the necromanteia of Hermes on Italian monuments? Undoubtedly Furtwängler has already
given the correct answer (3): the rousing of the dead is found all over
the world and it is an important part of the practice of medicine-men in
classic antiquity (4), but this classic Italian nekromanteia must needs
be connected with Orphic-Pythagorean ideas. It is not my task to
dilate upon these conceptions, principally teaching the reincarnation
of souls; this was an old religious belief in Greek antiquity and the
Orphies gave a new mystic meaning to the doctrine and also to the
functions of the psychopompos. It is therefore the task of Hermes to
summon up the souls, not only occasionally, but systematically that
they may pass into new bodies. The task of Hermes in this sphere
of summing up souls and leading them to the underworld, is here of
quite a different significance than in the Homeric passage of the dead
suitors.
How can the meaning of the caduceus be explained in the representations on the gems?
Before answering this question, we must draw attention to the
existence and the special importance of another rod, without any
fixed shape, also used by Hermes.
3) Hermes with a kerukeion and an ordinary rod simultaneously.
The use of an ordinary rod by Hermes forms a reliable proof that
the magic force of the kerukeion is decreasing and is being replaced by
a mere symbolic significance.
(1) Concerning this staff of the priests, cf. Chapter II, В, г, 2), d.
(3) Fmrrw. AC. T. i8, 55; 19, 37; 20, 50; го, 32; ax, 64-72; F. PARKES WEBER, Aspects
of death in art, Lond. 1910, p. 113; WASER, Psyche : ROSCHKR III, 3220; WEICKER, p. 12.
(3) FURTW. AG. Ill, p. 354.

(4) EURIP. Alk. 1128 (with schol.); ARISTOPH. От. 1555; PLAT. Nom. 10, p. 909, b;
FURTW. AG. Ill, p. 356; ROHDE, II, 87, 2; 191, 3.
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The few monuments show that from the 5th century downwards,
a smooth, plain stick is used for the typically magic deeds of Hermes
and of other conjurers, to whose equipment similar wands belong.
The picture on a lekythos in the museum at Jena (1) (Fig. 3)
has a pithos, a grave-jar, from which two winged psychai fly
upwards, whereas a third is just emerging and a fourth bends
down to the mouth of the earth. Though Hermes holds a kerukeion,
he nevertheless summons up the souls by a gesture with the
little staff: he is the divine conjurer, the chthonic master of all
spirits, who with the ψνχονίκός or ψνχοπομπος ράβδος performs his magic pro
ceedings. It may also be that the whole scene represents an « actual
conscious representation of the Anthesteria, the Pithoigia or Jar-Ope
ning» (2). I cannot indicate a second example of a such-like nekromanteia or rousing of souls by Hermes, in classic times in Greece.
The Herma of another deity on a stele in the museum at Berlin,
extending a wand towards the head and eyes of his worshipper Artemidoros, cannot be considered as Hermes (3). At any rate, it is here,
in all probability, a deity, who, like a sorcerer, transfers his healingpower by means of a wand, to the person concerned.
Münsterberg (4) asserts that a youth with a small staff in his hands
on a Greek relief, on which is also the figure of a mourning Psyche,
represented Hermes. Though I am unable to agree with this explanation, there being no positive evidence to consider this figure a
Hermes, yet I can in no way account for this figure.
Classic Italian and Roman art show us some examples of the wand
of Hermes, on a relief at Milan (5), the fresco in the catacombs of
(1) P. SCHADOW, Eine attische Grablekythos, Diss. Jena, 1893; HARBISON, 43, fig. 7;
FAIRBANKS, I, p. 306/7.
(3) HABKISON, a. q.

(3) Verzeichniss der Skulpturen, Berlin, 1891, p. 372, nr. 737; cf. MUENSTERBEHC :
Arch. Epigr. Mitt. Oest. Ung. XV (1892), p. 135 ff.
(4) MiLLiN, Voyage au midi de la France, Paris, 1807, Atl. PI. XXXVI, 1; Cío. 6934;
MUENSTERBERG, a. q.

(5) H. DüTSCHE, Antike Bildwerke in Oberitalien, Leipz. 1874-82, V, 970; MUENSTEBB.
a. q. (Verona) On the sarcophag in Museo Capitolino (ROBERT, Die antiken Sarkophagrel.
Berlin 1890 ff.. Ili, T. XII, XIII, n. 40-40 b; HELBIG, I, 795) Hermes has only a kerukeion, not a second wand, as Münsterberg contends. On the picture of the Odyssey in
the Bibl. Vaticana, Hermes seems to be holding a long and slight staff. That we see no
kerukeion, max be imputed either to the carelessness of the painter or to the deterioration of the picture itself, cf. NOGARA, p. 44, Tav. X and IX.
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Praetextatus (ι) and more particularly on some monuments in the
Roman provinces of the Danube. The first group is formed by a
statue of Hekate (2) and a tomb-relief (3) : in the two representations
Hermes is holding his kerukeion together with the wand. In a second
group in which we find a really popular art expressed, this second
rod has become a kind of walking-stick (4).
Of the same importance is this plain staff of Hermes for his magic
actions in a representation on an Etruscan mirror, where Hermes is
shown touching the dead Kabeiros with his long staff, in order to
call him back to life (5).
From all these representations we may draw the conclusion that in
the Roman period, at least in certain parts of the empire, possibly
as a result of a mere local tradition or individual opinion, Mercurius
was represented with a caduceus and a second rhabdos or virga, this
being an indispensable instrument in rousing the dead.
Did Apuleius also express this opinion, in describing the jud
gment of Paris, concerning a «luculentus puer... quem caduceum et
virgula Mercurium indicabant » (6)? It is indeed possible, it is, howe
ver equally possible that the words « caduceum et virgula » are
nothing but a hendiadys (7). It may also be that virgula only stands
for the branch, that is seen on some monuments, in the hands of Her
mes (8).
Pausanias mentions an analogous example of a second rod, in his
description of Polygnotos' painting in the underworld : the artist
draWS A g a m e m n o n ακήπτρον νπο την άριατεράν μααχάλην ίρειδόμενος και ταΐς χβραίν

ίπανέχων ¿άβδον (g). As Hermes' staff shows his chthonic character,
we must not be astonished when we find this staff in the hands of
(1) WILPERT, p. 392, T . 132, 2; KAUFMANN, p. 277, Abb. 131.

(2) MUENSTERBERG, a. q.; RRR, II, 127, 3 (relief in Hermannstadt).
(3) MUENSTERBERG, a. q.; RRR. I, 158, 5 (relief Bukarest).
(4) С. PATSCH, Aas Doclea : JO AI, XI (1908), Beibl. p. 103-4.
(5) GERH. ES., T . LVII; LBNORHANT, Cabiri : DARBHB. I, 771, fig. 915.
(6) APUL. met. X, 30.

(7) KoziOL, Stil des Apuleius, Wien, 1872, p. 2, conferring with virga caducea in
Mythogr. Vatic. I, 2, 119 (p. 43, Mai).
(8) Etruscan mirror, cf. p. 47, п. з . Mon. Inst. Г , •}o=RRV. I, 128, 3; MUELLERWIESELER, Denkmäler der alten Kamt, Göttingen, 1877-1881, II, T. 28, p. 306 and 308 ;
T. 29, 316 (gem). Concerning the golden bough of the underworld cf. Chapter I, B.
(9) PAUS. X , 30, 3.
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the king, whose chthomc character and royalty in Hades, was known
as far back as in the literature of the 5th century (1).
For the ordinary staff in the hands of Hermes, we must consider
again some classic Italian gems, mentioned above, which represent
the god rousing the souls to the periodical reincarnation of the Pytha
gorean and Orphic belief. Hermes mostly holds his kerukeion,
which, in all these cases, is but an emblem of the bearer and not an
indispensable object. We must, however, make an exception for some
of these gems. In one representation the god, not bearing a kerukeion,
touches the human head of a Siren, with a wand. I myself am more
inclined to consider this scene as representing the god, who, by
touching a soul with a magic rod, rouses it to life again, than to consider
it as the picture of a god, leading a soul to Hades, or fastening a human
head to the body of a swan (г), though I cannot bring forward any
evidence or analogy to support it.
The characteristic holding of the kerukeion over the head of the
revived soul on another gem, might lead to the supposition that the
deed had really been brought about by using the kerukeion (3). The
figure on a third gem might cause one to wonder, if beating on the
ground with a kerukeion, upside down, was meant to awaken the
spirits, by beating their dwelling, the earth, just as is done with pri
mitive peoples (4).
Whatever may be the right meaning of these gems, we are justi
fied in concluding that not only the ordinary wand of Hermes was a
practical instrument in the essential magic raising of the dead, but
that the Orphic belief also attributed a new magic power to the ke
rukeion (5) which had already become a mere symbol in classic
antiquity.
From this we may conclude that there is a difference between the
(1) AISCH. Ag. 355-59(2) FURTW. AG.

T. 19, 49; cf. RÖSCHER, III, 3330.

(3) FURTW. AG. T . a i , 65; perhaps T . 30, 33.

(4) FURTW. J 4 G . T , I 8 , 5 5 . About the beating of the soil among primit¡ves,cf. Ch. I l l , B.
(5) PRUDENT. Contra Symmach. I, 89-91 : Nee non Thessalicae doctissimus ille
magiae / traditur exstinctas, sumptae moderamine virgae, / in lucem revocasse animas,
seems to attribute some miraculous power to the caduceus, in chthonic matter and is
possibly influenced by orphie belief. Cf. LECLERCQ, Baguette : CABROL, I, 70; ISIDOR.
H I S P . Etym. 8, 9, 8, cf. FURTW. AG. ΠΙ, p. 355.
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magic power of the rod of Hermes or kerukeion, and the ordinary
wand he often carries in addition to the kerukeion. The rhabdos of
Homeric poetry was an amulet averting disaster and particularly,
though necessary only in the requirements of the poetic description,
a sleep-inducing or sleep-averting rod; the second, unadorned rod is
used by Hermes in his chthonic actions. In the Orphic conception
this chthonic value of the rod seems to pass to the kerukeion.
That second rod, however, is not only confined to chthonic actions
nor to Hermes himself, it can also procure riches, prosperity and all
kinds of good things in a magic manner. In other countries and in
other periods we abo find it mentioned, that the rod possesses a magic
power, especially for obtaining material things (i).
If we keep our attention to classic antiquity we have onliy to point
to the passage in which Stoicism is said to be a #«α ράβδος or а virgula
divina for its adherents : with this rod they can acquire excellence,
wealth and the highest dignities (2). The same virgula divina in a
Ciceronian passage, acquires for the user α omnia quae ad victum
cultumque pertinent » (3).
Hermes' second rod is in fact connected with this conception and
arose from it. In literary records we certainly find a positive mention
of this rod in a text from Epiktetos; it says there that all material
goods are produced by using Hermes' ράβδιον (4).
This rhabdion is not the rhabdos-kerukeion, I am sure, but a ordiner ary smooth wand, the magic power of which is also mentioned in
other places in literature (5).
(1)

MACCDLLOCH, p. 2 0 ; ff.

(3) PSEUDOPLOUTAHCH. pro поЫШ. ij, VII, p. 358 В., (cf. NORDEN : Fleckeisens Jahrb.

f. Philol. 1892, p. 330) : xai τφ δντι οντ' εκείνος (viz Chrysippos) ούΰ' oí Στωικοί δέονται
της ευγενείας, δαοι χοιαύτης εφάπτονται φιλοοοφίας, fj τα πανό' ώς από ΰεΐας ράβδου εαυτοΐς
συντόμως χορηγεϊοΰαι μεγαλανχοϋνται· αυτούς πλουοίους, ευγενείς, κα)Μύς, βασιλέας είναι.
(g) Cíe. de off. τ, 158 : nee verum est... propter necessitatem vitae... tnitam esse
cum hominibus necessitatem... quod si omnia nobis, quae ad victum cultumque pertinent,
quasi virgula divina, ut aiunt, suppeditarentur, tum óptimo quisque ingenio negottis
omnibus omissis totum se in cognitone et scientia collocaret. Cf. NORDEN, a. q.
(4) ЕРГКТ. diss. Ill, 20, 12 (cf. NORDEN, a. q.) : κακός πατήρ αύτφ άλλ' εμοί άγα&ός,
τοΰτ' εοτι το τον 'Ερμου ράβδιον. öS ΰέλειο, φηοΐν, δψαι και χρναονν έοται. ον· αλλ' δ ΰέλεις
φέρε, χάγω amò αγαΰόν ποιήσω, φέρε νόοον, φέρε ΰάνατον, φέρε άπορίαν, φέρε λοιδορίαν,
δίκην την περί των εοχάτων' πάντα ταντα τφ ραβδίψ τον Έρμου ωφέλημα εοται.
(5) PLOÜT. de sera num. vindicta, 21, p. 568 a : a soul is initiated after death into the
mysteries of heaven : μέχρι μίν ovv τούτων είναι ΰίατής' ώς δ'αναοτρέφειν εμελλεν, εν παντί
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4) Magic importance of movements with the rhabdos.
Reverting to Homeric poetry, we will consider a peculiarity
which is of some importance in magic actions. In the scene of the
rousing of the dead wooers, the words η? e'«>,e χ"ήσ<κ indicate a certain
movement (i); with an inquiry for the meaning of the verb xiveïv,tht
mentioning of Pindaros concerning a « ράβδον... άχινήταν » is worthy closer
contemplation.
Of course there are, besides the term for the ordinary holding of the
kerukeion, expressed in the Orphic Verse Sg χείρεοσιν ¡χεις εΙρήνης δπλον

άμεμφίς a number of other words, denoting the hitting or the touching with
the rhabdos, as άπτομαι, ραπίζω, πλήττω, tangere, mulccre (2) and the χα&Ιχεα&αι Tj¡ ράβδφ at Protcsilaos' rejuvenating by the rhabdos of Hermes (3).
Although the meaning of all these verbs is fairly clear, this is not
the case with the verb χινεϊν, at least not in the Homeric passage. Orig
inally it certainly marks a movement in any direction (4), in the
passage the intention of the «imv by the rhabdos is the awakening of
the « eidola » of the murdered wooers, lying one on the other like dead
fish on the beach (5). It is not likely that the god executes the move
ment there, that is expressed by the χαΰίκεο&αι TJ¡ ράβδφ and similar verbs.
Undoubtedly the poet here means the raising of the rhabdos and so
actually he expresses in words, what, on the Greek figured vases,
will be represented on the lekythos at Jena and the vase at Dresden.
γενέσ&ΟΛ χαχφ δια φόβον' γνναΐχα γάρ τίνα λαβομέτην αντον •άανμαατην το είδος χαί το
μέγε&ος "δεϋρο δη", ειπείν, ούτος, "δπως ίχαατα μάλλον μνημονενο^ς." χαί τι ράβδιον,ώσπεροί
ζωγράφοι, διοαινρον προοάγειν, ειεραν δε χωλνειν. As to the mysteries in Greece, I cannot
adduce any positive example of a magical rod in mystical performances. Possibly the
passage of Ploutarchos premises such a use. Of course, the pilgrim's staffs of the Eleusinian mysts (PRINGSHEIM, p. 68) have nothing to do with magical purpose. As all lite
rary evidence is lacking, I can only refer to the representation of persons with rods, as
on the stuccoes of the under ground basilica near Rome (E. STRONG, and N. JOLLIFFE :
JHS. XLIV (1924) p. 68) : this scene has been interpreted as either a magic scene in a
mystery-religion or as mere juggling.
(1) Od. XXIV, 3 ff.
(a) OrpA. hymn. XXVII, 7 (Abel, p. 73); ArrroNm. LIBER. XXIII (ραπίξω); id. X, cf.
EPIKT. Diss III, 20,12 (see. p. 60, n. 4.) STAT. Theb. II, 99 ff. (ungere); 28 (mulcere).
(3) L0ÜKIAN, Dial. Mort. 23, 3; cf. Sympos. 16.
(4) Od. Vili, 298; SOPH. ΡΛΙΪ. 854; Antig. 109; ErntiP. Bakch. 764.
(5) Od. XXII, 283-289.
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I presume that also Kirke, in the same way, in some magic performan
ces likewise χινεϊ την ράβδον (i).
And what did Pindaros wish to express in the following lines :
ovd' Άΐδας άκινηταν ¡χι ράβδον /βρότεα σώμαΰ' ^ κατάγει κοίλαν ig άγυιάν /

fhao-

χόντων ( 2 ) ?

Here we are faced with the exceptional case that Hades, the prince
of the underworld, who generally carries the sceptre (3), has a rhabdos
with magic power, for in the poet's idea Herakles with his club holds
κατά δαίμονα offers vigorous resistance against Poseidon armed with his
trident Apollon with his bow and arrows Hand ades with his rhabdos
« with which he brings the shapes of the dead men adown the hollow
roadway of the dark region ».
It is not quite clear whether rhabdos has to be explained here as a
flexible rod and χινεϊν as a characteristic verb for swinging or waving (4)
or that we have to regard here « rod » as a poetical word for sceptre,
the sign of royal power. It occurs to me to be preferable to abide by
the latter conception, as undoubtedly in Pindaros' time the significance
of rhabdos and skeptron was used arbitrarily for both solid and
flexible staffs.
With regard to mythological conception and poetical construction
with Pindaros, we must bear in mind his tendency to coin new words,
to alter the original meaning of a word and his subjective conception
of certain mythological facts and, may be, the relating of unknown
mythological stories or versions, and the adoptation of facts, borro
wed from the tradition of the people (5). We should not dwell upon
these different characteristics of the poet here, it will suffice if we
refer to the representation of Herakles' conflict with the three allied
gods as probably a variation, to be put down to Pindaros' poetical
way of thinking (6).
I presume that the Homeric example of Hermes, leading the deceased
wooers to the region of the dead, with his rhabdos, made Pindaros
(1) Cf. Chapter II, B, 1, 1), a.
(а) P I N D . CM. IX, 33

if.

(3) PBEHN, Hades : PAULY, Suppl. Ill, 873-876.
(4) HAKRISON, 45, n. 2.

(5) M. C. VAN DER KOLF, Qaaeritur qaomodo Pindarus fabulas traetaverit quidque in
eis mutant. Diss. Leyden, 1923, p. 5, 93; about the φοινιχόπεζα and its significance :
MANNHARDT, MF.

p. 236.

(б) SCHOL. ACDEHQ, ad Ol. IX, 44 a (DRACHMANN, I, p.
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ascribe the same power to Hades' sceptre and to the king himself:
The thought that Hades himself leads the souls to the underworld
is not to be regarded as an invention of the poet; much rather he
acquired this idea from popular belief, that we also find in some
later records, making Hades the conductor of the souls (i).
With regard tO « oiS' αχινηταν Ιχε ράβδον, »

most probably, the old meaning of the magic rod of Hermes (2)
was haunting the mind of the poet ; but I can't understand, why
the action and movement with the rhabdos should not point to a
mere material effort to defend himself, just as was the case with
Poseidon, rather than it should signify the raising of the sceptre as
a sign of royal power (3).
So we find the same meaning in the passage of Horneros and of
Pindaros and the verse is to be interpreted : « Just as Poseidon and
Apollon, defend themselves with their divine weapons, so does
Hades raise his sceptre to strike down, in defence. » (4)
5) Some special references in literature.
Some attention must be paid to references to the rod of Hermes-Mercurius in literature. In all these passages a certain antithesis is very
striking. On the one side, the kerukeion-caduceus or rhabdos-virga
(1) KÜBEL, Epigt. 511 a, 2; VALERIUS FLACCUS, 4, 257 ff. On a vase in the Museo
Vaticano (HELBIG, I, p. 349, nr. 588—RRV. II, 121, 4, 5). in the first scene a kerukeion
is in the hands of Hermes and also in those of an old man. In the second scene this old
man precedes Hades and Persephone descending to their chthonic home. In all probability this old man (Charon?) is not a person of Greek mythological conception but is
due to Etruscan influence.
(2) PINS. Pyth. IV, 178, cf. HABMSON, a. q.

(3) On the other side, one must admit at once that the flexible rhabdos and the brittle
reed also can be a means of magical defence, as will be seen about the thyrsos of Dionysos,
cf. RRV, I, 37. Cf. Chapter I, C.
(4) Though it may be possible that the poet was haunted by the old magical connotation of the rhabdos (cf. HARRISON, p. 45, n. 2) I think the double character of weapon
and of magical object is expressed also by THEMISTIOS, Orat. XVI, 208 a : ovttot 6i
φαοι xat τονς γίγαντας ποιδταί èy ifj μάχη ijj πρίς ΰεούε τφ μεν "Αρει παντός άντιοχεϊν, іяв

δε τον Έρμου xai της ράβδου χαταχοιμισ&ηναι. The magical character of this rod certainly
is due to a Homeric reminescence : just as the guardians of the Achaian encampment
are brought to sleep, (II. XXIV) so the Giants are subdued in their revolt against the
gods by the use of this rhabdos. It is impossible to say who was the first to introduce
the motive in his poetical work.
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Fig. 3. Hermes with kerukeion and wand, evoking the souls. {Lekythos of Jena).

has become a mere symbol, on the other we often find the former
sleep-inducing and sleep-removing power of the Homeric rhabdos,
moreover also another power, mentioned in poetic literature.
In the first place the idea and notion of the gold wand asks our at
tention. While the epithet χρναονς in Homeric poetry in general, has
become nothing but an epitheton ornans, without any direct relation
to magic, the rhabdos χρνοείη of Hermes has become, in the course of
time, like the virga aurea of Kirke, an object in which the magic ele
ment is expressed by the epithet. By a certain intrinsic power, gold, and
especially, red gold, has always had a great attraction in a primitive
community (i) and so we must not be astonished that a gold rod is
essentially a magic one. Of this we find evidences with the Hindoos
and the Germanic peoples and perhaps with the Assyrians (2).
The significance from a magic point of view of the golden bough,
golden amulets, wreaths and masks is sufficiently known. (3)
On the ρά/Jáoí χρυοείη in Orphic and other Greek literary records (4)
(1) v. WiLAMOwiTz : SBAW.
NORDEN, p.

1909, p. 827; id. Pindaros, Berlin, 1922, p. 491, n. 2;

172.

(2) As it tells in a Hindoo tale, a maiden is killed by a silver rod, while a golden wand,
falling accidentally upon her, restores her up to life again. MACCULLOCH, p. 205. — Des
cription of the « Nibelungenhort » m the « Niebelungenlied » : (Cf. J. GHIMM, Deutsche
Mythol. 2, Gòttingen, 1844, p. 926); K. LACHMANN, Der Nibelunge Noth, Berlin 1911,
p. 157, v. 1137 : « Der wünsch lac darunder, von golde em rueteUn / der daz het
erkunnet, der möhte meister sin / wol in al der werlde ueber islichen man. » — In an
Assyrian text of the Brit. Museum, TALBOT, Assyrian notes : TSBA. Ill (1874) p. 436)
reads the words : « A golden reed, very long, a reed very precious, the splendid
« passur » of the gods. It was a reed of pure gold, whose scale was cunningly divided.
« As the text probably alludes to Marduk, the secretary of destiny, I should rather
think that this golden reed is the writing-style of the god : another text, indeed, tells
that the god with the writing-style prolongs the days of life and awakes the dead.
(A. JEREMÍAS, Nebo : ROSCHER, III, 55). — About the gold and silver wand in modern
Greek folk-tales : GARNETT, II, p. 51, 80.
(3) A. D . NOCK, Magical Notes : Journ. Egypt. Archaeol. XI, (1925), p. 157, n. 2.
(4) Papyrus of Strasbourg : REITZENSTEIN, Zwei rehgwnsgeschlichtltche Fragen nach
angedruckten Texten der Strassburger Bibliothek, Strassb. 1901, p. 53-54; cf. also Тн.
ZIELINSKI, Hermes und die Hermetik : ARW. IX (1906), p. 30 ff. : (Zeus) δώκε δε ol
(viz. Hermes) ράβδον χρναείην διακοομήτειραν / πάσης ευϊργοιο νοήμονα μητέρα τέχνης.. /
ως ειπών χρνσέη ράβδφ ΰίγεν ..
Orph. hymn. 57 (Abel, p. 88) cf. FURTW. AG. Ill, p. 254 : δς... (ψνχάς)... κατάγεις
εΰιέρφ ράβδω ϋέλγων νπνοδώτιδι πάντα хал πάλιν νπνώοντας εγείρεις
REITZENSTEIN, Poimandres, Lpz. 1904» ρ· 27 : a prayer to Hermes : ό ίχων επί της
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as well as on the virga aurea of Roman poetry (i) the poets emphatically mention the soporific and other magical virtues. As regards
this virga aurea, I shall more closely examine a passage from Vergilius. Mercurius, the messenger of the gods, is sent by Jupiter to
Aeneas :
turn virgam capit; hac animas ille evocat Oreo
pallentes, alias sub Tartara tristia mittit,
dat somnos adimitque et lumina morte résignât (2)
For comparison's sake I must mention here some lines by
Statius :
turn dextrae virgam inseruit, qua peilere dulces
aut suadere iterum sommos, qua nigra subire
Tartara et exsanguis animare adsueverat animas (3).
It is self-evident that Vergilius refers to Horneros, while Statius
most certainly made use of the Vergilian lines, except however the
somewhat obscure « et lumina morte résignât », which he omitted.
Searching for an explanation of this half-line, in the first place we
must disagree with those that are of opinion that this verse is but a
repetition of « dat somnos adimitque » (4) and thus make « mors »
κεφαλής ατέφανον χρνοεσν, iv âk xfj χειρί ¿αυτού ¿άβίον με[μ]γοΙγην, 6ι ης άποατέλΧεις
τους οεονς.
APOLLOD, biblioth. Ill, 115 (Wagner, p. 140). — The rhabdos of Antisthenes (DiOG.
LAERT. VI, 4 : εοωτώμενος δια zi όλίγονς ίχει μα&ητάς, εφη δτι αργυρές, αντούς ΙχβάλΧω
ράβδφ, cannot be suggested by the rhabdos of Hermes and by its use in the homeric
second Nekuia, as is asserted by v. WILAMOWITZ, Platon, II, Berlin 1920, 109, a. 1, for
neither a ράβδος χρναέη not the verb ex βάλλω is mentioned in that passage. If it
cannot be regarded as a typical expression, an art of proverb, just as the δαφνίνην
φορώ βακτηρία* (cf. SUIDAS, s. ν . δαρνίνην), I should rather connect the philosophical
saying of Antisthenes with the rhabdos of Kirke, which in later conception was made
of gold, and oppose to εκβάλλειν the εχ δ'ελααεν of the sorceress, by which the meta
morphosed comrades of Odysseus are driven out of the pig-sty. (Od. X, 390). We
should have thus an actual and double contrast : that, in both these cases, of the driving
out, that of the gold rod of Kirke and the silver wand, the claim for a due pay.
(1) Aurea virga : VERG. Aen. VII, go (of Kirke); HOR. Cam. 1,10,18 and PORPHYRIO
ad loc. (of Mercurius); MART. VII, 74, 1 (of Mercurius). — Soporific power : STAT.
Theb. I, 306 (see note 3); CLAUD. De rapta Pros. 77-78 (somnífera virga). Other descriptive records of the caduceus : SERV. ad. Verg. Aen. IV, 24a; STAT. Theb. 11,69; MART.
CAP. I, 9.
(2) VERG. Aen. TV, 242-46.
(3) STAT. Theb. I, 306-8.
(4) DEUTICKE, in the edition of LASBWIG-SCHAPER, Vergib Gedichte, II, 13, Berlin,
1912, p. 163 and 328.
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merely a synonym of « somnus » (i). If we can give a satisfactory
explanation of the word or the line, I don't see why we should attribute these lines to a certain carelessness of the poet, or why a usual
translation should be rejected as in the case of « resignare », which
was translated by Belling (a) by « to seal ».
« Lumina » certainly denotes the eyes of men (3). As the result of a
thorough investigation J. van Wageningen (4) reminds us of the fact
that the eyes of the dead were closed and opened again; according to
him, these funeral rites of the Romans had to be fulfilled by Mercurius, as is written in the poem by Vergilius. If we consider the importance of this ceremony also among other peoples (5) and if we remember that in another passage the Latin poet makes a god perform
a human rite (6), we cannot deny that the interpretation of the
passage, as it given by van Wageningen, may be right. As however,
as can be proved by other passages, Orphic belief often guides the
poet in his descriptions and his opinion, I should like to investigate
whether we can find in the above mentioned passage, any evidence
of this Orphic creed and conceptions about the existence of the
souls.
In the first part of our passage, the words « dat somnos adimitque »
are undoubtedly only a contracted expression of the Homeric description of the sleep-inducing power of the caduceus.
As we have seen before, the function of the psychopompos Hermes-Mercurius, » qui animas ducere et reducere solebat » (7), accorti) SCHAPER, in the edition, p. 328 explains * mors » as « die starre dem Tode
ähnliche Untätigkeit » from PLINIDS, nat. hist. XIV, 142 : mors memoriae.
(а) BELLING, Studien lieber die Kompositionskunst des Vergils, Lpz. 1899, p. 208.
(3) Wrongly GEORGES, AUS/. Lat. Deutsch. Wörterb. 8, Hannover 1918, explains the
lumina by « die sich schliessenden Augen >.
(4) J. VAN WAGENINGEN, Ce Mercurio qui psychopompos dicitw ι Mnemosyne XXXII
(1904), p. 43-48. The funerary custom of the Romans : PLINIUS, ηαί. hist. XI, 150 :morientibus illos (seil, oculos) operire rursusque in rogo patefacere Quiritium magno ritu
sacrum est, ita more condito ut ñeque ab homine supremum eos spectari fas sit et cáelo
non estendi nefas.
(5) FRAZER, Journ. Anthrop. Inst. XV, p. 71; W. CALANO : Museum (190a), η. a, p. 37;
VAN WAGENINGEN, a. q.

(б) VERG. Aen. IV, 696 : by cutting off the lock of Elissa, the goddess Iris devotes
the soul of the queen to the di inferi.
(7) PETRONIUS, Sai.

140.
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ding to Orphic belief, does not merely consist in leading or rousing
the souls accidentally, but the messenger of the gods also restores
these souls to life periodically, as is expressly stated also by Vergilius. Anchises, explaining the doctrine of the metempsychosis,
tells us of the animae, which are not completely purified :
has omnis, ubi mille rotam volvere per annos,
Lethaeum ad fluvium deus evocat agmine magno,
scilicet immemores supera ut convexa revisant
rursus et incipiant in corpora velie revertí (ι).
So this deity, who certainly is Mercurius, summons the souls to
the Lethe. No wand is mentioned here, but I suppose that the poet
must have had in mind the Homeric second Nekuia, in which he
actually translates the «IVMV by evocare. Be this as it may, two actions
of the souls are referred to : the summoning of the souls to the
river and the sending of them back to the earth, which can only
happen when they have drunk the waters of oblivion, for by drink
ing the waters of the Lethe, they lost all remembrance of any for
mer life. In an almost identical manner, though much more concise,
we find those two facts mentioned in the : « hac animas ille evocat
Oreo pallentes » and the « lumina morte résignât ». To this the poet
adds the act of directing the souls to the nether world by the
ταμίας των ψυχών (a), which action precedes the other two : « alias sub
Tartara tristia mittit ».
Vergilius thus mentions a triple function of the messenger of the
gods : first that of the ψνχοπομπός, which, together with records of the
soporific power of the caduceus may be due to Homeric influence,
secondly the summoning of the souls from Orcus to the Lethe, and
lastly, the restoring to human life, which begins by the opening of the
eyes in the period of the death, that lies between life and the period
of reincarnation. The purpose of this eye-opening is explicitly men
tioned : « supera ut convexa revisant / rursus ».This being most pro
bably an abbreviated form of the passage of the 6th song of Aeneis,
the lines reviewed here, must have been written after the Anchises'
narrative. As however the problem of the chronology of the different

(i)

VERO. Aen.

VI,

748, ff.

NORDEH, p.

31a.

(г) D i o c . LAEBT. VIII, 31.
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parts of Aeneis has not yet been solved, this chronology cannot be ex
pected to give any valuable proof, (i)
Finally I must dwell upon a somewhat dim passage by Eustathios (2).
In his comment on the purification of the house of Odysseus after
the hero had slain all the suitors, he discusses the διοπομπείν and the very
striking instance of the Διός κώδων. This ázov is the fleece of the animal
that is sacrificed to Zeus Meilichios when at the end of the month
Maimakterion the ceremonies of the sending away (τάπομπαζα) were
performed and all pollutions are cast out at the triple ways : on this
OCCasion εϊχον iè μετά χεϊοας πομπόν · όπερ ην, φααί, κηρύκιον, αέβας Έρμου. T h e

Archbishop also explains Other πομπαΖα and the expulsion Of the καθαρμοί,
the cleansing of the town and typical purification of the whole year.
We need not be astonished that the rod in these πομπαία was called
a πομπός, л sending-rod. Surely, such a rod can be a kerukeion, however
if we consider that in this narrative the archbishop shows his great
book-learning and that on the other hand in such-like ceremonies of
purification the use of a simple rod was more common, we cannot
agree with the opinion that this sending-rod was the kerukeion, οέβας
Έρμου. But we can easily understand that the name of Hermes psychopompos and the part he plays in all magic performances, may have
caused the narrator to call the πομπός the kerukeion of Hermes (3).
5) The kerukeion-caduceus as a symbol, carried by other gods and
men.
To complete this treatise on the evolution of the magic importance
of the kerukeion, we must also draw attention to the Hermes'
staff, carried by other gods and men, though this staff has become,
generally speaking, a mere emblem of a function or task. However
some remnants of magic use may be referred to, even in the purely
symbolic use. First attention will be given to the emblem of Greek
and Roman heralds, and secondly to the kerukeion-caduceus as it
is carried by many other gods and men.
(1) SCHANZ, Gesch. d. Rom. Literatur, II, 1 (Handb. I. v. Müll. VIII), München,
1911, p. 66.
(г) EUSTATHIOS ad Odyss. XXII, 481, §. 1935, cf. LOBECK, Aglaophamus, I, 186.
HARRISON, p. 23-38.
(3) I regret to have no occasion to consult the article of P H . KDKDLES about Eusta
0
thios as folklorist, in the new Έπετηρίς'Εταιρείας Βυζαντινών Σπουδών, I (1924), Ρ·5-4 >
cf. Ph. W. 1926, Nr. 23, p. 609.
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a) H e г a 1 d s.
Besides the well known fact of the importance of the heralds in
Homeric poetry, it must strike us that this servant never has a rhabdos, a kerukeion, but a skeptron, just as kings, priests and judges
Of course this skeptron may have a flower or a bird at the top and
thus show some resemblance to the Babylonian walking-stick, of
the time of Herodotos. At any rate, this skeptron is not the rhabdos
of Hermes.
In Homeric poetry and in the heroic periods, the herald, the θεράπων
of kings, and those holding many public functions, were always
inviolable (i). The fact that the original kerukeion procured its bearer
safety, causes us to suppose that the Homeric staff of the heralds must
have possessed a similar power.
It is therefore a question of importance to know the origin of the
power and the sacredness of the Homeric herald. Do these quali
ties come from the deity or are they bestowed on the herald by the
king, or do they originate in the shape of the staff?
According to Hirsel (2), this power was derived directly from Zeus :
(1) I had no occasion to consult three essays *OSTERMANN, De ртаесопіЬш Graecoram,
1845; *KOSTKAN, De praeconibus apud Homeram, Lyck, 1844 and *H. LOEWNEB, Die
Herolde in den homerischen Gesängen, Eger, 1881. The Greek Homeric herald not only
is the θεράπων of the ruler (II. 1, 321; Od. XIX, 424) but he performs abo other little
services in the commonwealth (δημωνυγός^Οα. XIX, 424) and so he differs from the me
dieval herald. The Homeric heralds are on the Greek side Talthybios (//. I, 320 and pas
sim) and Eurybates (П. I, 320), or Odios and Eurybates {II. IX, 170) cf. Κνρνβάτης
Ί&ακήαιος (Л. II, 184); among the Trojans : Idaios (II. Ill, 245 and passim), Periphas,
herald of Anchises (II. XVII, 323). In the Odysseia Eurybates is the herald of Odysseus
(Od. XIX, 244; cf. IL 1,184). There are also heralds among the Phaiakes (Od. VIII, 399,
418), heraldsof Telemachos and of the suitors in Ithaka (Od. II, 6; XVIII, 291; XX,
276; Peisenor, Od. II, 38; Medon, Od. IV, 677 and passim). With their kerukeion they
perform their public services. (OEHLER, Kerux: PAULY, XI, 350). Even when not named
expressly, by comparison we can state that the kerukeion was used : thus in //. I, 327,
the heraldsprobably hold a kerukeion (which is denied by OSTESMANN, p. 17, 1, cf.
HiRZEL,p. 75, 2) : the badge denotes their mission and consequently Ach il I eus adresses
them by the salutation as in II. VII, 274, when the use of the οχήπτρον is mentioned ;
cf. Od. II, 37 (σκηπτρον). About the inviolability : AISCH. Hiket. 244; SCHOL. A. ad II. I,
334 and SCHOL. BT; POLLUX, VIII, 139. On heralds among other peoples, their staff
and their inviolability : PFISTBR, Kultus, 2128; among primitives : J. RAUH, Blut und
Speichelbünde bei den Wadschagga : ARW. X (1907), p. 272·
(2)

HIBZEL, p. 74,

a.
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may be evidences are the names Μφάος and auk Syythu (i), it should be
proved by the attitude of Achilleus, who treats the heralds with great
respect after having raged against the king, (2) in the most shameless
manner a short time before : this respect cannot fail to strike us as
the king is really their superior and they only act on the king's authority.
ΔαφΛος, however, seems to be rather an appreciative epithet for the
poet than to mark a special group of persons.Deities, heroes and heralds
are áíípUot (3). Further the kings are οιογενείς (4), they take charge of the
Μμιατες, fixed by Zeus (5), they derive their power from Zeus (6): that
is the reason why the heralds obtain their power indirectly from
ZeUS, as àtoç άγγελοι ή&ί και ανδρών.

The behaviour of Achilleus, who receives the heralds with the
greatest respect, though they come to claim Briseis (7) does not
prove anything for the origin of the sacredness of the herald. This
behaviour can be psycologically explained. After the frantic fit of
anger, he became calmer and therefore he distinguished between the
king who gives the instruction and those that have to obey the order.
The mental composure of the hero is also a necessary factor in the
poetical scheme and the poet requires it for the development of the
epic narrative.
Hence the sanctity of the herald and the power of his staff, partly
are bestowed by Zeus, though indirectly, partly and directly by the
king.
We now clearly see the striking antithesis between the rod of the
Homeric herald, that receives its power from a being or a conception
outside the object itself and the Greek herald, as we know him (i.e.
since about the 7th century), who protects himself with the rod of
evil-averting shape (8).
Theoretically it is possible that through a combination of circum
stances, of which there is no historical tradition, the kerukeion has
(1) IL 1, гг vu, 374.
(а) п. ι, 334 ff.
(3)
(4)
(5)
(б)
(7)
(8)

Л. I, 74 (Achilleus); I, 86 (Apollon); cf. Ameù-Саиет, Ilias' ed. 7, ad loc.
Л. I, 337.
Л. I, 338.
П. II, 197, ao5.
Л. I, 334 ffWrong identification by HIHZBL, p. 75, 3.
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come into the hands of the heralds, instead of the Homeric skeptron.
But not a single proof, not even the probability of a proof can be
quoted, to state such a fact, to say nothing of the reason for such a
hypothetical fact· This must needs lead to the alternative idea that
skeptron and rhabdos belong to different strata of social life. By an
intrinsic argument, taken from Homeric poetry, we must admit the
coexistence in heroic or epic time of the skeptron and the rhabdos of
the heralds. If we bear in mind that the gods and their commonwealth, according to human conception, form but a higher community
of sacred beings, it will then be fairly clear that the messenger Hermes
with his evil-averting rod must have had a prototype in human messengers, carrying a similar wand. As the skeptron is the badge of royal
heralds, it is obvious that the rhabdos belongs to the stratum of popular
belief and opinion. Generally speaking it seems that popular belief
inspired the poet of the hymn on Hermes (i) ; this may be the case
also in his description of the magic power of the rhabdos. So we must
oppose the inherent power of the wand with its typical form, the
kerukeion of later times, to the power that has been given to the skeptron of the epic herald by Zeus, directly or indirectly.
It remains an interesting problem to ascertain, to what extent
the original magic power of the rhabdos is transferred also to the
kerukeion of the heralds.
From the very first example, known to us, the Samothradan relief
representing the Homeric herald Talthybios, dating from the 7th
century (2) and throughout the whole of classic antiquity, the monuments of the kerukeion teach us nothing but that it is a token of heralds.
An exemple clearly showing the magic power of the badge is not
known to us. As the pictures, especially on Greek vases, are relatively
rare, it is not impossible that in art too, a magic result may have been
represented. To sum up the existing figures, would be useless in
connection with this subject (3).
(1) CHRIST-SCHMID, Geschichte der griech. Literatur, 16, München, 1912, p. 103.
(2) Kanstg. i. Β. I, 7, p. a n , I=PERHOT-CHIP., VIII, p. 349, fig. 152.
(3) Representation of heralds : FUHTW. R., T. 48 (satyr as herald); RRV. 1, 148, 1
(herald of Agamemnon); HARTW. Taf. XLI, p. 426=Brit. Mas. Cat. E 37, 831 (two he
ralds of Agamemnon); RRV. 11, 121 (herald in presence of Achilleus); RRV, I, 278, 2
(herald; scene : the egg of Leda); AM. XXIII (1898) Taf. VI, I=PFUHL, III, 146 (herald
of Friamos ?); RÖSCHER, III, 2950, fig. 1 (herald in presence of Friamos) Wiener Vorlegebl.,
-
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The literary evidence is also scarce . Some tell of the behaviour of
the herald in his own community (i), somewhere else we read of
heralds in religious communities, as in Delphoi and Delos, or in
connection with negotiations between two city-states (2).
As the kerukeion was universally used, we are justified in supposing
that the kerukes of the Athenian council, people and Areopag,
bore this token and were universally honoured owing to this (3),
with a respect that was never shown to Roman praecones (4).
Though no positive evidence is given concerning any magic power
of the kerukeion, yet we have to state emphatically that the sacredness
and the inviolability of the bearer remains existent thoughout all
antiquity. As we know from some resolutions of Greek towns, the
protecting power of the kerukeion, in behalf of its bearer, was belie
ved in (5).
In Italy the importance and the function of the caduceus differed
entirely from the part it played in Greek life. Since Mercurius was
universally worshipped as the god of commerce and business (6),
so the emblem of peace is changed into a token of commerce and af
terwards in an emblem of destiny.
If we bear in mind this signification of the caduceus, we are able
to give a correct explanation of the account concerning some kerukeia
that are found in the South of Italy and Sicily (7) and also to the ac
count for the Sacred objects, the κηούκια σώηρά και χαλκά in the adyton of
Lavinium, mentioned by Timaios (8).
As Kubitschek has already remarked, some kerukeia (with an ins
cription) were not used as badges for heralds, but as weights bearing
1888, pi. 8, fig. 1 (herald ποοηγψής (HYFERIO. II, 5) in a bridal procession) cf. id. fig.
5 = DAREMB. Ill, 1651; cf. also H. B. WALTERS, Red-figured vases acquired by Brit.Mus. :
JHS. XLI (1921), p. 144, fig. 13·
(1) About their manifold functions : SAGLIO and OEHLER a. q. Decrees of the Amphiktiones : DITTENB. I, 419, 15, n. 5; I, 588,162.
(3)

THOUK. I,

53.

(3) DEMOSTH. XVIII, 170; cf. the attitude of heralds : AISCH. Hiket. 240 ff. 849 ff.
(4)

(5)
αύτώι
(6)
(7)
(8)

Б. SAGLIO, Praeco : DAHEMB. IV,

609.

DITTENB. I, 3, 405, p. 642 : decree of the Amphiktiones : επιαφραγίααα&αι St
και κηρύκειον, όπως ήι και άοφάλεια κατά τον νόμον.
WissowA, ρ. 305.
KUBITSCHEK, Ein Bronzegewicht aus Gela : JOAI. Χ (1907), p. 128 ff.
TIMAIOS ар. D I O N . HALIK. Arch. R. I, 67, 4 = f r g . 20 MÜLLER (FHG,
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I, p.

197).

a mark of validity, for one, sometimes for two towns. A kerukeion
with a Messapian inscription, denoting that it was the staff of the
kalator Blattius is oí very small dimensions, so it cannot have been
used as the token of the herald; probably it was a votive or a sepulchral gift, to the herald, whose name it bore (i).
So the gold and bronze kerukeia of Lavinium must be regarded as
weights, which, being the official weights of the town, were kept in
the temple and to which respect was paid, such as usually is paid to
relics (2). Just as SOme Coins, the τοξότης, the χελώνη and the πώίος in
Greek towns were called after their mint-mark, so these weights were
called after their form and we shall not be astonished in the least to
see that the Italian conception of the commercial symbol also produ
ced the shape of those objects, as we remember that the kerukeion
was the mark upon old Italian coins, on scales and weights (3).
Examining thus closely the caduceus in Roman and Italian society,
we can assert that it was never the characteristic token of the Roman
heralds, but almost always a commercial emblem. As an emblem
of their mission and as a protecting symbol, the Roman fetiales had
at least in Italy, in their negotiations with other peoples or tribes,
the verbenae or sagmina (4). Nor can a single conclusion be drawn
about the use of the caduceus, from the fact that Cato insisted on the
inviolability of the « caduceator » (5). With regard to the sanctity
of heralds we must, however, add that the Roman praecones and apparitores had never been respected in the same way as were the Greek
heralds (6).
A special Roman scene of heralds, carrying the caduceus, does not
exist, so far as I am aware. On some coins relating to the Ludi Saecu-

(1) KUBITSCHEX, a. q. p. 129, at.

5.

(а) PFISTEK, Reliquienkult, II, p. 595.

(3) Cf. p. 54, n. 7.
(4) WissowA, p. 305,551. Erroneous identification of the Greek badge and the Roman
verbena : VAHRO, de vita p. R. 11, 14 ap. NONIUS, 528 : verbenarius ferebat verbenam,
id erat caduceus, pads signum, quam Mercurii virgam possumus aestimare.
(5) CATO, frg. 4 (JORDAN, FHR, p. 85, 8) : caduceatori nemo homo nocet; Lnrius,
XXXI, 38, 9; CURTIUS, III, 1, 5; GELLIUS, X, 27, 3 ff· (caduceus : symbol of peace);
ABNOBIUS, 5, 25 (caduceatores hierophantae); cf. Thes. Ling. Lat. s. v. caduceator, caduceum.
(б) SAGLIO, a. q.,

609.
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lares (ι), we remark a herald or a priest with a helmet, a long tunic
and the round shield of the Salian priests. This man, however, is in
all probability, not a Salian priest, as Babelon asserts (2), but we see
rather in him one of the Ιεροκήρυκες (3), the apparitores of the college
of the decemviri, the heralds of the Ludi. The small staff may stand
for the lance of the Salian priests on some coins, for they also carry
the Salian shield, it may, however only be an emblem of their power,
just as in Christian pictures the angels carry a ruler's staff. (4) But I
cannot see why this staff should be a reminiscence of the old Ro
man virga (5). As regards the caduceus of these coins, undoubtedly
the representation was influenced by the Greek conception and the
staff was either the emblem of the herald or it was, as in Greece, a
symbol of peace and it alludes to the « Pax », the gift of Augustus to
the world, which is also mentioned in the Carmen Saeculare, the
festive song of the Ludi Saeculares in 17 B.C.
b) K e r u k e i o n - c a d u c e u s a s a s y m b o l i n o t h e r
cases.
By the association of some of the qualities of Hermes-Mer curi us
and the token itself, the caduceus is also given into the hands of other
gods and men, as a symbol of peace, as the sign of a « psychopompos »
and as the badge of commerce.
It was undoubtedly the idea of victory, that caused the kerukeion to
be given to Alexandros (6) and it would be wrong to connect this staff
with that of Zeus, Friamos and Agamemnon, which I have already
mentioned in the foregoing(7). It is possible however that in this case
Alexandros was considered as being the representative of the deity (8).
(1) Coin of Sanquinius (Augustus) : BABELON, II, p. 416-417, fig. 1 (with caduceus);
cf. COHEN, Aug. 112, 188, Domit. 72, 73; DRESSEL, Ephem. Epigr. VIII, p. 346, 2; 314;
pi. 1, nr. 11,12,14,15; SAGLIO : DAREMB. IV, p. 610, fig. 5780-1.
Coin of Domitianus : DRESSEL, a. q., p. 310, T. 1, nr. г = C O H E N , Domit. nr. 81.
(2) BABELON, a. q. according to DION-HALIK. Arch. Rom. II, 70, 2-3, who mentions
the ράβδοι of these priests, cf. HELBIG, Hasta, p. 41.
(3) SUETON. Claud. 21; HERODIAN. Ill, 8, 10; ZOSIMOS, II, 5.

(4) DETZEL, Christi. Ikonographie, Freib. i. В., 1894-6, I, 133 ff., 155; LIEFMANN,
Kunst und Heilige, Jena 1912, p. 115; LECLERCQ, Anges : CABROL, I, 2080 ff.
(5) BOETZKES, p.

337.

(6) Epit. Rerum gest. Alex. 2. (WAGNER, 26, Suppl. Ann. Philol. Leipz. 1900, p. 97.)
(7) Cf. p. 39.
(8) AMIBA, p. 162; BOETZKES, p.

336.
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We need not dwell upon the fact that Commodus who disguised
himself as a psychopompos (i), as such took the kerukeion; that the
Roman slaves, who dragged the dead gladiators away and so really
performed the function of the psychopompos (2), had the same badge;
that even a Greek physiciani s described as having a wooden kerukeion
and, a new Hermes, guiding his patients into the underworld (3).
The reason for the carrying of the kerukeion, is clear enough.
We also find the token in the hands of the Egyptian Hermes, Anubis (4) and of the Siren, who usually robs the soul of the children (5).
With respect to the painting in a catacomb, a gazelle gamboling
in front of a caduceus, the painter most probably had no other inten
tion than to give a modified picture of the lamb with the pedum, the
common symbol as well of the good shepherd as of the herd of his
believers (6).
As a rule, the kerukeion is given to Iris and other deities, who are
but personnifications, as it is given to Eirene-Pax, Nike-Victoria,
Concordia and others. In the hands of all of these deities the keru
keion is only a symbol. Neither Horneros nor Hesiodos mention that
token in their passages on Iris, while it is frequently found in Greek
vase-painting (7). It is quite clear that Iris has borrowed the badge
from Hermes and not vice versa, as might be supposed from some
vase-paintings (8). At any rate, the kerukeion of Iris never has any
magical meaning, not even in scenes where she must avert some
concrete evil and seems to play a somewhat ridiculous part (9), not
in scenes, where she has lost all her functions of messenger, to be
come the mere attendant of Hera (10).
(1)

CASS. D I O , LXXII,

17.

(а) WÜNSCH : Rhein. Mus. LV (1900), p. абб.
(3) Anthol. Palai. XI, 124.
(4) RRR.

Ill,

191 ( = D A R E M B . I, 393);

(5) WEICKER, p. 7, fig.
(б)

(7)
(8)
by the
48, E.
hydria
(9)

339.

3.

WILPERT, T. 136, n. 1; LECLERCQ, Caducée : CABROL, II, 1546;

KAUFMANN, p. 384.

F. i. Iris on the François-vase : PFUHL, III, 317·
The child Hermes, bearing the long kerukeion and carried by Iris, is presented
goddess to Zeus, as the new messenger, on a vase of Tübingen : WATZINGER, p.
108. Probably we have also the carrying of Hermes (not Herakles) by Iris on a
at Munich. (GERH. AV. 83 = RRV. II, 47).
Iris importuned by Satyroi on a vase of the Brit. Mus. : FURTW. R., T. 4 7 = R R P.

I, 193, 1) and by the Kentauroi {JHS. I, pi. 3 = ROSCHER, II, 345, Fig. 4).

(10) WEICKER, Iris : Paaly, IX, 3040, HILD, Irit : DAREMB. ΙΠ, 573-576.
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As a symbol of victory, we find the staff of Hermes already in the
narrative of Herodotos, describing the battle of Mykale (i). On Greek
vase-painting, at least in the red-figured vases, the personnifications
of Nike, as well as of the Roman Victoria on coins (2), often hold a
kerukeion; Pax and Concordia are also characterized by this token (3).

Recapitulating the chapter on Hermes, we arrive at the following
conclusion.
We know three principal shapes of the staff of Hermes, from its
birth as magic rod up to its use as the symbol of commerce in our
days : the forked-staff, the eight-staff and the serpent-staff, as just
without and later with wings.
In Homeric poetry the rod of Hermes is called rhabdos, in the fifth
century we find for the first time, in literary records, the name keru
keion, which afterwards gave birth to the Latin « caduceus ». The
Latin virga is often used to denote the Hermes' rod.
A proof for the independent existence of a forked rod we find on
some monuments and in the analogy with the forked rod of the Athe
nian « rhabdouchoi ». In Homeric poetry the forked rod of Hermes is
called τρυιέζηίος; it is for its bearer an amulet, to which magic power,
mentioned already in Homeric poetry, is ascribed, because of its
likeness to something, that had the power to protect, i. e. the horns.
By knotting together the extremities of the forked staff, the socalled eight-staff came into existence, the top of which had the
shape of an Arabian eight. All other theories, that consider the keru
keion as having been derived from the common skeptron, from
Greek sceptres or from the later serpent-staff must be considered to
be erroneous. This is also the case with the theories, desirous of pene
trating into the essential being of the kerukeion by a symbolic
(1) HERODOT. IX,

100.

Cf.

p. 35, n.

1.

(2) HÖFER, Nike : ROSCHER, III, 305, 330; FAIRBANKS, I, 41; Victoria with caduceus
on roman coins : BABELON, I, 280, nr. 51 (gens Caesia), 553, 5 (gens Hostilia); II, 135,
21 (gens Licinia).
(3) BABELON, II, 61, 147 (Pax with caduceus); two hands holding the caduceus
(symbol of Concordia) : BABELON, 1,113, 8; 173,42; 358, 25; II, 146,15; 384,10; 547, 22
with the head of Concordia : id. II, 242, 5. Nemesis with caduceus : BABELON, II, 578,
2З. Fortuna : RRR.

Ill,

186, 4. Cf. BOBTZKES, 341.
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explanation or that ascribe a Phoenician, Hebrew, Egyptian or Baby
lonian origin to the badge. It has never been proved and is even
highly improbable that there is a direct connection between the rod
of Hermes and the modem dowsing-rod.
Most probably the serpent-staff is a conventionalized eight-staff,
at any rate the development is a question of decoration; only when the
serpent-shaped staff already existed, was its origin to be explained
from purely religious motives. The transformation must have been
effected in the middle of the 6th century.
All kinds of decorations were now added, of which the wings and
vittae are the most important. In many cases the original intention
of adding the details may have been a desire to augment the declin
ing magic power; very often however the details are purely orna
mental.
With the eight-staff and the serpent-staff, the original magic force
has, as is proved by the monumental testimony, been replaced by a
symbolic signification. If with Hermes stress is laid on his character
as a magician, he often holds the kerukeion, besides the smooth wand
of the magicians, in his hands. Especially in his chthonic function,
Hermes uses that other wand. According to Orphic conception, the
kerukeion also has the power of this wand. In literature too, a certain
power is ascribed to the kerukeion, especially the somniferous force,
which was already formulated in Homeric poetry .Monumental tra
dition shows the kerukeion-caduceus only as a symbol.
Sometimes in literature, attention must be paid not only to the
aforesaid power, but also to the movement expressed in the verb
χινεΐν and to the meaning of the gold rod.
The kerukeion-caduceus is also seen in the hands of other gods and
men, as a symbol. In the first place the Greek heralds hold the rod,
contrary to the heralds of Homeric poetry, who carry a sceptre
adorned with an ornamental top-part, and on which the magic power
is bestowed directly or indirectly by Zeus. The power of the kerukeion
is inherent to its shape and is not granted by the deity.
As Mercurius is worshipped in Italy as the god of commerce and
of fate, the caduceus there has become the symbol of commerce and
prosperity, and the Greek symbolic signification (peace and concord)
and the typical Roman are found side by side in the tradition of the
Italic sphere.
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To this concise survey we must add some words about the last
period of classic antiquity in which the caduceus had regained some
magic power. The emblem is to be found among other symbols and
magic objects in the religious syncretism of the Roman world, as an
amulet or apotropaion. (i) Individual former power, however, became
lost. The old symbol for a great deal ows its magic signification to the
important part played in the days of dying antiquity, especially in
the lower Strata of the people, by the πάντων μάγων άρχηγέτης (a).
The great popularity of the rod of Hermes as a symbol of commerce
in our days is chiefly due to the Roman conception and to its bearer,
being the Roman merchant of the Imperium.
В. KORE-PERSEPHONE
It is no part of my task to dwell upon the different objects,
animals and plants, which in a special way characterize the chthonic
character of Kore-Persephone, as e. g. the cock, the asphodelos, the
cypress, the ears of corn. Nor will I speak of the sceptre, which is
often found in the hand of the goddess, enthroned as the queen of the
underworld. (3) With regard to my subject, it is only of interest to
investigate in how far we can speak of a magic rod used by the
chthonic goddess. Further it may seem fitting also to add a word about
the « golden bough », and about some staffs, in the hands of the dead
themselves.
As to Kore herself, we have to consider a group of votive pinakes,
which were found in the sanctuary of Persephone at Lokroi Epizephyrioi, dating most probably from the 5th century B.C. It is of no
inherent importance for us to know whether the lowest stratum of
this cult was of pure Italian origin or whether it was imported entirely
by the Greek settlers. Of these pinakes, cast in mould, and often giv(1) In the magical papyri the kerukeion is mentioned among many other symbols.
(KENYON, I, Pap. XLVI, 785). Some examples : SEUGMANN, II, Fig. 150-154, p. 166168, cf. p . 390, note 100; JAI. VII (1892) AA. m , η . ι; XXVII ( і д і з ) 457> Ρ>6· 5ο>
F R . CUMONT, Disques οα miroirs magiques de Tarente : RA. (V, 5, 1917) p . 91, fig. 1-3;
id. Silvain dans le culte de Panthée : RA. (Ill, 19,1892) p . 186-192; В С Я . 1899, p . 389,
pi. I = D A B E M B . I I I ,

1395.

(3) Pap. Mag. Parisin. 2289; cf. ЕІТЯЕМ, Hermes : PAUL Y, VIII, 791.
(3) RRV. I, 108, 1; 129, 3 = D A H E M B . I, 1597, fig. 2145; on Etruscan paintings:
DARBMB. I I , p . 825, fig. 2772.
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ing different parts of the same representation, we want to take into
account, of the chthonic representations only the pictures of Perse
phone, with her husband or with some of worshippers (i).
The best-preserved of these pinakes (a) shows the goddess sitting
on her throne and holding a decorated bowl, while she opens the
right hand to grasp a little wand, leaning against some objects on the
altar. On the left a female worshipper approaches offering a ball (a).
We may suppose the existence of the same scene on three other
fragments (b) (3) (Fig. 4), while on a third pinax the goddess,
enthroned with her husband, holds the ears, whereas she also seems
to hold the little wand. As the upper part of the bodies of the two
deities no longer appears on the fragment, it is doubtful whether
the goddess is holding the bowl. The possibility, however, must not
be excluded (4). Other pinakes represent worshippers advancing
towards the goddess. On a fragment a woman offers an alabastron
and a ball, wrapped in a cross-shaped band, while the wand stands
on the altar (5). On two other fragments she is seen lifting a wand
while in the other hand she holds a simple and undecorated bowl. (6)
(Fig. 5).
As a matter of fact these pinakes of Lokroi immediately remind us
of the tablets of Orphic eschatology, of which six of the eight were
found in the South of Italy, not far from the ancient Sybaris. The
great importance in Orphic conception of the goddess is emphatically
stated here (7). As the metal tablets express some performances and
render some formulae of the mysteries, we may safely accept that
the pinakes abo represent some scenes of that important part of
ancient religion. In a special manner, however, attention must be drawn
to some αννϋήματα, confessions of faith, which belonged to several cults
and which are cited as formulae by the mysts, desiring to be initiated
(1) Q. QUAGLIATI, Rilievi votivi arcaici in terracotta di Lokroi Epizephyrioi : Ausonia,
HI (1908), p . 196 ff. P. ORSI, Rapporto preliminare sulla quinta campagna di scavi nelle
Calabrie (1910) : Not Sc. V i l i (1911), Suppl. p . 71 ff.; W. A. OLDFATHER, Funde aus
Lokroi : Philologus, LXIX (1910), p . 114 ff.
(3)

QUAGLIATI, a. q. p . 197, fig.

47.

(3)

QUAGLIATI, a. q., p . 199, fig.

48.

(4)

O R S I , a. q. p . 73, fig.

55

a.

(5)

O R S I , a. q., p . 73, fig.

55

d.

(6) QUAGLIATI, a. q., p . 300-301, fig. 49 and 50.
(7)

HARRISON, p . 573, and

MURRAY, in the Appendix, p . 659
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ff.

Fig. 4. The goddess Persephone and a worshipping woman.
{Fragments of pinakes of Lokroi Epizephynoi).

Fig. 5. A woman with a cup and a rod, worshipping the goddess Persephone.
{Fragment of a pinax of Lokroi Epizephyrioi.

into the holy mysteries (i). So we know the formula from the myste
ries of Kybele (2) and that of the cult of Eleusis, which, as the Eleusinian rites were spread through the Greek ancient world, probably
was used also in other cults (3). Yet there is one particularity of these
synthemata which I want to emphasize for the tablets as well as for
the pinakes, viz. the drink taken by the myst, either to quench his
thirst or to be initiated in the mysteries, to be united with the god or
goddess. The mysts of Kybele expressly state they have taken the
meal and drink of mysteries.
Of the synthema of the Eleusinian myst, the words іяю τον χυκεωνα,
seem to be of some importance. Let us now examine the fragments
(pinax a and fragment b). In the first place we are struck by the dif
ference between the bowl held by the goddess and the one held by
the worshipers, at least, on our fragment a. Whereas the former is
decorated just as the phialai on the wall and has protruding lips, the
bowl offered by the woman is undecorated. These bowls naturally
are not the kerchnoi, which have quite another shape and were used
as thymiaterion as well as for preparing mixed drinks (4). I might be
disposed to connect the word kernos (from the root « kern », to mix)
with the χυχεών a mixture of a liquid and wheaten-flour, which had
been drunk by Demeter after the mourning for her daughter (5).
We should prefer to call this bowl a χΰμβος, as a line of Nikandros
emphatically states the connection between this vase and the χνχεών (6).
In fact, the vase held by the goddess is the same as that of the wor(1) LOBECK, Aglaophamus, Regiment. 1839, P· 32 ff·; SCHOL. Plat. Corg. 497 с :
(з) SCHOL. a. q.; CLEM. ALEXANDR. Protrept.

II, § 15. (I. p. 13, Stählin).

(3) CLEM. ALEXANDR. a. q. II, §. 31, (I, p. 16, Stählin). It is possible that these
formulae, which were of different origin, were assumed in later times arbitrarily by
other mysteries. Thus PSELLOS, Qaaenam sunt Graecoram opiniones de daemonibus, 3
(MIONE, Patr. Gr. 132, p. 878), mentions the σύνθημα which obviously belongs to the
cult of Kybele (O. RUBENSSOHN, Kerchnos : AM. XXIII (1898), p. 371 ff) in that of
Kore. His account has reference to the mysteries of Eleusis.
(4) PRINGSHEIM, p. 69 ff.

(5) Hymn. Нот. in Demet. 210 ff.
(6)

NIKANDROS, Alextphr. 129 :

Ιμπλήδην κυκεώνα πόροις èv χνμβει τενξαί
νηστείρης Δηοϋς μορόεν πότον
About the kymbe and the kymbion, cf. ATHEN. Deiph. XI, p. 481 d-483 a.
-
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shipers and the whole scene most probably gives a monumental
expression of the confession : ^πο»· τον κυκεώνα an action performed by
the goddess as well as by the initiated.
So the meaning of the rhabdos also becomes clearer to us. The
use of it is closely connected with the use of the kymbos. It is selfevident that there must be some object for stirring the liquid and the
wheaten-flour and, may be, the other ingredients : this object is the
little staff which we also find in the hands of the witch Kirke.
When we compare Oriental religious drinking and Greek vasepainting, representing the sale of oil in Athens (i), one might be in
clined to see in this little wand a siphon to drink the mixture with,
but as the wand is too short and, moreover, there is no pure drink,
we must reject this supposition. On the other hand, we cannot pro
perly speak of a magic wand, though this stirring rod can be used
also as a magic rod.
Though neither the branch with magic power nor the tree-shaped
branch, as that in the cult of Apollon, are treated in this work, it
may not be undesirable to say some words about the golden bough of
the underworld, without going into the details of this question.
As it has been pointed out circumstancially by Norden (2), it was
most probably Vergilius, who introduced the motive of the golden
bough into Roman literature, but he borrowed this meaning and
worked it up from popular belief, which considered this bough as
possessing a supernatural power. From this lower stratum the use
of the branch must have passed into the mysteries, and especially, as
may be concluded from the Vergilian verse : « Hoc sibi pulchra suum
ferri Proserpina munus / instituit » (3), into the mysteries of Pro
serpina. It may be that the Roman poet knew this golden bough from
the mysteries themselves, it is, however, more probable that he took
his knowledge from Graeco-Hellenistic treatises concerning religion
and cult. Literary evidences, as well as some remnants of the customs
and monuments, fully prove that throughout the whole of classical

(1) For the Oriental and Greek use of the siphon, I refer to the article of PERNICI,
Σίφων : JAI, Vili (1893) p. 180 ff. and DB WAELE, p. 382 ff.
(г)

NOROEN, p. 163

(3) VERG. Aen.

VI,

ff.
143, cf. NOROER, a. q.
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antiquity the dead protected themselves by carrying this golden
bough (i).
This mention of the golden bough will call to our mind some
representations in Etruscan tomb-paintings of staffs, held by the
dead and showing an uncommon shape. These staffs namely had
forked ends, just like the rhabdoi of the Athenian rhabdouchoi : they
first form a circle and then are twined together.
In the Tomba del Tifone (a) a procession of white-dressed souls
is guided by a demon carrying his hammer; another female demon
carries a torch in her hands, while one of the souls is characterized
because it holds a pedum and five other carrying the plaited staff.
A wall-painting in a tomb at Nearchia shows a procession of souls
with similar staffs (3). Such-like objects are found as a decorative
motive, perhaps with a deeper signification, on columns in the Grotta
dei Rilievi (4).
The pedum in the hands of a soul in the Tomba del Tifone must
probably be regarded as a lituus and entitles us to presume that its
bearer is an augur, or, at least, a dignitary.
As to the correct interpretation of the plaited staffs, we are still
groping somewhat in the dark. Orioli (5) thought they were torches,
which were used at funerals and which consisted of papyrus or

(1) A golden bough was found in a tomb in the neighbourhood of Kolonos : A A.
XXVII (1912), p. 338, cf. ανα&ήναια, XII (igil), p. 126; gloss of Hesychios, cf. NORDEN,
p. 170. The mention of the willow-branch at the descent of Orpheus (PAUSANIAS, X,
30, 6) suggests to Six (Die Eriphyle des Polygnots : AM. XIX, (1894), p. 338) the
opinion that the mythic singer had this branch, upon his descent into the underworld
and that this willow-branch was indeed the golden bough. With this golden bough
E. STRONG (STRONG-JOLLIKFE, The staccoes of the underground basilica : JHS. XLIV
(1924), p. 80) wrongly identifies the pedum of Orpheus on the said stucco. On an
Etruscan gem (FURTW. AG. T. 16, 54; WASER : ROSCHER, III, 3233, Abb.

18) a human

being, carried to the underworld by Hermes, holds a bough. About the bough in
Roman representation generally : ROBERT, Der goldene Zweig auf römischen Sarkophagen
Sitzb. Preuss. Akad. Wiss. 1915, p. 709-711.
(2) WEEGE, p. 43, Abb. 39, Taf. 49. 2; PODLSSN, fig. 45, p. 61; cf. DENNIS, I, p. 331,

In the Tomba del Cardinale the souls do not carry staffs but tools of agriculture. (WEEGE.
Abb. 69 a. PODLSEN, Fig. 46; J. MARTHA, L'art étrusque, Paris, 1889, p. 393).
(3) DENNIS, I, p. 201.
(4) DENNIS, I, p. 254.

(5) Ann. Inst-, 1834, p. 161.
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cord, covered with wax or pitch, (i) He, too suggested the idea of the
golden bough, while Urlichs (2) regards them only as staffs denoting
the ruler. Taking into account the original form of the rhabdos of
Hermes, I am inclined to suppose that the plaited rods of the
Etruscan graves are identical with the magic rod, the primitive
kerukeion, which shows the two typical details : it has the forked
end and the plaited extremities. Any direct connection with Persephone must be declined.
As our knowledge of Etruscan religious conception and mystical
religion, however, is extremely slight, we cannot venture any further
guess about these staffs. We can only suggest that the dead took an
evil-averting rod with them, or, at least, that they had a badge of
supplicants, when they approach their chthonic judge, just as it was
the case in Egyptian conception (3).

C. DIONYSOS-BACCHUS.
If we except the kerukeion of the messenger of the gods, there
is certainly no staff, so popular in Greek and Roman art as the
thyrsos of the god Dionysos and of his worshippers and servants,
Mainades and Satyrs. Yet there is a striking difference between
the two staffs, both in form and signification : whereas the top-part
of the kerukeion possesses magic power and every alteration may,
in great mesure, be considered as a strengthening of the original
power, the cone-shaped top of the thyrsos cannot be said to have
any connection with magic, not even with the problem of the origin
of its principal bearer.
Of this top it is only the formal and ornamental evolution that is
important. As the knowledge of the evolution of such a subject does
not belong to the subject of this treatise, I may be satisfied by
giving a short account and by referring to von Papen's interesting
dissertation and the articles of Reinach; in these treatises the authors
have collected and compiled all the evidences of antiquity about
the thyrsos.
(1)

VERG. Am.

I, 731, SESVIUS ad

loc.

(2) URLICHS, Bullet, del Inst. 1B39, p. 45.

(3) See p. 4g.
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Generally speaking, the thyrsos of the Dionysiac cult is a long, slen
der fennel stalk or a flexible wooden rod, to which a bunch of leaves,
ivy-leaves or a cone-shaped part is fastened. So the thyrsos must be
called a rhabdos rather than a sceptre. There is, however, another
name for the thyrsos, it is often called « narthex ». This narthex,
α ferula communis, L. » belongs to the umbelliferae, the stalk of
which, being filled with vegetable marrow, burns easily when dried.
Like the narthex, the thyrsos must also have been a simple branch
or stalk (i). Etymologically the word is related to the verb &νάω or
»ννω, and also to the Latin fustis. Hence « thyrsos » cannot have any
other meaning than : « the waved or swayed object ». (a) So ivytendrils, branches of fir-trees, tendrils of the vine, could be used as a
thyrsos. Besides this natural thyrsos, an artificial one, consisting
of a staff with the bunch of leaves or the cone-shaped top, chiefly
occurs in ancient art (3).
What may be the reason of this duality of names, narthex and thyrsos ?
Whereas the first mention of the thyrsos in literature does not
occur until the beginning of the Peloponnesian war (4), the proverb
πολλοί μεν ναροηχοφόροι, Βάκχαι Sé te παϋροι ( 5 ) SeCÍTlS tO SUggCSt a g e n e r a l USC

of the word « narthex », at least in Attica, long before the second name
was introduced into Greek life from the land of the origin of the Dionysiac mysteries. Though perhaps the actual origin of these mysteries,
as well as of the god Dionysos himself, must be sought in Asia, possibly in Babylonia (6), yet the second name, thyrsos, undoubtedly
originates from Thrakia, the land of the Bakchai of Euripides.
As I said above there is an uninterrupted evolution from the natural, Greek form of the thyrsos to the artificial one occurring for the
first time on red-figured vases (7) and the later Hellenistic and Roman
(1) SOLMSEN and BüCHELER in the diss, of VON PAPEN, p. 12 et 13.
(г) Α. REINACH, L'origine du thyrse ; Revue de Γ histoire des religions, 191a, ρ. ι ff.;
Α. REINACH, Thyrsos : DAHEMB. V, 387 ff. about=fu(r)stis cf. BOISACQ, S. V. p. 359;

rejected by WALDE, S. V. fustis, p. 330.
(3) A survey of this evolution of forms : VON PAPEN, Plate 1 et 2·
(4) KRATINOS : Dionysalex. (Fragm. Comic. Graee. I, p. 23 Kock) dating from 430.
(MACROS. Sat. 5, 21, de carchesio).
(5) Anthol. Palai. X, 106; cf. PLATON, Phaid. 69, с.
(6) Concerning the origin of the Dionysiac mysteries, to be sought in Babylon :
C. W. VOLLGRAFF : "Εριφος ες yaX іжехо i Mededeelingen, LVII (1924), p. 19-53.
(7) VON PAPEN, p. 20.
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shapes of the fir-cone. We must observe that some divergent forms
must be added to this evolution; they are the dithyrsos, i. e. the staff
with a bunch of leaves at the top and at the bottom, and the thyrsos
the top of which is formed with a phallos (i).
In a later period, some additional considerations have indeed given
an explanation of the particular top-parts, as the phallos and the fircone, which were said to have a magic signification, as the pine-tree
for instance was a symbol of mourning and was consequently held
by the inhabitants of the underworld (2). We must nevertheless agree
with the view of von Papen, who says that the fir-cone on the top
of the thyrsos is only « eine rein formale Umbildung aus dem alten
Blätterknauf, auf den auch alle die andern Knaufarten zurückgehen. (3)
As was said above, the use of the thyrsos entered into the Dionysiac
cult in a quite natural manner. The ecstatic cult of Dionysos must
certainly have had an earlier phase, that has disappeared and become
lost behind the well-known aspect of enthusiasm and frenzy. Vintage,
as well as harvest, has been in every country and in all periods an
occasion for some peculiar festivities, and it need hardly be added
that such a feast of vine-dressers always had the character of mad
drunkenness, which may have degenerated into the orgies of a frantic
mob, such as is pictured by Euripides, in the Dionysiac mysteries.
Such feasts must surely have been celebrated in Attica at a time,
when the mysteries of Dionysos were not yet known. In such revelry
the vintagers flourished the vine-tendrils and the slender stalks of
(1)

HARTWIG, T. 38, 3 9 , 1 ,

p. 421

ff.,

cf. p. 433. n. 2; VON PAPEN, Taf.

Π,

68.

(з) BRAUN, Römische Altertümer in Köln : BJ. XVI (1851), p. 51; B. SCHRÖDER :
Stadien eu den Grabdenkmälern der römischen Kaiserzeit : BJ. 108-9 (1902), p. 74; the
thyrsos carried by the inhabitants of the underworld : PAUS, VIII, 31, 2 (Zeus Philios))
CIL, III 1315; VON PAPEN, p. 40, note 304.

(3) VON PAPEN, p. 26. It must be noted also that some hypothetical theories about
the origin of the thyrsos are more or less opposed to the evidences of the Greek vasepainting. Whereas von Papen investigated the whole formal evolution from the first
Greek representations of the branch or tendril down to the Roman monuments, Reinach,
a. q. combines several details, of which the result is sure to be problematic. Nor can the
hypothesis of C. S. DOLLEY, The thyrsos of Dionysos and the Palm inflorescence of the
Winged Figures of Assyrian Monuments : Proceed. Amer. Philosoph. Soc. XXXI. (1893),
p. 109 ff., have any firm ground, which supposes the fir-cone of the thyrsos having come
from the Assyrian date-inflorescence found in the hands of gods, priests and winged figures on eastern monuments : I don't see why we should rather believe in the influence
of a motive remote in time and place, than in the natural evolution of shapes.
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the fennel, this stalk being so fragile, as to obviate any danger, resul
ting from the blows of the riotors. It is most probable that these staffs
or twigs, in a time when neither Dionysos nor the barbarous name
« thyrsos » was known, were only called « narthex », until the current
of civilisation and the impulse from the North introduced the new
term and partly supplanted the old.
Proceeding to the point of discussion, we ask ourselves why the
staff with its umbelliferous top and its decoration of connectinggarlands and ivy had become a magical object in Dionysiac frenzy.
It is of importance in the first place to draw attention to the fact
that the most striking characteristic of the cult of Dionysos was an
intoxication and ecstasy, that could be induced in different ways.
The resulting frenzy was the μανία or the ivfoo? είναι. It was this
ecstasy, that could be induced by the blow, given by the god, with
the thyrsos, or by one of the feasters. The state of frenzy of one
so struck, can be denoted in different ways : he is ουρσοπληξ or
Λ5ρσφ ταπληγώς ( l ) . T h e god himself IS Called ΰνρσομανής and ^ύραψ δεινός (a).

By considering the use made of the kentron, one could easily come
to the conception of the miraculous power of the Dionysiac staff, for
does not a blow or a prod from this object increase the strength of the
yoked oxen? Moreover Dionysos and the Mainades use their thyrsos
as a kentron, to spur on their animals (3). With a blow of his magic
kentron-thyrsos Dionysos rouses the ecsusy of the Mainades (4), and
mentioning the « gravis thyrsus » (5), the Roman poet most certainly

(l) HfiSYCHIOS, s. V. ΰυρσοπλήγες · ol εν τοις Βαχχ/ίοις ένΰεαζόμενοι ϋνροφ · χλάδψ.
(a) Era. ΡΛοίη. 792; Hymn. Orph. 49Α Anthol. Palai. XVI, 185.
(3) Thyrsos used as a kentron : Brit. Mas. Cat. Ill E. 546; RAYET-COLLIGNON, Hist,
céram. grecque, Paris, 1888, p. 379, fig. 107; Bullet, archeol. Napol. nov. ser. IV, p. 185,
Tav. 3. Thyrsos : βουχολιχόν χέντοον (by Rhinton), cf. О. CRUSIUS : Rhein. Mus. XLV
(1890), p. 365.
(4) Ecstasy of the Mainades : Ov.fast. Ill, 764 : femíneos thyrso concitat ¿lie choros;
Ον. Ars. am. Ill, 710 : Thyrso concita Baccha; DILTHEY, Lyssa : AZ. 1873 (XXX),
p. 78. Poetical inspiration conceived as ecstasy : LUCRET. I, 923 : acri Percussit thyrso,
laudis spes magna meum cor Et simul incussit suavem mi in pectus amorem Musarum;
thyrsos denoting ecstasy and pleasure : NAUCK, Adespota, 397 : λήγει Se Κύπρις ΰαλίαι τι
νέων Ι ουδ' hi &νροος φύλλα βάκχειου; JuvEN. VII, бо : ñeque enim cantare sub antro
Pierio thyrsumque potest contingere maestà Paupertas.
(5) HoBAT. cam. II, 19, 8 : parce Liber parce gravi metuende thyrso.
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thinks of the terrible consequences of Pentheus' madness and of the
intoxication, caused by the blow.
There is yet another consideration that may explain the conception
of the magic thyrsos. Are not suffering and illnesses of all kinds,
according to public opinion in classic antiquity (i), and even in our
modern days in Greece often (2) caused by a blow from the deity?
We must however note that in Greek literature madness is often caused
directly by the gods, though this disturbance of the mind may also
be considered as the work of a demon, sent by a deity (3). On the
other hand the arrows of Apollon causing plague among the Achaians and the οίατρος of Io are closely connected with the thyrsos of Diony
sos, being used as a means to cause mental or physical perturbation.
Not only illness but also certain miracles in nature could be brought
about by the use of the thyrsos. By blow of it, springs burst from the
ground and water from the rocks. As undoubtedly the people of
antiquity were ignorant of some physical laws and facts and so they
did not know that a spring may jump up by simply pushing a stick
into the ground, as it often happens in some parts (4), we cannot be
surprised that such marvels were attributed to the frenzy of the Mainades and their god and especially to their staff, with which they struck
the ground. The miraculous power of such a blow is illustrated in
antiquity by many an example : Poseidon causes the water to come
forth from the rock, by the use of his trident, and the paintings in the
Catacombs (5) represent the same fact about Moses-Petrus with the
staff, Greek mythology tells us about the well Dionysias in Messenia,
which had sprung up by the blow of the thyrsos of Dionysos (6).
On the approach of the god, the lifeless earth is filled with Diony-

(1) XSNOPH. EPHES., V, 7, 7; REITZENSTEIN, Poimand. Lpz· 1904, p. 28 : αννιηρήαας
μ* νγιή άαινη άνειδω).όπχτον απληγον άΰάμβητον, cf. F. PRADEL, Griecfl, und SÜdital. Gebete,
Beschwör, de Rezepte des Mittelalters Giessen 1907 (RVV, Ш, 3) p. 86.
(г) GUST. МЕУЕВ, Neugrieeh. Studien, II, 79 (SWAW, Band 130, 1893).
(3) Madness and illness caused by the gods : A. O'BRIENN-MOORB, Madness in An
cient Literatare, Diss. Princeton (U.S.A.) Weimar, 1934, p. 86, 136 ff.
(4) H. GRESSMANN, Der Zauberstab des Mose und die eherne Schlange : Zeitschr. d.
Vereins f. Volkskunde, XXIII (1913), p. 25.
(5) E. BECKER, Das Quellwunder des Moses in der Altchristlichen Kunst, Strassburg,
1909, p. 31 (Petrus-Moses), and passim.
(6) PAUS. IV,

36, 7 .
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siac life : milk, wine and honey spring forth from the earth (i) or the
miraculous liquid either flows out of the thyrsos (2) or after the blow,
from the earth (3). It must however be noted that the flowing of milk
and honey from the earth is a wonder often recorded in antiquity even
without the use of the thyrsos or any other object (4).
The thyrsos was also represented as a growing mast of the ship of
Dionysos (5), which proves that a miraculous power was attributed
to it.
By its magical power, the thyrsos can also be an effective weapon
in the hands of the Mainades. As the stalk is usually held in the right
hand (6), the bearer by a natural movement is able to use this stalk in
defence. T h o u g h

i t Was

a

κονφότατον βέΧος xai μαΐαχώτατον άμυτήριον ( y )

which Dionysos himself was said to have given to his attendants, to
prevent all danger should they strike each other, yet it was more effi
cient than a lance or a sword. Though they are « non haec in muñera
facti » (8), yet the thyrsoi can wound the enemies miraculously (9).
The Mainades of Macedonia have been armed by their king Argaios
and with their thyrsoi they put to flight the Talantioi and their king
(1) EUR. Bakchai, 135.
(а) PHILOSTR. Imag. I, 18, I (II, 330, Kayser) : γέγραπιαι... xai τα si' τψ Κι&αιρωνι
Βαχχών χοροί xat лоі оі лНдси xai νέχταρ ах βοτρνων xai <»ç γάΐαχτι την βώλον η γη
λιπαίνει. Ααί Ιδού χιττός ίρπει xai οφει; ¿guai xai ϋνροον δένδρα οΐμαι μέλι ατάξοντα. EUR.
Bakchai, ηιο ; PRILISTB. vit. Soph. I, i g (p. 3 5 , 1 Kayser) ; (εχδίδωοι) ωαπίρ ol βαχχείοι
ϋνρσοι το μέλι xai го і εομονς :οϋ γάλαχτος.
(3) EUR. Bakchai 704 ; SCHOL. EURIP. Or. 1493 (Dindorf) ; TZETZBS, Schol.
Lykophr. 143.
(4) ANTON. LIBERALIS, IO; about the question summarizing : K. WYSS, DU Milch
im Kultus der Griechen und Römer, Giessen 1914, p. 41 ff. ( R W XV, 3); flowing especially from the holm-oak : HOR. Ер. 16; 47; T I B . I, 3, 45. Ον. met. I, i n ; the fontain
arising owing to the ram, beating the soil : SERV. Verg. Дел. IV, I96;PHBLLBR-ROBERT,
И, з , p. 529, n. 4.
(5) PHILOSTR. Imag. I, ig, p. 333, I, Kayser: &ί·ροο{ δε ουτοαί lx μεαης νεώς εχπέφνχε
τα τον Ιατον πράοαων ; ΝοΝΝ. Dion, XLV, 141 ff. cf. the chapter of the blossoming staff.
(б) EUR. Bakchai, 943. NONNOS, Dion. XIV, 33; exceptionally the thyrsos is held
abo in the left hand : in that case stress is laid upon the religious character of the attri
bute as these attributes are mostly held in the left; cf. ATHEN, p. 198, F. : DARBMB., Bac
chus, fig. 716; cf. REINACH : DAREMB. a. q. p. 294, n. 36; 293, n. 13.

(7) D10D. IV, 4, 7 ; PLOUT. Çoa«t. sympos. p. 714 e.
(8) Ov. met. XI, 38.
(9) Dionysos : DE RIDDER, 3 g I . СКА. 1867, (Leningr. nr. 1600) pi. 4 = R R V . I, 35,
1. According to literature (EUSTATH. Comm. in Dion. Perieg. p. 315, 7) and Orphic opi-
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Galauros (ι). No bronze shield is proof against the blow of this thyrsos
(2). The blow can be given with the top or the bottom of the thyrsos,
but, though we may suppose that the thyrsos, by which Dionysos
defends himself in the fight with the Giants, is a magic staff, yet it
cannot be clearly stated whether the vase-painter always thought of
the magic power, when he represented the Mainades, keeping off
the lascivious Satyroi, by means of the Dionysiac stalk (3).
The hurling of this χίοοινον ßebo as well as striking with it has a miraculous effect by the magic power of the staff and its bearer (4).
In the rationalistic conception of the Hellenistic and Roman learning the belief in this powerful thyrsos as a real weapon soon vanishes
and at the time of Ploutarchos the thyrsos had at the top and in
exceptional cases at the bottom-part a lance-head, which was hidden
in the bunch of leaves. Of this object which was a real weapon and
Was Called &νρβόΙογχος, ΰνρσόλογχον ΟΓ λόγχν τετυροωμένη a n d ГаГеІу a l s o νάρ^ηζ

(5), we find many pictures in Roman art (6).
It has little or no interest to mention the vittae which might also
adorn the thyrsos : they were added by the vase-painter from purely
ornamental reasons, not to increase the magic power of the thyrsos (7).
nion, the god and his worshippers did not use real weapons, while in Greek vase-pain
ting Dionysos is armed as an hoplite in the battle of the Giants. (6. Hallesches Winckelmannsprogr. p. 8, Ann. 27). Mainades: EUR. Bakchai, 762 if·: χεϊναι Αε άνοσους ¿$а шат
χερών Ι έτοανμάτιζον κά-ιενώτι^ον φνγη / γνναϊχες ανδρα;, ονχ ανεν arcòv Tiro; ; FLOUT.
Moral, p. 614 A.
(1) PoLYAiNos, Strateg. 4 , 1 ; SCHOL. Pers. 1,99 (tells the story, as did Polyainos, about
Kalandros, king of the Illyrioi).
(2) EUR. Bakchai, 798.
(3) Dionysos defending himself by the thyrsos : CRA. 1872, pi. i=RRV. I, 37, 1;
CRA. 1867, pi. 6=RRV. I, 26; AZ- 1873, p. 78, T . VII ; Mainades : FURTW. R., T.
46=München, 184; D E RIDDER, 375, fig. 55, (blow with the cluster of leaves); München,
408=FURTW. R., T. 44; RR V. 1,186; (thrust with the stalk itself); München, 736=FURTW.
R., T . 43; München, 3 3 2 = F U R T W . R.# T . 49; RIDDER, 5 7 6 = H A R T W . T . 23; HARTW .

T. 74; CRA. 1881, T . i , 5; AZ. 1878 (XXXVI), p. 145; AJA. X X X (1926), p . 38, f. 7.
(4) EUR. Bakchai, 25 : &vooorтаδούς εις χηρα, χίοοινον βέλος; id. 762, 1099/ Ov·
met. Ill, 712 : prima suum misso violavit Penthea thyrso Mater. Different verbs : EUR.
Bakchai, 240 (κζνπεΐν) ; ; SCHOL. ARIST. Lys. 131 (δονεϊν) CATULL. Epith. 256 (quatere) ;
SENECA, Here. Oet. 243, Oed. 628 (vibrare); Ον. Met. HI, 667 (agitare).
(s) First mention of the thyrsolonchos : KALUSENOS (ATHEN. V, p. 200 d and f):
ΰυραόΧογχον χρυοονν, cf. VON PAPEN, 44; REINACH : DAREMB. a. q. p. 295·
(6) VON PAPEN, p. 44-45.
(7) VON PAPEN, p. 29, ff.
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D.

ASKLEPOIS - AESCULAPIUS.

There are no circumstances in life in which people are so much
inclined to turn to magic or implore the help of the gods, as in cases
of sickness, calamities and all kinds of individual and social evils.
In connection with our subject let us first draw attention to the fact of
the magic origin of medical art in Greek and classic Italian antiquity,
as well as among primitive peoples and to the connecting link between
medical art and the worship of Asklepios, the Roman Aesculapius.
In this treatise however it is only of importance to trace in how far
the well-known snake-staff of Asklepios is connected with the power
to cure illnesses and to overcome disasters. The staff has indeed such
a typical shape that we may naturally suppose it to be in direct and
close connection with the magic and medical acts of the god.
It need hardly be said that the attribute of Asklepios has nothing
whatever in common with the serpent-staff of Hermes, which is the
result of a long evolution, whereas the healing god of Greek art either
has a simple, knotty staff or rough club, or a staff around the bottom
of which a serpent is coiled. It must by the way, be mentioned that
Asklepios is often represented with a sceptre, thus we find him on
coins and perhaps in a passage with Pausanias (i).
The Asklepios' staff itself may have many different shapes, it
sometimes is thick and knotty, even a kind of stem; or it may look like
an Athenian walking-stick. The thick, knotty staff of Asklepios was
called a rhabdos, at least at Kos (2). The question is now whether this
staff has any importance or direct connection with magic power.
Panofka (3) regarded this « baculum dei medici, quod ramulis
semiamputatis nodosum gerit » (4) as the symbol of all helping gods
(« Zufluchtsgottheiten ») as e. g. Hermes, Apollon, Artemis and even
Zeus. But I cannot see why the vase-painter should have any other intention in representing some of these gods with a knotty staff than to
characterize them as travellers or wanderers. This walking stick in
the hands of Hermes, Apollon and Zeus surely has no deeper signi(1) Statue of Kalamis : PAUS. II, 10, 3.
(a) GUNDEL : PACJLY, I A, p.

18

(3) PANOFKA, Zufluchtsgottheiten : ABAW.
(4) A P D L . Met.

1853, p. 349 fi.; AMIRA,

1, 4.
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p. 12.

fication. (ι) The knotty staff of Artemis (г) may specially point to
her being a goddess of nature and hunting. The great power of Asklepios and its expression was concentrated in his temple, which was,
so to say, a great hospital where the sick were healed, but on the other
hand it is quite natural that people, who believed that many of the
cures were due to the direct intervention of the god and the touch of
the divine hand were inclined to believe that the divine benefactor
was a physician, wandering among them, who used just as any other
traveller the knotty staff (3). The knotty shape of this stick was accoun
ted for, in later times, by reference to the αγνός, the vitex agnus castus,
which was consecrated to Asklepios also (4). No evidence, however,
can be afforded for the hypothesis, pronounced by Festus (5), that
this staff has any symbolical meaning.
We will therefore concentrate our attention on the significance of
the snake, the chthonic and healing power of which are well known (6).
Legend and tradition about Asklepios, telling us about the origin and
the character of the healing-god, relate how the god was first
worshipped in Thessalia, from whence, Τείκης ίξ ίπποβότοι» (у) the Asklepiad Machaon went to Troja, and how he nursed his snake, the nagelat,
on the Pelion (8).
(1) Apollon : RRV. I, 105; Hermes : RRV. I, 98; Zeus : RRV. I, 89. Type of the
spectator with a knotty staff : FURTW. R., T. 33.
(3) The conclusion of Panofka that Artemis with her staff on the coin of Klaros was
the Artemis εχβακτηοία. of Siphnos, is to be rejected, as the epithet was rather
ΙκβατηρΙα WERNICKE, Artemis : PAULY, II, 1384.

(3) Ov. met. XV, 655 : baculum agreste tenens sinistra. The type of Asklepios, as
shown by Athenian reliefs, leaning on his staff in the same attitude as the Athenian
citizens of the Parthenon frieze, does not represent the wandering god of healing but
only the deity worshipped by this believers. Cf. UBLICHS, Asklepios and die Eleusinischen
Gottheiten, : В. J. LXXXVII (1889), p. 6.
(4) BöïTiCHER, Der Baamkultas der Hellenen, Berlin 1856, p. 360.
(5) FESTUS, S.V. in insula (p. 98 Linds.) : bacillum nodosum quod difficultatem significai artis.
(6) WEINREICH, p. 91, 107; BAUSISSIN, p. 342, 3. Belief in the healing power of
snakes : generally : FRAZER, Paus, III, p. 66; at Epidauros : COLLITZ, Griech. Dialektinschr. I l l , 3339, v. 113. In ancient learning the snake has become the attribute of
Asklepios being a symbol of eternal youth because of its always rejuvenating by casting
off his old skin : cf. SCHOL. ASISTOPH. nub. 733.

(7) II. IV, 302.
(8) SCHOL. NIKANDR. Ther. 438.
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This account, however, has a deeper meaning. In primitive Thessalian cult, Asklepios doubtless has been worshiped as a chthonic
demon, a hero, just as Trophonios (i), having the power of healing
diseases. Here also he had a sanctuary, from which the worship was
transferred to Epidauros, and from thence to Athens, to the East, e. g.
Pergamon and to the West, Kyrene and Rome. The remnants of
chthonic ritual, as well as the snake itself, testify the chthonic cha
racter of the god. But when we remember that the snake often stood
for the animal form of chthonic demons, we may surely believe that
Asklepios himself in primitive conception was thought to have been
a snake (г). In fact, the name of the god has recently been interpreted
as « he who moves with serpent coils » (3). This be as it may, yet the
snake must have been closely connected with the origin of Asklepios
and perhaps, forming a part of the inventory of the temples of Epi
dauros, Sikyon and Rome as it did, it was regarded by some simple
worshipper as the actual form, in which the god manifested
himself (4).
Is there any detail or any record, that would justify our conclu
sion that any supernatural power was vested in the complex attri
bute of the god, the result of the combination of an ordinary staff
and a serpent ?
The literary references to miraculous cures in the sacred places
of Asklepios, especially at Epidauros, never mention the staff of the
god (5). Literature only gives some examples, in which the staffs of
beggars and cripples are mentioned in connection with the sacred
places (6). Here however the staff is only a means to lean upon for
those who are ill and then becomes superfluous the moment the
patient is cured.
As to records of ancient art, it is a striking fact that Greek and Ro
man art very seldom represents the healing god : he never appears on
(1) ROHDE. 1,141; on Trophonios : GRUPPE, Trophonios : ROSCHER, V, 1277.
(г)

GOSSEN-STEUER, Schlange (Mythologie) : PAUL Y, II A, 512.

(3) * D . DETSCHEV, Asklepios als thrakisch-griechischer Gott : Bulletin de flnst. archéol. bulgare. III (1925), p. 131 ff. cf. Pft. W, 1926, p. 259; AJA. X X X (1926), p. 207 f.
(4) DEUBNER, De incabatione capita qaattuor, Leipzig, 1910, p. 32, Anm. 1.
(5) THRAEMER, Asklepios : PAULY, 1,1652, ff. (about mythical cures).
(6) Table of Epidauros "CAWADIAS, Mélanges Perrot, Paris 1902, p. 42; WEINREICH,
p. 102; Anth. Palat. IX, 298: VI, 203.
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vase-paintings and only very seldom on wall-pirtures and in the works
of the coroplasts (i). We acquire our principal knowledge about Asklepios from statues and reliefs, which have often been very mutila
ted, and from coins and gems. (2) Referring to the substantial articles
by Thraemer, I may be brief in treating the question of the different
types of Asklepios in ancient art. Two types show the god, leaning in
the typical Greek attitude on the staff, held under the right or the
left arm-pit. Three other types represent the god holding a long
or a short stick in his two hands or in one hand. In this attitude we
also find the god not only standing but also sitting on his throne.
No definite knowledge whatsoever prevails concerning the period
when staff and snake were for the first time combined and used as an
attribute. Yet we must not forget that the two emblems, staff and
snake combined, or separate, appear to have existed for a long time
side by side.
A coin of Magnesia, dating from the second century В. C. shows
young Asklepios with sceptre and snake-staff. It would be incorrect
however, to date the origin of the snake-staff from the second century
on account of this coin (3). According to Kjellberg (4) the date of the
origin of this construction must be looked for as far back as in the
fifth century Even if we accept this hypothesis, we must still try to
ascertain what was the direct influence that caused the combination.
By no means does the use of the combined attribute include the
disappearance of the old emblem. The choice between the two types,
the simple and the combined attribute, must have been based upon
other grounds, such as the tradition of the temple, the considerations
of the priests and the personal artistic sentiments of the artist.
If we think then about the direct cause of the snake-staff, we may
be inclined to ascribe its origin to oriental influences. The religioussyncretism caused Asklepios to become identified with the Phoe
nician healing-god Esmun ; moreover has the serpent of the Israe
lites in the desert often been compared with the snake of Asklepios.
(1) RRP. зз,э=Рарем Brit. Schoot Rome, VIII, 13, PI. IV, z; cf. THRAEMER, Askle
pios : ROSCHER, I, 640.

(г) Especially on coins of Kos and Alexandreia, cf. J. Six, Asklepios by Bryaxis :
JHS. XLII (1922), p. 33» fig' 3·
(3) HEAD, Historia Numorum, Oxford, 1911, p. 300, cf. THRAEMER, PAOLY, II, 1683.

(4) "KJELLBERG, Asklepios, Mythol. Archaeologische Stadien (Universitets Araskrift,
1694-7) Upsala, p. 104, cf, BAUDISSZH, p. 253.
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It must, however, be emphatically denied that the new shape of
Asklepios' staff could be ascribed to eastern influence. It is quite clear
that not the slightest relation exists between the aforesaid Babylo
nian staff with its two serpents, that is represented, e. g. on the vase
of Gudea and on eastern seal-cylinders, and the staff of Asklepios (i)
As to identifying Asklepios with Esmun, this only happened in the
third or the second century В. C , so that the snake-coiled staff itself
was derived from that of Asklepios (2). Nor can we agree with the
supposition alleging that the Greek staff has something to do
with the pole and the serpent of brass of Moses. Even if we don't
take into account that the above mentioned fact is the only example
in the history of Palestine civilization, which lies apart from Greek
culture, we must consider that a great space of time elapses between
the biblical event and the coming into vogue of the new Asklepios'
staff (3).
It might be thought of some Egyptian staffs, that they are some
what similar to the Greek, but on further investigation it becomes
clear that they have nothing whatever in common with the Greek
attribute, e. g we have only to think of the sceptre of the goddess
Buto, represented as a serpent in a papyrus plant (4). This Egyp
tian staff may have been shaped after Greek example as e. g. the
staff of Thoth on some Egyptian monuments, dating from the time
of the Roman empire (5).
Since we are unable to find any foreign origin, we return to Greece
itself. Not being able to prove the truth of the hypothesis that reli
gious motives originated the new shape, we better adhere to the opi
nion, already given by others (6), that aesthetic motives, either of
the artist or of the priests or ruler of the temple led to the origin
of the new shape. The question has not been put, whether any expres(1) Concerning these Babylonian staffs, see p. 43.
(г) BAUDISSIN, p. 353-255; cf. also a silver band of Punic origin, found in Algeria
and dating from the beginning of our era : PH. BERGER : Gazette archéol. V, 135 ff. VI,
169;

BAUDISSIN, Taf.

VI.

(3) С. A. BöTTiGBR, Die heilbringenden Getter : Kleine Schriften, Dresden, 1837, I,
p. 98; M. VERMES : RA. (V, 7, 1918), p. 36-49; BAUDISSIN, p. 334.
(4) LEPSIUS, Denkmäler aus Aegypten, Berlin, 1897-1913, III, Bd. 7, p. 217, fig. f.
(time of Ramses III); ROSELLINI, Monumenti del culto, Pisa, 1832, T. XIX, 2 (imperial
time of Rome); BAUDISSIN, p. 337, 2,
(5)

ROSELLINI, a. q. t. XVIII, 3; BAUDISSIN, p. 337,

(6)

BAUDISSIN, p. 337; KÜSTER, p. 136,
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a.

sion of Greek art in itself had a direct influence. It is quite evident
that we cannot think of the staff of Sarapis, Men, Herakles (ι), per
haps too of Trophonios or Amphiaraos, nor of that on the dstophore
coins of Pergamon (2) : alle these specimens can in themselves be
traced back to the staff of Asklepios.
We seem to be justified in asserting that one or other artist, the
first to create the new shape, was led by some designs from Greek art,
especially by those on the red-figured vases dating from the sixth
century, of serpents coiled around other objects, just as the ser
pent guarding the golden fleece (3) or the serpent coiled around the
tree in the garden of the Hesperids (4), the serpent around the thyrsos carried by the Mainades (5), and the serpent of Athens, coiling
around the olive-tree, in the contest with Poseidon for supremacy
in Athens (6). One might be inclined to see the immediate motive in
the latter representation; in that case, however, we should have to be
quite certain that the new type of staff did have its origin in Athens.
After all these suppositions, we must not forget to draw attention
to the fact that a perfectly natural way of development is quite
possible; in this case the new shape is but an expression of an artist's
fantasy. The picture of Hygieia, holding a serpent coiling around
the goddess' arm (7), may be considered as a variation of the new
Asklepios' staff.
The question thus, whether the artist intended to indicate some
magic power, must be answered in the negative. Though the serpent
itself was considered to be the possessor of magic healing-power,
yet the staff itself was nothing but a symbol, without any real magic
force. Magic deeds by Asklepios are always practised otherwise,
without the aid of his staff.
(1) DREXLER, Men : ROSCHBR, III, 3693, fig. 1 & 3; COHEN, II, 193, 733 (coin of

Ha-

drianus).
(3) Amphiaraos perhaps on an Oropian coin : THHAEMEH, Asklepios : ROSCHER, I,
639; on Pergatnenian kistophoroi : id.; Trophonios : PAUS. IX, 39. According to OVERBECK, Zur Kritik der Zeusreligion, Lpz. 1861, the words of Pausanias hint at the pre
sence of a snake staff of Trophonios.
(3) RRV. I, 139; 449; RRR. II, 364, 1; 140, 4·
(4) RRV. I, 336, 301; 493.
(5) PLOUT. Alex. 3. Representations: flrif. Mas. E. 511 =JHS. XXXIII (19x3), pi. 8;
VON PAPEN. Anm.

63.

(6) On the Parthenon, according to BULLE. Poseidon in der Kanst : ROSCHBR, Ш,
з86з, fig. 4; on coins : DAREMB. I, p. 357, fig. 443.
(7) Hygieia : KÜSTER, p. 136.
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E. VARIOUS REFERENCES : ATHENE, ARTEMIS, NEMESIS,
RHEA, POSEIDON, APOLLON.
Besides the staffs of Hermes, Dionysos and Asklepios, mention
must also be made of separate records of magic staffs in the hands
of some gods and goddesses, as Athene, Artemis, Nemesis, Rhea,
Poseidon and Apollon. Most certainly the possibility is not excluded
that such separate records are the poor remnants of an extensive
tradition about that special magic staff; it is, however, quite possible
that the allotting of this magic object to a god or goddess is only a
personal fiction of a poet, which is only to be found in his work or
only in a local tradition concerning that deity.
In all probability, A t h e η e 's simple rod or rhabdos, the blow
or the touch of which suffised to change Odysseus into a beggar (i)
has only to be regarded as a poetical motive in order to give a tangible
and concrete cause for the metamorphosis of the hero. If the motive
is not a direct imitation of the metamorphosis of Odysseus' compa
nions, as a parody of later times seems to prove (2), it must at least
have been taken from the popular belief in a miraculous strength of
the magician's staff.
Just as Kirke and Athene, A r t e m i s has also a magic rod the
touch of which alters the mourning sisters of Meleagros into birds (3).
Moreover Artemis-Selene plays an important part in the magic litera
ture because of the importance of the moon in magic performances.
Probably some magic force was awarded to the gold staff of Selene,
which is mentioned in a magic hymn. The epithet χρυσούς seems to
point equally to this quality. (4)
(1)

Od. ΧΙΠ, 429; XVI,

17a, 456; cf.

STEUDING, Verwandlungen

: RÖSCHER,

VI, 225.
(2)

HEGEMON

at ATHEN.

Deipn.

IX, 406 е.; cf. Od. Χ, 319; cf. p. 132 6.. It is

impossible to say exactlyfwhat rod is meant by the treatise of the philosopher Antisthenes,
of which only the title is known (περί τής ράβοον) and which occurs in a list of treatises,
dealing with the Odyssey, by the same author. (DIOG. LAERT. VI, 17). At any rate, « the
minstrel's staff » (R. D. HICKS, in his edit. London, 1925, Π, p. 19) cannot be thought of.
Nor should I call it the rod of Kirke (DUMMLER, Antisthenica, Berlin, 1882, p. 17) as
the treatise about the witch is mentioned separately, but at the end of the list. I am rather
inclined to think of the rod of Athena : the title of a philosophical treatise about this
goddess and her assistance to Telemachos follows immediately.
(3)

ANTON. LIBER. Met. II, 6. after NIKANDROS, Heter. III.

(4) OrpA. hymn. mag. V. (Abel, p. 295).
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Fig. б. Scene in the underworld (Nemesis). {Relief of Rhodos).

Another kind of magic staff is to be found in the hands of a god
dess on the so-called relief of the Rhodish schoolmaster (i); accor
ding to the commentators of this sepulchral monument the goddess
with this magic rod is to be called N e m e s i s . Next the central
scene on the relief, in which the dead stands before the throne of the
judge of the underworld, there is a side-scene in which a woman is
seated before the mouth of the earth (Fig; 6). On the extreme right
the very mutilated figure of a woman seems either to rise from the
earth or to sink down into the earth. If we compare some vase-pain
tings, representing the rising from the earth, the «anodos» of the EarthKore or Pandora (2), it certainly must strike us that there is an almost
similar scheme of the rising woman, with her outstretched hands and
the bending of the body, which is caused by the looking upwards.
I am inclined to regard the scene on the Rhodish relief rather as the
rising than as the sinking of the woman. But why should this woman
arise from the underworld and what is the function of the standing
winged figure, that is manifestly a kind of inspector or guardian of
the whole act? It seems impossible to give a fixed answer to the first
question, as we don't know the identity of the seated woman. At any
rate, there is a direct relation between the seated and the rising wo
man, and the scene, at least is of a necromantic character, as well
as the scenes of the anodos of the Maiden, especially on the vasepainting of Dresden, where the rising up seems to have been brought
about by the use of the forked rod of Hermes. (3) We can suppose
that also the rod of the winged woman was used to bring about the
necromantic anodos; this act then must have preceded the scene that
has been represented. But admitting on the grounds, that are afforded
by Hiller von Gaertringen and Robert, that the winged figure is the
goddess Nemesis, it is not impossible that the staff, which bears a
resemblance to the club, is the rhabdos, the skeptron or the rhopalon,
which is carried and used by Dike and the Poinai to beat and chas
tise the guilty people of underworld.
To the blow, that is able to cause the earth to disclose all her trea
sures, the blow with the Dionysiac thyrsos is allied, as has been ex(1) HILLEB оя GAERTRINGEN and ROBERT : Hermes, XXXVII (1902) p. 121 ff.
(г) HARRISON, p. 276

ff.

(3) See p. 38.
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plained already. Similarly the goddess R h e a , who after Zeus' birth
bade mother Earth give her water-streams, for that purpose struck
the earth with her staff, according to the conception of Kallimachos (i).
It may be that a tradition in pre-hellenistic times prevailed concerning the birth of Zeus and Rhea's needs after the birth, and the peculiarity of the staff may have been adapted from the tradition by the
poet. It is, however »also possible that this peculiarity of the story has
been invented by him, though it may have been suggested to him by
his extensive knowledge of Greek mythology, by the Dionysiac example, if not by folklore and popular belief of his time or perhaps by the
biblical example of Moses, as the holy books of the Jews in their
translation of the Seventy undoubtedly were known also to the poet.
Just as Rhea's staff upon a special occasion, so does Poseidon's
« triaina » generally cause wells and streams to pour forth from the
earth and the rocks; with this weapon, which probably is an ¡χ&νβάίος
μαχανά (2) the ruler of the waters splits the rocks (3). The only re
cord of P o s e i d o n ' s magic staff, to be found in Homeric poetry,
is not allied with this « triaina », but with the arousing of force and
strength by the stick, the whip and the kentron (4). With the σκηπάνκ*
namely, which is exceptionally also the name for Priamos' sceptre
(5) Poseidon hits the two Aiantes, to increase their warlike spirit (6).
The only reference to a magic staff of A p o l l o n is that of the
scholiast (7) : here, however, it is obvious that this is merely a per
sonal opinion, a show of his learning, that is derived from the data
of the Homeric hymn on Hermes, where Apollon exchanges his
gold rod with Hermes for the lyre. As regards the laurel, in this
work it is not treated, it not being really a staff, but rather a branch
or a twig.
(1) KALLIM. Hymn. I, 31 ff.
(3) AISCHYL. Septem. 131; cf. BLINKENBERG, The thunder weapon in religion and folk
lore, Cambridge 1911, p. 50 ff.; WALTERS : JHS XIII (1892-3), p. 13 ff.; TILLYARD, p. 38.
(3) Od. IV, 506; GERH. AV. XI, 3=RRV. II, p. 33, IO=ROSCHER, III, 2870; about
the sculptures of the Parthenon and the hydria of Leningrad : BULLE, Poseidon in der
Kunst : RÖSCHER, III, 2862 ff., fig. 3, 4.
(4) П. XV, 694(5) 11. XXIV, 247(6) II. XIII, бі ff.
(7) SCHOL. П. XV,

256 (ABD), cf. GRUPPE, p. 896,
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CHAPTER II

The staff or rod in the hands of " divine "
men and women«
A. MAGIC SIGNIFICANCE, IN THE ORIGIN, OF THE
SCEPTRE OF THE RULER AND THE WAND OF THE
MAGICIAN.
lthough every staff or rod, which mythological conception awards
as an attribute to the gods, points to a use existing already in
human society, yet we may consider the kerukeion, the thyrsos
and the serpent-staff of Asklepios as typical staffs of deities, which may
only be borne in the second place by men. On the other hand, staffs
and rods, as those of Persephone, Athena, Rhea and such-like, cannot
be considered as essentially typical divine staffs. These objects rather
mark such individuals, who are inferior to the gods and mightier than
those surrounding them and whom we call for the share they have in
a Certain divine power, fou* άνήρ and »eia γυνή (ι).
This awarding of higher power, the character of being « theios »,
is attached to, or grown together with various functions : by virtue
of this character, the man in power, being king, judge, or the repre
sentative of these, enforces upon others his rights, he received from
the deity. Besides this #«<* άνήο or foia γυνή of the highest degree is
the more particular, the medicine-man of a more primitive state or
the priest in more developed social circumstances, who can not only
exercise his power on others but who is often a mediator between
mere mortal man and the god.
All such-like « power-possessing » persons in very many cases bear

A

(i) PFISTER, Kultus,

p. 2125 ff.
—
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a staff or rod. In some cases it belongs to the divine man in particular,
the powerful medicine-man or priest, who is at the same time ruler
and intercessor and the original magic power is still easily recognised; if
on the other hand it concerns the divine man in general, the man in
power or the ruler, then this staff is in most cases a sceptre, the
symbolic value of which is more prominent than the magic power.
It is indeed a well known fact that symbolism in many cases is but a
special form of magic, i. e. the stage in which the original power is
formalised or diminished. If we take into consideration that the ruler
often is identical with the medicine-man (i) in the social life of
primitive peoples, we may safely draw the conclusion that the
magic rod and the ruler's staff originally must have been one and
the same (2).
Of such identity as well as of the worship of such staffs, as common
cult-objects, we find innumerable examples in folklore and ethnology.
As we can find a great number of such examples in our own times,
and as, on the other hand, the remnants of sceptre-worship with the
Greeks and the Romans are comparatively rare, I will run briefly
through a few examples from ethnology and give these precedence to
the evidences or remnants of classic antiquity.
It would require an extensive study to quote all magical perfor
mances of African and Australian tribes, in which a magical staff is
to be used. According to the conception of this treatise, it is only
important to mark the shape of some of those staffs and the ornaments,
with which they are decorated.
In a such-like decoration, as in the decoration of all surrounding
objects, primitive man generally gives an image of himself, sometimes
in a very simple way, by giving only one detail or one part of the body.
Sometimes the top of the staff is decorated with a lock or with a crop
of hair, a tuft of feathers, a shock of fibres or an ornament with tas

ti) Kings and magicians : A. B. COOK, European Sky-God : Folklore, XV, p . 371390; FRAZER, GB. I, p . 332 ff. (Magicians as kings); HALLIDAY, p . 67; A. LANG, Homer
and Anthropology : Antkr. & CI. p. 51 (Origin of the King).
(г) Concerning the relation of the sceptre and the magic wand, cf. besides the
works and treatises of GERLAND, DIELS, GRESSMANN, PFISTER, also K E R N .

δαίμων г PAULY IX, 2307 ff.
—
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sels (ι). Sometimes the picture of a human face forms the decoration
(г), nay sometimes the ordinary staff or the plain wand as such,
devoid of any decoration of workmanship, is thought to represent
the human body, in the minds of primitive folk. (3)
Such ornaments, however, have a deeper meaning than of only
being the expression of a natural desire to add some decoration to
the objects for daily use. The confusion, that exists in primitive mind,
of the categories of similitude and identity, caused natural man to
form for himself a creature, a human being, who is the possessor of
an extraordinary power, owing to some innate or external cause. As
to the former cause, it is only the fact that the possessor of the staff
ascribes a certain power to his adorned object. As an external cause
we regard some additions, that are made in order to reinforce the
primitive intention of the artist, who carved the head of the body-staff,
or gave an « ornament » of hair and fibres to this carved or uncarved
top-part.
Of such external additions, the most conspicuous examples are to be
found among the hollow staffs, which we find with many peoples (4).
It is indeed the hollow « tukkot malehat » of the Indonesian Batta's,
that is most remarkable in this respect. In a very material way,
some stuff, creating a soul or giving strength, is added. A boy had
(1) Ornamentation with plumes, hair and bunches of fibres : MACCULLOCH, p . 206»
in several islands of Australia and the Pacific (Hao on Pauma archipelago, Hawaii,
Maori, Tahiti, Samoa, Marians), among the Hottentots : GEHLAND, a. q., p . 54-55, 59;
on the Markesas-isles : DIELS, a. q., p . 12; K. VON DEH STEINEN, Die Marqnesaner und
ihre Kunst, Berlin, 1925, Abb. 10, p . 27, Abb. 105, ρ. 157.
(a) Marians, Tahiti, Melanesia : GERLAND, a. q., p . 55; C. A N T I , Scultura negra :
Dedalo, I (1920), p . 606, 607 (figg.)·
(3) Small pieces of wood or little staffs represent the dead and are worn as neck
lace, among the Papuans, on New Guinea, Borneo, and among the Batta (WILKEN,
Verspreide Geschriften, 's Gravenhage, 191a, IV, p . 106, noot 60 a), among the Herrero's
in South West Africa (GERLAND, a. q. p . 59), worn in the nose by some Australian tribes
(HUBERT ET MADSS. Mélanges d'histoire des religions, Paris, 1909, p . 163); cf. also FRAZER,
GB. II (The magic art and the evolution of kings), p . 222-224.
(4) The hollow staff of the Maori's of New Zealand is of symbolic value : by
a magical performance all sins are collected into that staff, the staff of death, as it is
called : by throwing down that staff, the natives symbolize the annihilation of all evil
deeds and sins, while the к staff of life » stands upright, cf. Notes on the art of war as con
ducted by the Maori of New Zealand : Journal Polynes. Society, XII (1903), p . 68, accor
ding to ARW. X (1907)» P· 545·
—
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to be killed and of his body a special material is prepared, which is
preserved in pots. Sometimes, in case of illnesses and in war (i), some
of this stuff is put into the hollow staff, that the living soul of the
killed boy, which, according to Batta conception (2), can be heard
humming in the staff, if one listens closely, may become the tutelary
spirit and the good genius of the bearer of the «tukkot malehat».
If such a staff serves as a dwelling for a mighty being, it will not be
surprising that this object is devoutly worshipped and that sacrifices
are even made to it (3).
The spirit of an animal may also become the protector of men,
as such the lizard, the serpent and the frog (4) must be mentioned in
(1) Concerning the mythic origin of the magic staff of the Batta, and especially of
the many figures on it (metamorphosis of an incestuous family) : С M. PLEYTB, L'origine
mythique du bâton magique en mage chez les Bataks : Voting Pao (Archives) V, (1894)
p. 123-134. On the use in wars and sickness : WILKEN, De hagedis : Verspreide Ceschriften, IV, p. 133; MEERWALDT, De Bataksche tooverstaf : Bijdr. Ned. Ind. Χ (1902)
297-310; С. Α. OPHUYZEN, Der Bataksche Zauberstab : Internat. Arch. Ethnographie, XX
(1911) p. 82-103; J. WINKLER, Die Toba-Batak auf Sumatra in gesunden und kranken
Tagen, Stuttgart 1935, Ρ· i45» aoj, PI. p. 177, 1, 2, 5.
(2) HAGEN, Beiträge zur Kenntniss der Battareligion : Tijdschr. Ind. Taal-, Landen volkenkunde, XXVIII (1883), p. 514 ff.
(3) Samoa : GERLAND, a. q. p. 54; Mexico : the merchants of old Mexico worshipped
the god Yacatecutli, being their own staff : BUCKLAND, Rhabdomancy and Belomancy '•
Journ. Anthrop. Inst. V. (1876), p. 442; K. PREUSS, Der Ursprung der Religion und Kunst :
G/o6us, LXXXVIII (1905) p. 383.
(4) Generally the lizard in Australian belief is the animal of oracles par excellence
and the personification of the deity, ruling over the rain and the drought. This animal
is found in an systematized design on the staffs of the Batta (WILKEN, a. q., p. 125. 141;
p. 134, noot 21; plaat ι (p. 132), fig. 1, ia, 2, 2a, WINKLER, a. q.). On the magic staffs
in Africa : K. WEULE, Die Eidechse als Ornament in Afrika : Festschr. für Ad. Bastian,
p. 169 ff.; cf. W. WUNDT, Völkerpsychologie, III, p. 275, Leipzig. 1919) and on lances,
axes and shields. Concerning the snakes on the staff of Hermes, see p. 53. As to the
formation of some Egyptian staffs, which are properly rigid snakes, a peculiarity of
natural history must have contributed to the use of this kind of stick. It is a wellknown fact, that natives or snake-charmers by pressing on a particular spot in the neck
of the snake, can cause total rigidity of the serpent. On Egyptian tales, relating the transformation of a staff into a dragon or a crocodil properly a « great snake », cf. GRESSHANN,
p. 88 ff. Such rigid snakes are engraved on the Egyptian magic wands or ivories, which
are to be regarded either as phylakteria to protect their bearer against serpent's bites
(LEGGE, Magic ivories of the Middle Empire-.PSBA, XXVIII (1906) 159 ff. and XXVII
(1905) 130 ff. 297 ff) or as astrological necessaries or horoscopes (A. MURRAY, The astrological character of the Egyptian magical wands : PSBA. XXVIII (1906), p. 33 ff. Perhaps
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a special way. In the existence of these animals there is always a somewhat mysterious character, inherent to the sphere of chthonic creatures and spirits. These animals are repeatedly found, painted on
or cut in staffs and other objects, belonging to primitive peoples.
What may be considered, on a superficial examination, as a mere
ornament, is of real magic origin and must be valued as such. The
same may be supposed to be the case with many staffs and sceptres
in different periods and with different peoples (i).
It has already been said that the bearer of the staff created this
power for himself; as a matter of course this primitive conception is
not only a kind of self-deceit or self-delusion, but is greatly influenced by the panvitalic conception of the universe with those primitive
tribes; in every thing a fluid is living and working, a vital force, or as
aborigines say, the « mana », « orenda », « tondi », which may be
less, but also more strong than human power. As lifeless objects, for
instance stones, often are thought to possess this magic fluid, a fortiori it is thought to be vital in staffs, made of wood of trees and plants
(a) : a part of the vegetation spirit, the « Baumseele », so well known in
to these Egyptian snakes is also an oriental analogy : a brazen snake of Gezer and of Susa
(BAUDISSIN, p. 334) but they may also be objects of cult without any magic connotation.
(1) Though the staffs or ivories of diluvial men (S. REINACH, Antiquités nationales,
St-Germain-en-Laye, 1899,1, p. 232, n. 6; J. DÉCHELETTE, Manuel d'archéologie préhistorique, Paris, 1912, p. 157 ff) are of a very natural character in their engraved figures,
e. g. horses and grazing reindeers, students of prehistoric times are generally inclined to
adscribe some magical importance to them also. Besides there is also an uncertainty
with regard to the actual use and purpose of these objects, which are called « Schaustäbe >
by BETH, p. 234. As to the figures on the aforesaid Egyptian ivories, if we take into
account the strange figures and disposition of the figures, a magical character cannot be
denied to them.
(2) The staff serving for magical purposes, often is made from an arbor frugifer, as
among the old Germans (AUIRA, p. 13) or from a tree or plant possessing a special power
(e. g. in New Guinea, MACCUIXOCH, p. 206) : this points obviously to the conception,
that the vital spirit of the tree or plant passes into the magic staff. The tree spirit abo
appears to have passed into some magic rods in the old Testament : except the serpentstaff. (Exod. 4, 2; 7, 8; cf. A. JEREMÍAS, Das alte Testament, Leipz. 1916, s. v. Stab) all
are wooden staffs (Exod. 20, 8; 20, 11; II Kings 4, 29, 31; Os. 4, 12, perhaps Num. 22,
27); this tree spirit however had a more concrete shape and was the goddess of fertility,
which in Canaan was thought to reside as well in the tree as in the « Aschera », the staff
which is the representative of the living tree (KITTEL, Segen & Fluch : HERZOG-NAUCK,
p. XVIII 14g, 25 ff). Besides these wooden staffs, there are also magic wands of iron in
the regions of the Congo and the Niger (DENNETT, At the back of the black man's mind.
-
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European folklore, (ι) has passed into that staff. According to these
primitive ideas the soul of a dead person also often lives in the twig,
the breaking off of which wounds his soul (2). So Aeneas wounded
Polydoros' soul by pulling off the twigs of the cornel-bush, under
which the unhappy murdered child of Friamos lay buried (3).
As the magical power of all objects always has a tendency to de
crease and consequently men try to reinforce the original power, the
staff may also be decorated with all kinds of objects, possessing magic
power or having been the property of persons, who possessed
themselves witchcraft. Just as well the power increases if the object
is an heirloom, for a part of the ancestor's power has grown together
with the staff (4).
The importance of each of these thoughts and the part they play
in the primitive conception of the powerful staff cannot be ascertained
in each particular case; in the course of evolution the different com
posing factors and ideas are combined arbitrarily and unconsciously.
Nor can we state in how far the decoration of an object is purely
ornamental or has a deeper signification in the mind of the artist and
of the bearer.
This is especially the case with sceptres from periods, where the
original circumstances of primitive periods have been forced into the
background by the development of civilisation. Yet some records and
survivals of the classic Greek and Roman time point to a primitive
conception.
London, 1906, — according to ARW. XI (1907) (549) and among the Finns (ABERCROMBY. Pre- and prehistoric Finns, London 1898, I, 345, 353; MACCULLOCH, 207), the iron
being a well known material to frighten the spirits (SELIGMANN, I, 273). About the gol
den rod of Hindoos, Assyrians, Germans and the Greek Hermes, I spoke above; about
gold staffs of oriental kings : Esther, IV, 11; V, 2; XEN. Kyrop. Vili, 7,13; JOSEPH. Antiq.
Jud. XI, 6, 3 : λνγον χρναέαν.
(ι) MANNHAHDT, W F . I, 155

ff.

(2) Ghosts of the dead dwelling in trees and branches : FRAZER, GB. II (The magic
art) p . 31 ff.
(3) VERG. Aen.

I l l , 22 ff·, cf. NORDEN, p . 169; R. HEINZB, Vergils epische Technik, 3

Leipzig, 1915, ρ· i o ? ff·; cf. PHILOSTR. Imag. Il, i g . p . 384, 17 Kayser; other instances :
PAOS. Vili, 24, 7; Geopon. XI, 4 (cypresses); Ον. Met. Vili, 771 (Oak), cf. OGLE, p. 298,
η. φ
(4) PFISTER, Reliqk. I, 337 ff.; P. SAINTYVES, Les reliques et ¡es images légendaires, Paris
1912, p . 241 ff; objects of the dead fastened to the staff : A. W. HOWITT, The native tribes
of South East Australia, London, 1904, p . 363, BETH. p . 72.
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In ancient Egypt the belief that the sceptre was the dwelling of a
divine spirit or force, is universally spread. Some gods used the staff
and communicated to it a part of their own divine power; afterwards
this staff became a divine object. Especially the staff of the god
Thoth served him as an abode and was the personification of the
divine bearer (i). Moreover the king, who was regarded to be the
son of the deity, had such a powerful staff ; this can be proved by
the Egyptian tale about the capture of the town of Joppe. The staff
of king Thothmes was taken to the encampment and for a great part,
caused the victory of the Egyptians (2).
The rare records of Greek and Roman literature generally are less
explicit than this unique Egyptian record. Concerning the αίο? ξύλον in
the temple of Apollon Lykeios at Sicyon we do not know whether it
was an ordinary piece of wood or a sceptre (3).
A most famous reference to any divine worship of a <5<W the sceptre
of Agamemnon at Chaironeia, is that made by Pausanias (4). The Sogv,
however, which in its original meaning, is nothing else but a piece of
wood or a stem of a tree (5), in all probability was not a sceptre, but
a wooden block, a kind of fetish (6). Such-like fetishes are often deco
rated by primitive folk; such a decoration is also mentioned here (7).
Moreover this ornamentation was ascribed to Hephaistos, the divine
artist par excellence. No doubt, we have to do here wich an identi
fication of the sceptre of Agamemnon in the Iliad, the masterpiece
(1) SPIEGELBERG, Recueil des travaux relat, à la philol. et à Γ arch. XXVIII (1906),
p. 164 ff., cf. ARW. XIII, 366, XIX (1916-19) 457·
(г) Story of the capture of the town, as related by the Papyrus Harrison 500 : WIEDESIANN. Altägyptische Sagen und Märchen, Leipzig, 1906, p. 112; MASPÉRO, Contes populaires de l'Egypte ancienne, Paris, 1882, p. 83 ff; on the magical staff : WIESEMANN, Beiträge zur ägyptischen Religion, II, Waffenkult : ARW. XIX (1916-9), p. 457. Perhaps that
staff is mentioned also in a papyrus of the Brit. Museum (C. W. GOODWIN, Translation
of a fragment of an historical narrative, relating to the reign of Tothmes III : TSBS III
(1874) p. 340 : possibly the aunnu, <· adorned with beauty » was a symbol of castigation.
(3) PAUS, II, 9,

7.

(4) PAUS, IX, 40, і і - і з .
(5) BoiSACQ, s. v. йо'ои, p. 197·
(6) D E VISSES, De Graecorum dits non referentibus speciem humanam, Diss. Lugd. Bat·
1900, p. 90, 91; id.. Die nicht menschengestaltigen Götter der Griechen, Leiden, 1903,
p. 112.
(7) PFISTER, Reliqk. I, 337 : fetishes (stones) adorned with wool : FRAZER, Pam. V,
333» J· PLEY, De lanae in antiquorum ritibus tun, (RVV, XI, a), Giessen, i g i i , p. 39.
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of Hephaistos (ι) and the primitive Μρν, a name applied to the old
chthonic deity Agamemnon, who in later times was identified with
the epic hero (2).
The sceptre of the Theban Dionysos is said to have been a similar (3)
fetish : the fúiov, fallen from heaven, according to Hesychios (4) is
nothing but the 6όρν or the χάομος, a name from which Dionysos is
said to have derived his surname Κά»μος, or Καδμείος (5).
That a divine worship was practised concerning some sceptres
is emphatically stated by Eusebios, and the same is said especially
for the Roman sphere, by Justinus (6). No doubt the worship of the
lance, or to say it generally, of the hasta and especially of the hasta
of Mars (7) was directly allied to the worship of the sceptre. Yet there
are other motives for veneration for the weapon than that for the
simple hasta. Another proof of the worship of the sceptre, though it
is quite indirect, is the oath that is sworn upon that sceptre, just as
one used to swear upon one's weapon (8). At first this oath was a kind
of malediction »pronounced upon the person taking that oath himself
and the value of the staff or weapon served as a kind of pledge. Af
terwards the staff or weapon served only as a kind of evidence for the
veracity of his words (9). Hence there is here no question of any real
staff-worship.
(1) II. II, 100 ff., cf. SCHREIBER, Parthenosstudien AZ XLI (1884), p. 289.
(г)

WERNICKE, Agamemnon : PAULV, I, 721; WIDE, Lakonische Kulte, Lpz. 1893, p. 333.

(3) C. ROBERT, in his recension of FRICKENHAUS, Lenäenvasen : Gott. Gelehrte Anzeig.
(CLXXV) 1913, 369; cf. KERN. Dionysos Perikionios : JAI. XI (1896), p. 113 ff.
(4)

HESYCHIOS, S. ν . κάδμος.

(5) PAUS. IX, 12, 4 ; cf. FRAZER, Paus, ad loc; Πρακτικά, i g i i , 151 Α.
(6) EUSEB. Ртаер. Evang. I, g (Dindorf, I, p. 40) : a r ήί,ας... καΐ ¿άβΛους άφίέρουν;
SERVIUS, Comm. Aen. VII, 188 (on the cult of the sceptre of Friamos) cf. SAINTYVES. Les reliques et les images légendaires, Paris, 1912, p. 342; JUSTINOS, 43, 3 : per ea
adhuc tempora (of the origin of Rome) reges hastas pro diademate habebant, quas Graeci
sceptra dixere : nam ab origine rerum pro diis immortalibus veteres hastas (quas Graeci
sceptra dicebant) coluere ob cuius religionis memoriam adhuc deorum simulacris hastae adduntur.
(7) PLOUT. Romul. 29; CLEM. ALEX. Protr. IV, 46; (I, p. 35 Stählin); VARRÒ apud
ARNOS, adv. Gentiles, IV, 11.
(8) F. SCHWENN, Der heilige Speer : ARW. X X (1920), p. 300 ff.; otherwise MARETT,
The threshold of religion, 2 London, 1914, p. 42 ff.
(9) SCHOL. APOLL. RHOD. I, 57; Schol. A ad

II. I, 264; R. MEYER: ARW.

XV

(1912), p. 435 ff.; on the lance of Parthenopaios at AISCH. Septem, 517 ; cf. DE VISSER,
De Graecorum dis, p. 91.
-
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We would thus summarize concluding: though the records of classic
antiquity are few and incomplete, it will be fairly clear by the comparison with instances of general ethnology, that the staff of the powerful man, as well of the ruler as of the magician, originally is a bearer
of power. The so-called ornament originally is either the cause or the
expression of this power. By the evolution of time and continual use,
a symbolic meaning both of the object and its ornament, outgrew
the primary magic signification.
B.

THE SCEPTRE OF DIVINE MEN AND WOMEN IN
GENERAL.

I . THE STAFF OF THE RULERS IN G R A E C O - I T A L I AN ANTIQUITY.

i) Rulers in Greece.
The oldest sceptre, mentioned in classic literature, is the holy token, bestowed by the deity on Agamemnon, which was a symbol
of power (i) and which was of high value, being an heirloom of the
Pelopids.
The part played by the sceptre in Greece, in a period preceding that
of Homeric poetry and in the heroic period, is based only on hypothetical knowledge. As to its origin, we are inclined to look for it in foreign
countries, thus we might regard Egypt as the birth-place of the Greek
royal sceptre (2). Surely many details of ornamentation and generally
many elements of civilization, being Eastern and Egyptian elements,
passed the bridge of Aegean culture and penetrated into the civilisation of Greece. (3) Although many a top-part of a sceptre, shaped
as a flower or a plant, may be connected with the flower-ornament oí
some Egyptian staffs, yet we consider the Greek sceptre as a genuine
Greek product, for the simple reason that such a universal object as
the sceptre is a natural and simultaneous product of all countries and
of different times.
(1) II. II, 101 fi., cf. PUSTEL DE CouLANGES, Regnum, Rex : DAREMB. IV, 822, fi.

(2) S. DoRiGNY, Sceptrnm : DAREMB. IV, 1115 ff.
(3) HALL : PSBA, XXXI (1909), p. 144 f.; D . FIMMEN, Die Kretisch-Mykenische
Kultur, Leipz. 1921, p. 197 ff· Just as in Egyptian representations the sceptre is found
also as a hieroglyph and a symbolic token on Cretan seals, cf. TSOUNTAS-MAHATT, The
Mycenaean age, London, 1897, P· 272.
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Some records in Homeric poetry of the ruler's staff strongly re
mind us of the conception of the primitive tribes, that the staff is the
protecting genius of its bearer. In the administration of justice the
staff, handed over by the heralds, passes into the hands of one of the
judges, the one who delivers the opinion or the verdict (i). To the
public speaker or to the counselor, delivering a speech, the object
is quite indispensable, it gives consecration to the speaker and his
words. That is the reason why the herald hands the sceptre to the ora
tor and to the judge (2) and whosoever ventures to speak in public
councils without the badge of the speaker, as Thersites did, is called
to order (3). Even the king himself never delivers a speech without
the attribute (4) and he may also entrust it to one of his subjects
for a definite task (5).
It would be etroneous to consider the holding of the staff only as a
practical measure and it is wrong to conclude from the story in the
Iliad, in which Odysseus is depicted as an orator and where the atten
tion of the poet is drawn to his holding the staff motionless, that the
staff was given to the speaker to divert his inner restlessness (6). This
cannot have been the original and ideal reason.
The king is the most prominent bearer of the sceptre, the αχηπτονχος
par excellence, and the sceptre is the actual token of his power (7).
Once in the Iliad Agamemnon hands the famous sceptre of the house
of the Pelopids to Odysseus in order that the latter might stop the
fleeing Achaioi; it is perhaps the same staff, with which Thersites
(1) II. XVIII, 503 ff.
(3) Od. II, 34 ff. (Telemachos); II. XXIII, 567 ff. (Menelaos arising). The custom of
handing on the sceptre to the speaker in public council appears to exist still in Samoa :
a special staff is to be given to the speaker there, it is a kind of fly-flap, tipped with a
cluster of hair : GERLAND, p. 60. Sceptre used at taking the oath : //. 1,234 ff. (Achilleus);
ƒ/. X, 331 ff. (Dolon and Hektor); //. VII, 412 (Agamemnon to Idaios); //. II, 278 ff.
(Odysseus in the council), cf. II. Ill, ai8.
(3) П. II, 312 ff.
(4) II. II, 100 ff.
(5) //. II, 46 (Agamemnon); 185 (Odysseus).
(6) //. Ill, 216 ff; cf. P. Слита, Das Altertum im Leben der Gegenwart 2, Leipzig, 1915,
Ρ·95·
(7) С. FR. HEBMANN, Disputatio de sceptri antiqaitate et origine, Gottingae, 1851, p.
5; cf. II. I, 276; II, 86; Od. И, ззі; III, 4 " ; IV, 64; V, 9; Vili, 41, 47; Еия. Iph. T. 235;
sceptifer : STAT. ТЛеЬ. XI, бзб; about skeptron : PAPE, Handwörterb. s. v.; DOMGNY,
a. q.; cf. FULGENTIUS, Mythol. Ill, s (v. Staveren, Mythogr. Latini, p. 714).
— IIO —

is chastised, for expressing a scornful opinion concerning the ruler (i).
We already discussed above the function of the heralds and explai
ned circumstantially that the herald derived his power directly from
the king and not immediately from Zeus, as Hirzel asserts. By this
kingly power the intervention of the heralds may be efficacious : not
in the name of Zeus, but on behalf of their respective king the heralds
of the Trojans and of the Achaioi interrupt the single combat of Hek
tor and Aias (2). In all probability the sacredness of their person and
their inviolability remain also when they fulfill less important duties.
Homeric references to the exterior shape of the rulers' sceptre
are relatively scarce. The sceptre of Agamemnon is only described in a
general way as πατρώιον, αφοιτον alti (3), as being an heirloom, a
master-piece of Hephaistos, and χρύαεον (4). Other Homeric staffs also
are made of gold, this is the case with the priest's sceptre of Chryses,
the prophet's sceptre of Teiresias and the rulers' and judges' wands
of Minos (5). There will be no question of their being made of solid
gold, most probably they are gilded, not gold, and the word perhaps is
only an epitheton ornans. A sword made entirely of bronze, is called
Sog παγχάλκεον ι the poet thus expressed the solidity of metal (6). The
sceptre of Achilleus is a wooden staff, which is, as the cup, decorated
with gold nails (7). Possibly the gold ornamentation consisted of a
gold plating of the body of the staff; such as the staffs which Schliemann considers he found in Troja (8).
It can be supposed that the top-part of these sceptres, as well in
(1) IL II, 185,199.
(г) //. VII, 273 ff. This use of the ακήπιοον reminds us of the staff of Agamemnon,
which is called πειοίβοοτον βάκτυον (AiscH, Choeph. 362); about the significant name of
the herald Πειοήνωο (Od. II, 38), cf. HIRZEL, p. 73, 4.
(3) Л. Π, 46, ι85.
(4) Л. II, ιοο, 268.
(5) See p. 122, 147(6) Od. ІП, 403(7) The cup decorated with gold nails : II. XI, 633 ; the skeptron : Л. I, 234 ff. ;
VEKG. Am. XII; 206; cf. also the ακήπιρον κνπαρίοοινον of Zeus : Hennipp. ap. Dioo.
LASST. VIII, 10.
(8) SCHLIBMANN, Mycenae, London 1878, p. 201, f. 309-310 ; PERBOT-CHIP. VI,
978; HELBIG, Das homerische Epos, Leipzig, 1887, p. 378; DORIGNY, a. q., p. 1115, re
gards these objects as being possible remnants of gold distaffs and bobbins (cf. Od. IV,
132 : χρναέη ήίακάτη) as they are found in some graves among the bones of women.
—
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Orient and in Egypt, was shaped as a bird, a flower or some other
ornament. This, however, cannot be proved as regards the heroic or
Homeric sceptres, but is may be called very probable, as the sceptres of
heroic kings and rulers, on Greek figured vases, actually are shaped
with such tops. The Greek vase-painter, so far at least as he drew selfseen sceptres, must have taken for example the sceptres of the tyrants
and of kings of his time, who lived in the neighbourhood of Greece
and on the coast of Asia Minor. The shape of such sceptres and
their decoration might have existed already for centuries. We must
however, add that very often the vase-painter had no model for
his sceptres, but drew only upon his fantasy.
We know from the description of the staff of the Babylonians by
Herodotos, that the decoration of the staff, even of quite common
walking-staffs, was almost a universal. The Babylonian staff was a
σκήπιρον χειροηοίητον · en' ίκάστφ dì σκήπτρψ ¡πεατι πεποιημέναν rj μήλον η ¿όδον ή κρίνον
ή αυτός η δλίο η • &νεν γαρ επισήμου ον σφί νόμος ίοτί Ιχειν οκήπτρον. ( ΐ )

It was certainly the intention of Herodotos to draw attention to
the contrast between these oriental staffs and the staffs in Greek daily
Ufe, especially in the life of the Athenians, for whom the description
in his lecture seems to have been given especially; in this ethnological
comparison he certainly had not in mind neither the sceptre of the
ruler nor the Homeric staffs.
The innumerous pictures of sceptres on vases, wall-paintings, coins
mirrors etc. fully acquaint us about the external shape of the staffs of
the rulers and thus complete the rare descriptions that are given in
literary records. The question of this exterior shape is not directly
connected with magic; generally spoken, the Greek sceptre is only
important from an ornamental point of view, I may thus confine
myself to just referring to it in a few words.
That the decoration of an object of daily life may originally have
had a magic meaning, has been said already. But this is not the
question here. It is a widely spread and spontaneous impulse among
all peoples to beautify a crude object such as a knotty staff with all
kinds of workmanship. Among the Greeks, ordinary sticks were

( l ) HSROD. I, I 9 5 .

— на —

carried as a token of wealth (i), we hear of extremely rich ornamen
tation (2) as on the staff of the painter Parrhasios.
On Greek sceptres either the ornamentation is added to the shaft
of the staff, or especially the top-part forms the decoration of the
sceptre. In the decoration of the stem we often see gold plating or
gold nails, as is mentioned in Homeric poetry (3). Sometimes rows
of rings fastened at fixed distances, serve as ornament of the stem,
sometimes a ribbon runs in spiral-form around the stick. The bottomend of the sceptre is often shaped as a lance-head (4).
As a top-part we often see the schematic picture of a growing flower:
in the middle between two bent calyx-leaves, the flower-bud is pain
ted (5). This kind of Greek flower de-luce or Burgundian lily is, of
course, nothing else than an ornamental form, without any deeper
philosophical meaning (6). More or less allied to this shape are
the mette, the pomegranate, the white poppy and similar motives,
taken from nature. The flora of every land will always yield such orna
mental motives, thus the Ptolomaic kings of Egypt often had a σχηπτρον
παπυρόειδες ( y ) ,

Animals and alsoa human head occur as top-parts.This may be pure
ly for ornamentation, (8) but in the time of the Roman empire the bust
(1) DEMOST. XXXVII,

§ 53, p . 981; ARISTOT. a p . SCHOL. AEISTOPH. Plant.

277;

ATHEN. X I , p . 509 d.; X I I , 545 a; 553 e.
(2) A T H E N . X I I , 543 f.

(3) Gold band around the staff : FDBTW. R., T . 65; gold nails : FURTW. R., T . 69
and generally on South-Russian and South-Italian vases.
(4) Different ornamentation of the sceptre : DORIGNY, a. q., 1116 ff.
(5) Sceptre of Zeus : FURTW. R., T . 16, 20, 30, 70, 127, 3; 137, 1; 159, 1. Of Hera :
FURTW. R. T . 20; 30. Aphrodite : T . 30. Other kings : Akamas : T . 9; Nereus, T . 24
Kekrops : T . 95; Kroisos, T . 113; Inachos : AM. X X I (1906) T . 3; other examples :
D O R I G N Y , a. q.

(6) I draw attention to the assertion of the psychoanalytic school, which regards
mere ornamental forms of Greek art, as the trident of Poseidon and the flower-de-luce
ornament of the Greek sceptre, as phallic symbols: P. C. VAN DER WOLK, Das Tritheon der
alten Inder : Imago, VII (1921), p . 39g.
(7) Palmette : FDRTW. R. T . 53; DORIGNY, a. q.; poppy-ornament : JAI. XXXII,
(1917) p . 206; pomegranate : G E R H . ES. V, T . 99; 134, 2; 144; G E B H . AV.

374; P F U H L .

Ill, 193; Egyptian sceptres of the Ptolomaioi : DORIGNY, a. q. p . 1116.
(8) The double bust on a sceptre of a Greek vase (Würzburg, URLICHS, 132) does not
date from antiquity. Examples of such busts on sceptres : C. SELTMANN, TWO heads 0/
négresses : AJA. XXIV (1920), p . 18 (gray agate with three negroid heads); CESNOLA,
Cyprus, London 1877, p . 309 : sceptre of agate from Curium.
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of the reigning emperor frequently forms the upper-piece (i). As
bird-ornaments eagles are found on the sceptre of Zeus, of Hades and
of mythic kings, the cuckoo on the sceptre of Hera (2). That the vasevase-painter, however, very often gave rein to his fantasy, can
fairly be proved by the richly decorated sceptre-tops, especially on
South-Italian vases, representing scenes from the underworld : these
sceptres are in the hands of Dareios, Aietes, the judges of the under
world and in those of personnifications such as Asia (3).
We may perhaps conclude from some of the vase-pictures that the
ordinary plain staff too, may be a token of lordship. Often in bridal
processions the bridegroom carries a plain staff, as a symbol of his
power (4). Where kings hold this staff, it may have the same meaning,
but it is also possible that the painter in this way rather characterizes
the old indigent man, as e. g. Priamos supplicating Achilleus, than
the powerful ruler (5).
2) Rulers in Italy.
In the Italian province of this study, the testimonies of literature
and art about the rulers' staff are far inferior to those of the Greeks,
both in number and in value. In Etruscan art, in wall-paintings, on
bas-reliefs and mirrors we see the use of the sceptre as often as the
common staff in daily life, but it is mostly the Greek gods and my
thic kings with Etruscified names that occur here with the sceptre of
the ruler (6). These pictures, just as later records, by Roman authors,
seem to show that in Etruria too, the top-part is shaped as an orna
ti) Bust of the emperors : Augustus : COHEN, VIII, p. 372, 53; on the coins of the
rulers of the dependent kingdom of the Bosporos : see p. 116, n. 3.
(а) Eagle as upper piece : FURTW. R. T . 158 (Zeus); T. 60,2 (Phineus); T. 90 (Kreon).
Cuckoo on the sceptre of Hera : PAUS, IX, 17;лАм5ТОТ. apud SCHOL. THEOKS. XV, 64,
Protome of an horse on the sceptre of Zeus : MILANI, Il Museo archeologico, Firenze,
1923, p. 239 (anfora a f. η. di stile tirrenico). This vase has not yet been published.
(3) Ornamental upper piece : FUBTW. R. T. 88 (vase of Dareios at Naples (king, per
sonnification of Asia, counselors of the king); T. 10 (vase of Munich); sceptre of the
judges of the underworld, see p. 122 £f.
(4) A. BRÜCKNER, Athenische Hochzeitsgeschenke : AM. XXXII (1907) p. 82, Abb. 1.
(5) Kings with knotty staff : FUBTW. R., T. 16, a; Mon. d. Inst. II, ю ^ Д К . I,
89, 1 (Zeus); GERH. ES. V, 118 (Priamos).
(б) Sceptre of the gods among the Etruscans : GERHARD, ES. passim; WEEGE, p. 15.
36, 46, 53, 96.
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mental piece (ι). There are remains that may come from such a
sceptre and the painting of an Etruscan terracotta plate has a sceptre
of which the top is the figure ot an ox. (2).
T h e s c i p i o eburneus, the ακηπτρον Ι^ψάντινον t h e

sceptre

with

an

eagle at the top, wich belonged to Tarquinius Superbus, seems to be
allied to such decorated Etruscan staffs. This king is said to have
introduced the cult of Jupiter Capitolinus in Rome and to have
placed the statue in the Capitolium : he had covered it with purple
attires and given a sceptre in the hand of the statue. He is also said
to have instituted the procession, in which the ornaments and
clothes were carried through the town to be exhibited. All these
measures are said to have been taken on the occasion of a victory; the
triumphator was entitled to wear the ornaments of the god, he was also
allowed to carry the staff (3). It is not certain whether he was allowed
to keep the staff as a permanent evidence of his victory, at a later
period this was most certainly the case. (4)
As the records of a later period, as that of Dionysios of Halikarnassos and Vergilius, undoubtedly are influenced by Greek examples,
we cannot possibly say, whether the Roman kings also had a special
sceptre; it may just as well have been a kind of Greek sceptre, having
come to Rome, via Etruria. It is even possible, as Livius asserts,
that the scipio eburneus was not even a special token ot kings and
triumphators, but only a general emblem of the higher classes (5)
We are able to follow the evolution of the scipio eburneus from the
earliest records on coins till about the end of the imperial time. This
evolution is rather an evolution in the use of the scipio than in its
(1) DiONYS. HALIK. Arch. Rom. I l l , 61. IV, 74; APPIANOS, de reb. Pan. VIII, 66;
VERG. Aen. VIII, 505; SIL. Pan. X, 41.
(2) On pinakes : ox as upper piece : A. S. MURRAY, Archaic Etruscan paintings from
Caere : JHS. X, (1889), p. 251. PI. VII; pommel of a stick or handle with the figure of
a lion between two men, perhaps hunters, found by Minto in a very early necropolis :
F. HALBHERR : The Illustr. London News, 19-1-1924, p. 109.
(3) SERVIOS as VERG. Eel. X, 27; Liv. X, 7.
(4) MOMMSEN, Rom. Staatsrecht, Lpz. 1877, II, 1, p. 6, cf. DORIGNY, a. q.

(5) Liv. V, 41: M. Papirius dicitur Gallo barbam suam permulcenti Scipione eburneo
in caput incusso iram movisse. Rightly already in the diss, of G. SCHRÖDER, De lictoribus
etfascibas, Lugduni Bat., 1780, p. 5 stress was laid on the fact that α Romanis non adeo
sceptra in usu fuerunt ».
-
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shape. The top appears to have been either an eagle or, as can be
seen on coins, a conventionalized flower (i). It is difficult to state
with any degree of certainty from whence this ornament originated,
it may have come from Etruria just as well as from the South of Italy.
The ivory sceptre gradually loses its high value of triumphal
staff : the emperors still hold it in the triumphus (г) but foreign rulers
also acquire it as a mark of honour and retain it in their possession (3).
The diptycha of a later date also show the consuls with this badge of
honour (4). Even ordinary citizens are honoured with this token (5) and
the barbaric kings who established their realms on the ruins of the
Western Roman empire, received the ivory staff of the former Roman
triumphers as a sign that Constantinople recognised them as rulers,
simultaneously they received the title of consul and patridus.
In this connection we must also mention the long « hasta », which
is often found with gods and rulers and which most probably is an
indication of Hellenistic influence (6).
(1) IUVEN. X, 43 : da nunc et volucrem, sceptro quae surgit eburno; DION. HAL.
Ill, 60; LYDOS, de mag. I, 7. The granulated sceptre with an ornamental flower, in the
hands of the gods, especially of Jupiter, on the coins of the Roman republic : cf. BABELON,
passim.
(3) Scipio eburneus of the emperors : BABELON, I, p. 218, n. 12; II, p. 71, n. 192
(Augustus); Daremb. IV, 1119, fig. 6177 (Trebonianus Gallus); DAREMB. Ill, 426. fig.
3986 ( Constantius).
(3) Massinissa : Liv. XXX, 15; XXXI, 11; on his coins: DORIGNY, a. q., p. 1118,
n. 30; Eumenes : Lrv. XLII, 14; Juba II of Mauretania and his son Ptolemaeus : TAC.
Ann. IV, 26; on their coins : MÜLLES, Numismatique de l'ancienne Afrique, III, 129, η.
i8s, cf. R. MüNSTEHBERG, Verkannte Titel auf griechischen Münzen : JOAI, XVIII (1915),
Beibl. 321, Fig. 127. On coins of the kings of the Bosporan kingdom (sceptre with the
bust of the Roman emperor): MÜNSTERBERG, a. q., p. 319, Fig. 126. Often the sdpio
eburneus is not explicitly mentioned among the χαριατήρια της συμμαχίας (AFP. Pun.
VIII, 32) which are given with the title of king, when a treaty of friendship is concluded
with a foreign ruler, cf. FERRENBACH, Die amici popoli romani in republikanischer Zeit,
Diss. Strassb. 1905, p. 57.
(4) On consular diptycha the sdpio eburneus had an eagle or the bust of the emperor
forming the top : DAREMB. I, 1474 ff., fig. 1906, 1907, 1909, 1910, 1913.

(5) CIL. X 1709.
(6) CIL. XIII, 6981: lovis Victor argenteus in Kapitolio habens in capite coronam
argenteam querqueam... ferens in manu destra orbem argenteam et Victoria palmam
ferentem et coronam... et manu sinistra hastam argenteam tenens. (synopsis of Cirta).
I think such a sceptre is mentioned also by FESTUS, p. 92 (p. 81, L.) : ex templo (viz. Jovis
Feretrii) sumebant (viz. fetiales) sceptrum, per quod iurarent, et lapidem silicem, quo
-
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From the sphere of Roman civilisation we must not forget some
small staffs, which were found in Roman tombs and which could not
be otherwise accounted for than as being commander's staffs (i).
Because of the few specimens that were left, it is very difficult to say
whether they are pure Roman staffs. In the shape and the use of
these objects there may be some Germanic influence, for the ancient
authors often tell of Germanic kings carrying rulers' staffs (2).
A preponderant influence may have been exercised by the GraecoItalian conception on the meaning of the virga as a symbol of power
for the tribes North of the Rhine and the Danube as well as for
foreign peoples within the boundaries of the Roman empire (3).
The vitis of the Roman centurio may also somehow be considered
as a Roman ruler's staff (4); it is so characteristic of its bearer that
afterwards even the dignity of a centurio was denoted by the word
vitis (5). This emblem of power, however, has nothing whatever to
do with magic. Originally it was nothing but the military stick in the
hands of the centurio, serving as an implement for corporal punish
ment.
3) Original significance of the sceptre in Graeco-Italian sphere.
Concerning the original signification of the sceptre in the GraecoItalian sphere, we do not possess any positive record from antiquity
foedus ferirent. On coins a granulated hasta is often to be found : DABEMB. Ill, fig.
4337,4238,4242 (Jupiter Capitolinus); BABELON, II, p. 544, 546, Vibia 18 (Jupiter Anxur)
id. I, p. 553; Hostilia 4 (Diana); id. II, p. 12, n. 11; p. 20 ff., Julia, n. 32-36, 46, 48-50
(Venus); id. I, Vibia 19 (Italia).
(1) Such a small sceptre was found in a Roman (or a Prankish?) grave in the neigh
bourhood of Tongeren, cf. HUYBRICHTS, Tongres et ses environs, Tongres, 1901, p. 60,
and a similar sceptre is now in the Walraff Richartz Museum in Cologne. I am indebted
to Dr. H. van de Weerd, of Ghent for his reference to these sceptres.
(2) Passus about Germanic kings : v. AMIRA, p. i n .
(3) SERV. ad VERG. Aen. IV, 242 : Praefecti gentium Maurarum cum fiunt, virgam
accipiunt et gestant; cf. BABELON, I, p. 434-435 : head of Africa with virga.
(4) TAC. Ann.

1, 23.

luv.

VIII, 247,

cf.

FRIEDLAENDER,

ed. Lpz.

1895,

ad loc; POLYB. VI, 37, 38, cf. HIRZEL, p. 100, n. 2. Representations of the centurio with
the vitis : JOAI. IX (1906), ВЫ. 50; XXI-XXII (1922), 1, p. 157, fig. 73. This vitis or
virga was abo the badge of some other military officers, e. g. the Roman beneficiarius :
R. CAGNAT, Bas-relief funéraire d'Aumale (Algérie) : Sirena Helbigiana, Lpz. 1900, p.
38=ЯДЯ. II, ι, 1; perhaps RRR. II, 440, 2.
(5) Vitis=office of the centurio : CIL· VIII, 702; luv. XIV, 193; SIL. XII, 395, 465;
SPARTIANUS, Vita Hadr. io, 6. FLORUS, Vergilias orator an poeta, 1.
-
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itself. If we still want to give some explanation, we must see if there
is any probability in a hypothesis, founded on data from the ethnolo
gical province or on some analogous evolution.
A ruler's staff may have its origin in an o r d i n a r y s t a f f ,
used in daily lite. This is a very plausible statement and for classic
antiquity it must not be rejected at once, that the Graeco-Italian sceptre
did originate from this stick. For in primitive society, the old man,
holding a staff tor support, is mostly the natural chieftain of the others,
who, in most cases, bear arms. Thus the common staff can on a
very natural way, become a symbol of power, which afterwards is
artfully-shaped, because of its importance and because of a natural
impulse to decorate the objects of daily use.
Whether this evolution took place in Greece, cannot be ascer
tained. The fact that the ruler's staff and a beggar's stick are both
called σχηπτρον, does not prove anything, as the former is marked by the
typical decoration at the top, both in Greek and in Etruscan art (i)
and is found also in Roman representations.
Nor can the veneration of the sceptre be due to the fact that
originally the staff was an i m p l e m e n t f o r c o r p o r a l p u 
n i s h m e n t in the hands of the king. The blow which Odysseus
gave to the fleeing Achaioi with the sceptre of Agamemnon does not
yield any proof, the blow not being the aim of the handing on the
sceptre, but only an accessory detail. We must note also that the staff
of Dike and the Poinai, as instrument of chastisement, is rather
Called ράβδος, ρόπτρον, ρόπαλον, βακτηρία than σχηπτρον (2).

Nor can the origin of the sceptre be looked for in the shepherd's
Crook of classic antiquity, the χορννη, ρόπαλον, ράβδος καμπύλη, ίαγωβόλον, the
p e d u m , of shepherds and hunters (3); the ποψην λαών, as the p o e t often

(1) STHAB. XIV, 633 ; cf. EUSTATH. ad II. I, 15.
(2) PAUS, V, 18, 2 (on the chest of Kypselos Dike strikes Adikia with a rhabdos),
EURIP, Hipp. 1172 : ¿όπτρον ΑΙχης. SUIDAS : ρόπτρον ρόπαλον η τιμωρία. STHAB. Ill, 175;
cf. HiRZEL, p. 80, note.
(3) SACHO, Pedum : DAREMB. IV. 368; Amykos, king of the Bebrykes, being about to
contend with Polydeukes (APOLL. RHOD. Argon. II, 33) χαλανροπά τε τρηχείαν κάββαλε
την φόρέεοκεν, όοεοιιτοεφέος χοτίνοιο, the shepherd's crook characterizing the king, not
as a ruler, but actually as a shepherd. The lituus of some Roman kings, such as
Picus (VERG. Aen. V, 187) and Romulus (Cic. de div. I, 17) does not characterize them
as kings but rather as priests, and especially as augurs.
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calls the ruler (i), is but the expression of a poetical conception and
does by no means prove that the sceptre was thought to be identical
with the shepherd's crook.
It is well known that the 9όρν and the ¿óm> as well as the hasta, may
symbolize the justum dominium (2), but this statement does not prove
anything for a possible derivation of the sceptre from such Μρυ, this
symbolism originates simply in the material results of the use of
such a hasta. Even if we consider that the ¿όρν and the hasta had
originally the signification of staff or beam and that in primeval times
a spear was nothing else but a wooden staff, the point of which was
hardened in the fire, we must reject the derivation. From a point,
hardened in the fire, or from a bent extremity of a pedum, can never
possibly grow the typical top-part of the kerukeion, as we mentioned
afore, nor the top-part of the ruler's sceptre.
Having thus rejected all these hypotheses, we come to our conclu
sion : the sceptre must originally have been an i n d e p e n d e n t
s t a f f , a staff made by its bearer to a kind of protecting deity and
bearer of a special magic power, as we emphatically state with abori
gines of Africa or Australia. For the Italian sphere, we have only a
proof from analogy, taken from ethnological examples, for the Greek
province of study, I must once more draw the attention to the very
small number of Homeric records : only a few survivals seem to
justify the hypothesis of the sceptre as a tutelary demon. The car
rying of a sceptre gives dignity and authority to such as act in
public with a show of authority, as kings, judges, priests, speakers in
public council, etc.
Though Homeric poetry is very averse to opinions and con
ceptions, originating in the lowest stratum of the people, yet it has
not been able to avoid it and we sometimes find an actual popular
belief transferred into the sphere of the Homeric knighthood.
In one circumstance the ruler's staff has a very high value, when it
distinguishes the judge. I am therefore desirous of entering into
some particulars concerning the staff of that judge, the most cons
picuous of the royal representatives.

(1) f. i. II. I, 263; II, 343.
(a) EUB. Hek. 9; PLOUT. Dion, 34.
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a. THE STAFF OF THE REPBESENTATIVE OF THE RULER IN GRAECOITALIAN ANTIQUITY.

I) The staff of the judges.
Though the ruler cannot be considered altogether as an interme
diate person between god and man, yet it would be wrong to deny
that he acts as such in one way or the other. The lordship he claims,
he obtains from the deity and he sways his sceptre ina god's name.Those
privileges carry duties with them. He has to protect the people entrus
ted to his care against the enemies and the war he has to wage for
that purpose, at the same time serves as a means to increase the regard
and the influence, already possessed by him. His task of protector re
mains in times of peace, difficulties and controversies among the inha
bitants of his realm are subjected to his advice. In such cases, by
virtue of his authority and his power he is able to adduce a permanent
and binding solution of the difficulties.
Heroic deeds in times of war, righteous judgment in times of
peace, establish the reputation of the original ruler.
Greek literature often mentions the office of the judge, held by the
kings. Horneros (ι) and Herodotos (2), who call them « dikaspolos »,
describe the splendid results of peace and the « basileutatos » of all,
Minos, continues his office of judge even in the underworld. In the
word denoting the administration of justice, δίκη, the importance of
the staff seems to have been expressed. In the Iliad (3) the heralds
hold their skeptra outstretched between two combattants to stop their
fighting and exactly the same movement, though rather symbolic
than real, may be supposed to have been made by the « gerontes »,
holding a staff, the motion of which, is expressed by the poets in the
Words αμοιβηδίς δε δίκαζαν (4). Δίκη, according to HlTZel (5), Cannot Ьв
derived from δείκννμι, but from δικεΐν, meaning « to fling, to strike ».
Δικάζειν is of course a frequentative, having acquired the meaning of the
original word. By the δίκη was meant the blow which the judge ori-

(1)
(г)
(3)
(4)
(5)

IL I, 238; Od. XI, 186; XIX, 109 ff.
HESIOD. Theog. Si; Erga, 225 ff.
Л. VII, 273 ffII. XVIII, 5об.
HlKZEL, p. 94·
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ginally dealt in reality, afterwards symbolically (ι). This Δίκη, being
the personnification of the administration of justice, the just appli
cation of the law, is placed at the side of the highest deity, Zeus (2),
Kings in later periods consider jurisdiction as the task that is
due to them (3), and justice as their highest honorary title (4). Among
the Athenian democracy the judges spoke of their task as a βαοΜα (j)
and Cicero expresses a such-like opinion, existing among the
Romans (6).
As « dikaspoloi » the inferior rulers of the Homeric poems as well
as the « gerontes » bear the οχήπτρον : the « gerontes », however, have no
staffs of their own (7). θέμιστες and ακηπτρον are often connected with
each other and form one expression (8). Pindaros and Apollonios men
tion the king-judge with his staff (9) and according to Aristoteles he
extends his staff to sanction the oath. (10). The vlue aof the judge'sstaff
(1) EHHENBERG, Die Rechtsidee im frühen Griechentum, Leipzig, 1921, p. 54 ff·, regards
ίίκη as : < Gottesurteil durch Wurf. »
(2) SOPH. Oíd. Kol. 1381; PLOUT. ad ртіпс. inerud. IV, p. 781 B.
(3) P I N D . Pyth.

IV, 153; XENOPH. Resp. Lac.

XIII,

ii;

ISOKR. XV,

40; PLOUT

Demetr. 52.
(4) PLOUT, .Arisi. 6.
(5) AHISTOPH. Vesp. 517 ff., 546 ff.
(6) Cic. de off. II, 41.
(7) IL, 1,338.—In the scene of the litigant parties and the session of the gerontes (II.
XVIII, 497 ff.) I cannot agree with AMEIS-HENTZE, ad. l o c , v. 501, that « der Schieds
richter vermutlich an die Stelle des Königs der älteren Zeit getreten ist; die Getonten
(503) sind seine Beisitzer, deren Ansicht er erst anhört, ehe er selbst seinen Spruch fällt.
Against this opinion already J. Η. Lipsius, Dai attische Recht und Rechtsverfahren, Leip
zig I, 1905, p. 4, Anm. 7 , 1 am rather disposed to regard the session as a scene of a very
primitive society that knows the gerontes as the natural rulers and judges. Nor can I
conclude with HIRZEL, p. 79, 1, from the pluralis τοϊοιν in the verses : σκήπτρα de
κηρύκων èv χέρα' ¡ίχον ήεροφώνων' τοΐσιν επειτ' ήισσον, άμοφηδίς δε δίκαζαν, that each
γέρων had his own staff, which was handed to him by the herald, as he entered
the Ιερός κύκλος. On closer examination of the passus it seems likely that the poet
supposed two heralds for the two litigant parties, as in the Trojan war Talthybios and
Idaios are the heralds, repectiv. of the Achaians and the Trojans. They hand over their
staff, each herald to the geron, who sides with the litigant party, of whom he is also the
herald. Recently about this question : E. BOTAFFI, L'immagine della lite nello scudo di
Achille (II. XVIII, 447-503) in relazione al diritto greco : Riv. Indo-Greco-Italica, VI (1933),
p. 193-201, who regards the ίατωρ as an inquisitor (instruttore d,offizio)and thus agrees
actually with Lipsius.
(8) II. IX, 99, cf. HIRZEL, p. 36 ff.; II. IX, 156.
(9) P I N D . Pyth. IV, 153; APOLL. RHOD. Argon, IV, 1178 :

(10) AMSTOT. Poiit. Ill, 9, 7; cf. II. VII, 413; X, з г і .
—
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remains also in the conception of Athenian democracy (i) and through
out the whole of Greek history, the character of a judge's staff appears
to prevail in the sceptre: in later times the sceptre of the Byzantine
emperors is even called δίχαηχή (г).
A special group of judges in classic antiquity deserves special atten
tion, they are the judges of the underworld, usually Minos, Rhadamanthys and Aiakos (3). At Athens the enemy of the country, Minos,
was often replaced by Triptolemos (4). It is less important to know
at what period the judges of the netherworld have been represented
as a group of three,nor is it possible to find this out; it is,however, cer
tain that this conception was first met with in the Pythagorean Orphic
sphere of thought (5). We know that Platon adopted the greater part
of his description and conceptions about the underworld from this
sphere and he is the first to mention the group of three judges (6).
In Homeric poetry we find Minos and Rhadamanthys already mentioned,however, not as actual judges of the dead; they do not judge the
guilt or merits of the dead nor is it their judgment that sends the
soul to a place of sorrow or a sphere of delight. With Horneros, Minos
is, what Rhadamanthys is with Pindaros, the judge who settles the
quarrels of the shades (7). In the Odyssey the name of the judge, who
pronounces the punishment for the crimes committed in life, is not
mentioned; most probably it is the king or the queen of the nether
world in person (8).
(1)

DEMOSTH. XVIII, 210 ; cf. AMSTOT. Ath. Polit. 63.

(г) GIBBONS, Decline and fall of the Roman Empire, Lpz. 1829, P· 278, 19.
(3) About the judges of the underworld: see s.v. Aiakos, ' Ραδάμανΰυς: PAULY; S.V. Aia
kos, Minos,Rhadamanthys, Triptolemos, Unterwelt : RÖSCHER,!, 112; III, 3003;IV,77; V,
1138; VI, 86; DURBBACH, Inferi : DABEMB. Ill, 493 ff.; RUHL, De mortaorum indicio {RVV,
II, 2), Giessen, 1903, passim.
(4) GRUPPE, 862, η. 2; at PLATON, Gorgias 523 С. not only Triptolemos is added to
three well known judges but also xai <Шоі όσοι των ήια&ίων δίκαιοι εγένονιο εν τφ εαυ
τών βίφ, cf. ARW. XII (1909), Ρ· 446, 4·
(s)

DIETERICH, Nekyia, 2, Lpz- 1913, p. 113; HEYNE according to RUHL, p. 17. n. 1,

cf. also p. 14, 15, 20.
(6) PLAT. Gorg. 524 A ff.
(7)

Н о м . Od., XI, 568; P I N D . Ol. II, 75 ff.; ROHDE, p. 310, n. 1.

(8)

GRUPPE, Unterwelt : RÖSCHER, V. 86.
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With Horneros, Minos is the righteous king and judge and holds
t h e e m b l e m o f t h e « d i k a s p o l o i », t h e ακηπτρον χρνσεον.

For

Odysseus

tells of his visit to the underworld :
"Evfr ' ήτοι Μίνωα ϊδον, Jíás άγλαον vlóv,
χρνσεον ακηπτρον ίχοντα, ϋεμιοτενοντα νέκνοσιν,
ημενον, οι δέ μιν άμφί 6ίχας εϊροντο αναχτα
ήμενοι ίσταάτες τε, κατ' ευρΌπυλεςΆιδος δω.
(ΐ).

Platon as well as Philostratos (г) mentions the gold sceptre of the
ruler in the hands of Minos. This attribute belongs neither to Rhadamanthys, nor to Aiakos; the latter, however, was spoken of as χΐ^δοϋχος,
πυλωρός and surveyor of the underworld rather than as judge; he was
also the τελώνης, whose duty it was to count the number of the dead (3).
The attribute of Âiakos and Rhadamanthys is mentioned by Platon
for the first time : it is the rhabdos, with which the former judges
the Europeans and the latter the Asiatics, while the final decision was
with Minos, the judge with the gold sceptre. It was not a Pythagorean
tradition, which induced Platon to give the rhabdos to two judges, but
most probably the Athenian custom for judges, of holding a rhabdos, was
present to his mind. This rhabdos, no doubt, was a distinctive symbol just as the counselors and orators had wreaths for an emblem.
Hence two items have to be distinguished : the tradition of the
Homeric gold sceptre of Minos and the custom of the Athenian
rhabdos in the hands of Aiakos and Rhadamanthys.
Therefore we cannot agree with the etymology of the name Rhadamanthys, which was supposed to mean « wielder of the rod » : the
idea of wielding was presumed to be expressed by the element
« manth » (4). In Homeric poetry Rhadamanthys occurs without any
staff and i с is most probable that both the thing and name already
existed among pre-Grecian population : the ending of the name re
minds one of that of names of such towns as Korinthos, Tirynthos (5),
which are pre-Gredan names relating to names of places in Asia
Minor. It is remarkable also that in Homeric poetry Rhadamanthys
passes judgment on the inhabitants of Asia (6).
(1) Н о и . Od. XI, 568-571.
(3) PLAT. Corg. 526, С ff., PHILOSTR. Vit. Apoll. Tyan. Ill, 25» Ρ· іоз, ΐ3 and Vili, 7,
Ρ· 325, зо К. cf. Rum., p. 59.
(3) Rum., p. 62·
(4) KUHN, Zeitschr. vergi. Sprachforsck. IV, p. 90, 123; GRUPPE, p. 863, n. 12.
(5) E. MBYEB, Geschichte des Altertums, Stuttgart, 1913,1, 23, p. 766 ff.
(6) RUHL. p.

15.
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Among later authors, whose description of the judges of the gloomy
abode are only slightly different from those given by Platon, we
do not find the rhabdos of Aiakos or Rhadamanthys mentioned.
An epigram says that the soul of Regula, the wife of Herodes Atticus,
αχϋπτρον 'Ραδαμάν&υο ςάμφιπολενιιι

(l).

R h a d a m a n t h y s as k i n g of t h e

The

poet

m U S t h a v e l o o k e d UpOQ

μαχάρων νηαοι (ζ)

or

the

i d e a of

the

oxfjmgov may have been suggested by the remembrance of the Home
ric gold sceptre of Minos, as the style of the whole epigram is equally
under the influence of Homeric style. Thus this evidence is of little
value.
In Roman jurisdiction, about which we have fairly ample informa
tion, we don't find a single judge's staff mentioned neither for a defi
nite period nor for any representative of jurisdiction (3). The Roman
conception adopted the Greek representation of the judges of the
dead, but they gave to them a form that was in keeping with their
own institutions. So we often find in the evidences an urn with lots,
as the Roman judges drew lots (4), but we don't find any mention of
the scipio or virga, as those objects did not exist or, at least, had no
importance in Roman judicial life. According to Roman conception,
Pluto himself is often judge over the dead, and not, as was the custom
in Greece, three righteous men (5). Another divergence is that Rhada
manthys was represented with a scourge, the common implement
for punishment, used by the Furies and Tisiphone; it is possible,
however, that Rhadamanthys was already looked upon as such,
according to Greek opinion (6).
Monumental records of the afore mentioned judges are relati(1) KJUBEL, Еріцт. Gr. 1046, 4 7 = F R O E H N E H , Les inscriptions grecques, París 1864, p.
11. Cf. the verses ία the sonnet by J. M. DE HÉRÉDIA, Les Trophées, Paris : Et l'âme de
l'amante/... vole encor /autour du sceptre noir que lève Rhadamanthe.
(г) In verse 9 of the epigram the kingship 'of the μαχάρων

νήσοι is attributed to

Kronos : iv μαχάρων νήσοίοιν, ίνα Κρόνος ένβαοιλενει.
(3) HUMBERT, Judex : DAREMB. I l l , 63a
(4) VERG. Aen.
(5)

RUHL. p.

(6) VERG. Aen.

ff.

VI, 433 and NORDEN, ad l o c ,

p. 24s; Rum.,

61.
VI,

567; NORDEN, p . 374,
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vely few, for this purpose we must draw attention especially to
the Apulian figured vases of the fourth century (i).
On one of these pictures (a) Ixion is bound to the wheel and among
the four other figures a man, seated on a throne, holds an eagletopped sceptre. Surely a judge may have been meant by the painter,
but it may also be Hades himself. The king of the gloomy abode, however, is already to be seen in the picture, below the « naiskos ».
On a fragment of an amphora (3) we see two judges, Triptolemos
and Aiakos, but they have no staff. On two other vase-pictures (4)
the three judges have staffs; in the first vase too, we read the names
of Triptolemos, Âiakos and Rhadamanthys, the second, however, has
no inscriptions.
In how far do the records in literature agree with the images in the
figured vases?
On the vase at Naples (the former of the two mentioned vasepictures) Triptolemos and Rhadamanthys each bear a sceptre, with
an eagle for top-part, whereas Aiakos, in the typical Greek attitude
σκήπτρψ νπο την μααχάλην ερεώόμενος is leaning ОП a long рІЗІП Staff. On the
vase in Munich the sceptres of two judges consist of plain stems,
around which white and black circles are drawn, and an ornamental
top, whereas the staff of the third judge is merely a knotty stick.
Even though we might be inclined to think of two sceptres and a
rhabdos, yet it is evident that the painter did not take Homeric-Pla
tonic conception as example and it must be supposed that the artist,
in representing the staffs of the judges of the underworld, must have
acted according to his own arbitrary conception.
On another picture, the judge with the long knotty staff may
perhaps represent Rhadamanthys; Tisiphone, who sometimes is
thought to be closely connected with him, is also represented here (5).
We often see Minos and Aiakos, on coins, holding a staff; the genius
(1) WINKLER, Die Darstellungen der Unterwelt auf mteritalischen Vasen : Brest.
Phil. Abh. III, (1888) H. 5, p. 4, 18, 35.
(2) Leningrad : AZ. 1844, T. I3=RRV. 1, 355.
(3) Karlsruhe : AZ. 1884, Т. і д ^ Я І Л I, 455.
(4) Naples : Monum. VIII, Τ. Ι Χ = Α Α Γ . I, I 6 7 = W I N K L B R , a. q., p. 24; Munich :
AZ. 1843, T. 12, i=RRV. I, 355, 2 5 8 = F U I « T W . R., T. X. 47.
(5)

AZ.

1844,

T. I 5 = D A R E M B . Ill,

508, fig. 4051;

sur l'antiquité grecque, Paris, 1900, p. 93.
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NORDEN, p. 274; H. WEIL, Etudes

of the dead with the torch and a person in front of him distinctly
signify that the judge of the dead is intended here (i).
On the other hand, the judges of the underworld are very often not
to be found on vase-pictures representing the scenes of the nether
world, (2) nor on Roman tomb-paintings which show Greek influ
ence (3) or on wall-paintings, under Hellenistic-Roman influence, of
Rome or Pompeii (4). In the « judgment of Solomon » the staff-bearing
person between the two assessors may be thought to be either king
Solomon or Bocchoris. Neither here, nor in the wall-paintings of the
Catacomb of Praetextatus, in the tomb of Vincentius, where the three
Рагсае without staffs are sitting on the throne of judgment, can
any Greek influence be noted, so far as the judges of the dead are
concerned (5). On Etrurian tomb-paintings we do not find this
conception either (6).
Minos, Rhadamanthys and Aeacus are also mentioned by
Christian Latin authors, however, there is never any question of any
particular rod or sceptre (7). On the paintings in the Catacombs,
there is no longer any trace of the three judges of the netherworld :
there the soul stands before the throne of Christ.
2) The rod (kerukeion) of the heralds.
Concerning the badge of this representative of the ruler, the
herald, I traced the whole evolution of the symbol in a former
chapter, when considering circumstantially the part played by this
token as the mark of Hermes-Mercurius.
(1) ROSCHER, II, 3004=BAUMEISTER, p. 945, nr. 1059; DAKEMB. I, p. 92, fig·
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(2) AZ. 1867, T. 320=RRV. I, 401 (Naples); Monam. II, t. 4 9 = А Д . I, 108, 355
(Karlsruhe).
(3) On a grave picture at Cumae, with a dancing woman and spectators in the under
world, the man leaning on his stick is probably nothing more than an ordinary specta
tor, cf. JOAI, I (1898), p. 98.
(4) A. MAU, Pompeji, Lpz. 1908, p. 16 and Bibliographie, Anhang, p. 6. (picture of
Salomon or Bocchoris at Pompeii); Mon. Inst. XI, T. 44,2; ENGELMAKN : Hermes, XXXIX
(1904), p. 146 ff. (casa della Farnesina).
(5) GARRUCCI, Storia delf arte cristiana. Prato 1873, VI, Tav. 493; WILPERT, p. 144,
392, Taf. 132, 2; MAASS, Orpheus, München 1895, p. 219, 221.
(6) Tomba Campanari at Vulci : DENNIS, I, 465; WEEGE, p. 31.
(7) JUST. MART. 8; TERTULL. ad. nat. 1, 19; apol. 23; LACT, divin. inst. VII, 22. As
many as fourteen scenes of judgments are to be found in old Christian paintings, cf. VON
SYBEL, Christliche Antike, Marburg, 1906,1, p. 270 ff.
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3) The staff of the lictores in Rome.
Among the representatives of the Roman regal or republican
power, only the lictores, the servants, nay, the living insignia of the
higher magistrates and their insignia fall under our notice.
The principal attribute, the fasces, need not be fully treated here,
all particulars about their use and history are sufficiently known be
cause of many earlier studies (i). These fasces were originally nothing
but the most primary means ot castigation and death, it is thus very
natural that they are early regarded as the symbol of power, of the
high magistrates. In this object and its use there is no question of a
vis magica. Particular attention must be drawn to the difference be
tween the rod and the fasces of the lictors, which usually were of
elm-or birch-wood, and the virgae sanguineae, which were also a
means of punishment, with which the vis magica, however, must have
played an important part, (г)
That the fasces soon have been regarded as the symbol of power
and not as a mere instrument ot castigation, is doubtlessly due partly
to the fact that it was more difficult to handle these fasces than a
simple rod. For use as an actual means of punishment and to lean
upon, in giving the order « Date viam, discedite de via », a simpler
object was needed : to this end the simple rod was used, held by the
lictor in his right, while he held the fasces in his left hand.
A relief at Verona (3) represents two lictores with the fasces and a
short hand-staff. On two other reliefs on the other hand (4) not the fas
ces, but a kind of club, held as the fasces on the left shoulder, is given to
the lictor. This club appears to have taken the place of the fasces; in the
right they hold a short thin rod. I should not think that the artist had
(1) G. SCHRÖDER, De lictoribus et fascibus Romanorum, Diss. Lugd. Batav., 1780;
LÉCRIVAIN, Lictor : DABEMB. HI, 1239 ff.; SAMTER, Fasces : PAULY, VI, 3003 ff.; Thes.
Ling. Lat., s. v. fasces, I A.
(2) T H . MOMMSEN, ЛЬгіи des Ram. Staatsr. 2, Lpz. 1907, p. 137.
(3) CUQ. Vindicta : DAREMB. V, 911, fig. 75o6=RRR. Ill, 441, 1. (relief of Verona).
(4) Relief Colonna : RRR. Ill, p. 331, 1 = DAREMB. V, p. 910, fig. 7505; relief at
Mariémont (coll. Warocqué) : GÖTTLING, Explicatio daorum anaglyphorwn quae
manumissionem servi exhibent : Annali Inst. XII (1840), p. 157 ff. tav. M; DAREMB. V,
p. 909, fig. 7504=RAÍ?. II, 164, 3. In the relief Colonna there is no representation of a
manumissio, as GÖTTLING. a. q., (cf. CUQ., a. q., p. 910) asserts, as there is no person
who can be regarded with certainty as a slave.
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the intention of representing the fasces by this kind of cudgel. Even
in the bad state of preservation, the cudgel can be clearly distinguish
ed on the reliefs. It occurs to be a self-evident conclusion that in a
certain time of evolution, the club took the place of the fasces, proba
bly as this object could be handled more easily. This club certainly
is referred to by Cicero, who mentions that the lictors of the duum
viri of Capua did not bear the fasces, but carried the bacilli (i). The
r e c o r d s o f D i o n y s i o S a n d A p p i a n O S o f ράβδοί και χορνναι a n d ράβδοι και ξύλα

(з) in the hands of the lictores, cannot be clearly explained. With χορύvat and ξνλα the small hand-rods cannot be meant, hence it must
be presumed that in all probability some of the lictores have the old
attribute, while others carry the simple club.
Far more important than fasces and bacilli, is the festuca or
vindicta, which was used by the lictor of imperial times. In the manumissio per vindictam of the slaves, in the presence of the magistratus
cum imperio, the manumissor and the manumittendus, the person
who pronounced the demand for liberty by the formula « hunc homi
nem liberum esse aio », laid a rod on the head of the slave, a movement
which was also performed by the emancipating dominus. Upon this
the master released the hand of the slave while pronouncing the for
mula of emancipation, and the magistratus « libertatem addixit ».
Originally the assertor in libertatem was a private citizen, probably
a friend of the manumissor, his assistance in the litigation being
required down till the third century A.D., when the lictor took this
place (3).
The vindicta was also used in another kind of legal act, the legis
actio per sacramentum, where the summoner touched the object
in dispute with his vindicta; the stroke or the touch symbolizes that
the summoner claims this object. Of the two names, vindicta and festu
ca, the general term vindicta, derived from vindicare, needs no further
(1) Cic. Leg. agr. II, 93 : deinde anteibant (viz. to the duumviri of Capua who called
themselves praetores) lictores, non cum bacillis, sed ut hic praetoríbus anteeunt, cum
fascibus duobus. cf. Liv. VI, 34, 6.
(3) DlONYS. HAL. Arch. R. V, г: δώδεκα νπηρέιας ράβδους έχοντας μόνον, ώς δέ τίνες
ίστορονσι, καί κορννας ; ΑΡΡΙΑΝ, de bello СІ . I, 15 ! τούς ράβδους και τα ξνία εν χεροϊ των
υπηρετών.
(з) HERMOGENIANUS, Dig. XL, я, 23 : Manumissio per lictores hodie, domino tacente,
expediri solet; SCHOL. PEHS. V, 88, 175. BOETHIUS ad Cic. Topica, 1, a, 10.
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Fig. 7. Kirke enchanting a companion of Odysseus. (Amphora

of Berlin)

Fig. 8. Kirke, enchanting a companion of Odysseus. (Krater of Bologna)

eluddation(i). It is the abstract term whereas festuca is more
concrete (a).
As the word festuca originally means nothing but a straw, a blade
of grass, perhaps a reed, it is very probable that the primitive vindi
cation dealt with landed property, or, at any rate, first occurred in the
daily life of Roman husbandmen and shepherds. Besides it is a well
known fact that plenty of Latin and Greek nouns are borrowed from
agricultural life, let us only mention the ανίράποδον, which is modelled
on баяеао and οίκόπεδον^), pecunia and many others (4). We can
state as a fact that any vindication dating from later times, in which
the festuca or vindicta was used, is only an altered form of the original
vindicatio of landed property, adapted to new circumstances. So we
may suppose that in more primitive times the claimant performed the
injectio manus in the same way, by touching or striking with the rod,
with the festuca and that upon the disputed land the magistrate, at
any rate, the judge, the claimant and witnesses were present (5).
Yet there is something wonderful in the stroke or the touch of a
reed or straw, perhaps a thin rod of osier, taken from the land itself.
The grasping of a piece of the land itself might have been already a
sufficient symbol of the claim to that field, the claimant might have
taken hold of a clod, a sod or a blade of grass. The claimant, however,
will express his claim more forcibly, he touches the property with the
festuca and thus he performs an action the origin of which must be
sought in the life of the warriors, who, in taking possession of a spot,
a booty or any other object, touch or pierce it with their spear, as did
Romulus when taking possession of the Palatine. In this primitive
vindication we can thus distinguish two different ideas, of the sym(1) The etymology of vindicta from Vindicius, the first emancipated slave (Liv. 11,
5) is but an aetiological account. About the fistuca=festuca, cf. WALDE, S. v. and Τ hes.
L. Lat. s. v.; regarded as differing from festuca by S AGLIO, Fistuca : DAREMB. II, n 46.
(3) C. G. NISBET, The festuca and the alapa of manumission : JRS. Vili, (1918), p.1-14.
(3) BRÉAL, Pour mieux connaitre Homère, Paris, 1906, p. 164; Nisbet, a. q. p. 3.
(4) O. WEISE, Charakteristik der lateinischen Sprache 4, Leipzig, igao, p. 13 ff.; similar transition of a denomination from one primitive object to another, cf. SERV.VEBC.
Aen. XII, 120 : abusive tamen iam verbenas vocamus omnes frondes sacratas, ut est
laurus, oliva vel myrtus; VARRÒ ар. N O N . 528, 18: Verbenarius ferebat verbenam; id
erat caduceus, pacis signum, quam Mercurü virgam possumus aestimare.
(5) Though GAIUS, IV, 16 asserts : festuca utebantur quasi hastae loco, signo quodam
iusti dominii, there is no reason for us to regard the festuca as being in origin a
weapon, < perhaps the primitive weapon of hardened wood, with which the plaintiff
—
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bolk possession of the blade, the pars pro toto, and of the touch and
the blow as the symbol of maintenance, by the use of force (i).
In the vindication of later times of other objects, especially of
slaves, it was impossible to take a festuca in its original form, i. e.
the blade of grass or a straw; in a such-like vindicatio they used a thin
rod, a χάρφος λεπτόν as Ploutafchos calls the festuca (a), which showed
some external relation to the straw or twig.
In the parallels, often quoted, of the history of Germanic law,
evolution seems to have been the reverse order, the festuca was
here a stick to lean upon, before it became the stalk (3).
At about the end of the third century A. D. the lictor took the
place of the assertor in the manumission of slaves. Did the lictor also
play a part in the manumission by the use of the vindicta before this
time? The answer to this question must probably be in the affirmative.
For with the public act of the praetor, no doubt, one or more lictors
were present, as the high magistrates, especially the consuls, were
never allowed to appear in public, not even for private affairs, with
out the lictores (4). But it may also be easily supposed that the lictor
was not an idle spectator, but actually offered some assistance in the
act. Though there are no positive data about the hypothesis that the
vindicta manumissionis of later times was the ordinary small wand
of the lictors, yet we are almost certain that this conclusion is cor
rect. When Roman administration of justice was simplified, the
legis actiones were replaced by the formulae and the lictor took the
place of the assertor. This change was the natural consequence of the
fact, that two acts, which were performed by two different persons.
had through the ages vindicated his claim to the lordship (dominium) of a thing · (GRHENIDGE. Legal procedure of Cicero's time, Oxford, 1901, p . 4a, cf. NISBET, a. q. p . 3). T h e
touching of the slave by the festuca, which was performed both by the assertor and
the manumissor, cannot possibly signify that the assertor < rend manifeste sa volonté
de soutenir par la force sa prétention ·, for the « tibi · of the formula : Sicut disi ecce tibi,
vindictam imposui, is rather to regard as a dativus ethicus than a dative of the remote
person or object.
(1) About the scanty symbolism of primitive Rome in this matter (sagmina, herbam
dare), cf. NISBET, a. q., p . 4-5; festucarius=symbolical, cf. GELLIUS, X X , 10,10.
(2) FLOUT, de sera num. vind. 550 В. : 'Ρωμαίοι Si, οϋς âv εις ίίευ&ερίαν άφαιρώηαι,
χάρφος αντών λεπτόν έπιβάλλοναι τοϊς σώμασι ; cf. NiSBET, p . I .
(3) v. AMIRA, Grundriss des germanischen Rechts 3, Strassburg 1913, p . 334.
(4) LÉCRIVAIN, a. q., p .

1340.
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the assertor and the lictor, could easily be carried out by one person.
In later times thus only the praetor, the lictor, the manumissor and the
manumittendus were present at the act of the manumission (i).
Having observed the evolution and change, we shall try to explain
the relief of Mariémont, dating from the early period of the empire (2).
On this relief the hand of a man, whose body is no longer visible,
grasps the hand of a slave, who just as another figure, that is kneeling,
is wearing a pileus and a whip, by which we see that he is a coachman.
As the relief dates from a time in which the lictor had not yet assumed the task from the assertor, i. e. about the first century A. D., the
person of whom we only see the arm and the hand, must be either
the assertor or the manumissor. Of two other persons, who were
present at the manumission, the relief shows nothing more. If
the relief is not really an abridged form of a complete representation
of the manumission, we must presume that the manumissor or the
assertor had been represented on the right and the praetor on the left,
as the turn of the lictor's head seems to show. Between the two persons, slave and manumissor (or assertor?) of which only the hand is
visible, is standing the lictor; in his left hand he has a cudgel,
which replaces the fasces and in the right hand the wand, the vindicta.
We must certainly conclude that the fragment of the hand, that
takes hold of the slave's hand, belongs to the manumissor, whereas
the action of the assertor (if he is really represented) was certain to be
typified by the use of the rod. Nay it seems probable that on this relief
the lictor had already performed the vindicatio in libertatem and that
the sculptor was induced from artistic motives and principles of symmetry and abridgment, to leave out the figure of the assertor. Perhaps,
however, the lictor had assumed the task of the assertor as early as in
the first century in sporadic and isolated cases and this became the
rule in later centuries.
So the relief of Mariémont cannot be fully explained in all its
particulars; even we don't know with centainty whether the relief
does represent the « in iure cessio » and the following « vertigo ». At
any rate, we are justified in concluding from this piece, and from other
(1) In the later time of the empire the praetor must also have disappeared in the manumission : ULPIAITOS, Dig. 40, a, 8 (Corp. Jar. Civ. 1, p. 615, MOMHSEN).

(a) CUQ. a. q., p. 911.
-
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literary and monumental records that the vindicta of the manumissio
of Roman slaves is to be identified with the little rod, held by the
lictores.
C. THE WAND OF THE MAGICIAN.
Among all staffs and rods, forming the subject of study here, there
is not a single one, that is more looked upon as the magic wand, as
that of men and women, regarded as mediators between the deity
and men. It would be useless to enumerate all the actions in which
such a #«os άνήρ от »sia γυνή can be found, acting as mediators. Nor
must we enter here into particulars about the difference between the
various groups and kinds of such intermediaries; it is only of impor
tance to bear in mind that all these performances, though they may
differ in some particulars, have finally all the same purpose. The
very interesting question is to ascertain what part the magic wand plays
in the performances of the most common charmer in the lowest ranks
of society, as well as that of the priest in the well organised states.
i. WIZARDS AND WITCHES.

I ) In mythology and the legendary history of antiquity,
a) Kir ke.
Among the great number of witches of Greek mythology and legen
dary history, who, generally, are φαρμακεύτριαι, viz. Agamede or Perimede, Mestra, Oinone (i), we must draw the attention to Kirke and
Medeia, as in some of their actions a wand is used.
Kirke is the witch of the Odyssey : the poet has given a definite
literary form to a fairy tale, which must have already existed in popu
lar lore. Though the older versions of the story of the Argonauts
may have had some influence on the songs of Odysseus' peregrina
tions, there is no reason for asserting that the story of the Odyssey is
only an imitation of the tale of Medeia in the narrative of the
Argonauts (2).
According to the Odyssey, the divine witch Kirke, the daughter
(1)

K E R N . Agamede

SÄCKER, Oinone

(2) : P A U L Y , I , 7 1 9 ; S T O L L , Mestra

: ROSCHER, I I , 3845;

WEIZ

: R O S C H E R , III, 7 8 9 .

(2) A b o u t t h e e x i s t e n c e of a p r e - h o m e r i c t a l e of K i r k e a n d t h e a s s e r t i o n s of K I R C H H O F F , V O N WiLAMOwiTz a n d B E T H E , Kirke:

P A U L Y , X I , 5 0 2 , cf. D S E R U P , Homer.

W ü r z b u r g , 1 9 2 1 , 1 , p . 183, n . 3 .

—
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of the god of the sun, Helios, lived in her enchanted palace in a remote
island. There she welcomed the comrades of Odysseus with food and
a magic mixture of wine, she then striked them or just touched
them with her wand and metamorphosed them into swine.
Odysseus himself then came to her and was welcomed in the same
manner, but owing to the moly, the amulet-plant given to him by
Hermes, he remained insensible to the attempt to metarmophose him.
To confirm the bond of friendship with Odysseus, she changes the
swine into men again, after having used a magic ointment.
We need not further search for the very origin of this fairy tale,
nor must we enlarge upon the relation between the affiliation and
affinity of such-like tales with other peoples. It will suffice to just
mention that this fairy tale also occurs in other countries, though
the Greek version has the most elaborate form (i). In the various
versions we mostly find the same magic objects and elements, viz.
the remote palace, the magic potion, the metamorphosis of man into
animal and viceversa, and also the magic wand. The magic formula,
which is often of high value, is not found in the Odyssey.
Thrice we hear of a metamorphosis, or an attempt at this,in the story
of Kirke. In the first metamorphosis (of the comrades) (2) and in
the second, (the vain attempt upon Odysseus) (3) the οέλγειν was
effected by drinking the χνχεών and the φάρμακα. The metamorphosis,
however, directly follows (or fails) on the touch of the wand. In the
third performance, the re-metamorphosis (4), by which the fellows
are changed from swine into men, the sorceress uses a rhabdos,
with which she drives the enchanted comrades-swine from the
pig-sty, but the metamorphosis into their original state is effected
by theeoi αυλείφειν of the antidote, the φάομαχον <Шо. T h u s the principal

efficient in the Odyssey is the pharmakon, either as a potion or as an
ointment ; the rhabdos, as we may conclude from the third meta
morphosis, is but a secondary means. As to the verse 320 íez« vvv
ουφεΜε, it cannot be considered as a formula for magic purposes, it is
(1) On a Hindoo parallel : ROHDE, Der griechische Roman, 3, Leipz. 1914, p. 184, n'
a; a Mongolian version: BENDER, Die märchenhaften Bestandteile der homerischen Gedichte
Progr. Darmstadt, 1878, p. 22, according to GRUPPE, p. 708, п. г·
(a) Od. Χ, 232 ff.
(3) Od. X, 314 ff., cf. 290 ff.
(4) Od. X, 388.

-
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only an adhortation to the metamorphosed men or to Odysseus, to
enter the pig-sty.
From this example of Kirke it becomes fairly clear what was a
most valuable object in magic performances with the Greeks. Magic
potion and magic wand, doubtless both are taken from the sphere of
popular belief and popular practices, but whereas the potion was an
actual necessary, which achieved the wonderful effect, the wand only
confirmed this magic effect, by transferring the will, or rendering
this in a more concrete form, by transferring the fluid of the
magician to the person, upon whom it is desired to exercise power.
The wand, in this case, is but an auxiliary of the Pharmakon.
The Homeric version of the story of Odysseus and Kirke served
as a model for all other versions of that story in classic antiquity.
Most certainly the versions, as well as the representations in Greek
art, do deviate from the Homeric narrative. It is noteworthy that
the comrades of Odysseus were not only changed into swine, but
also into wolves, asses, lions, etc. This detail, however, is also taken
from Horneros, as he mentions these animals, in describing Kirke's
p a l a c e , τον; αυτή χατέΰελξεν, ¿πει xaxà φάρμακ' Ιδωκεν. ( χ )

As regards the figured vases (a) we cannot be astonished at
seeing that the painter's imagination added all kinds of animals and
that we find the companions of Odysseus as horses, oxen and dogs,
rams and goats, swans, cocks and panthers.
It is a quite improbable hypothesis, that supposes a second version
of the story beside the version of the Odyssey, and that this second
version should describe the metamorphosis of the comrades into
various other ani mak (3).
Far more than by Homeric poetry, we are told about the import
ance of the magic rod in the story of Kirke, by the many examples
(1) Od. X, 213 ff.
(2) Illustrations of the story of Kirke on vase-paintings : BOLTE, De monumentis
ad Odyss. pertinentibus. Diss. Berlin, 1883, p. 17; WALTERS, Odysseus and Kirke on a
Boeotian vase : JHS. XIII (1892-3) p. 82 ff-; SEELIGER, Kirke : ROSCHER, II, 1196 ff. (in
complete lists); cf. Fr. MÜLLER, Die antiken Odyssee Illustrationen, Berlin, 1913, p. 47 ff.;
BLEECKER LUCE, AJA. XXVII (1923), p. 427. Most conspicuous examples of metamorphosis into different animals : vase at Berlin (RRV. I, 418), at Boston (BLEECKER LUCE,
a. q., fig. 1).
(3) BETHE, a. q., p.

502.
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of Greek and Roman art. When considering the connexion with the
Homeric story, we must firstly bear in mind, that περψήκης, as the rod
is called in other places of Homeric poetry, is not an adjective,
appropriate to a magic wand; it would be unaccountable why a witch
should use a very long wand. By the expression περιμήχης ράβδος we are
reminded of the description of the angling-rod and the punting-pole
(i), of which it can properly be said that they were very long. For the
vase-painter, who never gave a minute copy of his literary model,
there was no reason to give a περψήκης ράβδος to the witch in her magic
performances.
A vase-painting of the museum at Berlin (г) (Fig. 7) may be
closely related to the story as it is told in the Odyssey. Kirke here
holds a cup with a magic potion in her left hand, while in her right
she holds a long magic rod, turned towards one of the comrades, who
with his head already metamorphosed turns to the witch and be
holds his growing tail. Furtwängler, explaining the picture, alleges
that Kirke is about to touch the partly changed man. Though it is
not altogether impossible that the Greek vase-painting represents
cause and effect at the same time, yet I should be inclined to believe
that she is represented, raising her wand, that already touched the
man, to order him to the sty. Here we can think of the "(wfr of
Hermes' rhabdos and the order that also seems to be given there (3).
On a vase at Bologna (4) the witch holds a rhabdos without a cup
(Fig. 8). Here too we may have a simultaneity of cause and effect,
but the raising of the rod may just as well be a command for the
one sitting, to follow the others who are already retiring to the sty (5).
(1) Od. XII, 351, IX, 487·
(a) Berlin, зз43=ДД . I, 418, 1.
(3) See p. 6a.
(4) PELLEGRINI, Catalogo dei vasi greci dipinti delle necropoli felsinee, Bologna, 1913,
n. 398, fig. 80; I am indebted to Sign. P. Ducati for a photograph of this vase and
permission to reproduce it.
(5) The wall-painting of the museum at Naples, nr. 9106, which was interpreted by
PANOFKA, Zufluchtsgottheiten : ABAW. 1853, p. 366, as the representation of Kirke
passing a magic potion to a companion of Odysseus, must rather be regarded as a genre
picture (cf. HELBIG, Wandg., 1565 ; DAHEMB. Ill, 1500, fig. 4781) as nothing denotes a
companion of Odysseus or the wandering hero himself or, in the sitting woman, the
witch Kirke.
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On many other vases the painter pictured Kirke, giving the potion
and using the rod.This wand, however, is not the one that is described
in the Odyssey, used to πλήττει or to ίφάπτβιν, but it is a small and thin
wand, with which she stirs in the cup the different ingredients, of
Which the χνκεών Consists, and the φάρμακα λΰγρα (ι). Such 3 Stirring
rod we see also on the pinakes of Lokroi Epizephyrioi in the re
presentation of the cult of Persephone (a).
It cannot be proved by a single record that a twig sometimes took
the place of the stirring rod (3), though we do find Kirke on a wallpainting without wand or cup, but with a twig in her hand (4). On
the other hand Kirke may be represented with a pestle or some other
object and her cup, to express the mixing of the different ingredients
of the pharmakon (5). Sometimes she is represented as a queen, with
a kind of nimbus, a crown of rays and with a sceptre, she being the
daughter of Helios; this sceptre, however, is probably nothing but
an ornamental form of the common rhabdos (6).
Looking at the many representations of the metamorphosis of
the comrades in this way (7), it will be pretty clear that, generally
(1) Some representations with a stirring rod : v a s e at D r e s d e n : ROSCHER,
II, 1195, Abb. 1, RRV. I, 396, 1, here also cause and effect simultaneously; v a s e a t
B e r l i n : Berlin, i960; RRV. I, 418, 3; v a s e at A t h e n s : COLL.-COUVE, 956;
DAREMB. V, p. 577, fig. 7305; v a s e at B o s t o n : S. LUCE BLEECKER, Cylix in Bos
ton : AJA. XVII (1913) p. 1 ff- XXVII (1923), p. 427, n. 1; on an other kylix of Boston
(AJA, ХХ П,(ідгз), Ρ· 425, fig. ι) we may conclude from the likeness to the scheme of
the former vase, that on a missing fragment the stirring rod also was to be seen ; С a b ir i c v a s e at O x f o r d : PFUHL, III, Fig. 615. About the three Cabiric vases with
the story of Kirke and Odysseus (AJA, XIX (1915) p. 78; XXI (1917), p. 86), Prof.
Robinson kindly communicated to me that on these vases Kirke is not holding a rod.
(2) See p. 79 ff.
(3) LUCKENBACH, Jahrb. f. Philol. Sappi. XI (1887), p. 506 wrongly refers to the
rod on the vase at Berlin, i960, as a twig.
(4) NOGARA, p. 46, n. 5, Tav.

XI,

XXI.

(5) Etruscan mirror : OVERBECK, T. XXXII, 15, p. 785; wrongly WALTERS, a. q.,
p. 81, speaks of α a pestle or some other instrument » in the scene on the Cabiric vase at
Oxford.
(6) Roman lamp : ROSCHER, II, 1197, Abb. 3; school table about the Odyssey : OVERBECK, a. q., T. XXXII, 3, p. 782.

(7) Magic potion without rod : Cabiric vase : PFUHL, III, 616; Etruscan cinerary urn:
BRUNN-KÖRTE, I rilievi delle Urne Etnische, Roma 1870 ff.; I, 88, 2=RRR. III, 456, 2;
terracotta plate of Carnuntum : DREXEL, Ueber einen spätantiken Silberteller mit mythologischen Darstellungen : JAI. XXX (1915), p. 197; cf. JOAI. Χ (1907) p. 330, Taf. Ш;
Etruscan stele : BREZIO : iVof. Sc. 1890, p. 139, tav. 1.
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speaking, Kirke was considered as the pharmakeutria with cup and
magic potion (i) and that she only holds a small wand to stir that
potion. It was undoubtedly a general belief of the people that a witch
works with magic drinks and philtres. The fact that in the Odyssey,
no stirring rod is mentioned, but only a wand, to strike or to touch
with, may have a deeper meaning. It does appear to me that the poet,
though he expresses the thoughts and the conception of the common
people about the magic potion, preferred the wand for striking, to
the stirring rod which was less important, because the rod for striking
had a closer resemblance to the sceptre.
It has been mentioned above that the gold rod soon became regard
ed asa rod with magic power (2). Such a virga aurea is given to Circe,
in the Italian story of Picus, the king who had scorned the love of the
witch and therefore was metamorphosed by the use of the virga in a
wood-pecker (3). According to Ovidius' version, this metamorphosis
is effected with the « tria carmina » and the « baculus » of the witch (4).
In a modern Greek fairy tale the story of Kirke still lives on. In
this tale the motive of the stupid and deceived giant, of which Poly
phemos is one of the most famous examples, is mixed with the motive
of the witch. By a trick, a prince had stolen the key of the palace from
the beard of a giant and so was able to penetrate to the giant's castle.
There he stole the gold rod and with it he changed the guardians of
the castle, a horse and a dog, back to their original state of men. By a
touch of the wand the sick princess became healed and the wife of the
prince (5). Another version is that of the princess, who stubbornly

(1) Etymology in antiquity interpreted the name Kirke by the word χιονώοα cf.
SUIDAS, S. ν. Κίρκη.

(г) See ρ. 6;.
(3) VEBG. Аеп.

VII,

ι go

ff.

(4) Ον. Met. XIV, 320 ff. It must be noted that even the rod of Kirke can derive its
magic power from magic herbs and potion, at less according to Ovidius, who calls it
a virga venenata : Met. XIV, 413.
(5) GARNBTT, II, 80 ff. A most conspicuous example of the modification of remnants
of antiquity in modern tales is that about the shepherd's crook of Polyphemos, which in
a Serbian story has become a magic wand, by which the blind giant almost regained the
power over the cunning hero, cf. W. GRIMM, Die Sage von Polyphem : ABAW. 1857,
p. 13 ff. = Kleine Schuften, IV, p. 438-463.
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refused to speak, but is compelled to do so by a blow from the
gold rod (i).
b)
Medeia.
The figure of Medeia, as it is described in the song of the Argo
nauts, may be considered as the counterpart of Kirke of the Odyssey.
Concerning the hypothesis that a Medeia-story should have existed
apart from the tale of the Argonauts, we have no positive data. Nor
is there any certainty that this was the case with the fairy tale of
Kirke. There may possibly have been a tale about a witch, that might
be the origin of both the tales, that about Kirke and that about Me
deia, but it is a fact that there is a wide difference between the charac
ters of the two witches. Medeia, whose name suggests the idea of
wisdom, the grand-daughter of Helios, the daughter of Aietes and of
Idyia, the « knowing one », was originally just as Agamede, a good
fairy, who understood the healing power of herbs and used them for
the benefit of men, whereas Kirke appears always and everywhere as
a wicked enchantress (г). Medeia assists in curing madness and ill
ness and through her storm and famine cease. She is especially known
as the helping woman in the history of Jason, who tames the bulls
of Aietes, who destroys the men, the giants, that had been born
of the dragon's teeth and who steals the golden fleece after the witch
had drugged the dragon. Yet she also performs evil purposes in her
magic tricks and she is not less known as a bad witch, than as a good
fairy. This alteration in her character is effected by the conflict
with her father Aietes and the poisoning of her brother Absyrtos.
We will not mention the minor deeds, (3) but only draw attention
to her manner of treating Pelias and her behaviour afterwards towards
her rival Kreousa and towards Theseus in a saga of later date.
Just as Kirke, Medeia prepares a magic ointment from the herbs
and still more often a magic potion. These magic means are
destined to effect more than a metamorphosis. Medeia, with her magic
practices, causes people to fall asleep and she also makes them
stronger, she is able to cure and to rejuvenate as well as to kill.
(1)

G A R N E T T , II, p.

(г)

T h e signification o f M e d e i a : SEELIGER, Medeia

138.

R O B E R T , II, 3 , 1, p. 7 5 8 ff.,

(3)
Talos

ff.

p. 8 6 5

: ROSCHER, П , 2 4 8 3 ff.; P R E I X E S -

ff.

T h e story of the L e s b i a n w o m e n : A N T I G . C A R . Hist. mir. 1 3 0 ; of T a l o s : B U S L E P P ,
: ROSCHER, V.

39.
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As in the performances of Kirke, we may also presume that a
wand to strike or a small rod to stir the magic potion, was used by
Medeia. Surely there is no question of this magic wand when she
avails herself of the magic ointment or the φάρμαχον Προμήοεων, with
which Medeia assists the hero Jason to tame the bulls of Aietes (i)
or when there is question of the magic stone, which Jason throws
among the warriors, arisen from the dragon's teeth (2).
In the works of art in classic antiquity only one distinct example
is known, in which Medeia is represented using the real magic wand
(3). On two vases there is a picture of Medeia, rejuvenating Aison,
the father of Jason. From a kettle, placed on a tripod, a young man or
rather a child appears, while two men are standing around the kettle
and two women are sitting. The woman to the left holds a wand high
up and seems to beckon with it. Though we cannot find any similar
movement made with a rod, though it is difficult to name precisely
the other persons and thought the rejuvenescence of Aison was only
rarely a subject for vase-painting (4), yet we must draw the con
clusion that the history of Aison is intended, if this scene is com
pared with the representations of the adventures of the daughters of
Pelias. But in these single representations too, it cannot be clearly definited what was the actual value of the magic wand of the witch Medeia.
In all the pictures of Medeia, the magic box, in which she keeps her
ointment and her herbs (5), the magic potion, with which she drugs
the dragon and the branch or twig, with which she sprinkles the magic
liquid on the dragon (6), all play a much more important part than
the magic wand.
(1) APOLL. RHOD. Arg. I l l , 844; cf. SUIDAS, S. V. Μήδεια and

Νάφοα.

(2) Ον. Met. VII, 139 ff.
(3) Lekythos at Leyden : GERH. AV. 70, 6=RRV. II, 43, 7, cf. WERNICKE, Aison t
PAULY, I, 1087; AA. TV (1889) p. 149; lekythos of Gela: Monom, antichi Accad. Line.
XVII, 121-2, fig. 88 (Aison or Pelias?); insufficiently : GOEDHART, De Medeae mytho
apud antiques scriptores et artifices. Diss. Lugd. Batav. 1911, p. 97.
(4) Hydria Brit. Mus. 7I7=SEELIGER, lason : ROSCHEH, II, 84, 66 (Medeia with the
magic box); Mon. Instit. XI, 3 (Etruscan mirror with magic cup).
(5) MACK. Sat. 5, ig, quoting from SOPHOKLES' 'Ρίζοτόμοι : χαλχέοισι κάδοις δέχεται
(Frg. Soph. 479 Dindorf); φωοιαμός: APOLL. RHOD. Arg. Ill, 843. Some representations:
Berlin, 3258; Manchen, 805; Brit. Mas. 717; ROSCHER, Π, p. 80 ff.. Fig. About the reliefs
at Berlin and Rome (Mus. Laterano) : PRELLER-ROBERT, a. q., p. 867, 3.
(6) Magic potion and magic twig : APOLL. RHOD. IV, 156 ; SEELIGER, Medeia, a. q.
Jason, a. q., passim.
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2) Historical records of magicians in classic antiquity.
It is very important to distinguish two different factors in the tales
about Kirke and Medeia, the story itself and its historical back
ground. As regards the former, we can often observe that those
stories or at least the principal thought or the motive of them,
forms the plot of other stories among many other peoples. As to the
latter factor, all kinds of data, in localising the tale, are based upon
historical facts and conditions and denote the existence of magic, in a
particular way, in certain parts of the country or in certain regions.
Why such parts are marked as such, need not be investigated here.
Still it may be pointed at that in some cases, also in Greece, this
can prove that there, most probably, is a population with two strata,
the stratum of the conquering invaders who usually consider the second
stratum, that of the conquered inhabitants of the country, with hatred,
but also with awe because these original inhabitants are more con
versant with the spirits of the country (i). According to Greek con
ception, it was especially the Telchines, Korybantes and Kouretes,
who were regarded as magicians, while the provinces, notorious for
their magic practices were Kolchis and Thessalia.
A special form of such-like practices was the hauling-down of the
m o o n , t h e хаюаяа

τήν αελήνην (2). T h e іяЫу>еід of s u n a n d m o o n w e r e

often considered as χαοαιρέσεν; (o¡). This action is often mentioned in
ancient literature (4), it can be connected with the magic knowledge
of astrologers (5), however it cannot be considered as belonging to the
astrologie magic.
On a vase-picture, apparently now lost, the καταοπαν of the moon was
represented, according to the drawing by Tischbein, who; however,
is not qtiite trustworthy (6). The full moon is seen, hanging between
(1) RIDCEWAY, Early age of Greece, Cambridge, 1901, p. 315.
(г) ROSCHEH, Selene und Verwandtes, Leipz. 1903, p. 88, n. 346; ROSCHEB, Mondgöttin :
RÖSCHER, II, 3163

ff.

(3) SCHOL. APOLL. RHOD. ΠΙ,

533.

(4) E. g. in a lost mimus of Sophron, in the θετταλή of Menandros, the second eidyllion of Theokritos and the 8th écloga of Vergilius.
(5) SCHOL. APOLL. RHOD. IV, 59 : Άγλαονίκη, ¡μπειρος οΰσα τη; αστρολογίας.
(6) TISCHBEIN, Collection of engravings from ancient vases, Naples 1791-1795, ΠΙ, pi.
44=ROSCHEH, Selene, a. q.. Taf. Ill, 3=DABEMB. Ill, p. 1516, fig. 4785. As the greater
part of the collection Tischbein up till 1917 was in the Hope collection and the vase of
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two naked witches in the form of Selene surrounded by a circle ; to
this moon a kind of chain is fastened* that hangs down to the ground.
Both women are stretching their hands to the moon, one of them
holds a sword, while the other, who pronounces the magic invocation
(xXvjòi πότνια αελά (va), holds a rod in her left hand. No conclusion can
be drawn from this attitude and this keeping of the rod with regard
to its use in such-like magical practices. As we can see on this vasepicture, the act itself of hauling-down the moon was not performed
by the use of the wand but in another way, the expression of which
here is the encircling and fastening of the moon by the kind of chain.
The wand of the witch will be nothing than the conductor of magic
power of the person, owing to the efficiency of which the magic
deed will be achieved.
In modern Greece such-like magic ideas concerning the moon still
prevail (i) and in the folklore of Thessalia of our days it is told that the
magician can cause with his rod the stars to descend from heaven (г).
This fact will certainly justify the opinion that the picture of Tisch
bein was; in all probability, made after an original Greek drawing.
The literary records of magic wands in the hands of witches and
wizards are very rare indeed, nor do we often find them represented
on other magic objects, for we cannot consider the torch-sceptre and
the whip of Hekate as belonging to them (3). The records of a σκηπτρον
and a ράβδος ίβεγνίνη in the magic papyri (4) are mere names, and
nothing valuable is said there concerning the use of the object itself.
On drawing a magic circle, the magician also uses the magic wand.
This magic circle, which is mentioned in the magic performances of
many peoples (5) is a figurative stronghold, by means of which the
magician gets a person under his influence; or by which he is able to
the witches did not appear when the collection was sold, S. Reinach (RRV. II, p. 279
and 319) asserts that the engraving is very suspect. At any rate, we know that Tischbein
is often very unreliable. (PFUHL, I, 10).
(1) PoLiTis in ROSCHER, Selene, a. q., p. 177.
(a) GABNETT, II, p. 1; MACCULLOCH, p.

207.

(3) A. DELATTB : ВСЯ. XXXVII (1913), p. 247-278.
(4) C. WESSELY, Criech. Zauberpapyrus von Paris und London, Wien, 1888, Pap. Par.
2842 (σκηπτρον) ; G. PABTHEY, Zwei griech. Zauberpapyri des Berliner Museums :
AB AW. 1865, p. 128, V. 279, 336. Papyr. I : οχες εβεννίνην ράβδον iv xf¡ Ιαι$ χειρί xai I
το φνλακτήρίον εν if¡ δεξιί}, τουτέστιν το κλώνα της δάφνης.
(5) SELIGHAHN, II, 29a and passim.
-
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avert outside influences, especially that of the demons (i). The existence of this practice of drawing such magic circles in classic Greece,
ÍS Shown by an instruction in a magic papyrUS : χα» ποίησον ha πάΧον (г)
and in various other literary places in which the same idea can be
found. That a magic wand was used in such performances is not only
very probable, but can also be deduced from the story, told by Livius
(3) that C. Popillius Laenas held king Antiochos spell-bound « velut
gyro magico », which he had drawn « virga, quam manu gerebat » :
thus he had the king in his power, till he obeyed the orders of the
senate. The virga in this case is not a magic wand, in its proper sense,
it was a kind of military baton, held by a Roman officer, but instinc
tively he uses it as the magician would use his magic wand.
Latin literature, however, never mentions a magic wand (4) neither
in the description of purely magic actions, where persons or ghosts
are spell-bound either to arise from the earth or to turn love to a
magic-performing person. Yet it must have been well known in
Italy. The title of a satura by Varrò was « virgula divina », and its
contents, according to Pop ma, (5) were « in virtute satis esse praesidii
ad bene vivendum ut, si ilia simus muniti, omnia nobis quasi virgula divina suppeditent ». In the same way Cicero expresses himself :
« si omnia nobis quae ad victum cultumque pertinent, quasi
virgula divina, ut aiunt, suppeditarentur » (6). The fact that Varrò
often takes a proverb as a title for his saturae and the words « ut
aiunt » of Cicero, are distinct proofs that the magic wand was so well
known, that it could even occur in a proverb.
Magic scenes, forming a favorite theme of Hellenistic literature,
are found on some Roman wall-paintings. A small wall-painting of
(1) id. I, 335.
(г) BOLL-CUHONT, Cata/, codic. Mediolan., Brux. 1890, 33, cf. HÜBEST, Magia :
DAMMB. Ill, 1503, 1516; cf. also in the hexameter hymn to the sun (Pap. Mag. Brit.
Mus. 122, 74=KEN YON, I, p. 118, and Papyr. Par. 437 and 1958 ff.).
About the encircling of an object : LOUKIAN. Philopseud. 12; PETRONIUS, 57, 62; HOCK,
Griech. Weihgebrdnche, München, 1915, p. 12 ff.; DEUBNEH : ARW. XVI (1913), p. 127 ff.
(3) Liv. XLV. іг, 5 f·
(4) L. FAUZ. De poetarum romanorum doctrina magica, Giessen, 1903, (RVV. II, 3),
p. 12.

(5) E. NORDEN, In Varronis Saturas Menippeas observationes selectae : Fleickeis.
Jahrb. Phil. 18. Suppl. 1892, p. 317 ff.
(6) Cic. off. I, 44,158.
-
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Pompeii, now in the museum at Naples (i), shows a woman with a
peculiarly pointed hat on her head and a staff in her hand, she hands
a cup to a man, standing before her. All the details show the intention
of the painter to give a picture of a witch with the ordinary wand.
As the decisive particulars for other interpretations fail, this picture
cannot be classified as being the adventure of Odysseus at Kirke's (г)
or a scene from the cult of Kybele (3). As all particulars indicate rural
surroundings, it is more rational to see in the picture a scene from
shepherd's life, perhaps even the consulting of a rural witch by a
ploughman or a shepherd. (4) The rod of the woman; however, does
not play any special part in this (5).
A similar magic wand may perhaps be lying on the steps of a
throne, in another wall-painting (6).
As a precious document for the existence of the magic wand in
Italy, may be considered the amulet, dating from the time between
the second and fourth centuries A. D. and found a ten years ago
at Ostia (7). It is unique of its kind among the many amulets; gnostic
abraxas and prophylakteria, originating from the lower stratum of
society. On this, we find all kinds of magic signs, such as the caduceus
and a series of small rods, the tops of which are decorated with circles;
they are perhaps the rods that are used in lot-oracles. Hekate with
torch and whip is also represented, but the most important figure is
that of Solomon's, by excellence the type of the magician. In his
left hand, he holds a sceptre, in his right he has a wand with which he
stirs a liquid that fills the barrel. (Title-vignette). The pro mi dent
(1) Mus. Naples, 9106.
(а) PAROFKA, Zuflucktsgottheiten : AB AW, 1853, p. 366, cf. О. JAHR, Arch. Beitrage,

Berlin, 1847, p. 403 ff·
(3) KNAPP. Beitrage zur Erklärung von Wandbildern г Fleckeis. Jahrb. Phil. CXXIII,
(1881), p. 336, Anm. 3.
(4) HELBIG, Wandg. I565=DABEMB. ΠΙ, 1500, fig. 4781=HERRMANN, T. 134, 1.

(5) The hesitation of Herrmann, against Jahn and Knapp, who thought that the
witch held a staff similar to a caduceus, is perfectly legitimate; having inspected the
painting, I must assert that it cannot be a caduceus.
(б) HELBIG, Wandg. T. XIX, 1401, b. Nr. 3 = DAREMB. Ill, 1515, fig. 4784. Perhaps

in another part of the same picture, which hitherto has not been explained sufficiently
a magic rod may also be found.
(7) G. CALZA, Un amuleto magico : Not. Sc. XIV (1917), p. 336 ff. and other works
concerning magic gems, etc. in that article.
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magician of Graeco-Italian syncretism, of which the name is dis
tinctly written on the amulet, is drawn here according to the common
conception of antiquity, mixing magic herbs and poisons in a barrel.
The name of Solomon does not prove that the amulet must needs be
of any special Jewish origin; the name of the wise king of the Jews
had already passed into the sphere of Graeco-Italian magic, and
especially of the Gnostic conceptions (i).
2. SOOTHSAYERS AND ASTROLOGERS.

In the many different forms of divination, by which people try to
become acquainted with the will of the gods, either through signs and
tokens from the outside world (inductive divination) or through per
sonal feelings and facts of the persons interpreting the will of the gods
(intuitive augury), certain staffs, small rods or wands are used.We are
not going to devote special attention to kings' sceptres, perhaps
sometimes used for this purpose, as the kings, their bearers, were real
augurs and soothsayers in primitive times, (г) Our whole attention
will be focussed on the special augurs of mythology and legendary
history, who were marked on account of their carrying rods or staffs,
and moreover because of various deeds, viz. their foretelling the
future from the flight of birds, from wands, fire, water and the stars,
by calling up the ghosts of the dead. In antiquity a wand is used in
some performances of ornithomanteia, klero-or rhabdomanteia, empyro mant eia, astrology and necromancy, especially in the Greek pro
vince of our study. In classic Italian sphere attention will be paid to
the augurs and their lituus and to mythical personages as king Picus
and others (3). Beside these historical records of divination with
birds, the ornithomanteia of Italy, there are the mythical divinati
ons of Greece, connected with the name of Teiresias and other
soothsayers. This form of augury was far more important in the Wes
tern countries of the Mediterranean; than in the Greek parts (4).
(1) I refrain from dwelling upon staffs and rods, which properly belong to the religi
ous sphere of other peoples of antiquity, though these signs might have been of an high
value in the Roman world of syncretism : let us mention only the Egyptian staffs of vari
ous deities, which are to be found on magic amulets and in magic papyri; cf. W. DEONNA,
Talismans du musée de Genève, RA. (V. 18, 1913) p. 119-138, fig. ι, г, 5·
(a) Cíe, de div. I, 40, 89; STRABON, XVI, 2, 39, p. 762.

(3) BOUCHÉ-LECLERCQ, Divinatio : DAKEMB. II, 292 ff; HALLIDAY, p. 54,270.
(4) Cic. de div. I, 41, 9a.
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Fig. i 8 . Scene of divination and use of the lituus. (Cup of

Berthouville)

Fig. 19. Augur with a lituus. (Cup of Berthouvüle.)

Truly we hear, besides Teiresias, of other prophets, vi?. Polyeidos,
Melampous, Kalchas, Kassandra, while, moreover, under the influ
ence of Pythagoreism, the interest in ornithomanteia increases (i). Yet
the Italian form was far more important. Whereas the making of the
templum with the rod was unknown to Greek augurs, the Italian
augur stood turned to the North and only observed the flight of the
birds in an easternly or westernly direction.
i) Soothsayers and astrologers in mythology and legendary history.
a) Τ e i r e s i a s.
At is it generally known, Teiresias was the prominent seer in Greek
mythology (2). According to Robert's view (3) he was first a
chthonic god, as was Trophonios and Amphiaraos, and in very early
times he entered into the Theban myths. Afterwards he was forced
into the background by the entry of Apollon and became his servant.
In three important episodes in his life, the staff of Teiresias is
mentioned in mythology, vii. in his double metamorphosis, in the
story of his blindness and in his functions in the underworld.
Once Teiresias is said t a have found in the mountains two
serpents that were copulating, he wounded the female serpent and
after that he himself had become a woman. On afterwards wounding
the male serpent under the same circumstances, he regained
his former sex. Staff or weapon are not always mentioned in this
case (4) and pictures of this mythological fact do not exist, so far as
I know (5). Here certainly the staff, being only the ordinary stick of
the Greeks, cannot be properly called a magic staff, as it performs
only a purely material deed, the killing of the snakes. Just as well
Polyeidos will kill a snake, but here the effect is quite different.
As regards the blindness, that was sent to the soothsayer by Zeus,
mythology adds that Athena, not being able to restore the light to his
(1)

BOUCHÉ-LECLERCQ, I, p. 143

fi.

(3) F. J. SCHELL, Τειρεσίας δ προφήτης : Nene Jahrb. Philol. XVII (1851), p. 54-100
(all records of antiquity concerning T.).
(3) ROBERT, Oidipus, Berlin, 1915, I, p. 69, 107.
(4) HYGIN. Fab. 75 (báculo); Ον. Met. Ill, 335 (baculi ictu); FULGENT, mythol. II, 8
(virga).PAUS.IX, 19, 3, mentions a sword and only one snake, cf. HITZIG-BLÜMNER,
Pausaniae Gr. descriptio, III, 1 (Leipzig, 1907), p. 441 f.
(5) The killing of such a snake is drawn on the kylix of Sotades, which represents the
story of Polyeidos and Glaukos, cf. p. 151.
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eyes, taught him the language of the birds by cleansing his ears;
so he understood the omina of this language and was pre-eminently
an augur (i).To compensate for his blindness, she offers him a σκηπτρον
κράνειον (a); no indication) however, would allow of our attributing
magic force to the use of this staff.
Teiresias in the netherworld is especially known to us from the nar
rative of Horneros: in the Odyssey Odysseus is telling of his visit to the
shades and of his consulting Teiresias, whose φρένες are ϊμπεοοι. The
blind seer wears a χρναεον αχήπτρον (3). In the pictures of the dialogue of
Odysseus and Teiresias, the latter carries a staff (4), or a common
stick (5) and on an Etruscan mirror, where Teiresias is led by Hermes
before Odysseus, the soothsayer has an androgynous shape and strange
dress; he leans upon a staff, which he holds under his left arm-pit (6)
In all of these cases, however,we see no magic staff or rod; the stick
which πόδας ¿ς δέον άξει (у) is only a. natural means for leaning upon and
to guide him in his blindness. Nor can there be any reason to agree
with Gruppe, who supposes the staff of the seer in the underworld
and the stick which served to kill the snakes, to be the same or that
a double metamorphosis is effected with that staff (8). This opinion is
quite impossible since the stick is not an inherent part or ingredient in
(1) PRELLER-ROBERT, II, 1, p. 128 ff., n. 4. Concerning blindness as a punishment
for sins in antiquity : WEINREICH, p. 189.
(2) The version of the manuscripts of APOLLOD. ЫЫ. Ill, 6, 7, (Wagner, p. 127,12),
αχήπτρον κνάνεον, must be replaced by the conjecture of Aegius, as it is impossible that
the colour of a stick is indicated and as moreover κνάνεος is a rather vague indication of
a certain colour (PLATNAUEB, Greek Colour-perception: CI. Quarterly, XV (1921) p. 160)
So we must read ακήτοον κράνειον and think of some other wood out of which a stick may
be cut, e. g. ebony, cf. p. 46. As the wood of the cornel-tree is very hard, it was used by
preference in making shafts of lances and bows : Нот. hymn. Herrn. 460; HEROD. VII,
92; XEN. Hell. Ill, 4, 14; AHR. Anab. I, 15, 7; PAUS, I , 12, 5. Concerning the use and the
magic significance of the sanguis among the Romans, cf. p. 174.
(3) Od. X, 496; XI, 92 with EUSTATH. schol. Нот. Od. Χ, 47·
(4) BÜSLEPP, Teiresias : RÖSCHER, V, 202 ff.; id. Abb. 3=BAUMEISTER, II, Abb.

1255.

(5) NOGARA, Tav. IX-XXXII.
(6) GERH. ES. II, T. 240=ROBERT, Archäol. Hermeneutik, Berlin, 1919, p. 152,
Abb. 124. The • Memnon · on the wall-painting in the Tomba dell' Orco (WEEGE, Abb.
24) is doubtlessly Agamemnon, one of the principal shadows of the Homeric Nekuia
(Od. XI, 387 ff.).
(7) KALLIM, Hymn. V, 127 ff.
(8)

GRUPPE, p. 896, A.

3.
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story of the killing the snakes; according to some versions, Teiresias
kills or wounds the serpents either by treading upon them or by using
a sword.
The quality of the staff of the underworld, of being a gold sceptre,
does not naturally imply that it had a miraculous power. Not a single
wonder is wrought with it. The epithet here is only to be regarded as
an « epitheton vcnerationis » of the bearer; a similar gold staff is ako
held by Chryses and Minos.
Neither as a prophet, who practises divination by the entrails or
by the flight of birds (i) nor in conjuring up the dead, does Teire
sias hold a magic staff or rod (2).
After the negative result of this examination, I will expatiate upon
a vase-painting, representing the seer Teiresias before king Oidi
pous, as we know from the first epeisodion of Sophokles' tragedy (3).
The staff of Teiresias deserves some special attention. The prophet
is standing before the king seated upon his throne and holding the
eagle-topped sceptre. With his left hand he is holding a child's
arm, carrying a laurel branch, and with his right hand, the fingers of
which are extended in an eloquent gesture, he holds a staff, the
top-part of which is formed by a little sanctuary or temple and which
is richly decorated with vittae.
Huddilston (4) and Robert (5), however; deny that we have here
a scene from Sophokles' or Euripides' Oidipous (6), nor is it a
representation of the conversation between Teiresias and Kreon, as
we find this in Sophokles'Antigone (7) ; they believe it to be the
conversation of Chryses with Agamemnon from the first canto of
the Iliad. Robert explains this particular sceptre as being an allusion
of

Σμινΰεϋ,

et ποτέ rot χαρίεντ' im νηον ίρεψα

(i)

SCHOL. LYCOPHB. 683; SOPH. Antig. 980 ff.;

(г)

GRUPPE, a.

( 8 ) w h i c h IS s u p p o s e d tO

EUR. РЛОІЛ. 846.

q.

(3) OvERBECK, T. 2, 11, p. 62; RAOUL-ROCHETTE, Monum. inédits, Paris 1833, p. 409
pi. 78 (scène d'initiation); BUSLEPP, Teiresias : RÖSCHER, V, 201, Fig. ι.
(4) J. Η. HUDDILSTON, Greek tragedy in the light 0/ the vase-painting, London, 1898,
P· 77·
(5) ROBERT, a. q.,
(6)

II, p. 108

MÜLLER, § 412, 3, p.

if.

689.

(7)*VOLXBEHR, De Oedip. Eurip. fragm., Gymn. Progr. Glückstadt, 1861, p. 10.
according to Robert.
(8) Л. I, 39.
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have been misunderstood by the vase-painter or his learned adviser.
The boy, leading Chryses there, is presumed to be Chryses, who is
here, just as on a Pompeian wall-painting (i) the priest's son and Chryseis' brother, whereas tradition regards him as Agamemnon and
Chryseis' son (a). The vittae, hanging down from the sceptre, can be
easily accounted for; in this case, they are the στέμματαfooìocarried by
the supplicant, to strengthen his supplication.
This new explanation of the vase-painting originates from two
circumstances : the priest-diviner is not represented as a blind man,
though we know Teiresias as such, and the shape of the sceptre is
really very particular.
It is certainly a striking fact that the blind diviner Teiresias is here
represented with wide-opened eyes. In Greek vase-paintings the
sightless eyes in death, sleep or blindness, are always represented by
two lines only, without a pupil (3), as e. g. the figures of Phineus and
the dying Siren. I am unaware of any other example of Teiresias with
open eyes in Greek vase-painting (4). However it should be certainly
observed that the original figured vase became lost and the drawing by
R. Rochette is lacking in absolute accuracy. It may be quite possible
that the original had eyes without pupils. Moreover we should not
forget that in Greek statues and busts, we find eyes formed without
pupils, in the bust of the blind Horneros as well as in that of poets
and philosophers gifted with sight.
The explanation, given by Robert, for the temple as the top
of the sceptre is not satisfactory. Such-like staffs or sceptres cannot
be found anywhere in Greek vase-painting. In literature « naiskoi »,
that are carried in processions, are often mentioned, small models
of temples were carried about in triumphal processions (5) and with
(1) HELBIG, Wandg. 1308.
(a) TÜMPEL, Chryses : PAULY, Ш, 2498.
(3) HARRISON, p. 116.

(4) In the scene on a bell krater at Boston, 95. 25 {Annual Report of the Museum,
1895, p. 21, no 41), a sacrifice of sheep, there is no Teiresias, as A. FAIRBANKS, Greek
Religion, New York, igio, fig. 25, concludes from a fragmentary inscription above a
spectator. This izíscnpúoü...APESIAZ is to be restored (Χ)ΑΡΕΣΙΑΣ ; cf. BEAZLEY,
Attic red-fig. vases in American museums, Cambridge 1918, p. 182, fig. 114, A. The resto
ration ΤΕΙΡΕΣΙΑΣ is only allowable on the supposition that the painter misspelled the
name.
(5) BENNDORF, Antike Baamodelle : JОAI, V (1902), p. 17s ff·
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other religious processions such-like portable houses enjoyed ge
neral veneration (i). For devout rich people these objects were often
made of precious materials (2). All these facts,however, cannot be clo
sely connected with the top-part of this staff.Neither is there any rela
tion with the staff of the Roman-Germanic goddess Nantosvelta, the
top of the sceptre she holds is a kind of ЬееЫ е(з).
We can compare this vase-painting and the peculiar sceptre of
Teiresias with another vase-painting, on which two sitting mysts are
represented and one person, erect, holding in his left hand a περιρραντήρων
and branches used for cleaning and sprinkling; with the right hand he
hands a bowl over the table. Next to the table is, on a high pole, an
aediculum with open wings of a door in which, however, there is no
statuette (4). Of this scene Petersen (5) has given the right explana
tion : it must be the picture of a wayfaring mendicant priest, an « agyrtes » or « metragyrtes », who often visited the houses of the rich (6)
in order to initiate new adepts in their doctrines and to perform some
wonderful deeds, for which payment was made. Here too, such an
« agyrtes » with his religious outfit has come into the garden, denoted
by a tree, belonging to an adept of his doctrine and he fastened the
temple of a goddess to the top of a pole. Loukianos and Apuleius (7) relate that the α agurtai » often had among their requisites
a statuette of the goddess, which could easily be imagined in such an
aediculum and in the houses and in public places (8) they performed
religious ceremonies with this statuette and other objects. From
such-like facts we may conclude that among the people there was
an association of ideas : not only did they of necessity identify
« agyrtes » and the idea of an imposter, who would do anything for
(1)

HABEL, Aedicula : PAULY, I,

445.

(г) Acta apost. ig, 24.
(3) Germania Romana, Bamberg, 1922, p. 59, 8—AA. ХП (1897), p. 9, Fig. 1; Germ.
Rom. 59, 11; AA. XII (1897); p. 9, Fig. 2; S. REINACH, Sucellus et Nantosvelta : Cultes,
Mythes et religions, I 3 Paris, 1922, p. 218, fig. 1 and 2; *H. HUBERT, Nantosvelta, déesse
à la ruche : Mélanges Cagnat, Paris, 1912.
(4) HEYSEMANN, Vasensammt., Mus. Naz. Neapel, Berlin 1872, Nr. 3358; LUBBERT :
Annali Inst. 1865, T . F. (sacrifice to Hekate); РОТТІЕЯ-LENORMANT, Eleusinia : DAREMB.
И/ Р· 57°» Hg· 2637 (the offering of the χνχεών at Eleusis).
(5) PETERSEN : Arch. Epigr. Mitt. Oest. Ung. VI (1882) p. 58.
(6) PLAT. Poii'f. 364 b.
(7) LouKiAN. Asinus, 37, 38, 41; APUL. Met. VIII, 28.
(8)

MAX. T Y S . 19, 3; LOUKIAN. a. q.,
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money's sake (ι), but there was also an imaginative association of
the « agyrtes » and the « naiskos » placed on the pole. As early
as before the fifth century В. С (2) these mendicant priests
were known in Attica, as we may conclude from Aischylos, who
made the prophetess Kassandra tell about herself : χαλονμένη 6έ, <ροιτάς ώς
άγνρτρια, / πτωχοί τάλαινα, Χιμούνής ήνεοχόμην (3) T h e

agyrtCS

mUSt t h u s

have been known to the poet and the Athenians as the estatic,
covetous seller of religion.
Turning to our vase-painting, we are reminded of the lines
of Oidipous Tyrannos, in which the angry king scolds Kreon and
accuses him of cherishing vile intentions of revolutionizing :
Xá&g<f μ' νπελ&ών έχβαΧεΐν ίμείρεται,
νφείς μάγον τοιόνδε μηχανορράφον,
δ ό λ ιο ν άγν ρτη ν, δοζις èv τοις χέρδεοιν
μόνον δέδορχε, την τέχνην δ'ίφυ τυφλός. (4)

All these extensive considerations lead me to the conclusion that
most probably the vase-painter, or at least his learned adviser knew
the poems of Sophokles and perhaps Euripides and especially the
lines in which Teiresias is said to be an agyrtes, and that he wanted
to picture the agyrtes Teiresias, by giving him this particular staff.
On the other side some particulars as e. g. his clothes, do not
indicate especially an « agyrtes ».
However good this explanation may be, we are not justified here
in speaking of a real magic staff or rod.
b)

Polyeidos.

The name of Polyeidos, the Corinthian prophet and grandson of
Melampous, whose name of itself already indicates a miraculous
character, as it signifies « the much-knowing », is connected in Greek
mythology with the resuscitation of Glaukos, son of Minos and Pasi-

(1) SOPH. Antig. 1055; EUR. Iph. Aal.

sao.

(2) FoucABT, Les associations religieuses, Paris, 1875, p. 64 : the cult of Kybele was
introduced about 430 in Attica. Representations of such mendicant priests are mostly
of Roman time : CAYLÜS, Recueil d'antiquités, Paris, 1753 ff·, Ш, pi. $9=RRP. 230, 4
(with long staff.); DASEMB. I, p. 170, fig. 194.
(3) AISCH. Agam.

1238.

(4) SOPH. Old. Тут. з86

ff.
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phae (ι). While playing ball or in chasing a mouse, the boy fell into
a barrel of honey and died of suffocation.
By the sounds ot birds, Polyeidos finds the dead body, upon
which Minos shuts him up in the tomb of his son, that he may
rouse the dead boy to life again. First the seer kills a serpent,
approaching the corpse, but he brings it to life again by laying upon
it a miraculous herb that a second serpent had brought. By applying
this herb to Glaukos too, Polyeidos calls him back also to life.
On vase-paintings and gems the resuscitation is represented by two
versions, either as the killing of the serpent or as the rising of
Glaukos from the barrel of honey.
On a kylix of Sotades (2) the seer kneels down in a domed tomb be
fore Glaukos, who is squatting down. With his staff he wants to strike
the approaching serpent and with the other hand he tries to grasp the
miraculous herb. So the magic effect is caused by the magic herb and
most probably the statf is nothing but an implement used by the seer
as a stick of daily use as well as in this special case for his defence and
especial purpose. A purely magic meaning or value cannot be attri
buted to it (3), though the magic power of its bearer may be shown
in the murdering stab.
Etruscan gems show the simple form of the saga, which is abo of
older date : the dead body is pulled out of the barrel of honey and
thus released from its grave. For the tale of the fall into a honeybarrel may be a legendary representation of the custom of burying
the dead in honey (4).
The figure of a first gem shows a man, holding a boy, in the pithos
in front of him; by the right arm. It is, however, very difficult to form
a concise idea of the movement that is made by the seer. I think it most
(1) HÖFER, Polyeidos : ROSCHER, III, 2642; WEICHER, Glaukos : PAULY, VII, 1415,
or. 23; PHELLER-ROBERT, II, 1, p . 199

ff.

(2) MURRAY-SMITH, White Athenian vases, London, 1896, pi. 16; PFUHL, III, Fig. 526.
(3) FRÖHNER, Collection van Branteghem, Bruxelles, 1892, η . 166, pi. 4 1 , supposes
that Glaukos is already raised to life and that the seer shows him how he killed the snake.
It is very improbable that the painter should have chosen this moment : besides, we saw
that Greek vase-painting may represent simultaneously cause and effect. PRELLERROBERT, a. q., p . 200, n. 1, erroneously mentions a lance, while really Polyeidos holds
a stick.
(4) Concerning the burial in honey, cf. PHELLER-ROBERT, p . 201, η . 1.
-
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probable that the resusa'tation is represented in concrete form and
that the necromancer draws the dead from his grave (i).
On another gem, also showing the honey-barrel, Polyeidos is seen
standing between Minos and Pasiphae, at the same time a small
head is seen peeping from the barrel. The seer touches the head
with a wand but here we are also in the dark as to the move
ment (2). (Fig. 9)
Hermes, represented on a scarab as a necromancer, seems to be
rather the figure of Polyeidos with his wand in front of the barrel,
from which the living boy rises. It is thus uncertain whether it is a
general representation of necromancy by the chief necromancer Hermes
or a special case of necromancy, that of Polyeidos and Glaukos (3). It
proves only that the same type could be used, both for Hermes and
Polyeidos, and that the representation of Polyeidos, effecting the
resuscitation of Glaukos by the use of the magic wand, derives from
the general representations of the necromancer Hermes.
c)

Kassandra.

Homeric poetry did not yet attribute to Kassandra the capacities
of a μάνης κόρα (4), it is only in the 5th century that we find the first
evidences, marking her as such (5). Her staff and head-bands are only
mentioned by Aischylos, in the words of the prophetess herself :
τΐ Sfjt' εμανζής χαταγέλωτ' Μχω τάδε
xaì σχήπτρα xai μαντεία περί δέργ/ ΰτέφη

(6)

No picture of such a mantic staff is known to me (7). In some
Pompeian wall-paintings she is seen with a laurel-branch (8), the
attribute of Apollon, from whom she had received the prophetic
(1) Gems of Florence and Berlin : FÜHTW. AG. T . XXII, 17; III, p. 353. Representations of the chief necromant Hermes, resuscitating the souls to life, cf. p. 56 ff.
(г) BABELON, Intailles antiques de la collection du duc de Luynes : AJA. II (1886), p.
290, PI. VII, 5; cf. FURTW. AG. T. XXII, 16 and text.
(3) DREXLER-WENIGER, Meiitem : RÖSCHES, II, 2644; Fuaxw. a. q.
(4) SCHOL. И. XXIV, 699.
(5) F I N D . Pyth. XI, 49.

(6) AISCH. Agam. 1264; cf. SCHOL. Л. XV, 256 : μαντιχή ράβδος ; the adjective μαν
τεία qualifies as well σχήπιρα as αιέφη.
(І) ENGELMANN, Kassandra

: RÖSCHER, II, 979 ff.

(8) HELBIG, Wandg. 203=RRP.

29, 3; RRP. 29, 4 .

-
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gift (ι). In another picture Kassandra is thought to be represented,
predicting to Friamos the fall of Troy (a) : in her hands she holds a
bunch of twigs and the vases standing in front of her, may indicate a
lecanomantic action.
In mentioning Kassandra, it seems important to refer also to an
other historic prophetess, the priestess of Branchidai, who also held
a rhabdos (3).
d) К ale

has.

While no single evidence in literature, especially in Homeric
poetry, gives a divinatory rod or even a sceptre to the augur, yet it is
probable that he had a sceptre, according to Homeric conception. On
a Pompeian wall-painting, Kalchas is holding a long staff in his hand,
while announcing Apollon's wrath to the assembly (4). It is im
possible, however, to conclude from this single picture what meaning
and value was ascribed to it by the artist, possibly he had in mind
the Homeric sceptre of kings, judges and priests.
e)

Melampous.

Melampous was the oldest seer in Greece and owed this capaci
ty to young serpents, which he had brought up and which endowed
him with the gift of understanding all birds and other animals (5).
He is, however, better known as a bacchic, propitiating priest; so
he heals the daughters of Proitos, who had refused to devote
themselves to the service of Dionysos and were therefore struck with
madness. This action is represented on a vase, where the seer is hol
ding a sceptre with a peculiar top. Yet it cannot be called the special
staff of the seers, nor does it form a means for the action; as the lau
rel branch, which on a gem (6), is used as a sprinkler.
(1) APOLLOD. Ill, і г , 5· As Apollon grants the gift of prophecy, the staff of the seer
often is made of laurel, cf.HESYCHIOS οχήπτρον, δ φέρονσιν ol μάντεις από δάφνης ; OGLE,
p. 387 ff.
(а) DAREMB. II, p . 309,

fig.

2 4 8 1 = R R P . 171,

3.

(3) JAMBL., de myster. p. 137, Parthey.
(4) HELBIG, Wandg., p. 461, N r . 1304, 1305 (Odysseus); BRÜNING, Ueber die bildlichen Vorlagen der ilischen Tafeln : JAI. IX, (1894), p. 146, п. б (Kalchas).
(5) HÖFER, Melampous : RÖSCHER, II, 2567.
(б)

HÖFEH, a. q., Fig.

1 and

2.
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г) Mythic

and

historical

records.

What we have already mentioned concerning the mythic seers may,
of course, be considered as belonging somehow to historical records,
a special situation or certain historical events form the background,
from which the mythologie story originates. Besides the stories al
ready mentioned, there are detached mythologie and historical reports
concerning the divination in its manifold forms. With some forms of
inductive divination, the « rhabdomanteia, » the « empyromanteia »,
the « hydromanteia » and the astrology, and especially with the necro
mantic performances, a rod or wand was used in Graeco-Italian an
tiquity, which was, in a sense, endowed with magic power.
a)

Rhabdomanteia.

In the first place we must mention the rhabdomantic actions, and
its special form, the « belomanteia », the shaft-augury, and the closely
related « kleromanteia », the divination by the casting of lots. In the
act of ρά^ΐο« μαντεύεοΰαι (ι), where two or more rods were used, one
or two rods prophesy the result of some event. This prophecy is ex
plained by means of the marks, a kind of runic letters, or by means
of words or verses, which might be written upon these rods. The situa
tion and the combining of the rods sometimes serve to give a
further explanation of what has already been explained by tokens or
words.
It is most probable that long staffs were not used, at most, it may
have been a small hand-rod, and still more often the rod is so small
that we might correctly speak of pieces of wood, that are more or less
rod-shaped and cut from one big rod. Such-like means of prophecy
are often found with the primitive peoples of to-day (2).
That, according to Babylonians and Jews, Scyths and Alans, Ger
manic peoples and Celts, Grecians and Italians, the will of the deity
utters itself by means of these pieces of wood and the actions perfor
med with them, is undoubtedly closely connected with the custom of
worshipping trees and plants and the living spirit in these. In many
(4) BOÜCHÏ-LECLERCQ, Divinatio: DAREMB. II, 301 ff.; &ππ>Εΐ.,'Ρα/$<5ϋμαντε/α:ΡΑυι.γ,
I A, 13 ff.
(г) Just as the Greek κλήρος (from χΐάω), the German « Los » is nothing but a twig
that is broken off, a piece of wood, cf. SCHRADEB, Reallexicon der indogerm. AlCertamsk.
Strassburg, 1901, p. 506, s. v. Los.
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cases a special tree is mentioned; in which the living tree-spirit seems
to be particularly active. Such-like trees are willow and myrtles with
the Scyths and Alans, the oak at the Latin Praeneste and generally
speaking, an « arbor frugifer » with the Germanic tribes.
Divination by the use of the rod, with the Babylonians, according
to Esechiel (i), must be regarded as « belomanteia ». With the Jews
rhabdomanteia was much in honour, till the fall and destruction of
the State (2). In the administration of justice and in order to find out
the will of Jahwe two rods were used, representing the two litigant
parties. In the second case the two rods had the meaning of « yes »
or « no » (3).
In order to foretell the future, the Magoi are using bundles of ta
marisk-twigs, which they loosen and bind together again. In doing
so, each rod has a certain meaning, if they are not marked with a
definite token (4).
With the Scyths, according to Herodotos' record, the rods of the
bundle were all marked (5); the rods of willow or tamarisk-twigs
are thrown apart like playing-cards and are then taken up one by one
in the order in which they were thrown down.
The Alans use rods of osier-twigs, in the use of these the conjura
tion and magic formula play a great part (6).
About the « sortilegium » of the Teutonic tribes, the most extensive
account is given to us by the «Germania» of Tacitus and some notes
also by other authors, as Caesar (7).The rune rods are thrown on a
white sheet; the priest, when state-affairs are concerned,and the pater
(1)

EZECHIEL, XXI, г і . cf. GuNDEL, a. q. and RIESS, Belomanteia : PAULY, III, 359.

(г) STADE, Biblische Theologie des alten Testaments, Tübingen, 1905, I, 113, 129, 4;
BENZINGER, LOS bei den Hebräern : HERZOG-HAUCK, XI, 642 ff.

(3) OSEE, 4 , 1 2 ; I, SAM. 14, 19 ff. : it is not quite certain whether we must regard the
contest as a proof of the oracle; SUET. Vespai. 5.
(4)

DEINON ар. SCHOL. N I K . Ther. 613 (MÜLLER, FHG, II, p. 91, 8); STRAB. XV, 3 ,

14» p- 733.
A Graeco-Persian relief of the region of Daskylion represents the offering of Persian
magoi ( T H . MACRIDY, Reliefs gréco-perses de Ια région de Dascylion: BCH. XXXVII (1913),
p.35i,Pl. VIII) but it cannot be distinguished plainly whether they have the ράβδων
δέσμη or the club, which is mentioned by Strabon, XV, 733.
(5)

HEROD. IV, 67.

(6) AMMIAN. MARC. XXXI, 2.

(7) TAC. Germ. 10. CAES, de bello gall. 1,53, 7; 50, 4. Bibliography ap. GOTTDEL, a. q.
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familias for domestic affairs, while pronouncing prayers, thrice draws
a lot and explains the mark, graved upon it. This mark is supposed
to have played an important part, but unfortunately neither litera
ture nor archaeological remains are able to furnish any information
concerning this (i).
In Graeco-Italian antiquity we find the same objects and customs
as with the peoples of the ancient οικουμένη and among primitive
peoples. (2).
Some gems of Aphrodite or Venus seem to show a kind of rodoracle : on her forefinger the goddess balances a wand, while a hovering
Eros tries to catch it at the same time. Furtwängler considers this a
kind of oracle for lovers, however no positive records to explain the
hypothesis of the rhabdomantic action are known to me (3).
A divinatory rod seems to have been attributed to Apollon (4) and
the scholiast, who mentions the tamarisk-twigs of the Magi and the
Scyths, is acquainted with a such-like branch of Apollon, which
possessed magic power (5). In Delphoi too, the future was predicted
without the ecstasy of the priestess, as the expressions « ámkv δ òak,
ή П Ма » and « sortes tollere » teach us, to say nothing of the emphatic
testimony of Suidas (6). At Thriai (7), at Dodona (8) and per
haps also at Klaros (9), similar rod-oracles existed. The augur
Mopsos divined the future by the flight of birds and « χΐάροις » (ю)
These records are too few in number and too short of contents to
(1) G. WILKB, Archaeologische Erläuterungen гаг Germania des Tacitus, Leipz. 1921,
p. 80.
(а) Т ъоя, Primitive Cuitare, 3 London, 1891, I, p. 125-6.
(3) FURTW. AG. Ill, p. 141; T. XIII, 10; XXXVII, 15, 16; T. XL, 17. Concerning
the staff or whip of Venus to chastise the lovers, cf. KIESSUNO-HEINZB, Horaz' Oden,
Berlin, 1917, ad Carm. Ill, 26,11; TiBüix. I, 8, 5; RA. (Ill, 27,1895) p. 363.
(4) Cf. above p. 100.
(5) SCHOL. NIK. Ther. іу.яаХ εν Λέοβψ ό Απόλλων μνοΐκης χλάδον έχει δ&εν xal
μνριχαίος καλείται, and the tells how Apollon appears in dreams with this bough.
(б) ROHDE, II, 57, 2; USENER, Ifefer vergleichende Sitten- und Rechtsgeschichte : Hess.
Bl.f. Volksk. I (1902), p. 197. Cf. SUIDAS, s. ν . Πυ&ώ : the tripod in the temple of
Apollon had a basin with μαντικοί ψήφοι • αίτινες έρομίνων τών μαντευομένων ήλλοντο
καί ή Πυοία εμφορουμένη ήτοι εν&ουσιώοα ελεγεν & εξέφερεν δ 'Απόλλων.
(7) Thriai : STEPHAN. ΒΥΖ. s. v.; DIELS, Sib. BU, p. 56, η. 4.

(8) Dodona : Cíe. de div. I, 34, 76.
(9) About Klaros : IMMISCH, Klaros : Jahrb. Philo!. Sappi. XVII (1890), p. 137.
(10)

F I N D . Pyth.

IV,

336;

SCHOL, ad

-
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give an idea of the importance of divination in Greece. Especially
among the lower classes of the people it certainly often occurred,
the communication of Jamblichos by later date (i) only hints at the
« rhabdomanteia »; It was undoubtedly generally known and practised.
We don't know any more particulars, as far as the Italian sphere is
concerned. Small rods or lots, but also small hand-staffs may have
been used here (a). Some poetical lines, of great value owing to
their great age, as e. g. « Mavors telum suum concutit » and quota
tions from famous poets, such as Vergilius, were written on these
rods or lots. Perhaps such rods were fixed and hung in the temple.
The « excidisse », however, which is said of one of these lots in a
Livian record of Roman prodigia, may be explained in two ways,
either such-like objects were kept in an urn or in an « area », if only
we compare with the « sortes tollere » and « sortes trahere », or they
hung in the sanctuary. These lots were sometimes made of bronze,
but mostly of wood (3).
The Romans considered this way of divination as the consulting
of « auspicia alienigena » and were averse to this practice. In the first
Punic war the consul Q. Lutatius Cereo was not allowed to
consult the lot-oracle of the goddess of Praeneste (4), in the second
Punic war, however, the consul P. Sempronius Tuditanus, in 204 B.C.,
promised to the selfsame goddess, the Fortuna Primigenia (5) a temple
in Rome.
In other places of the classic Italian sphere, we again find these lotoracles at Caere, at Patavium, at Forum Novum; yet that of Praeneste
was by far the most famous (6). According to the tale of a saga, the
lots sprung from a cobble-stone and the « area », in which they
(1) JAMBL. de Myst. Ill, 17 : ei дв ней άχρι ίων άψυχων οίον ψηφιδίων ή ξάβδων ή
ξύλων η πνρών η άΧφΙτων διήχΒΐ Tg προδουλώσει.
(г) Cíe. de div. 11, 41, 85 ; sortes empisse in robore insculptas priscarum litterarum
notis; Lrv. XXI, 62 : et Caere sortes extenúalas...; XXII, ι, 11; cf. Cíe. de div. I, 18,
34, aequatis sortibus.
(3) BiicHELEH, Carm. Epigr. Lat. I, 159 ff. (sortes Praenestinae); lots of wood : Cíe.
a. q.; representation of these lots : BABELON, II, 315 (denarii of M. Plaetorius Caestianus).
(4) VALER. MAX. I, 3, 1.

(5) Liv. XXIX, 37, 8 ; XXXIV, 53, 5; cf. WISSOWA. p. або, η. 8.
(6) Caere and Falerii : Liv. a. q. (note a) ; Patavium : CIL. I, I438=BÜCHELER,
Cara, epigr. Nr. 331; Forum Novum : CJL. XI, iiag=BüCHELHH, a. q., хбх; Cíe. de
div. II, 41, 86.
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were kept, was made of a miraculous olive-tree, growing in the
neighbourhood, from which honey once flowed.
Also in the times of the Roman empire the rulers worshipped and
had confidence in the old Italian oracles (i).
b)

Empyromanteia.

Concerning the « empyromanteia», in which the effect of an object,
that is consumed by flames is watched and studied, there is nowhere
any written record to be found to enlighten us concerning the use of
a rod or a wand for that purpose. Only a Roman wall-painting in the
house of Livia on the Palatinus appears to give a picture of a such
a divinatory ceremony (2). Two persons are seen standing near the altar,
the one on the left holds a wand in the fire burning on the altar, the
person on the right holds a wand downwards. Though we are rather
ignorant as to this divination, we may yet imagine what the miracu
lous token was : very often the flame of the burning wand seems to
take an unusual direction, as the fire comes into contact with those
elements, that are still hidden in the wand, as air and water. What
is a physical fact with us, was often explained among primitive folks
as an expression of a supernatural power.
c) Ну dr oman

tei a.

One of the well-known forms of antiquity in the water-divination,
the « hydromanteia », is the so-called « fountain-divination », the « pegomanteia ». Certain objects were thrown into the water, especially
in running water, and it was thought that in the movements of these
objects one could read the future. Perhaps here too, rods or sticks were
used, we, however, have no positive evidence upon this.
In classic antiquity, the second form of the « hydromanteia » viz.
the « lekanomanteia », appears to have been of greater importance.
Water or a mixture of some liquids was poured into a basin,some magic
formulae were pronounced and then the figures and concentric waves
(1) SUET. Tib. 63: the emperor prohibits the consulting of the seers, «sed maiestate
Praenestinarum sortium territus destitit cum obsignatas devectasque Romam non repperisset in area nisi relata rursum ad templum ·; Cal. 57; PLIN. epwf. VIII, 8, 5.
(3) RA. XXII (1870-71), pi. XXI, p. 193 ff; BOUCHÌ-LECLERCQ, a. q., p. 299, fig«
3475. The first description of Perrot in the RA. mentions a « flabellum », but the object
seems to be rather a rod. I had no opportunity of inspecting the picture itself.
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Fig. io. — Wine- or oil-seller with a customer {Pelike of Firenze)

Fig. i l . — Wine- or oil-seller, driving away two fighting dogs {Pelike of Firenze).

that were caused by throwing a stone into the liquid, were watched (i).
With a kind of lecanomantic proceeding, in which the imitation
of a fact was considered to be reality, according to the magic principle
« ficta pro veris », king Nectanebos of Egypt caused the wreck of the
hostile fleet. In these lecanomantic proceedings he used a magic
wand; the record will make us believe that it is the rhabdos of the
soothsayer or the magician, but it does not say anything about the
use of the wand, nor of the movements made with it (2).
That such-like actions were also performed in Greece, can be easi
ly understood. Two pictures on a black-figured vase of the 5 th century
are supposed by Milani to be a representation of the lekanomanteia (3).
(Fig. 10 and 11). If, however, these pictures are compared with
similar vase-pictures, it becomes fairly clear that no magic action can
be meant here.The so-called hydromant is only an oil-or wine-seller, the
consulting woman one of his customers and the magic rod is the « σίφων »
with which, according to classic evidence, wine or oil was produced
from vases with a thin or slender neck (4).
A Roman wall-painting, according to Panofka, was supposed to re
present Kassandra (5) standing in front of Friamos in prophetic enthu
siasm. It is true that the objects about her indicate a lecanomantic
action but the prophetess herself only has twigs in her hand.
Another wall-painting in the house of Livia on the Palatinus is the
only representation, so far as I know, in all antiquity, in which we can
trace lekanomanteia with absolute certainty (6). On a pedestal there
is a charger, behind it a youth with a lamb on his shoulders. To the
left a woman is standing while to the right another woman is sitting,
(1) BOUCHÉ-LECLERQ, a. q.

(а) PSEÜDO-KALLISTH. I, 1, (C. Müller, App. Arrian. Paris 1846) : έστόλιοεν εαυτόν
ατοΧην προφήτου καί κατέχων êv r$ χειρί αυτού ράβ&ον εβελινην (sic. С, εβελλινην Β) κα
ατός επεκαλεϊτο ώςανει τους ΰεούς των επφδων... cf. Α. AUSFELD, Der griechische
Alexanderroman, Leipz. 1907, p. 124.
(3) MILANI, Il R. Museo Archeologico di Firenze, Firenze, 1923, p. 147, nr. 72732.
(4)

DE WAELE, p. 286 fi.

(5) PANOFKA, Priamos und Kassandra : AZ. 1848, T. XVI, p. 243; BODCHÉ-LBCLERCQ,

a. q., p. 309, fig. 2481.
(б) RA. ΧΧΠ (1870-1), pi. XXI, p. 193, WoLTMANN-WoERMANN, GescAicAte der
Malerei, Leipz. 1879,1, p. 117; BOUCHÉ-LECL., a. q. fig. 2476.
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Fig. tarif, — Priest or necromancer, showing or evoking a dead person. (Gems)

the latter holds a wand in her left hand. Here too we are absolutely
ignorant regarding the use made of the rod.
d)

Nekromanteia.

In the first chapter, we already mentioned the part played by Hermes
as a necromancer according to the conception of certain religious
spheres. Here too his kerukeion might have some importance. In most
cases, however, the necromancer only uses a very simple implement,
the plain small rod, like the one we supposed Polyeidos to possess on
an Etruscan gem-representation. In the lower classes in ancient
Greece, similar magic actions must have been often performed, as
it may be concluded from a fragment of Klearchos of Soloi, in which
the magician acts with a soul-drawing wand, a ψυχονλκος ράβδος With
this wand he draws the soul of the sleeping being from the body and
causes this soul, divided from the body, to undergo all kinds of won
derful adventures ( i ) .
For the classic Italian sphere we only have the evidence of the
Etrurian gems. Babelon, Furtwängler and recently Blanchet (2)
devoted their full attention to such evidences. Generally a head
arises from the earth and round about it there are two or more
persons ; one of them indicates with a little wand to the bystanders
the rising head or touches it and is supposed at the same time to
explain the meaning of the events (Fig. 12-17).
According to Babelon, who focussed his attention on the Pauvert
gem (Figure 16) in particular, the foundation of the Roman
Capitolium is represented here, such like as the story ran in the folk(1) PROKLOS in PLAT. Pep. X, p. 64, 26, Schoell(=II, p. 122, Kroll) :
5rt ¿è xat εξιίναι την ψυχην хсй είαιέναι Svvatòv εις σώμα, й^ЯоГ και 6 παρά τψ
Κλεάρχφ xfj ψνχουλχφ ράβδψ χρησάμενος επί τον μειρακίον τον χα&ενοοντος...
rf¡ γαρ ράβδψ πλήξας τον παΐδα την ψνχην εξελκύοας και οίον άγων δι' αντης
πόρρω τον σώματος άκίνητον ϊδειξε το αώμα... εκεΐνην δε μεταξύ διενειχ&εϊσαν
πόρρω τον σώματος εις amò δι' αντής άγομένην της ράβδον μετά την εϊαοδον
απαγγέλλει έκαστα ; Cf. KROLL, Klearchos (il) : PAUL Y. XI, 583.
(2) E. BABELON, Collection Pauvert de la Chapelle, Intailles et camées etc. Catal.
Paris 1899 p. 44 nr. m fig. grandie; pi. VII; FÜRTW. AG. Ill 345 ff. T. XXII 1-9,
13, 14; LXI 51; Fig. 138; A. BLANCHET, Pierres gravées représentant la légende du Capitole : RA. (V, за, 1935), p. 348 ff.
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tales of the Empire (i). Under the reign of Tarquinius Priscus, the
deities Terminus, Juventus and Mars had refused to cede their territory for the building of the Capitolian temple. Afterwards while digging, a human head, integra facie, was found and concerning this fact
the king had asked the advice of Olenus Calenus, the most famous
soothsayer of all Etruria. The denying deities, the rising head, the
consulted soothsayer, all these particularities were combined on the
gems, though with some variations. As regards the wand that is used
here, we must at once point out that it cannot be an augur's rod, as the
characteristic bend of that rod is lacking, at least in most cases (2). It
is a straight staff or rod, just as the Roman priests still used in other
performances (3).
Attention was drawn to another very important element by Furtwängler (4). In the Capitolian legend only Roman and Etruscan, perhaps some Greek ingredients, were mixed. According to Furtwängler
the prominent factor of these scenes is a Greek-Orphic conception.
On an Attic vase (5) we find already the prophesying head of the singer Orpheus .This rising head became the « Wahrzeichen », the sign
of recognition of the Orphies and its appearance so often on gems
shows to what extent Orphic ideas had already spread in Magna Graecia. On these gems, the priest or soothsayer, who touches the rising
head with the wand or points to it while explaining the meaning to the
bystanders, is often also absent in the representations and we only finp
some peasants, leaning on long staffs, watching the rising head.
Must we thus consider the theme of these scenes to be RomanEtruscan legends or a Greek-Orphic conception? Or are they perhaps
only common necromantic scenes without any mythological or religious
background? The question will remain unsolved, until we can afford
other and more positive evidence. At any rate, we can certainly state
(1) Lrv. I, 55 : Inter principia condendi huius operis movisse numen ad indicaadam
tanti imperii raolem traditur decs... secutum aliud magnitudinem imperii portendens
prodigium est; caput humanum integra facie aperientibus fundamenta templi dicitur
apparuisse; DION. HAL. Arch. R. Ill, 69; AUGUST, de civ. dei, IV, г?.
(a) The crook of the lituus may be visible on the staff of the Pauvert gem; on the
other gems however it would be wrong call it « bâton augural », as did BABELON, a. q.
(3) Other staffs of roman priests see p. 177 ff.
(4) FURTW. AG.

Ill,

347

ff.

(5) FuRTwäNGLER, Orpheus : 50. Winckelmannspr. Berlin 1890, p. 163.
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the principal idea, how else the whole scene may be explained. The
head is the bearer of the spirit and as it rises from the earth, the
explanation must be looked for in the world of spirits and the
scene will be related to necromantic divinatory scenes, in which
the lacking knowledge of men is completed by the knowledge of
ghosts (i).
The real meaning of the wand, used to indicate the head or to touch
it, consequently also remains problematic. It is possible that this ob
ject is only a natural means of pointing out a thing very distinctly, but
if we consider the possibilities mentioned above, it is very probable
that the wand has something to do with a necromantic action and
that it is the usual implement of necromancers or magicians, or at least
the wand of a priest, which, in this case, is used as a magician's wand.
The meaning of the blow with this wand will also be fairly clear t
in necromancy the magician, in a concrete way, transfers his will that
the ghosts may rise from the earth and reveal the future, by the blow
on the earth or on the head of the rising ghost. The wand is a length
ening of the body of its bearer and the conductor, by which the magic
power of the magician passes to another person or object. Christian
art retained also this artistic type to represent, in a concrete way,
the evangelic report of the resuscitation of dead persons (2).
e) The

rod

in

astrology.

The rod that is held by the teacher of antiquity, either in the
lessons in astronomy or in another study, is nothing but a natural
means to help to draw attention to a certain object, as e. g. a
globe, or in the lessons in mathematics to draw lines in the sand of the
abacus (3). Classic literature often mentions this « deictic » wand of
(1)

FUHTW. AG.

Ill,

p.

251.

(г) I can only suggest here that there may be a possibility of a connexion between
the artistic type of these necromantic gems and the type of Christ, performing the wonder
of the resuscitation by touching the head of a dead person with a wand. The same must
be said concerning the representations of Ezechiel (cf. EZECH. 37) who touches the skull
on the field of the dead. (LBCLERCQ, Cologne : CABROL, HI, 2161, fig. 3101; id. Ezechiel :
CABROL, V,

1051,

fig.

4261).

(3) LAFAYB, Radius : DAREMB. IV, 809; cf. Cíe. Tase. Disp. V, 23, 64; VERG. Eel.
Ill, 40; Aen. VI, 850; Lnr. XXV, 31,9; MARTIAN. CAP. IV, 337; VI, 580; VII, 728. Mosaic
of Torre Annunziata : HELBIG, II, p. 460, nr. 1934=RRP. p. 161, 2; on this mosaic the
philosopher just as the mathematician of the « School of Athens » of Rafaele, draws
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astronomers, mathematicians, philosophers and geographers. With
this rod Aratos has been pictured (i), on the other hand there is no
monumental record of Archimedes, working with this rod (2). This
plement is also given to the Muse Ourania (3) and the Moira Lachesis
(4) but it cannot always be clearly distinguished from the writing
style, which is mostly held by Átropos, together with a writing-tablet
and an ink-pot (5).
As far as I am aware from positive evidence, this rod of the
astronomers did not pass into the astrologie divination of classic
antiquity, but we must regard it as very probable that a small rod was
used by the practiser of scientific astronomy as well as by the adept of
astrological knowledge. A single record of a « divinatrix conjecturalisque virga » (6) is so vague that it is impossible to take it into consideration or draw any conclusion from it.
As a kind of astrological rods can be regarded two crooked staffs that
are used in scenes on two cups of the treasure of Berthouville in the
Louvre, each showing two magic scenes (7). Svoronos considered them
as four episodes of one and the same mythic story, of which the written
version did not come to us and in which the principal personages are
lines in the sand of the abacus and doesn 't show upon the sphere, cf. F. WINTER, Der
Tod des Archimedes, 82. Winckelmannspr. Berlin. 1924, ρ· 17, п. з·
(ι) BABELON, II, ρ. 365, or. 22; E. MAASS, Comment, in Aratea reliquia, Berlin, 1898,
р. 17г.
(г) WINTER, a. q., p. 7, Abb. 2.
(3)

MAYER, Urania : RÖSCHER, VI, 103 ff.; DAREMB. I l i , p. 2068, fig. 5217; BARCLAY

HEAD, Caia/. Greek Coins Brit. Mus. Ionia, Samas, η. 237, 257, 3 5 1 , Зб4, pi· XXXVII,
14· —As to the «deictic» rod of Ourania, we must add the rod of a winged female figure,
who with this rod shows to Thetis in the smithy of Hephaistos different figures on the
new forged shield of Achilleus, cf. GRAEVEN, Genethliacon Gottingense, Halle, 1888, p.
132 and HERRMANN, T. 139.
(4)

WEIZSSCKER, Moiren : ROSCHER II, 3097, Fig. 3.

(5) Átropos or Lasa with the writing-style especially on Etruscan mirrors : GERH.
ES. 35, 1, 2, 7; 181; 230; 281. Concerning the discerniculum, a style used in arranging
the hairs and in smearing ointment and paint, in making the toilet : GERH. ES. 86; 213;
282; 318; 319; 322. Such a discerniculum was found in the grave of a woman at Reggio :
Not. Sc. 1907, fig. 10, p. 711. Cf. SAGLIO, ACUS : DAREMB. I, 63 ff.

(6) MARTIAN. CAP. I, 7 : Delius (Apollo) quoque... divinatrice eadem coniecturalique
virga illi ac fulgurum iactus atque ipsius meatus caeli siderumque monstrabat.
(7) E. BABELON, Le trésor d'argenterie de Berthouville, Paris, 1916, p. 105-116, PI.
XVI, XVII, XVIII, XIX.
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Teiresias, his daughter Manto and his grandson Mopsos (i). Babelon
on the other hand, suggests that the prototype of the scenes must be
looked for in Hellenistic times, that the artist did not really intend
to show off mythological knowledge but that he rather wanted to give
common magic or « mantic » scenes, which he worked out and remodelled according to his own imagination.
On the first scene of the first cup (2) a half-naked woman is sitting,
while an astrologie globe is before her (Fig. 18). A man with a crooked
staff points some detail on the globe out to her. The first interpretation regards it to be a scene of the seer Teiresias and the Sibylla Herophile : the augur touches the orbit, however not with the radius or
the rod of the astronomers but with the prophetic crooked staff,
with which he divides the surface of the globe according to fixed rites,
just as the Roman augur, in an imaginary way, cuts out a part of
heaven with his lituus. Babelon otherwise explains it as being the scene
of the consulting of the Pythia by a philosopher who has to touch a
fixed point of the globe with the « lituus », in order to get an answer.
So he supposes it to be a scene devoid of any deeper mythological
significance.
On the first scene of the second cup (3) a man is leaning on a staff
in front of a woman, who reads to him from a roll. Of course there
cannot be any question here of a magic rod or staff.
On the reverse side of the first cup, mythologie conception of
the scene calls the youth with the lituus Mopsos, who is instructed
by his mother Manto in kleromantic art (Fig. 19) (4). The olivebranch she holds in her hand and which is often mentioned in
connection with her, in a certain way affirms the probability of this
view. Yet Babelon regards it as a scene from daily life and calls it a
representation of Manto with one or other augur. Here the part
played by the lituus is not quite clear. The same must be said about
the reverse-scene of the second cup (5) on which the picture of the
preceding scene seems to be repeated. Here, however, Manto keeps
hold of the lituus while instructing her son.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(s)

SVORONOS, Joum. internat, archéol. numism. XII (1910) p. 304-5.
BABELON, a. q., canthare 13, face A. PI. XVI, p. 106-9.
BABELON, a. q., canthare 14, face A, pi. XVII, p. 109-112.
BABELON, a. q., canthare 13, face B, pi. XVIII, p. 112-114.
BABELON, a. q., canthare 14, face B, pi. XIX, p. 114-115.
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From all kinds of details, such as globe, olive-branch and urn, it
can easily be understood that « mantic » scenes are intended here,
but it is impossible to give a more precise definition of the kind of
divination, that is practised here. It would even seem that different
kinds of divination are being given on these cups. Nor can we
give a precise account of the rod used in these scenes; at most we
may call the rod a Roman lituus and say that its use is connected with
the use of the augur's staff, with which the templum in the sky was
drawn.
ƒ) The «lituus
» of the Roman
augurs.
It is a well known fact that generally throughout Italy, ornithomancy was officially practised by the augurs. The task of these augurs,
the private augurs, of whom very little is known, as well as of the
« augures publici populi Romani Qiñritium », was originally to interpret
the will of Jupiter, but it altered in the course of time and afterwards
their principal task was to help in obtaining and interpreting the « auspicia » (ι). Though Cicero considers the augur Sor anus and the augur
Marsus as a lower kind of augurs than the augur Romanus (г), yet
those augurs of the provinces and their practices, if we only had
more evidence of them, would probably teach us more concerning
their original significance than the purely Roman augur.
As to the typical attribute of the augurs, the « lituus », we know some
thing concerning its shape with the crooked top and its functions (3)
but we cannot penetrate into the very first etymological significance
of the name itself. The various opinions about the first meaning of
the word do by no means point to any miraculous character of this
object. Walde supposes (4) it to be a word with the signification of
« branch », connected with a root « lei » : to bend. So the shape of
the top, the « incurvum » should have been the cause of the name.
For other students the name « lituus » is an Etruscan word and the
bent top also gave rise to the name for the whole (5).
(1)

Cic.

de leg. II, 8, го; WISSOWA, Augures : PAUL Υ. Π, 2313

ff.

2330.

(2) Cíe. de div. I, 47, 105; 58, 132; II, 33, 70; in Umbria : BÜCHELER, p. 42 ff. 84 ff.

(3) Cíe. de div. I, 17, 30 : clarissumum insigne auguratus... incurvum et leniter a
summo inflexum bacillum; SESV. VERG. Aen. VII, 190; Liv. I, 18, 7.
(4) WALDE, p. 437, s. v. lituus.

(5) K. O. MÜLLER, Die Etrusker, 2 Stuttgart, 1877, II, p. 212. An instance of the form
of the crooked top, that has given the name to the staff, may be found in the « cambutta »,
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The importance of the lituus in some religious actions of the Romans
is well known to us. Within the templum, the field of vision of the
magistratein which he expected religious signs, or within the whole
dome of heaven (i) the augur drew four parts or regions with the lituus
(a) which belongs to the augur, not to the magistrate. As the markingoff of the templum in heaven is really the act of a divine man, who
localizes the will of the gods within certain boundaries, we surely may
consider the lituus as a magic staff »in the same degree as the magic
rod of the magician, who draws a magic circle on the ground.
The magic character of the lituus must have been very prominent
in its origin, but this original magic signitication in the course of
evolution passed into a mere symbolic meaning. The oldest literary
evidences concerning the lituus are relatively too recent too enlight
en us somehow about the original meaning. Numa is supposed to
have founded the college of augurs, but on the other hand we are
also taught that Romulus and Remus, the founders of the town, had
already fulfilled the function of the augurs (3). The rod which was
supposed to have been used by Romulus, was afterwards rescued in
a miraculous way from a fire at Rome (4). We can at once admit, howe
ver, that such a divination already existed before the toundation of the
town, at least in surrounding regions. It is a most probable supposition
that the Roman lituus has a purely Etruscan origin (5).
the Celtic-Latin name of the crosier in Celtic Christian communities. This name means
« little crooked part о and is derived from the Celtic « camba », crooked part, cf. *C. N I 
GRA, Bausteine zur romanischen Philologie : Festgabe für Adolfo Mussafia, Halle 1905.
p. 224-226; GOUGAUD, Crosse (chrétientés celtiques) : CABROL, III, p. 3148. Lituus derived
from litus: FICK, Vergi. Wörterb. d. indogerm. Spr. 4, Göttingen, 1891, I, p. 538; PRELLWITZ, Etym. Wörterb. d. griech. Spr. 2, Göttingen, 1905, s. v. ί,ειμών. Lituus as a trumpet:
THEDENAT, Lituo; : DAREMB. Ill, 1278; GELL. NOCÍ. AU. V, 8, 1-2; DENNIS, II, 476.

(ι) J. VALETON, De modis auspicandi Romanorum : Mnemosyne, XVII (1889), p.
275 fi; other opinion : WISSOWA, a. q. p. 2340.
(г)

VARRÒ, de L lat. VII, 7.

(3) Romulus and Remus : Ennius at Cic. de div. I, 48; 107 ff.; cf. J. VAHLEN, Ueber
das Stadtgründungaugurium bei Ennius : Sitzb. В AW. 1894, РЛ143 ff ; Cic. de re pubi.
II, 9, 16; D I O N . HAL. II, 22, 3. Numa : Liv. I, 18, 6; on coins : BABELON, II, p. 359.

6 (gens Pomponia).
(4)

Cic. de div. I, 17, 30; PLOUT. Rom. 22; Cam. 32; according to WISSOWA, p. 557,

n. 3 this lituus was no staff, but a trumpet.
(5) Origin of the lituus in Etruria : *C. THULIN, Die Etruskische Disciplin, Goteborg,
1909, ΠΙ, p. и з ff. According to WISSOWA, p. 524, n. 7.
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Looking at the shape of this rod, we are certainly inclined to com
pare it with another staff with a bent top-part, the crooked staff of
shepherds and hunters, the pedum or χορννη. But is it logical also to
accept the hypothesis of a connection between the origin of the lituus
and the pedum?
Of course it might be possible that a staff, used in daily life, got
a magic-religious meaning as the consequence of a special use. It may
even be imagined that ornithomancy was practised in very primitive
times among pastoral tribes of the Mediterranean and that for mar
king the « templum » in the sky, they used a crooked sheep-hook ;
afterwards this custom was borrowed by another community, which
retained the ceremony but infused some new and magic meaning.
Evidence taken from monuments, however, seem to exclude any
connection between the pedum and the lituus. While the pedum is
mostly held by the bent part or the middle of the staff itself, the augur
holds his lituus by the lower part of the staff, sometimes downwards,
but mostly it is raised (i). Thus the lituus is carried especially in obse
quial ceremonies and funeral processions, sometimes as a sign of dig
nity of the dead man ; on an Etruscan grave-painting it is held as a
a sign of dignity by the dead person himself (2).
The shape of the pedum and lituus also differs greatly. The latter
is a very short rod, the typical top-part is bent down deeper in a spi
ral form than the common pedum and often the shaft of the lituus it
self is crooked.
So it is almost impossible to assert that the lituus is only a modified
form of the rural pedum, let alone his derivation from other sticks or

(1) DABEMB. I l l , p. 1277, fig. 4503; DUCATI, Guida del Museo Civico, Bologna, 1923,
p. 117; on Roman coins: BABELON, I, p . 434, 1-4; II, p . 576,19=DABEMB. a. q. fig. 4505
(gens Cornuficia); I, p . 14g, 18, 19, 24 (gens Antistia) ; p . 161 ff. : 2, 3, 5, 7, 28, 31, 35,
39/ 45, 53, 55, 57, 58, 60, 79 (gens Antonia); I I , p . 229, 3 : augur holds the lituus with
two hands (gens Minucia); I, p . 275 ff. : 44, 52 (g. Caecilia) ; p . 406 ff. : 28, 59, 60, 63
(g. Cornelia); I I , p . 100 ff. : 12, 15, 16, 24, 31, 32, 135, 140 (g. Julia); I I , p . 446 ff. : 5,
7, 15 (g. Servilia); keeping down the lituus : INGHIRAMI, Mon. etruschi, VI, tav. В, 6, p .
58; lituus on an altar of Pompeii: DABEMB. I, fig. 425; lituus of the emperors : DABEMB.
Ill, fig. 4504 (Augustus); BABELON, Camées, p . 120, n. 264, pi. XXVIII (Tiberius); id.
p. 137, n. 265, pi. XXIX (Germanicus).
(2) Mon. Ist. Archeol. Roma, Will (1865) tav., XXXVI, XIX; WEEGE, p . 43, Abb.
39, Taf. 49, 2· Wrongly PoULSEN, p . 61, regards this lituus as a trumpet.
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staffs of daily life (ι). The development of the baculum pastorale from
the pedum, the baculum, which in the hands of the bishop possesses
a symbolic and, especially in Celtic provinces of early Christianism,
a miraculous power, is not preceded in Roman religious life by any
similar development of the lituus from the pedum (2). There is only
an external likeness just as we stated a likeness between the forked rod
of Hermes and the dowsing-rod of medieval and our own times,
between the serpent-staff of Hermes and the crosier of the Greek
Church (3).
It may also be asked what movement is made by the augur and
how the lituus is held, when performing the description of the sky. It
is most probable that the augur, among the Romans, used to hold the
lituus by the bottom and then drew the imaginary line with the top,
in this way the augurs on monuments generally hold the rod and
in the scene of an Etruscan tomb-painting on which the ormthomancy of Italian augurs is distinctly drawn, a priest « désignât caeli
spatia » with a lituus that seems to end in a serpent's head. Is it wise
to draw the conclusion from this unique painting that originally the
lituus ended in a serpent's head? (4) I do not venture to affirm this
hypothesis, as a such-like top-part may have been purely ornamental
in origin and as the serpent's head may have originated from the end
of the rod having become thicker, as was the case with the serpent's
staff of Hermes (5). Regarding the manner in which the lituus was
held, it can be stated that the bearer held it either by the staff or by
the top, as it is shown on a kantharos of the treasure of Berthouville, mentioned afore.
In conclusion we may ask : in how far is the lituus a magic rod? From
the scanty evidence of later times, in which the lituus has doubtless
lost a part of its original magic character, it is evident that this rod
is but a remote magic means, as the principal means in this case was
the flight of birds in a definite part of the sky, the boundaries of which
are drawn by means of the rod. So this implement is a mediator to
transfer the will of its bearer in fixing the limits of the magic tield.
(1) It need hardly be said that the lituus originally was no walking-stick as is asserted by AMIRA, p. 12.
(2) LECLEBCQ, Crosse : CABROL, III, 3144 ff.; cf. GOUGAUD, a. q., p. 3151.

(3) Cf. p. 44 ff., 53.
(4) WEEGE, Taf. 93; POULSEN, fig. 4, p. 11.

(5) Cf. p. 53.
-
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3. PRIESTS AND PRIESTESSES.

a) Fetiales and the hasta sanguinea ; the hasta pura and the hasta
caelibaris.
It is generally known that by the word hasta a long rod, a shaft, was
meant before it became particularly the name for the spear of the Ro
mans (i). The evolution of the comprehension and the reality « staff »
to « lance » is thus perfectly clear: as a weapon the hasta was originally
nothing else than a wooden staff, it may perhaps have been made of
an especially hard wood with a point that had been hardened in tire (2).
If then the spear is the means of obtaining booty in the struggle and
generally to acquire distinction, then it is no matter for wonder that
this hasta soon acquired a symbolic significance. Thus we find the
hasta that was especially used in the life of the Romans at sales by
being stuck into the ground to indicate the spot where the sale was
effected, and the hasta pura or donatica, the military reward for those
who had especially distinguished themselves in battle.
With respect to the first mentioned (3), this was originally the sig
num venditionis for the booty acquired in war, it was later used at
every location or auction (this is also spoken of as a subhastatio) (4),
and at vindications before the dvil courts where a praetor ad hastam acted as president of the Court: in these circumstances the hasta
symbolized the iustum dominium (5), but it has no immediate magic
significance. Nor do we find any such significance for the hasta pura
or donatica, the Μρυ κα&αράν (6), the lance of honour which was origi(i) WALDE, S. V. hasta; Cíe. in етт. IV, 56, 125 (gramineae hastae); cf. PLIN. Nat.
Hist. XVI, 65.
(г) Spears and cudgels of which the point от extremity is hardened in fire : HEROD.
VII, 71; TAC. Ann. II, 14 (Cherusci) : ceteris praeusta aut brevia tela; PROPERT. IV, 1,28 .
miscebant usta proelia nuda sude; AMMIAN. MARC. XXXI, 7,12*· ingentes clavas in nostros conidentes ambustas.
(3) CUQ, Hasta : DAREMB. Ill, 42 ff.; KLINGMÜLLER, Hasta : PADLY, VII, 2502.
(4) Cod. lust. X, з, і-г, 5-6 (Сотр. Jur. С, II, p. 396, Kr.).
(5) GAIUS, IV,

16; FESTUS, p. 101 (p. 90,

L).

(6) SERV. Verg. Aen. VI, 760 : hasta pura id est sine ferro nam hoc fuit praemium
apud maiores eitis, qui tunc primum vicisset in proelio, sicut ait Varrò in libris de gente
populi Romani; POLYB. VI, 39, 3; cf. SKUTSCH, Poros; ВеггепЬ. Beitr. XXI (1895) p. 89,
4; RA. (Pubi. Epigr.): (Ш, 31,1897), Ρ· 447» η· »5» " 3 ·
—
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nally the sole military reward for soldiers (i). This spear evolved from
a staff without spear-head to the ordinary form of lance. It is,however,
impossible to say with certainty, when the spear with iron point sup
planted the old sceptre of honour (2). Regarding the origin of its
use there is but little to be said with certainty. It is possible that ori
ginally the courageous soldier was allotted a spear from the booty
and that owing to the presentation of such a wooden staff or spear
the character of victor of a certain soldier was particularly emphasized.
It is, however, also quite possible that the ruler allotted his own ruler's
staff or, at least an imitation of this, to such a soldier and so expressed
symbolically that owing to his bravery he was worthy of being him
self a ruler (3). However this may have been, one is unable to see any
genuine magic significance in the old Roman lance of honour.
With the hasta sanguinea praeusta of the Roman fetiales, another
spear of the early Roman times, matters are quite otherwise. The
statement by Livius that the pater patratus of the fetiales, in the pre
sence of witnesses, officially declared war by throwing a « hasta ferrata
aut sanguinea praeusta » into the enemy's territory and by so doing
pronounced the formula of a declaration of war (4), points to the exis
tence of a plain wooden weapon and a spear with an iron spear-head.
We do not known with any degree of certainty when this metal spear
head replaced the old point hardened in fire. In central Italy the iron
age begins as far back as in the Sth-gth century (5) and the oldest
discoveries already produce metal spear-heads (6). Still it must be
(1)

HELBIG, Hasta, p. 11 ff.; CuQ. a. q.

(2) By the Lex 12 Tabul. we know that the hasta donattca existed as early as in the
beginning of the 5th century В. C , of course in its first form, that of the wooden shaft
without an iron lance-head; at the end of the Republic, the shape of the lance became the
vogue, cf. HELBIG, Hasta, p. 10, 13.
(3) As is proved by some monuments, the primitive hasta donatica actually was shap
ed as a sceptre, with a knob at the top and at the end, HELBIG, id. p. 8.
(4) Liv. I, 32, 12; cf. H. E. BUTLER : Cl. Rev. XXXV (1921) p. 157-8; CASS. D I O ,
LXXXI, 33, 3: δόρυ αίματώδες ; GEIX. N. A. XVI, 4, i; SEKV. ad Aen. IX, $2', X 14; Ον.
Fasti, VI, 205 ff.; FESTUS, p. 33 (p. 30 L.). After the enlargement of Roman territory, the
spear of the fetiales was thrown in the neighbourhood of the temple of Bellona. Some
times the spears was sent to a people as a declaration of war, cf. FESTUS, p. 101 (p. 90,
L) : Carthaginienses cum bellum vellent, Romam hastam miserunt.
(5) HOEBNES, Kaltur der Urzeit, Leipz. 1917, III, p. 28.
(6) In the necropolis of Alba Longa, the most andent Latin town, lance-heads of
metal, but no swords, have been found: HELBIG, Die Italiker in der Poebene, Leipzig, 1879,
p. 78.
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taken into account that the use of the newer form can only have come
into vogue in the ritual when that newer form had already supplanted
the older in the other branches of public life. It is thus quite possible
that in the time of the Roman Kings the wooden spear was the only
one used on the declaration of war of the fetiales.
The difficulty, however, is regarding the « sanguinea ». If the word
itself signifies that the spear was first baptized in blood or coloured
with blood, it is not clear why religious conservatism should not have
maintained this with the hasta ferrata. Madvig has also read : « hastam ferratam aut praeustam sanguineam » (i). Since, however, the
chapter, in which this passage occurs, principally contains formulae,
one cannot help but mistrust this text revision.
Even Turnebus (2) considered that sanguinea did not mean « spotted with blood » but referred to the material from which the spear
was made and referred to the sanguineae virgae or sanguinei frútices
(3). By this, branches and twigs of the cornel-tree were meant, the
cornus or the sanguen (4), a tree that is known for hard wood and red
colour and which, just as the ash (5) and myrtle (6) yield by preference
the wood for the shaft of lances. But not only for its hardness was the
wood of the sanguis selected; owing to its colour, an association of
ideas arose between the colour of the material and the purpose of the
spear, murder and blood (7). Hence from the practical point of view
and from the ideal, the cornel-tree yielded the most suitable wood for
the wooden weapon which was an excellent instrument to cause blood
to flow. The same idea plays a role with the use of the sanguineae

(1) MADVIG, Emendationes Liviana«, 2 Наипіае, 1877, p. 55; this reading was accepted
by HELBIG, Haste, p. 40, n. 6.

(2) TURNEBUS, Adversaria, París 1580, VIII, 33, p. 270=Opera, Argentinae, 1590,
p. 249·
(3) PLIN. Mit. Hist. XVI, 74, 176; XIX, 180; XXIV, 73. Concerning the virgae sanguineae, see p. 190.
(4) MACH. Sai. II,

16.

(5) Ον. Met. X, 9з; XII, 323 ff< (fnxinus utilis hastis); Pi.m. Nat. Hist. XVI, 228.
Wrongly CUQ, a. q. asserts that the mention of Ovidius is but an imitation of Horneros,
who frequently (μΜη : e. g. II. XVI, 143) speaks of ash spears : as the wood of the ashtree is very hard, it will be used for spears in Greece and Italy independently.
(6) VERG. Georg. II. 447 : at myrtus validis hastilibus et bona bello cornus.
(7) So the cornel grows on the spot where Polydoros was buried. VERG. Aen. Ill, 23 ff.
-
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virgae, used for carrying out the death-sentence upon parricidae (i).
Statements as those of Ammianus Marcellinus (a), which interpreted
sanguinea as « sanguine infecta », are unable to detract from the conception that by sanguinea the material was meant : everything points
to our having to do here with a (inaccurate) périphrase of the word
of the formula. Thus we certainly acquire a contrast between the old
cornel wooden spear with its burnt point and the later spear with the
iron spear head and Madvig's correction or revision is inaccurate.
Not only, however, has the hasta of the fetiales magic power on
account of the conception that a spear of blood-coloured wood is
the most suitable for fighting and the shedding of blood, the handling
of this also possesses some magic power. It is undoubtedly an example
of the « ficta pro veris », not only the soil but especially the inhabitants
thereof, the enemies of Rome are affected by this throwing of the
spear. Thus, even now, the aboriginal Australian throws a pointed
stick, made of wood or bone, yea, often of the bones of the dead, and
while pronouncing a tremendous curse he throws this in the direction
of his enemy who shortly afterwards becomes ill and dies (3). This
slinging, sometimes only aiming of the staff or weapon towards the
enemy is found also in Mexico (4), British Guinea (5) and among the
American redskins (6). Hence it is quite within the region of improbability that the hasta of the fetiales might only be message-staff, the
« Wahrzeichen kriegerischer Nachbarbotschaft » that is thrown beyond
the borders (7).
(1) Digest. XLVIII, 9, 9 (Corp. JUT. Civ. I, p. 803, M.).
(г) AMMIAN. MARCELI.. XIX, г, 8 : hastam infectam sanguine ritu patrio... coniecerat fetialis; cf. CASS. DIO, a. q., F. SCHWENN, Der heilige Speer : ARW. XX (1920),
ρ. 300 ff. abo has in mind a blood-stained lance : the lance was stained with blood in
order to resemble some ancient lance, which had killed already some enemies.
(3) SPENCER AND GILLEN, Northern Tribes of Central Australia, London, 1904, p.
546 ff. (fibula-bones as pointing-bones), cf. p. 184, n. 1.
(4) K. T. PREUSS, Die religiösen Gesänge und Mythen einiger Stämme der Mexicanischen
Sierra Madre : ARW. XI (1907), p. 395.
(5)

MACCULLOCH, p.

206.

(6)*LELAND, Algonquin Legends of New England, London, 1884, according to MACCULOCH, p . 2 0 7 .
(7) AMIRA, p. 43. He also mentions an interesting Celtic parallel of the Gaelic stick,
of which the extremity also was hardened in fire ; the Scottish chiefs used it to collect
the army.
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A certain magic power is also allotted to the hasta caelibaris by the
Romans. In the marriage-rites the bride's hair was not dressed with
the ordinary toilet-articles, such as the discerniculum (i), but with
this special hasta. The special name (2) and also the explanation as
hasta recurva (3) indicate an entirely special object. The spear-iron
with the Etrurians is often lozenge-shaped and terminates on both
sides in a point that is generally bent back. The arrow-points were also
formed in this shape (4). The possibility exists thus that the hasta
recurva was a small spear or an arrow the iron-point of which had been
turned back at the ends.
Why this special object was used for wedding ceremonies is explained by ancient commentators in various manners. Festus speaks
of the hasta caelibaris as a spear that had been withdrawn from the
corpse of a gladiator and which symbolized the joining together of
man and wife. (5) Ploutarchos considers the use of the object as an
historical remembrance, as a symbol of the first struggle for the women
between the Romans and the Sabines. Probably it is here a question
of an aetiological explanation. Rossbach's hypothesis (6) that formerly
the bride's hair was cut oñ with the hasta, but that later, when scissors
were used, the spear was retained as a symbol, cannot be proved and
is quite improbable.
Whe η one bears in mind, however, the special fear which was che
rished among all peoples for certain occurrences such as births and mar
riages especially, for the evil influence of the demons, especially the
fear that those demons take possession of the origin of strength, the
(1) Discerniculum, cf. p. 166, n. 5.
(2) FESTUS, p. 62 (p. 55, L.) : caelibari hasta caput nubentis comebatur, quae in cor
pore gladiatoris stetisset abjecti occisique, ut, quemadmodum ilia coniuncta fuerit]cum
corpore gladiatoris, sic ipsa cum viro sit; vel quia matronae lunonis Curitis in tutela sint,
quae ita appellabatur a ferenda hasta quae lingua Sabinorum curis dicitur; vel quod for
tes viros genituras o minere tur; vel quod nuptiali iure imperio viri subicitur nubens,'quia
hasta summa armorum et imperii est...; ARNOB. II, 67; PLODT. Quaestiones Rom. 87, p.
285 В; BLÜMNEB, Die römischen Privataltertümer, München, 1911, p. 352.
(3) Ov. fast. II, 560 : comat virgíneas hasta recurva comas.
(4) DABEMB. Ill, ρ. 38, fig. 3727·
(5) PLOUT. Rom. 15.

(6) ROSSBACH, Untersuchungen über die römische Ehe, Stuttgart, 1853, p. 291.
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hair (ι), and when one thinks of the many means of averting that
influence in all customs of the peoples at weddings (a), it would then
seem probable that one must view the hasta caelibaris as an arrow or
a spear, by which especially the iron and generally the quality of
weapon is a protection against the demons. (3) This magic force can
be strengthened in another way. Just as the youth among many wild
peoples, when he is desirous of marrying, must first kill an enemy so
that his soul passes to him (4), so could the hasta caelibaris be espe
cially powerful if it had been withdrawn from the corpse of a gladiator.
b) Flamines : apex, commoetaculum, perca arsmatia.
An especial staff of the flamines was the virga or virgula oleaginea
that was attached to the pileus ot the flamen by a woollen thread, the
so-called apex (5). The wearing of the pileus, a head-covering that
came from the East to Italy (6), probably had a certain ideal intention :
since the pileus of the priests was made of the wool ot the sacrificial
animal, the putting on of this head-covering has the same value as the
wearing ot the skin of the sacrificial animal and the handling of it
symbolises the dedication of oneself to the gods (7). The virga oleaginea
may be explained as an olive-rod (8), but also as an olive-branch
that is envelopped in wool (9) and which, beside the pileus serves
as a symbol of reconciliation and sacrifice (10). The monuments,
(1)

L. SOMMER, Haaropfer : PAULY, VII, 2106.

(2) SAMTER, p. 26 ff., p. 45» η· 4> Ρ· 54, &· 3> SELIGMANN, Register, s. ν . Eheleute;

GRUPPE, Bericht, ü. d. Literatur zur antiken Mythol. u. Religionsgesch. (Bursians Jahresb.
Bd. 186, Suppl.). Leipz. 1921, p. 224 ü.
(3) E. CRAWLEY, The mystic Rose, a study of primitive marriage, London, 1902, p.
335.
(4)

GERLAND, p. 62.

(5) INTERPOL. SERV. ad VERG. Am. X, 270 : dicitur autem apex virga, quae in summo
pilleo flaminum lana circumdata et filo conligata erat, unde etiam flamines vocabantur;
id. ad II, 683; FESTUS, p. 10 (p. 9, L); ISID. orig. 19, 30, 5.

(6) HELBIG, lieber den Pileus der alten Italiker, SBA. München, 1880, p. 487.
(7) SAMTER, Familienfeste der Griechen and Römer, Berlin, 1901, p. 33 ff.; DIELS,
Sib. Bl. p. 122 ff.
(8) SERV., a. q.; HELBIG, a. q., p. 511; HABEL, Apex : PAULY, l, 2699; JULLIAH, Flamen :
DAREMB. II, 1163.
(9)

SAMTER, a. q., p. 38; DIELS, p. 121.

(10) It is noteworthy that on the bonnet of the flaminica and the regina sacrorum,
the virga which was bound together with a woollen thread, to form a hair-band, was not
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however, exhibit to us the apex as a little staff and not as an olive
branch (i). It is, however, not out oí the question that originally they
nevertheless had a small branch as the virga oleaginea and that later
this little branch became transferred into the form of a small staff,
especially as it was easier to fix a small staff than a little branch (2).
What especial power (either of averting disaster or of doing penance
and for reconciliation) may be attached to this apex, it cannot be
considered as a genuine stafi.
A staff of the Roman priests which cannot be further determined,
was the commetaculum or commoetaculum with which the Roman
flamines kept people at a distance from them when they were on their
way to make sacrifices (3). It is certainly, primarily, a material means
for preventing contact with certain persons and the impurity accruing
from this. Such a staff, however, also affected the invisible demons
and invisible evil influences which the priest averted from himself.
The flamines outside the City of Rome also carried a special staff,
the Tabulae Eugubinae refer to a perca arsmatia which the flamines
have as an attribute of their own. Bücheier connects the name perca
with the Latin pertica and the word arsmatia with the Umbrian « arsmor л which means Α>σμο/, ritus patrii, omnis divini atque humani iuris
nutrimenta ». Of this virga imperatoria, as he calls the perca, nothing
further is given. It may, however, be presumed with great probability
a twig of olive but a pomegranate branch : SBRV. ad VESO. Aen. IV, 137; FESTUS, p. Bi,

(p. 101, L.) : inarculum : virgula erat ex malo Punico incurvata quam regina sacrificans
in capite gestabat.
(1) JULLIAN, a. q., p. 1163, who compares it with the insignia of the high-priest of
Israel (Exod. 38, 36).
(a) HBLBIG, a. q., p. 513, admits also the possibility of a change of form.
(3) FESTUS, p. 45 (L. p. 56) : commoetacula : virgae quas flamines portant pergenies
ad sacrifidum ut a se homines amoveant; p. 56 (L. p. 49). To these commoetacula per
haps is alluded in FESTÜS, p. 45 (L. 56) s. v. caduca auspicia : caduca auspicia dicebant
cum aliquid in templo ezddit veluti virga e manu; and in SBRV. ad VERG. Aen. Ш, 664
concerning the flamines and their pilleus: alii dicunt non propter eminentiam digni
tatis hoc factum sed quia cum sacrificarent apud Laurolavinium et eis exta frequenter
aves de vicinis venientes lucia abriperent eminentia virgarum eas tenere voluerunt.
Exinde etiam consuetude permansit ut apud Laurolavinium ingentes haberentur virgae,
non breves ut in urbe. Wrongly E. GDIMET, Les Isiaques de la Gaule : RA. (TV, 30, 1913)
p. 198 asserts : · Les prêtres romains pendant le sacrifice, tenaient le pedum, signe augural qui est devenu la crosse des évêques. > Instead of commoetaculum HUMBERT, S. V. :
DAKEHB. I, p. 1408, reads commetaculum and DACIEH, ad FEST. a. q», commotaculum.
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thatthis virga was a sign and a means of power, such as the commoetaculum to drive away evil influences from oneself (i).
c) Indefinite staffs of priests and priestesses in the Graeco-Italian world.
It is not our task here to describe at length the comprehension
priest and priestess of classic antiquity. Still it must be pointed out
that with a certain external uniformity of comprehension, a difference does exist in very many details between the priests of Greece
and those of Italy (2) and also among the Greek and Italian priests
among themselves. Thus e. g. there is a fundamental difference between a priest of the purely Roman religion and one of the eastern
religions which flourished on Roman and Italian soil. With that reservation we speak generally of the priest of antiquity and this is permissible with this subject since it is comparatively seldom we find the
staff with special power in their hands (3).
The example that is best known is certainly that of Chryses' staff in
the Iliad. (4). That this object is the bearer of an especial power we
may deduce from the respect which the priest demands for that staff
and the influences attached to it. It does appear to us to be really respect for the god of whom Chryses is the priest. Interpreting this into
the language of more primitive peoples, such a demand for respect
for the god, this means certainly respect for the staff which is the
bearer of the divinity, yea, is the divinity himself.
(1) PHILIPP, Iguvium : PAULY, IX, 968 ff.; BÜCHELER, p. 50. (Latin translation): ad

haec sacra omnia populi lustrandi et arcis piandae virgam imperatoriam habeto; p. 87 :
eisdem finibus avis servato. Ubi oscines mandaverit, virgam imperatoriam induimino...
cum in rem divinam faretur, id in quo ignem imposuerit, is ferto qui virgam imperatoriam habebit.
(г) LEGRAND, Sacerdos : DAHEMB. IV, 934 ff.; J. MARTHA, Les sacerdoces

athéniens,

Paris, 1882, ρ. 44 ff. (concerning the duties of Greek priests); WIDE-NILSSON, Römische
Religion : GERCKB-NORDEN, Einl. 113, 1932, p. 291 (about Roman priests).
(3) Evidently there is no question here of the minor servants or religious services
and games, who frequently had a rhabdos for the preservation of order : DITTENB. II,
736, 41 ff. (mysteries of Andania); III, 1157, 20 (Magnesia); THALHEIM, Rhabdophoroi,
PAULY, I A, 18; SAGLIO, S. v. : D A M M B . IV, 860. The priest himself on Greek vases is
often abo seen resting on the usual staff of the Athenian citizens, e. g. AA. XXV (1910).
p. 461, Abb. 4.
(4) II. 1,14 ff. In the Ilias Latina and on the Tabulae Iliacae, Chryses has no sceptre
characterizing the priests : BRÜNNING, Ueber die bildlichen Vorlagen der Jlischen Tafeln :
JAI. IX (1894)» Ρ- 135 ff.
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It was considered that a priest's staff must also be seen in the refe
rence to the festivity of the ' ράβδου άνάληψις» at Kos, a festivity in honour
of Asklepios which is to be considered as a precursor of the later great
Asklepieia (i). The report itself does not state whether upon that day
a priest obtained the staff as a symbol of his office. If this hypothesis
is accepted, it cannot do otherwise than strike one as being somewhat
strange that so brilliant a festivity, in the course of which a procession
proceeded to a holy place in a cypress-wood situated at half an hour's
distance from the city, should have acquired its name because the
official received a symbol there, concerning which so little is said in
the Greek literature. It is better thus to conceive the rhabdos as the
staff of Asklepios himself. Hence the άνάληψκ is the offering of a new
staff to Asklepios, just as the peplos in the Panathenaic procession
was taken to the goddess, so here too the staff of the god is taken from
the city to the holy place (2). Elsewhere too an offshoot, a branch or
a stick cut from the tree specially dedicated to the god is presented
to him (3).
Upon Greek monuments (4) we sometimes also find a priest's staff
or sceptre. In such cases, however, we can scarcely do more than ob
serve these.
If we eliminate the staffs spoken of above, of the priests of the
Italian territory, the commoetaculum, the lituus, the hasta, the necro
mancer's staff, we would then appear to have no other definite exam
ples of which the staff may be considered, with certainty, as being the
mark of the priest (5). In many cases the staff is then nothing else
than a means of support that was much used by the Romans, especially
by the old and the halt.
Whether the priests of eastern religions within the Roman Empire
carried the staff as a particular distinction cannot be ascertained with
(1) PSEUDO-HIPPOKR. Epist. ad Abderit. (Kühn, Ш, p. 778); NILSSON, p. 411.
(2) GuNDEL, 'Ράβδου άνάληψις : PADLY, I A. p. 18.
(3) LAJARD, Le caite du cyprès pyramidal : Шт. inst. France, Ac. inscr. bell, lettr.
XX (185g), p. 216 (sceptre of cypress of Zeus); on Naxos the statue of Dionysos was
made from the wood of the vine or fig-tree (ATHEN. HI, p. 78 c); that of Hermes of Kyllene from the wood of the dvov (Paus. Vili, 17,3) that of Damia and Auxesia in Epidauros of the olive-tree (HEROD. V, 82).

(4) E. g. priestess on a « stele > with sceptre and key : AM. IV (1879) p. 155.
(5) Italian pictures : RRP. 229, 10; 230, 2; 234, 7, 9> 230, 1.
—
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any degree of certainty. Upon the wall-painting where the blessing
of the waters of Nile is portrayed, there is a priest of Isis who carries
a staff. It is, however, quite possible that it is here a question of a kind
of rhabdophoros in the service of Isis, an officer of order who, with
the aid of a rod ensures calm and order during the ceremony (i).
4) T H E STAFF OF POETS AND MINSTRELS.

The citharists and the citharoedi, to say nothing of the other sin
gers and musicians which we. often see represented upon the images
of the Greek vases, are not to be considered here, just as with poets
who recite verses, the staff has not the character of being the special
characteristic of the bearer and his social position (г). In the same
way, Italian antiquity also falls out of the discussion, because here
too there is no question of an especial staff for minstrels or poets.
The minstrels of the epic times of Greece are mainly to be taken into
account here. The singer of the Homeric period is, as a matter of fact,
really a « ι»««* άνηρ », he considers it as a title of fame that the gift of
song and the knowledge of the sagas has been granted to him by
the Mousai (3) and especially that he is inspired by the divinity :
αντοοίδακτός δ'είμί, θεός δέ μοι εν φρεσιν οϊμας παντοίας ένέιρναεν (4).

Hesiodos prides himself that the goddesses of song invested him
with the laurel-staff as a s y m b o l of his dignity: χαί μοί охЦлтдо ίδον δάφνης
έρι&ηλίος όζον δρέψαο&αι &ηητάν (seil. Μοΰααι) ( j ) . There IS therefore

here no question of a laurel-branch or a kind of laurel-stem
which one sees especially upon the figures on vases often in connec
tion with the cult of Apollon. Hesiodos does certainly make mention
of a staff, though the power of the object is based upon the fact that
it is made of the laurel; the vis divina of that tree both with respect
(1) Picture of Herculaneum:DAREMB. Ill, 583, fig. 4102· Probably we must also regard
as a magic rod a « bâton assyrien en obsidienne orné d'une inscription cunéiforme »
which was found in the Saône with other Egyptian amulets. Such rods were held in the
hand while offering prayers or pronouncing magic formulae, cf. also ρ 144.
(a) SAGLIO, Citharista and Citharoedas : DAHEMB. I, 1214, fig. 1567; RRV. 1, 138, 1;

RRR. Ill, 209, 4.
(3) Od. VIII, 62, 479(4) Od. XXII, 347; cf. XVII, 518.
(5) HESIOD. Theog. 30; cf. PAUS. IX, 30, 3.
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to prophecies and in the averting of evil is generally well known, (i).
The laurel staff is thus, as it were, the divine power of the god and
in the last instance the god himself who inspires its bearer as min
strel of the art of poetry.
Nevertheless this reference can merely be a subjective view of
Hesiodos alone. It is a question whether the epic singer of the Homeric
period was generally distinguished by the carrying of such a staff.
In Pindaros' (2) verses
ά/Ц' Όμηρος toi τπίμαχβν δι' άν&ρώπων, Ss αντοϋ
πάααν όρ&ώοαις άρεζαν χαζά ¿άβδον ίφρααεν
оеолеоіо) ίπέων λοιποϊς άϋνρειν,

it was thought that the staff of the singers of the Homeric period
had been found again, the one which was said to have been allotted
to the father of epic poetry by Pindaros (3); « δ χ<"ά ¿άβδον φράζων ·
WOuld then form a Contrast With « i xazà φόρμιγγα άεΐοων » (4).
Apart from the question whether Pindaros is reflecting here a sub
jective or a historical reality, it is a question whether the αχήχτρον,
which itinerant singers undoubtedly carried according to the custom
of ancient Greece also had a very particular significance for the min
strels or that it was, as it were, his guardian spirit and his inspiration.
That the orators of the Homeric gatherings carried a αχήπτρον (5),
proves nothing as regards the singers. Further it cannot but seem
strange that a ράβδος of the Homeric minstrels should be spoken of
while concerning judges, orators etc. a οχϋπτρον is always mentioned.
Of itself, however, this does not say anything against the existence
of a minstrel's οχηπζρον. It should be remembered that there was an ety
mological play Concerning ραψωδός (ράβδος and άοιδη) and that ІП РІП(i) Mantic and apotropaic power of the laurel : Hymn. Mag. (Abel, p. 288) : δάφνη/
ης лоте γεναάμενος πεζάλον άνέφηνεν αοιδός / avíos αναξ σχηπτοϋχος ; Geopon. XI, а, 5 ·
frâa âv fi δάφνη, ¿хлобоз δαίμονες, cf. LYD. de mens, p.152,15; АвгсЛроІоре des Apaleius,
(RVV. IV, a) Giessen, 1908, p. 77; OGLE, p. 302 ff. The expression δαφνίνην φορώ βαχζηρίαν (cf. SuiDAS s. ν . δαφνίνην) is closely connected with the magic power of the laurel,
just having or chewing laurel-leaves has the power of a stick, by which evil spirits are
banished (THEOPHH. Charakt 16,2). A similar metaphorical significance in the ράβδος
άργνρέη of Antisthenes (D10G. LAERT. VI, 4), cf. afore, p. 66.
(2) FIND. Isthm. Ill, 55.
(3) DISSEN, ad P I N S . 1. c ; cf. NORDEN : Fleckeis. Jahrb. Phil. 1892, p. 317.
(4) CHRIST, Pindan Carmina, Lipsiae, 1896, ad locum.
(5) ALY, 'Ραψφδός i PAULY, I A, 245.
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daros' time the original distinction between skeptron as rigid and
rhabdos as flexible staff has already, in the main, been lost (i).
Even if the ancient interpretation of ράβδος by οτίχος and ραψψδός by
στιχφδός (2) be valueless, the Kallimachos fragment *«« τον ы ράβδψ
μν#ον νφαινάμενον, contmucsto be important (з).ТЬе mythos thus, accord
ing to the poet, is woven upon the ράβδος. When one then thinks fur
ther of the ¿a/WcoToì κίονες and of the ράβδος as the ribbon in the texture (4),
one must then rather conceive the Pindaric ράβδος as the warp or chain
of the fabric and the whole expression does not mean « ad sceptrum
divinorum verborum » (Christ) but « ad stamen (telae) verborum divinorum », according to the theme, the tendency of his hymns (5).
Nor do the later evidences (6) give anything further concerning
any special staff of Homeric minstrels. Naturally it is quite possible
that in later times the Homeric minstrel was represented with a more
than ordinary staff. Here, however, by general respect for the songs
and for the person of the minstrel in his quality as such, something
has been attributed to him that is not substantiated by any reliable
particulars.
The staff carried by Horneros in the relief of Archelaos of Priene
representing his glorification, is rather a ruler's sceptre with a top
formed like a flower. It does not so much indicate the idea of a poet
as that of the prince of poets (7)'.
Hence the Hesiodos' place is solely a proof of the existence of the
minstrel's staff of Homeric times. Here too, however, it is not so
much the form of the object as a staff as it is the material of which
it is made, that is important.

(1) Cf. p. 63.
(2) SCHOL, ad PIND. Nem. 11,1 (Menaichmos of Sikyone),.
(3) KALLIM. fr. 138; Papyr. Rylands, 13, v. 10 (PFEIFFER, Callim. fragm. nuper reperta,
Bonn, 1923, p. 11); WILAMOWITZ, Pindaros, Berlin, 1922, p. 338, n. 3.
(4) POLLUX, VII,
(s)

53.

WILAMOWITZ. a.

q.

(6) DiOMED. Ars gramm. I, 484, 14 : quod olim partes Homerid carminis in theatralibus circulis cum báculo, is est virga, pionuntiabant.
(7) WATZIRGEB, Das Relief des Archelaos von Priene, Berlin 1903, (36. Winckelmanns
pt.) p. 17, F. i)=RRR.

Ш. p. 484.
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CHAPTER III

Symbolic-magic staffs without any
particular bearer«
A. THE STAFF OR ROD WITH LIFE AWAKENING OR
CLEANSING POWER ON PEOPLE BEING STRUCK
BY THEM.

C

oming into contact, being struck, prodded, ordered to move on
by pointing (i) with staffs or rods, often has, besides the
merely physical handling, a further ideal, frequently not clearly
expressed, intention.
In the very first place is to be mentioned here the so-called « Lifegiving rod », the « Lebensrute », the staff which arouses life. Even at
the present time, in various countries, the custom is known by which
all kinds of beings, human, animal and vegetable, at different times
of the year are beaten with a green or living branch or stick. The blow
with such a rod, generally a birch or willow branch with knobs,
arouses or increases the vitality, the health and especially the fecundity.
It is especially women and girls that are beaten in such a manner,
with this the intention is frequently shown in a very unambiguous
manner (2). Such customs have often abo prevailed in ancient times,
perhaps even some ancient castigations and battles en masse may be
counted among these.
At a first glance it would certainly appear that the blow with the
(1) It is certainly erroneous to conclude from the fact that the aborigines of Australia
point their magic stick at their enemies that the magic rod of antiquity should likewise
be a pointing-stick as is asserted by JEVONS, Graeco-Italian Magic : Anthr. & CI. p. 100.
(2) MANNHAHDT, WF. I, p. 351-303; cf. ARW. XVIII (1915) p. 147 (CLEMEN); XIX
(1916-9) p. 114 (NILSSON).
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life-giving rod only has reference to humans. With such treatment,
however, various intentions become involved and they cannot be
easily disassociated from each other. The chief intention is certainly
the transference to the one so struck, of the living power of the branch
or rod; the blow, however, may also be intended as a chastiment and
especially as a means of driving out evil spirits. Yet there is besides
this blow which affects principally humans, a blow that is intended
exclusively for the spirits, either to beat or chastise them or owing
to the noise caused to awaken them from their slumber.
Such a life-arousing blow is not always effected with a staff. In
modern customs all objects are able to be used for the giving of that
blow. This was also the case with the customs of the ancients. With
the Greek Demeter festivity, an essentially women's festivity (i), for
the purpose of striking each other the women used a kind of plaited
object made of the bark of trees. The aetiologic story concerning the
women's festivity of Aphrodite Anosia conceals such a custom. Ac
cording to the saga the hetaire Lais was enticed into the temple by the
envious Thessalian women and stoned there or, according to another
version, beaten to death by wooden turtles (2). A variation of the blow
is the casting of stones, as this is to be found at some women's festi
vities in honour of the goddesses of fecundity. Especially well known
is the lithoboly of the fighting hoards at the festivity of Damia and
Auxesia at Troizene (3). With other such mutual castigations of hoards
of women, as at the Skiereia at Alea (4) which, both on account of
its name and on account of the characteristic of an orgy, is to be consi
dered as a festivity for fecundity and with the struggle of the women
in honour of Demeter at Eleusis (5), no mention is made of any special
object. The struggle of hoards or Catervae of men frequently occurred
in ancient Greece and in the neighbour-countries (6); at the Court of
(1) SUIDAS, S. V. μόροττον êx φλοιού πλέγμα τι, φ hvjtrov αλλήλους τοις Αημητρίοκ;
MANNHAKDT, MF.,

p.

120.

(2) SCHOL. ARISTOPH. Phut. 17g : h fi άνδρες ον παρβγίνοντυ; POLEHON at ATHEN.
XIII. ρ, 589 A; SUIDAS, S. ν . χελώνη.
(3) ScHERLiNG, LithoboUa : PAULY, XIII, 769.
(4) PAUS. Vili, 23, ι;

HESYCH. S. ν . σχ/α; ; NILSSON, p.

300.

(5) KLEOMED. cycl. theOT. II, I p. 166, 8, Z. : ¿/«»α το«? λεγοιιένοις... èv τοϊς ΔημητρΙοις
яо των ΰεσμοφοριαζονοών γυναικών.
(6) NILSSON, ρ. 416, 402. Concerning the custom still prevailing in modern Greece,
of such fights of catervae; A. WILHELM : ARW. 1913, p. 630, according to ESTOURNELLES
DB CONSTANT, La vie de province en Grèce, 1870.; MANNHAKDT, WF. I, 549 ff.
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the plane-trees at Sparta (i), at the Daulis festivity at Argos (a),the
Katagogia at Ephesos (3) and at Antiocheia (4), also with the girls
of the Lybian Auseis and the Tritonis lake (5). In the Macedonian
army such of fights catervae were held with clubs and imitationweapons (6). Since in most cases no mention is made of staffs or
rods, though we learn by comparison with modem customs that such
was possible, we need not dwell any longer upon this or test the
various opinions concerning this with each other (7).
We must, however, say something more concerning the castigation
of the epheboi, the οιαμαοτίγωοις, at Sparta. At these annual castigations,
sometimes even unto death, of boys at the altar of Artemis Orthia,
Χύγοι, branches generally or according to the Attici, branches of the Syvoc
tree, the agnus castus must have been employed. The goddess Artemis,
according to Pausanias, is called Orthia Lygodesma, ort iv Φάμνφ λύγων
εύρί&η, περιεΑη&έίβα δε ή λύγος ¿ποίησε το άγαλμα δρ&όν. (8). ІП t h e etiological narra

tive there is further spoken of the madness of the finders, the struggle
that was encouraged by the madness of the four Spartan districts,
the outbreak of plague succeeding this and the sacrifice of human life
that was prescribed to reconcile by the Delphic oracle. It is said that
the castigation of boys till blood flowed, was instituted by Lykourgos
to substitute the human sacrifice. The objections to this view that
the castigation supplanted the human sacrifice has been fully de
scribed by A. Thomsen (9). Relying upon Mannhardt and Frazer (10),
he considers that by means of those castigations the power of the
holy tree or the power of the tree-god was transferred to the sufferer.
The castigation attaching to the tree cult of Artemis, would then also
(1) PAUS. Ill, 14, 8.

(2) HESYCH. S. V. Δαϋλις · εορτή εν "Αργεί, μίμημα της ΠροΙτον προς ΆκρΙσιον μάχης.
(3) NlLSSON, p. 416, 5·
(4) LiBANios, Or. in Artem., p. 336, R (p. 317, F.).
(s) HEROD. IV,

180; NILSSON, p.

403.

(6) PLOUT. Alex. 31; Lnr. XXXX, 6.
(7) MANNHAHDT, WF.

I, p. 548

(8) PAUS. Ill, 16, 7 ff.;

cf. REISCH, Βωμονίχης : PAULY, III, 281.

ff.

(9) A. THOMSEN, Orthia : ARW. IX (1906) p. 407 ff.; according to VAN GENNEP, Les
rites de passage, Paris, 1909, p. 249 and S. REINACH, Cultes, mythes et religions, Paris,
1922,13, p. 181, the flagellation of the Spartan youths is to be regarded as a » rite de com
munion ».
(10) FRAZER, Paos. ad III, 16, 7-11.
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be performed with the lygos rods. This latter, however, is only a
presumption. Sticks and whips are mentioned (i), nowhere do we
find mention of lygos branches. That the castigation sticks were made
of the wood of the agnus castus is simply deduced from the name of
the goddess, Lygodesmaand from the fact that beating with lygos
is referred to in other ceremonies. It is, however, quite within the
region of possibility that the castigation sticks at Sparta were called
lygoi. Originally lygos meant nothing else than branch or twig, lygos
as « vitex agnus castus я seems only to occur in Attic conception and
tongue (2).
Vürtheim (3) now absolutely refutes in a lengthy article the opinion
that castigation signifies a blow with the life-rod : « de geeseling der
knapen maakte geen inhaerent deel uit van den dienst van Orthia в
and where others explain the ceremony as « eine Stärkung der Zeugungskraft bei Erlangung der Geschlechtsreife » (4), he deduces from
the Patxsanias story that it was originally only an επιδρομή, a struggle of
catervae, converted into the characteristic castigation.
Even if one was inclined to adopt that view and be desirous of seeing
originally in the διαμαοτίγωσις a struggle of catervae, it is even then not
altogether out of the question that the intention prevailed of augment
ing the force of life and fighting. In such popular expressions various
conceptions coincide as factors : the giving way to exuberant joy or
the desire to fight, the driving out of all kinds of evil spirits, of which
the opponent plays the part and also the idea of encouraging and arous
ing this by means of a blow. It is also not out of the question that in
the course of time the latter factor came to the front owing to the effect
of analogous cases and also as a consequence of the influence of the
cult of the goddess and her legend. Hence with the struggle of catervae,
a blow with the rod of life is to be accepted, though this does not always
come out distinctly.
The blow that arouses fecundity also occurred at some Roman
(1) PSEUDOPLOUT. Instit. Lacon. p. 239 C; PLOUT. Aristid. 17.

(a) Od. IX, 437 and SCHOL. Β; λύγος εστίν ίμαντώδΐς φντόν; Χ, 166,; cf. //. XI, 105
SUIDAS : λνγιζόμενοςχαί al μάστιγες αίς of ά&ί,ηταί τϋπτονται λύγοι καλούνται.
(3) VÜRTHEIM, Het ritueel aan het altaar der Orthia te Sparta : Mededeelingen, IV,
12 (1914) P· 41 ff·
(4) E. PFUHL, Zur Geisselang der spartanischen Epheben : ARW. XIV (1911), p. 643 ff.
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festivities. The Lupercalia is certainly the best known of these : to
increase fecundity or to bring about an easy accouchement, women
were struck a blow with a strap (i). With respect, however, to the
strap and the blow from this, no agreement of opinions has yet been
achieved, hence it is not clear whether we have to do with a kind of
life-giving rod which naturally acquires its significance from lewd
nature of the animal, from whose hide the strap was made (2), or
whether the blow of the Luperci must be put upon the same footing
with the modem customs such as those of the Corn-demons, the
« Kornkater », the May queen, the Loup Vert, who also strike with
rods (3).
The blow with rods arousing fecundity we probably again find in
the festivity of the Nonae Caprotinae. Roman matrons and female
domestics participated at this and there was a sham fight in which
abusive terms resounded, sticks were used and stones thrown. (4)
The legends which envelope the origin of the festivity in darkness,
connect the origin with the festivity of Poplifugia. It is of especial
interest to us that here in the sham fight a rod was used which had
been cut off from the caprificus. A blow with such a rod clearly
indicates the intention of augmenting female fecundity. It is not clear
from the aetiological legends concerning the customs of the cult
whether we must presume anything similar regarding the women's
festivities of the Bona Dea, the Greek Damia. That no myrtle branches
were used at the festivity, is to be attributed to abhorrence at Faunus'
deed, who is said to have thrashed his drunken wife Fauna-Bona Dea
to death with myrtle branches (5).
The representation that a life-giving rod could again be found on
some South Italian reliefs showing marriage-scenes, as a twing in the
(1) WissowA, p. a i o .
(a) E. LEFÉBURE : Le bouc des Lupereales : Revue de l'hist. relig. LIX (1969) p. 73 ff.;
VAN GENNEP, a. q., p. 349; S. REINACH, a. q., p. 181 (rite de communion).

(3) MANNHARDT, WF. II, p. 343; HARRISON, p. 101, admits that « the women are
struck by the februum as a fertility charm, but even here the primary notion must have
been the expulsion of evil influences »; cf. MANNHARDT, MF. p. 73 ff. and WARDE FOWLED, The religious experience of the Roman people, London, 1911, p. 30, rejecting this view.
(4)

WISSOWA, Caprotina : PAULY, III,

1551,

ff.;

(5) PLOUT. Quaestion. топит, зо, p. 368 d.e.;
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hands of a servant, was not only absolutely improbable (i), it has
also proved to be incorrect; what had been considered to be a twig is
really nothing else than a pair of sandals (2).
Beating with the pharmakos at many places must be considered
more as a cleansing than as a fecundity-arousing blow and this is also
the case with the boulimos at Chaironeia. At Athens, annually the pharmakoi, the human sacrificial objects were driven from the town (3). In
other places too, such as Ephesos, Klazomenai, Massilia and generally
speaking wherever famine or plague raged, this custom prevailed (4).
At this ceremony the pharmakos, perhaps everywhere, was beaten
with plants and branches, with sea-onions and the branches of the
fig-tree.
With the driving out of the Boulimos at Chaironeia (5) and also
at Athens (6) the rods used were of the vitex agnus castus. Similar
rods, being long and flexible, were not only used in antiquity as being
very suitable for plaiting (7) but, on account of their great growth
they were considered, just as in modern uses, as being the most sui
table for arousing and promoting fecundity (8). Even though the blow
with the agnus castus may perhaps signify a blow with the life-giving
(1) R. PAGENSTECHER, ZU unteritalischen Terracotten, II, Die Lebensrate im tarentituschen Hochzeitsbrauch : AA. XXXI (1916), p. 106 ff., Abb. 2. To drive away evil spirits
at the Greek marriage a cudgel was laid before the door : POLLUX, III, 37: SAMTEB, p.
5a, п. 2.
(2) J. SiEVEKiNG, Ein grossgriechisches Tonmodell für toreutische Arbeit : Münchn,
Jahrb. bild. Kunst., XII (1921-22), p. 122, Anm. 25; cf. SALIS, Die Brau krone : Rhein.
Mus. LXXIII (1920), p. 202.
(3) MANNHARDT, MF. p. 123 ff.; HABHISON, p. 95; OSTHOFF, Allerhand Zauber mythologisch beleuchtet : Bezzenb. Beiträge, XXIV (1899), p. 144 ff. (φάομακον). Concerning
this question I refer to the interesting diss, of V. GEBHARD, Die Pharmakoi in Ionien
und die Sybakchoi in Athen, Diss. München, 1925 : this chapter was already printed
when I had opportunity of consulting the diss, of Gebhard.
(4)

TZBTZES Chil. V, 734 ff. cf. HIPPONAX, frg. 9,

Bgk.

(5) PLOUT. Quaest. conviv. VI, 8, 1, p. 693 F.
(6) O. KERN, Βουλίμον ίξέλασις: ABW. XV (1912) p. 642, concludes from ARISTOPH.
Plout. 870, that the εξέλαοις existed in Athens: the first mention is said to date from 388.
(7) DlOSKORID. Περί νλης Ιατρικής, I, 136; ATHEN. XV, 67I, e. fi.; EUSTATH. ad II,
XI, 105, p. 834; PHILIPPSON, Das Mittelmeergebiet, * Leipz. 1922, p. 153.
(8) Concerning the double and opposed character of the « agnus castus » and the
myrtle, to be aphrodisiac and at the same time a κώλυμα ορμής άφροδιοΐου (AILIAN. De
nat. anim. IX, 26) : E. FEHRLE, Kultische Keuschheit in Altertum, (RRV. VI) Giessen
1910, p. 139.
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rod in modern customs, it nevertheless appears not to be improbable
that the blow with the εξέΧαοις of the Boulimos would signify something
else. It is rather a blow struck to drive the evil spirit in human
form out of the town and may thus be considered more as a cleansing,
driving-out blow (i).
Allied to the cleansing blow which drives a person, as personifi
cation of an evil spirit or as the bearer of evil influences, from the
town, is the blow which disperses evil influences from the body. In
this manner Branches, the favourite of Apollon, castigated the sons
of the lonians to drive away the plague. He employed the laurel-branch
for this, the branch he had earlier received from Apollon and by
which he had become a prophet, (a) A woman beats herself with an
anagyros-branch, to drive out Hekate or the evil spirits within her
body (3). A minus scene, the Dianaflagellata,probably abo brought
such treatment on to the stage (4). Still, with such castigations, we
do not find so much the use of a staff or rod, as of branches and
very frequently a whip. (5)
In the Roman castigation with the sanguineae virgae, we undoub
tedly also have to do with a cleansing blow. What has to be considered
here, is not only the retribution which is made by every punishment,
thus also the punishment by castigation, but also in some measure an
idea that is allied to magic considerations, viz. that punishment to
draw blood, sanguis, only can be consumated by sanguis and said
more concretely by sanguineae virgae. With certain crimes in the
time of the monarchy (6), later, principally for murder of relations, as
poena parricidii, the person condemned to death had his head sewn
in a wolfs skin and such a one was afterwards flagellated with the
virgae sanguineae. He was then further sewn up in a sack with other
animals, a snake, a dog, an ape and a cock and thrown into the river
(1) MANNHAHDT, WF. p. 257; NiLSSON, p. 466.
(2) KAIXIMACH. Iamb. II, 11; ESCHER, Bronchos : PAULY, HI, 813.

(3) O. CRUSIUS, Paroemiographica : Sitz. Bayer. Ak. IV, 1910, p. 54; id. Der gepeitschte
Dämon : Philol. 69 (1910) p. 570 λαμβάνουσα του; ix σον φυτοΰ λύγους εμάοτιξεν Ιαντήν
ως δή&εν την 'Εχάτην ίχ τούτου λυποναα.
(4) ТЕВТОІІ. Apol. i4=Scaen. Roman. Fr. Tl, p. 372.
(5) PROKLOS, hymn. 27 ff.; cf. Pap. Mag. Brit. Mus. 46, I 6 9 = K E N Y O N , I, p. 70 :
Ινα μοι fi υπήκοος πας δαίμων... χαί μάατιξι $εον.
(6) DION. HAL. ЛЯ. IV, 62, 4; VAL. MAX. Ι, ι, і з (poena cullei).
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or the sea. This is certainly something more than a barbarian punish
ment, it is a ceremony of a religious nature (ι).
I must not dwell here upon the great part played by red and blood
in ancient cults (2) nor concerning the use of that colour in religiousjuridical customs of the ancients (3). That we have here, however,
rods that were coloured in red or with blood, appears to me, just as
with the hasta sanguinea of the Roman fetiales (4), to be out of the
question. Here the sanguineae virgae are, just as the hasta sanguinea,
made of the wood of the sanguis-tree : these cornel-shrubs not only
lend themselves par excellence for such an implement, owing to the
quality of the wood, but especially on account of the colour, blood
would be reconciled by blood (5).
With these manifold examples from antiquity of the life-arousing,
disciphnary and cleansing blow, something must still be said concer
ning a fragment from the mural painting of the Villa Item near Pom
peii (6). On the walls of the dining-room, the owner had a series of
continuous representations painted of the Dionysiac mysteries. In
the scene with which we are now occupied, a kneeling Bacchant is
raising a cloth over the Dionysiac liknon with the right hand and ap
pears to be pointing with the left hand to the contents of this. She
looks anxiously to the right, a winged female with great black wings,
naked except for loin cloth and boots, is raising a rod in the right hand
which would certainly fall in the direction of the kneeling woman.
(1) Lex Pompeia de pamcidiis (81 B.C.) : Dig. XLVIII, 9, 1; CUQ, Lex : DABEMB.
Ill, 1159; LÉCWVAIN, Parricidium : DAREMB. IV, 338; HITZIG, Calleas : PAULY, IV (3)»
p . 1747; M . RADIN, The lex Pompeia and the Poena Cullei : JRS. X (1920), p . 119 ff.
(2) About the virgae sanguineae I find no mention in the treatise by Miss E . W U N DEKLICB. Die Bedeutung der Roten Farbe im Kultus der Griechen und Römer, Giessen,
1925, (RRV. X X , 1).
(3) Fire to heal the fever and pain of love : RADIN, a. q. p . 119; с rutilae canes » of
fered to prevent the » saevitia sideris canícula » : FESTUS, p . 397 (p. 358 L.); « vitulus robeus > offered to Vulcanus : CIL. VI 826.
(4) Hasta sanguinea of the fetiales, cf. afore, p . 173.
(5) TouTAiN, Virga : DAREMB. V, p . 925. We cannot offer any positive evidence to the
supposition by M . CARY, Note on the Sanguineae Virgae : JHS. X I (1921) p . 286, 2, that
the rods for the flagellating of the parricidae were made of the « sanguineus frutex »,
the « Cornus sanguinea » of Linné, while the spears of the fetiales are said to have been
made from the wood of the χ Cornus mas ».
(6) H E L B I O , I I , p . 219; TouTAiN, a. q., V, fig. 7517 (flagellation rituelle); PFUHL, II

876, Π Ι , Fig. 717.
-
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The demon, however, averts her gaze from the woman and makes a
distinct motion of disgust with the left hand. (i).
This disgust is undoubtedly intended for the disclosed contents of
the liknon in which there is also a phallos. In the same way we see
upon a terracotta plate (2) and on a cameo (3) a winged female flying
away in the air, filled with disgust for the phallos that is standing
straight up in the mystic fan. May we now call the flying being Aidos,
the personification of chastity, which turns away from the well known
Dionysiac symbol?(4). If that be so, we must think that the idea of the
holiness of the symbol had been lost, a thing that is extremely improbable. The attitude of Aidos to the Bacchant and the role played
by the rod would then remain especially indistinct. It occurs to me
to be much more probable that we have to abide by the following
explanation. The contents of the liknon, especially the phallos, has
an apotropaeic effect. The contents is the amulet of the kneeling woman
against the spirit of destruction who had selected the woman as the
object of his journey and has already raised the rod to beat her. It
is not impossible that such handling occurred in the mysteries,
nevertheless, it is more probable that we have to do here with a symbolic representation. The initiated in the Dionysiac mysteries are
protected by the symbols of the god against evil spirits. According to
Rizzi (5), that spirit is the embodyment of a power that is hostile
(1) As the winged demon is the most extreme figure on the wall, at a first view on a
photograph with continuous scenes, it may seem that the female demon is about to beat
the girl — the first figure near the comer —, of whom the upper part of the body is
naked and who is falling towards the bosom of a sitting woman. On closer inspection,
in the villa itself, this illusion disappears. That the winged figure is looking to the other
side, has been regarded no doubt, by the painter as being an ideal link between the two
walls :such a link exists also for the first corner of the triclinium. The attitude of the hand
manifestly declares that she turned her gaze from the kneeling woman with the basket
cf. P. B. CABINI, La villa dei misteri dionisiaci, Milano-Napoli, without date, Plate.
(2) VON ROEDEN-WINNKFELD, Antike Tenacotten, Berlin 1880 ff., IV, 53 ff.} HELBIG,
II, p. 219, n. 1518.
(3) BABELON, Camées, PI. 8, 62, 63.
(4) VON ROHDEN-WINNKFBLD, a. q.

(5) Rizzo. Dionysos Mystes : Memor. Accad. archeol. Napoli, III (1914) p. 39. Tav.
IV. Wrongly HELBIG, a. q. calls the figure Iris and reminds of her horror in the company
of Satyroi and Kentauroi (ROSCHER, Π, 343, 347) : it is, however, quite a different situa
tion to be alarmed by the manifest intentions of the beast-men or to be frightened by
the Dionysiac symbol. Nor is the virga the badge of Iris : as a messenger she is charac
terized by the kerukeion.
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towards the last purpose of the mysteries, heavenly bliss. Adrasteia is
the demon who is envious of human happiness (i) and is allied to the
Erinyes who are frequently represented as beating or chastising (3).
The rod is thus to be compared with whipping and castigation rods
B. THE STAFF OR ROD WHICH CHASTISES AND AROUSES
THE SPIRITS.
The idea of chastising spirits may already, in a degree, have pre
vailed with the driving out of these from the human body; of any
actual disciplining of spirits nothing further is known to me in any
single Greek or Roman example. I must, however, say a word concern
ing the castigation of the Hellespontos by Xerxes which we know
from Herodotos, though this has reference to a certain Persian custom
and the castigation is completed with whips.
According to Herodotos' account (3), after the bridges across the
Hellespontos had been destroyed by gales, King Xerxes had three
hundred lashes with the whip given to the sea, he had shackles thrown
into the water and the sea branded. During the даліСы words βάρβαρα
« xaì ατάο&αλα were uttered, by which the punishment meted out to
the sea was pronounced and the domination of Xerxes was again esta
blished.
The series of punishments meted out to riotous individuals consist
ed of lashes with a whip, putting on of shackles and branding. Where
it is a question of invisible riotous spirits, the magic word acquires
great value. It will not do to separate this system of punishment into
its component parts and, e. g. to explain the putting on of shackles
apart from the system and to compare it with the Venetian custom
which symbolizes marriage with the sea. Comparisons with the
Lacedaemonian castigation or the blow of the Lupercalia are also
unfitting here (4).
(1) TÜMPEL, Adrasteia : PAULY, I, 406

ff.

(a) Aischylos first brought the Ennys, the δαα-ζλήζις (0<f. XV, 234) on the scene; she
had long sticks, which may perhaps be torches (HILD, Furtae : DAREMB. II, p. 1412).
Usually they use the whip (FOUGÈRES, Flagellant : DAHEMB. II, 1152 ff.) : on vases we
see them in the action of IcpaDouat and ενάλλομαι (NORDEN, p. 281) with the whip and
their serpents in the underworld : DAREMB. IV, fig. 5427; ROSCHER, I, 1326.
(3) HEROD. VII, 35; cf. Vili, 109.

(4) S. REINACH. Cultes, Mythes et religions, Paris, 1906, II, p. 313.
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The entire action is the expression of the King's mastery over the
spirits in the waters (i) and is to be compared with the action of Kyros
regarding the Gyndes stream in which we must perhaps see something
more than a merely strategic action (2).
The element which Xerxes punishes as a rebellious subject, ac
cording to Avestian conception is not considered as an actual divinity,
for the Greek historian, however, the King's deed is one of audacity,
an reckless absurdity towards the gods of the sea.
Undoubtedly this castigation was carried out and the magic for
mula, the ілаоіЦ pronounced by the Magoi (3). The intention of
their whip lashes, in this act, was something else than the blow with
sticks or clubs in the Avestian ritual (4) and by many uncivilised na
tions (5) owing to which demons especially were driven off.
In general ethnology it is not always clearly to be distinguished
when an arousing blow is being dealt and we may thus speak of a
merely arousing rod. The blow with the life-giving rod may commu
nicate the growing power, the spirit of the tree concealed in the rod
to the object affected, it may also drive out the spirits or arouse them
from slumber (6), Thus a blow given to trees in Spring (7) may be
intended as a life-giving blow or for arousing the spirit slumbering
in the tree.
For the blow struck on the earth, the same may be of effect. With
ceremonies intended for the increase of fertility, the blow with the
rod of fertility may be intended to communicate that quality to the
earth or to arouse the subterranean spirits who promote fertility.
The beating on the soil on the occurrence of earthquakes among the
(1) N. TERZAGHI, Die Geisselung des Hellespontos : ARW. XI (1907), p. 145.
(2) HEROD. I, 202.

(3) HEROD. 1,132. Concerning the Lraotòai of the μάγοι at the divination : STRAB. XV,
I
5/ P· 733» cf· afore, p. 155; DARMBSTBTBR, The Zend-Avesta, Oxford 1887, Ш, p. 207 ff.
(4) To avert the evil spirit, the priest chastises the king at his coronation. To secure
himself again those spirits, the Brahmaçarin, the Veda-pupil has a stick, which he always carries. The staff of the Brahman has the same power, which is expressed by the
proverb : « The staff is a thunderbolt to drive away demons. » (H. OLDENBERG, Die
Religion des Veda, Berlin, 1894, p. 491). cf. AMIRA, p. 13; MACDONELL, Magic (Vedic) :
HASTINGS, VIII, p. 317 b.
(5) M. BARTELS, Die Medizin der Naturvölker, Leipzig 1893, p. i9o.
(6) MANNHARDT, WF, I, p.

303.

(7) Customs in Flanders and in England : Zeitschr. deutsehe Mythol. Ill (1855), p.
164; FRAZBR, Paus. IV, p. 239.
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natives of Timor (ι) and those of Tonga (a) in Australia, by the na
tives of New Guinea (3), the action of modern conjurers (4) are pro
bably performed by arousing rods and staffs. Among other uncivilised
peoples with which this custom prevails, as with the Bolivian Indians
(5) and the Zulus (6) one may hesitate between the two conceptions.
From antiquity we have repeatedly references to the beating of
the ground for the purpose of arousing the gods dwelling in the soil.
The ground is also beaten (7) or touched with the hands
(8). The blow with the rod occurs in the cult of Demeter Eleusinia
(1) When earthquakes occur, the Timorese make noise on the ground by beating
it, to warn the matabiang or souls, which are about to return from the underworld, that
there is no place for them on earth : S. MÜLLES, Reizen en Onderzoekingen in den Indischen Archipel, Amsterdam 1857, II, p. 265; LASCH, Ursache und Bedeutung der Erdbeben im Volksglauben : ARW. V (1902), p. 381.
(2) The Tongonese interpret the earthquake as a disturbed sleep of the god Maui :
they beat the soil in order to awaken him: S. MÜLLER, a. q., 11, p. 345, n. n o ; WEST,
Ten Years in South Central Polynesia, London 1865, p. 115; LASCH, a. q.
(3) In New Guinea on a certain night of the Majo-mysteries the ghosts of the ancestors are awakened by the incessant beating of the soil:A. J. GOOSSEN, De Majo-mysteriën
ter Nieuw Guineas Zuidkust : Bijdr. Ned. Ind. LXIX (1914) ρ· 377; in the same country the
vital spirits are revived by the same action : MACCULLOCH, p. 207.
(4) Concerning a modern magician in 1899 beating the soil with his rod, and his
magic formula (Per Deum Sanctum) : AUDOLLENT, De/ixionum tabellae, Paris, 1904, p.
CXXV.
(5) The Guarayos, an Indian tribe in the forests of eastern Bolivia, tell that their god
Tamoi once lived among them, taught them agriculture and then fled eastward. In re
membrance of the ghosts or angels which had beaten the soil with bamboos to express
that the country was pleasing to him, the inhabitants perform a similar ceremony : the
men sit around the sacred hut and beat the ground with bamboos, while all together,
men and women, invoke Tamoi that he may give them fertilizing rains and plentiful
crop : FRAZER, Paus. IV, p. 239.
(6) Among the Zulus the medicine-man compels the persons consulting him to beat
the soil with rods, while he questions them : *CALLAWAY, The religious system of the
АтагиІи,Ъ p. 284, according to FRAZER, Pans. IV, 240, who regards this performance as
a calling up of ghosts.
(7) H o n . II. 566 ff. (by Althaia); Нот. hym. II, 154 ff. (by Hera); EUSIP. Trot 1302 ff.
(by Hekabe); AlSCH. Persai 683 : arhn, хіхоліаі xcù χαράσσ.ται πέδον; BACCHYL. V, 42 :
yif δ'έπίοκήπτων πιφανσκω; VII, 41; PHILOSTR. Vit. Soph. II, I, IO, p. 66, 2 К. : mour
ning for his deceased daughter, Herodes Atticus fell upon the ground την γήν ποίων xaì
βοών · гі σο», ΰνγατεο, χαΰαγίοα); ti αοι ξυν&άψω; — Anthol. Palai. VII, 118 (epigram on
the grave of Zenon of Kition); cf. D i o c . LAERT.VII, 28 : Zenon stumbling, broke his
finger and παίσας τήν γήν zfj χηρΐ, he exclaimed, quoting « Niobe », ¡¡οχομαι- zi μ'ανεις and
choked himself; PLOUT. Amat. narr. 3, p. 774 В : Skedasos at Sparta άνατείνων .-too; ηλιαν
τω χεϊρε, αν&ις δε ζην γήν ζνπτων άνεκαλείζο zà; Έοίννας for vengeance. Cf. W. HEADLAM,
Ghost-raising, Magic and the Underworld: CI. Rev. XVI (1902), p. 52 ff. In modern Greece
the custom remained as the women, cursing their enemies, often beat the soil with the
palm of the hand : C. WACHSMUTH, Das alte Griechenland im neuen, Bonn 1864, p. 64.
Cíe.

Tuse. Π, 25, 6o; STAT. Theb. I, 54; VAL. FLACC. 7,

311.

(8) IAMBL. Vita Pythag. 156 : 3ταν βροντήογ/, ζή; γη; άφαο&αι παρήγγειλεν ; MACROB.
Sat. I, io, 21; III, 9, 12.
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of Phinea in Arcady (i). Near the temple were two large stones con
nected with each other and above them was a heavy lid. At the great
mysteries the lid was removed in order to bring forth the holy regu
lations for the festivity and to read these to the mysts. The priest also
took the mask which he put on when he struck the soil, (г) That the
priest put on the mask of the goddess, points to his acting here in
the name of the goddess (3).
Interpreted according to mythology, the beating of the earth of
the goddess is certainly to be conceived as an expression of grief for
being robbed of her daughter. Since this custom, however, emanates
from an old Arcadian cult (4) it is much more probable that the sub
terranean spirits were awakened by blows made by rods, struck by
the goddess of agriculture herself and that every mythological inter
pretation is but an aetiology of a general custom in agriculture (5).
С STAFFS FOR PROCESSIONS AND FESTIVE DEMON
STRATIONS.
I do not consider that I must treat of the role and significance of
the signa militaria in antiquity, the East, Greece — where they occur
red the least — and Rome, in this chapter, because the staff itself,
(1) PAUS. VIII, 15, 1-3; concerning two stones or pieces of wood, joined together :
USENER, Zwillingsbildung : Sirena Helbigiana, Leipz. 1900, p. 318 ff.
(2) J. KUHN in his edition of Pausaoias, Lips, 1696, corrected into ΰποχϋονίουί the
reading of the manuscripts επιχϋ-ονίουί (§3). MANNHARDT, MP. p. 131 accepts both the
readings. *BACK, De Graecorum caeremoniis in quibus homines deorum vice fungebantur,
Diss. Berlin, 1883, p. 13, maintains the reading of the manuscripts. According to GRUPPE,
p. 896, 3, the ceremony was a rite of aversion.
(3) In Syracuse the priest swearing the great oath, put on the purple garb of the god
dess Demeter, PLOUT. Dion, 56.
(4) KERN, Demeter : PAULY, IV, 2733.

(5) The ghost-rousing blow of course is quite different from the blow that cleaves
the earth in order to produce a spring (cf. p. 88.) or other marvellous things as in modern
folklore (MACCULLOCH, p. 305; HAHN, Griechische and Albanesische Märchen, II, p.
34). Neither literature nor monumental tradition mentions the beating of the soil by
which the ghost arises from the underworld; we can, however, guess from some vase
representations of Hermes (cf. afore p. 60) that in necromancy the earth was beaten by the
magician : usually, as we know from literary references, the ghost rises as a consequence
of different ceremonies, and especially by incantations: LOUKAN. Nekyom. 10; PHILOSTR
Vita Apollon. IV, 16; Тівшх. I, 3, 45; Ον. ATet. VII, зоб; Luc AN. VI, 738. f.
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in all of those cases, was only an auxiliary means of showing distinctly
the insignia, the actual part of the emblem (i).
Concerning the Greek eiresione I can be satisfied with being brief.
As a matter of fact it is not really a staff but, according to the written
evidence (2) and the only representation in antiquity known to us,
a branch that is laden with fruit (3). With this olive or laurel branch,
enveloped in woolen threads and hung with the first fruits of all
kinds, a procession was conducted at Athene in the month Pyanepsion,
singing the Eiresione-song that is still preserved. The branch was
borne by a πάκ άμφι&αλής, who attached it to the temple of Apollon,
the festivity being held in honour of that god. The citizens also at
tached similar eiresione-branches to their houses.
The aetiological explanation of the origin, from the Theseus-saga,
is naturally of little value (4). The correct explanation has been given
by Bötticher (5). In the branch laden with fruit he sees a kind of harvest-wreath which is brought first as a thanksgiving to the gods for
a good crop and then also as a kind of branch serving the suppliants
to avert all kinds of evils, especially famine among the inhabitants.
Mannhardt (6) further referred to the complete likeness of the old
eiresione and the « Erntemai » of the northern lands. Usener (7), on the
other hand, sees, both in the Attic and the Samian eiresione, the personification of the fruit-branch, expressed in the song (8) and of the
blessing demon; to him this staff is a personal, though only temporary,
divinity, one of his « Augenblicksgötter ».
Allied to this fruit-branch of the eiresione are some staffs of antiquity carried in processions, especially at the beginning of Spring and

(1) A. REINACH, Signa Militaría : D A M M B . IV, 1307 ff.
(2) PLOUT. Thes. 18, 22; SCHOL. ARISTOPH. Eq. 729 and Plant.

1054; SUIDAS, S. V.

Eiresione; cf. S. REINACH, Eiresione : DAREMB. II, 497 ff.; KERN. ΕΙοεαιώνψ PAULY, V, 2133
ff. HARRISON, p. 78 ff.

(3) Representation of the month Pyanepsion by a youth carrying an eiresione : D A 
REMB. I, fig. 1030; II, p. 498, fig. 2616.
(4) PLOUT. a. q.

(5) BöTTlCHHR, Baamkultus der Hellenen, Berlin 1856, p. 393.
(6) MANNHARDT, WF. II, p. 212 ff.; FRAZER, GB. I, p. 190 ff.

(7) USENER, Götternamen, Bonn, 1896, p. 284 ff.
(8) PLOUT. Thes. 22.
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after the gathering in of the crops. Even in our times the customs pre
vails of attaching fruit and cake to the staffs and while the staff is
being carried, a hymn is sung in which all kinds of blessings are promisfd 3nd a small gift is prayed for. Such staffs bringing blessings
have been called by Dieterich Spring-or Autumn-fetishes (i). Instead
of such a staff a wooden crow, swallow or cock, representing Spring
or Autumn, might be carried around, in such case this is represented
as being the claimant of the small gift. This would appear to have
occurred in ancient Greece, there is, however, no positive indication
that such birds were ever carried on a staff (2).
Two mural decorations from Ostia apparently represent such a
children's procession and similar custom. No explanation that is
satisfactory in all details, notwithstanding the very through' investiga
tions of Dieterich and Nogara (3), has yet been achieved. Sub judice
lis est.
In the first picture we see, on the right, a group of five children >
two of these are carrying staffs ornamented with a small bust and
carrying bunches of grapes. On the left, four children with uplifted
torches are standing before a statue of Diana, while in the damaged
extreme left of the picture two children are conducting two sacrifi
cial animals. (Fig. 20).
In the second picture, on the right, a group of five children is stand
ing, the first is carrying a vexillum with three busts at the top of a
cross-beam, the second carries two staffs, whereas the third and
fourth, dressed more gayly than the others, carry one staff. This
first group is followed by four other children and further on two
children are seen drawing a car; behind this car a ship has been
introduced.
The first picture causes us to think of the festivity of Diana Aricina
on August 13 th. Since the picture really does represent children and
(1) DIBTHRICH, Sommertag : Kl. Sehr. p. 334 ff.
(a) The custom among the children of walking with a swallow, crow or some other
bird (ATHEN. Vili, p. 359 d. ff.; HESYCH. S. V. χορώνιομά) still survives in Macedonia
(ABBOTT, Macedonian folklore, Cambr. 1903, p. 18) and generally in Greece (LAWSON,
P· 35).
(3) DIETEWCH, a. q.. Taf. I; NOGARA, p. 74 ff.. Tav. XL VII, XL Vili, XLIX.
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Fig. 9. Polyeidos with a magic wand, evoking Glaukos.
(Gem of the Biblioth.

Nat.,

Paris).

1 . (/

j
. . . .

!
Fig. 20. Procession of children and worship of the goddess.
{Wall-painting

of Ostia)

not youths, there cannot be any question here of the Juvenales Ostienses as Visconti thought (i). It cannot be decided with any degree of
certainty whether we have to do here with a sodalitas. Since, however,
in the first time of the empire, sodalitates of pueri existed with a military character which carried out e. g. the lusus Troiae (2), it is probable that such groupings of children existed with a religious intention
for the celebration of ceremonies. In Roman poetry we frequently
find reference to worship by groups of children (3).
However, if such sodalitates did exist, they do not account for
the curious staffs. Dieterich compared German customs of the « Sommertag » in the course of which similar staffs, hung with fruit, were
carried around and also the Greek eiresione. Against this seductive
conception, however, one must set the view that in Rome such somewhat boisterous Summer-festivities were not known, these not being
altogether in accordance with their « rigido formalismo » (4). It appears that a male and female bust are on the staffs themselves, perhaps busts of Apollon and Diana (5). Hence the grapes attached to
the staffs would be extremely well suited for the August festivity of
Diana Aricina and we may certainly conclude that the two groups of
children practically form a unit in which a torch-association and a
procession with grape-staffs occurs.
The second picture is still less clear and in connection with our
subject is also less interesting. It represents a procession of Juvenales
Ostienses as little as it does that of a festivity in honour of Neptunus (6).
The staffs of the two rejoicing and wreathed children who, according
to Dieterich are « Maibräutigam » and « Braut », certainly have no
special significance. The only striking thing is the vexillum staff of
the first boy. It is a kind of processional banner and on the top of
the cross-beam, to which the cloth has been attached, are three male
and female busts. According to von Domazewski, the figures must
be emperors as busts of the gods never occur on vexilla (7).
(1) VISCONTI at NOGAHA, p. 82, nr. i o . (Appendice).

(а) M. RosTOWZEW, Römische Bleitesserae, Leipzig 1905, p. 55.
(3) CATULL. 34; Ноя. Carm. I, 21; cf. SOPH. Track. 205 ff.
(4)

NOGADA, p. 74.

(5) DiBTEBicH, a. q., p. 347.
(б)

HBYDEMANN, AZ,

1868, p. 108.

(7) VON DOMASZEWSKI, at DlETEWCH, p. 349, 1.
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Hence not so much is to be deduced, for our subject, from the pic
tures. It can perhaps only be presumed, with a great degree of proba
bility, that at Rome too a form of the eiresione existed which not only
tendered gratitude for the crop but also besought protection tor the
bearers thereof.
D. THE BLOSSOMING STAFF.
In the legends of many peoples and times one can find the theme
of the marvellous staff which has already lost all force of the living
wood or which had never possessed that force, yet which suddenly,
by means of some secret power, regained the power of living growth
of the tree, became green, bore flowers, leaves and fruit. The theme
of the tree which blooms or bears fruit or retains its vital force under
extremely abnormal circumstances is closely connected with this (i).
There are but few examples in antiquity of this blossoming staff.
T h e thyrSOS h a d t h e Characteristic Of g r o w i n g χα&άπεροί κάλαμοι τοιςνδααιν ( г )

and in the story of Dionysos and the Tyrrhenian pirates a thyrsos will
not grow beside the mast of a ship as the vine is represented on the
famous Exekias kylix at Munich (3), but as a mast for the ship itself
(4). Marvelous growth of the thyrsos is also mentioned at still other
places by Philostratos (5). Remembering the magic character of the
thyrsos we cannot, by any means, be surprised that it could also be a
living staff. Nevertheless the immediate reason for this idea was the
upper part of the thyrsos, the bunch of leaves. The story of the growth
of the thyrsos must therefore be considered as being practically an
aetiology of this upper part exactly as some of the aetiological expla
nations of the kerukeion previously referred to (6).
While for classic antiquity we are only able to find this one example
(1) A particular case of these abnormal circumstances is that of the tree burning, with
out being consumed; in classical antiquity, however, this motive is not to be found, as
't is in Eastern and Germanic tales and myths. Concerning this, see GRESSMANN, p. аб
ff., 382 ff. (blossoming staff of Aaron).
(а) PHILOSTR. Imag. 1, 25, 3, p. 330, 8, Kayser.
(3) Kylix of Exekias at Munich : FUHTW. R., Т. 4г.
(4) PHILOSTR. Im. I, 19, 3, p. 323, Ι, К : &νροος 6h oínoo'i ix μέσης πως ¡χπέφνχι τα
του [στον πράσαων ; ΝΟΝΝ. Dion. XLV, 141 ff·
(5) Ршиктн. Im. I, 14, p. 315, 29 К; I, 23, p. згб, 20 К.
(б) Cf. p. 40.
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of the blossoming staff (i), the theme occurs in the stories of many
other peoples. It is also possible here that we have only to do with an
aetiology which will account for e. g. the upper part of this staff, a
palmlike or other vegetable ornament. We must mention Aaron's
blossoming staff (2) and in the Christian legends the staffs of Saint
Joseph (3) and Saint Christophor (4). In the German legend of Tannhäuser, the wording of the words of the papal ban remind us in a
curious manner of the oath of Achilleus in the Iliad (5).
There is a second version of the same theme. According to that
group of stories the withered staff became a wonderful tree with leaves, flowers and fruit. So, according to Sophokles (6), in her dream
Chrysothemis saw her murdered father who planted his sceptre in
t h e g r o u n d , ¿x H τονδ'ανω J βίασχεϊν βρνοντα ΰαλλόν, φ χαζάοχιον / πάααν уе іо&ш την

(ι) The blossoming of the « arens ramus » of olive-tree, which is used by Medeia in
stirring her magic potions (Ov. Met. VII, 377 ff.) is a pure invention of the poet, to re
present more expressively the power of the magic herbs.
(2) MOSES, Num. 17, 8; cf. Α. DILLMANN, Die Bücher Numeri, Deateronomium und
Joma, Lpz. 1886, p. 98; Л. JEREMÍAS, Das alte Testament im Lichte des alten Orients, 3
Lpz. 1916, p. 401; the version of Oriental legends and the legend of Salomon: G. SALZBBROEB. Die S alomo-S age in der Semitischen Literatur, Berlin 1907, p. 66, η . 4.
(3) According to the apocryph on the birth of Maria, Joseph's branch or staff should
blossom, and the spirit of the Lord descend upon it as a dove; in the Pseudo Mattheus,
β (MICHEL-PEETERS, Evangiles apocr. Paris, 1911, I p . 80 ff.) and the proto-gospel of
James, g (ibid., p . 57), the dove, appears from the staff itself.
(4)*Vvaltheri Spirensis vita et passio s. Ckristophori ,ed. Harster, München, 1878, p .
47, according to H . GÜNTER, Die christliche Legende des Abendlandes, Heidelberg, i g i o ,
p. 99; cf. В. ScHRöDEH, Der heilige Christophoras : Zeitsch. Vereins Volkskunde, L U I (1925),
p. 86, n. 3, and passim (type in art).
(5) G. PARIS, Légendes du moyen age, Paris, 1903, p. 136; cf. DANTE, P a r ; . I l l , 133 ff;
WAGNER, Tannhäuser, III, 3 cf. Н о м . II. I, 334 ff·) :
Wie dieser Stab in meiner Hand
nie mehr sich schmückt mit frischem Grün
kann aus der Hölle heissem Brand
Erlösung nimmer dir erblühn.
(6) S O P H . El. 417 ff.; cf. R. STAEHLIN, Das Motiv der Mantik im antiken
Drama,
Giessen, 1912, (FW,
XII, 1) p . 47 ff. I don't see why the idea of the » Weltenbaum »
and the cosmic sceptre, should be at the root of the blossoming sceptre in folklore, as
EISLER, Weltenmantel und Himmelszelt, München, 1910, p. 581, Anm. 5 asserts. The
motive rather arises from popular observation of facts, of which they find no other
explanation than that of the miracle.
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Μυκηναίων χ^όνα. Naturally everything alludes to Orestes.
According to Pausanias (i) the club of Herakles had become an
oleaster. This story gives us the explanation of the special worship
falling to the lot of that tree in Troizene. To the natural circumstances
(age, loneliness) a legendary story has been added. The version was
borrowed and worked up from the tradition concerning the peregrina
tions of Herakles to the land of the Hyperboreans (2). Herakles brought
the olive tree to Olympia from that country and in the tradition
Troùene allotted to itself some importance with this mythological
fact (3).
A Roman parallel of this is the history of the cornel tree on the Palatine which languished under the reign of Caligula on the restauration
of the Scalae Caciae (4). It was said that this tree was nothing else
than the spear slung by Romulus from the Aventine Hill to the Palatine in token of his having taken possession of it.
There is also some likeness in the legend of the Satyr Ampelos who
became changed into a vine and flourished immediately. In all probability, however, this is to be attributed entirely to the poet as an
aetiologic explanation of the name Ampelos (5).
It is perfectly dear that in all of these circumstances, the imagination of the people was struck by the loneliness, great age and some other
qualities or circumstances of a tree and its existence and that upon
this a narrative was invented, a combination of some positive particulars and a great part of popular fancy.
In Christian legends we also frequently find the theme of the blossoming staff-tree (6). Most curious examples are those of the miraci) P A U S . II, 3 1 , 1 0 , cf. FRAZER, Paus. ad l o c ; I remind also of the olive-tree of Athena
Polias, burned b y the Persians but s h o o t i n g again the same day, cf. H E R O D . V I I I , 5 3 ;
D I O N . H A L . X I V , 2 ; P A U S . I , 2 7 , 3 ; S T A E H L I N , a. q . , p . 5 3 , A n m . 7 .
(2) P I N D . Ol. I l l , 2 4 ; P A U S . V , 7, 7 a n d 1 5 , 3; FRAZER, Paus.

(3) CRUSIUS, Hyperboreer
268.
(4)

P L O U T . Rom.

I l l , p. 4 8 4 and 573.

: RÖSCHER, I , 2 8 1 5 ff.; DAEBRITZ, Hyperboreer

2 0 ; S E R V . a d V E R G . Aen.

: P A U Lγ , I X ,

Ill, 46; ARNOB. 4, 3.

(5) N O N N . Dion. X I I , 173 ff.; cf. U S E N E R , Der heilige Tychon,

Leipzig i g o 7 , p . 3 1 .

(6) G Ü N T E R , a. q., p . 9 8 - 9 9 . Different tales, e . g. the oak of Sichern (SYNKBLLOS, 2 0 3 :
φααι δέ τίνες ράβδον είναι τίνος των έπιξενω&έντων αγγέλων τφ 'Αβραάμ φυτευ&εϊσαν αΰτό&ι)
and a legend of Mecklenburg, cf. STAEHLIN, a. q, p. 53, Anm. 5.
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culous tree near Pisa which had grown from a shoulder blade of Saint
Guido de Gherardesca (loth century) (i), and the tree which grew
from the staff with which Saint Fortunatus drove his oxen. (2) According to the later Jewish tradition even the paintings of the trees which
were represented on the walls of the temple of Salomon had power
to bear fruit (3).
E. DELUBRUM AND OTHER STAFFS.
According to Festus and Servius (4) before the Latin word delubrum acquired the significance of « temple », it signified a « peeled
staff enjoying divine honour ». From this first meaning an easy transfer would then lead to the significance of sanctuary.
Meringer has emphasized the fact that a staff or a block of wood,
after having been relieved of its bark, possesses a certain magic power
since evil spirits often seek a hiding place under the bark of the staff (5)
With respect to the significance of delubrum he accedes to the opinion
of the two aforesaid Latin writers.
Meanwhile a serious objection prevails against this. It is probable
that Festus and Servius arrived at this view merely from an etymological standpoint and derive delubrum from liber, bark or its subsidiary form luber (6) and further, having in mind other worshipping
of staffs or statues of gods formed from planks, also saw in delubrum
a staff. Hence Walde and other etymologists (7) reject this view and
(1) Acta Sanctorum, 20 May, V, 356, 6.
(2) id., 1 June; I, 76.
(3) G. SULZBERGER, Solomos Tempelbau und Thron in der semitischen Sagenliteratur,
Berlin, 1912, p. 20.

(4) FESTUS, p. 51 (p. 6a L.) : delubrum dicebant fustem delibratum, hoc est decorticatum, quem venerabantur pro deo; SBRV. Verg. Aen. II, 225 : Masurius Sabinus delubrum, effigies, a delibratione corticis; nam antiqui felicium arbor um ramos cortice detracto in effigies deorum formaban!, unde Graeci xoanon dieunt; cf. PSEUDO-ASCON.
in divin. § 3, p. 188, 2 Stangl.
(5) MEKINGER, Wörter und Sachen : Jndogerm. Forsch. XVI (1904), p. 157; XXI
(1907), p. 297. He also compares the trunk without the bark of the Hindoos, the vftnaspâti (heart-wood), which originally was the woodfather, cf. the latin materies. Other
'nstances of white staffs (without bark) v. : AMIRA, p. 8 (Germanic countries).
(6) BRUGMANN, Grundriss d. vergleich. Gramm. I, Lautlehre, 2. Bearb. Strassburg,
1897, p. 107, 454·
(7) WALDE, S. V. delubrum, rejects this derivation, luber being a second form and
different from liber (short u).
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it may be rightly remembered that ancient etymology which sees in
delubrum (de-luere) in the first place the cleansing place is equally
good, if not more reliable than the aforesaid derivation (i).
Sporadic mention of the magic power of staffs in Italian territory
mast be added here for the sake of completeness. With the staff of
which Plinius says : baculum quo angui rana excussa sit, parturientes
adjuvat (2), we have certainly to do with an example of folk magic with
which a similar handling or the use of a similar object has the same
effect. The staffs that have frequently been found in Italian graves (3)
sometimes in very simple remains (4) were certainly not solely intended as walking-sticks for the dead in the hereafter. A stick mounted
with iron, which was found in an Italian woman's grave besides other
women's objects, might equally well be used by the dead for support
on the journey as for defence against evil spirits (5). The amulets in
Egyptian graves especially indicate such intentions. (6)
We can imagine that superstitution played a much greater role with
the staff than we are aware of, when we investigate the prevailing
superstitution of the present time among various peoples. One of the
examples in antiquity was the dropping of a staff, perhaps by the
priest, in the temple (7).
Such-like examples of popular superstition« that attributes a magic
power to some rods or staffs in antiquity, would undoubtedly be as
innumerous as that in modern days and peoples, if only the young
science of folkloristic investigation had existed in the days of Greece
and Rome.
(1) Thes. Ling. Lat. s. v. delubrum.
(2) PLIN. Nat.

H. XXX,

44,

1.

(3) F. VON DUHN, Altitalische Gräberkunde, Heidelb. 1934,1, p. ai6, (staff of amber,
in a grave at Vetulonia) ;cf. p. 168.
(4) Knob of a stick consisting of three, probably Umbrie, heads: Not. Se. 1916, p.
197, fig. 5 = І 4 Л . ідгі, p. 51, Abb, I=VON DUHN, p. 449; hollow cylinders found in
Etruscan graves: ELDRIDGE, A third century Etruscan tomb: AJA. XXII (1918), p. 351 ff.
(5) Volscian grave : VON DUHN, p. 525· In this grave other objects as a little hatchet
and distaffs, were also found.
(6) WIEDEMANN, Die Amulette der alten Aegypter, Leipz. 1910, p. 23.
(7) FESTUS, p. 64 (p. 56 L). caduca auspicia : caduca auspicia dicunt cum aliquid in
templo excidit veluti virga e manu.
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SUMMARY.
After having divided and arranged the evidence of Graeco-Italian
antiquity concerning the use of a magic staff or rod according to an
exterior peculiarity (bearer or circumstance in which the object is
used) in these investigations, in a review of this we are able to give
more attention to the intrinsic value and to combine the extensive
material according to an actual standard of value.
Objects having the appearance of a staff or rod (spears, branches,
tridents) have not been discussed nor have we spoken at length of the
natural and symbolic use to which staffs and rods are put.
With respect to the natural use it should be observed that the object
and the motions made with it also often pass into the sphere of magic.
The two typical attitudes in classic antiquity (the staff under the
arm-pit, leaning upon a staff with both hands), however, have never
had anything to do with any magic intention. The symbolic value of
a staff or rod cannot always be clearly distinguished from the magic.
On the whole the symbolic significance is really an enfeebled form of the
magic. On the other hand, however, the symbolic significance may
also arise immediately from a natural use (festuca).
An object such as the magic staff or rod, just as the practices in
which it occurs, is universal as regards place and time. It occurs among
all peoples throughout the whole globe, at all events among many
of them and is capable of being indicated in all periods of history. On a
discussion of the object a limitation is therefore a necessity and thus
the role of the magic rod among the peoples of ancient Egypt and the
East, the magic wand according to the conception of the early Christian
centuries, in the Middle Ages and in our own times, especially in
present day folklore and among primitive peoples, lies beyond the
limits of this task. Despite this, for the elucidation of the subject,
some examples from these spheres have been discussed. This monograph is devoted, however, to the role of the magic staff of GraecoItalian antiquity. By this, speaking geographically, we refer to the
Apennine and Balkan peninsulas, and it is based upon the evidence
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of the higher and lower expressions of literature and art of this sphere
of civilisation, from the first references hereto, about the ю th century
В. C. till about the 5th century A.D.
Just as in our modern tongues, in classic antiquity, the idea of the
rigidity or flexibility of the staff or rod was reflected by many names,
respectively by the words ακήπτρον, baculum, ράβαος, virga; in the course
of evolution the original distinction has become lost. What occurs
to us as the ancient magic staff has been indicated by several other
names. Not only do the words ακήπτρον and ράβδος, sceptrum, baculum
and virga occur, but also ξάβ&ιον, ρόπαλον, virgula, hasta, not to speak of
the very peculiar names such as χηρύχειον, caduceus, thyrsos, delubrum
(?), lituus, commoetaculim and perca arsmatia. The β&η and χλωροί
may in some measure be reckoned among these, while the eiresione
and similar staffs may not be considered as being genuine magic rods
nor the apex of the Roman priests or the festuca with vindicatio
and manumissio.
The result achieved by the use of the magic rod is of a very greatly
deviating nature. Generally it consists of a deviation from the natural
course of affairs, just as the ancients imagined that course in that time
and the primitive individual of our days imagines this at present.
Facts and conditions which in a higher stage of evolution are considered
as natural, among the ancients were attributed to the influence of a
higher power, a fluïdum that could live in the magic rod or be communicated by it. In effecting of the magic result, such a rod may be a
direct or an indirect means.
An indirect means may be spoken of if the rod serves solely to effect
a genuine magic means. We call thus the stirring rod in the drinks of the
mysteries (the pinakes of Lokroi in the cult of Persephone) or in a
magic mixture (Kirke and the typical representative of the magician,
Solomon), the longer rod for contriving the magic circle (magician's
rod), for delineating the imaginary limits of the magic firmament (lituus) or to indicate some points or spots imbued with magic power
(astrology). The « deictic » rod (necromancy on Italian gems) can be
connected with the indirect magic means referred to, but it can also
be connected with the use of the rod in the natural way, the « deictic »
rod being merely the extending of the body for the purpose of showing
something more distinctly. We may also consider as an indirect means
those staffs or rods bearing certain signs, words or phrases and which
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are used on the investigation of occurrences of the future (rhabdomanteia).
In magic actions, however, the rod is more frequently used as a
direct means. In the first place the power, dwelling in the staff, is then
able to effect a wonderful change in the object itself. A fluid, such as
wine or honey flows out of it (thyrsos), the object itself acquires life
and begins to grow (thyrsos and the blossoming staff) or it obtains
an intrinsic rigidity which it has not from nature and owing to which
the brittle stalk can be used as a strong staff (thyrsos as a weapon).
As regards the bearer of the staff, the magic power expresses itself
especially in protection (kerukeion of Hermes and the heralds, skeptron of kings, judges, priests, heralds) or in poetic inspiration (the
epic singers) rendered by the object to the possessors thereof.
The magic rod, however, serves especially for the effecting of magic
changes in the living beings and dead things by which the holder of
the rod is surrounded.
Among humans, the use of the magic rod creates insanity and per
plexity of the mind (blow with the thyrsos), latent vital force and the
fighting spirit is aroused by a prod (thyrsos, Homeric σχηχάνιον of Posei
don, blow from the life-giving rod and such-like) or increases, sleep
is caused or disappears (Hermes' rod), the whole human form is chan
ged or returns, after having been so changed, to its former state (Kirke,
Athene, Artemis, etc), the soul is drawn out of the body or is returned
(ψυχονλχος ράβδος), spirits or the dead are called up to prophesy regarding
the future (necromantic rod, especially with Hermes), persons and
animals are killed, not only by natural means but also by the super
natural power dwelling in the staff (thyrsos, Polyeidos' staff), aid
can be granted in all manner of domestic circumstances (confinements).
The rod also has power over spirits. Spirits are chastised (the
cleansing or disciplinary blow), driven out (driving out of the pharmakos) or by the striking on the ground are aroused from their slum
ber (Phinea).
The rod performs an abundance of wonders in lifeless nature.
The staff is also able to effect signs regarding prophesies for the future
(divinatio) with such elements as water (hydromanteia) and fire (empyromanteia). The staff, that has already become withered, again blos
soms (blossoming staff), the blow on the ground or on the rocks causes
wells to arise and magic fluids to flow (thyrsos,Rhea's staff), the moon
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and the stars come down to earth (the jugglers in Thessalia), all manner
of wealth and auxiliaries for life come in a magic manner (foia ράβδος,
virgula divina).
The factor effecting the magic power of the rod is not only the in
trinsic force of the object, that is closely connected with the material
of which the object is made and the decoration effected upon it, but
also and especially the power and the will of the bearer of the rod.
The origin of the magic power is often not distinctly distinguished.
In the first place a gold staff has magic power. Certainly this cha
racteristic is founded upon the view among primitive peoples that
gold, especially red gold, of itself possesses magic power. In ancient
literature, however, the Homeric mention of the gold sceptre or staff
as an object with magic power has caused the entire peoples of anti
quity to consider the gold staff as a magic object. Further it appears
that the preference is given to certain plants or trees in selecting mate
rial for the magic rod. With this the growing power of the plant, the
hardness and colour of the wood are also taken into consideration.
With the divining rod and the life-giving rod of our days this is espe
cially the case. In ancient times ebony, on account of its being black,
aroused the thought of the kingdom of darkness from which the spirits
rose up (Hermes, Nektanebos' staff and ordinary conjurers), no direct
magic characteristic is connected with a staff of cornel (Teiresias).
Rods of the tree that is called sanguis, owing to its colour being red,
are naturally connected with the idea of blood shed or the vengeance
of blood (hasta sanguinea, virgae sanguineae), the branches of the
olive tree, which was dedicated to Apollon, have especial significance
in the hands of suppliants and the wood is excellently well suited for
the staff of minstrels (referred to by Hesiodos). The apex of the Roman
priests was also made of the wood of the olive tree. Asklepios' staff
was made of the wood of the purging buckthorn, in the proper sense,
however, this is not a magic staff. On account of their particular power
of growth and similar qualities which indicate the presence of the tree
spirit, the wood of certain trees is availed of for the rods or lots of the
oracle and for the life-giving rod (willow, tamarisk, arbor frugifer).
Ornamentation, especially an ornamented top of the staff, often
indicates magic intentions. The most interesting ornamental develop
ment we find with the top of the Hermes's staff, the principal shapes
of which are the two-pronged staff, the eight-staff, the serpent-staff
-
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and the winged snake-staff. The original form, the two pronged-staff
possessed magic power and served, in all probability, to avert disaster
from the bearer. Partly for merely ornamental purposes this upper
part evolved originally and also partly for reasons of magic, especially
for the purpose of supplementing the declining magic power again.
Sometimes the alteration is explained as having been effected for
reasons of magic, while, as a matter of fact, the alteration is only for
practical reasons (the knotting of the ends) or ornamental (Hermes'
serpent-staff) or of both together. It is no longer possible to determine with certainty whether the top of all kinds of sceptres had a
magic significance for classic antiquity. We may, however, presume
that the sceptre and especially the upper part of this, had a more than
natural significance, by analogy with the examples among the primitive peoples. This is probably especially the case with staffs that are
ornamented with a head or an animal. The upper part of the thyrsos
and the variations of this was not originally intended as being possessed of magic power. Later a symbolic significance was given to
the upper part having a certain form (fir-cone) and the upper part
in the form of a bunch of leaves will surely have given rise to some
magic power having been attributed to it (the thyrsos as the blossoming staff). It was merely an artistic reason which led to the combined
form of the Asklepios' staff.
Apart from an intrinsic development of the significance (natural
use, magic use, symbolic significance) as we meet with in many
magic objects, apart also from the evolution in form of the staffs such
as the Hermes' rod and the Dionysos' staff (kerukeion, thyrsos), a
development can hardly be spoken of here. Sometimes the value of
a certain staff is replaced by that of another (kerukeion-plain little
staff of Hermes, Homeric herald's staff and kerukeion).
What is now the connection between the magic power of the staff
and the material from which it is made, its special form, the power
of the bearer or the motions he makes with the object? The rod has
magic power either owing to its nature (material from which it is
made, exterior form) or as a lengthening of the body of the bearer
(the staff as conductor of the power of the fcioç άνήο) or owing to the
nature of the motion, made by the person exhibiting the magic effect
(raising of the staff, contact, beating, prodding). These three origins
of magic power of the rod often coincide.
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Generally speaking the magic rod, especially the small hand staff
of the magician, is the conductor of the power and the will of the
bearer; by contact, a blow or prod, that power and will is communicat
ed to another person or object. Humans and animals, on coming into
contact with or on being struck by the magic rod, undergo a meta
morphosis, either with the aid of magic formulae> the concrete expres
sion of the will (Thessalia), or with the assistance of a magic potion
(Kirke) or without (Athena, Artemis) .The will to guide is also the inten
tion of the hint with the staff (Medeia), the arousing motion (xwivj,
the showing or indicating of direction with the staff (Thessalia, deictic
staff). This is also the significance of the staff in hydromantic'actions
(Nektanebos), with the arousing of the desire to sleep (Hermes), by
enticing away the soul and causing this to return again to the body
(ψνχονίκόί ράβδος), with numerous necromantic actions. The magician
also allows his internal power to be seen by determining a definite
point (astrology), or a circle (magic-circle) or fixed limits (the fir
mament of the augurs). In this case, however, the effect achieved
(point, circle, firmament), in a certain sense, is the basis of the magic
action.
With the blow with the rod, not only the will of the bearer is con
veyed to another person or object, but the natural effect of the blow
in the magic sphere is kept in mind. Owing to the blow, frenzy is arous
ed (thyrsos) and internal strength is increased (Poseidon's σκηπάνιον),
just as an animal is encouraged by a prod with the kentron and a lash
from a whip. Magic fluid flows from the earth and rocks when these
are struck (thyrsos, Rhea's blow) just as in certain districts by a natural
prod a little spring spouts up or by a tremendous blow rocks split.
In a prod causing death (Polyeidos and the snake) such death may be
caused by something else than the natural force of the blow. Often
in the world of unreality, the blow is a magic one, when it is a matter
of averting evil spirits (flamines) or punishing these when beating
with the life-giving rod (with which the intrinsic power of the object
is also often communicated) and with the punishment by beating in
the underworld (Dike, Nemesis). Just as a natural noise arouses the
sleeping, so also are the slumbering spirits aroused when the ground
is beaten with rods (blow at Phinea). Just as a spear and staff can
inñict wounds, so can also the magic staff possess more magic power
than might be expected (thyrsos flung as a spear, hasta of the fetiales).
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An ordinary staff is sufficient for the meting out of punishhlent
(Nemesis, Dike, Poinai), a subintention, however, strengthens the ori
ginal purpose. The colour of the wood can have a magic effect. An
ebony staff, on account of being black, is the most suitable for arousing
the inhabitants of the dark kingdom of the nether regions (ράβδος Ιβεννίνη),
blood must be revenged by blood or by an object having the colour
of blood (similia pro veris) (virgae sanguineae), blood will flow more
copiously if a spear of the colour of blood be thrown into the regions
of the enemies (hasta sanguinea of the feriales).
If no movement is made with the staff, the effect is generally to be
attributed either to the material of which the rod is made or to its
special form. The likeness to a protective object (horns) ensures that
the staff with horns as the upper part is a special protector (Hermes'
two-pronged rod). The king's sceptre and that of his representatives
must also be considered, according to the Graeco-Italian conception,
as being the dwelling of a divine being, this view had reference to
every peculiarity which we considered in a later period as being merely
ornamental. A certain kind of wood is particularly desired for the
making of the staff, it being in close relation to a divine being. The
minstrels' staff was made of laurel. The tree spirit is communicated
by the blow with it to the person so struck, certain kinds of wood are
the most suitable for this, as such a tree spirit makes itself most
manifest in the great power of growth and such-like qualities (the lifegiving rod). Wood without bark may therefore have magic power
because it is unable any longer to render a hiding place for evil spirits
under the bark (delubrum). The intrinsic strength of wood, carved
signs and words, the will of the man possessing magic power effect the
magic results with rhabdomanteia and kleromanteia.
It is beyond the intention of this work to ascertain the significance
of the ancient magic staff in connection with the many other magic
objects which were used in the magic practices of antiquity. Under the
hypothesis that we knew fully the significance of each of those objects,
it would even then not always be possible to weight the value of the
one against that of the other. Certain magic objects may be peculiar
to certain forms of magic effects. It can be generally laid down that
in ancient magic the magic potion played a greater role than the magic
rod and the latter, in its turn than the magic wheel. Hence it will not
do to speak of the magic rod as being only an auxiliary of the magic
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potion. A magic effect can be acquired by a series of objects or facts
and in some magic forms the rod certainly plays a predominant role.
In some exceptional cases the rod may have magic power without
being handled by humans, in most cases, however, the magic effect
is due to the co-operation of the human. Hence with a slight restriction, we may repeat for the ancient magic staff the famous verses,
which are pronounced by Goethe's prophet Bakis and which I
quoted as motto :
« Wünschelruten sind hier, sie zeigen am Stamm nicht die Schätze;
Nur in der fühlenden Hand regt sich das magische Reis ».
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PLATE : RHABDOS-KERUKEION -CADUCEUS : THE EVOLUTION OF ITS SHAPE.

(Abbreviations : G.=Greek; R.=Roman; v.=vase, r.=relief;
s. =sculpture; c.=coin).

A. Particularities of the François-vase, cf. FURTW. R., PI. ι and a.
i. Head of the snakes, by which the head of the Gorgon is sur
rounded.
2. Kerukeion of Hermes.
3. Knot of the girdle of the Gorgons.
4. Kerukeion of Iris.
B. « Punic » kerukeion, cf. HOFFMANN, Hermes und Kerukeion, Mar
burg, 1890, Plate.
1. Ba'al Chamman : figure on a relief (Plate, 1).
a. Sceptre of Astarte : figure on a relief (Plate, 5).
C. Evolution of the rhabdos-kerukeion-caduceus.
I. Original shape.
1. Hypothetical Original form, the ¿¿βίοί τβιχέτηίος.
2. Rhabdos of Hermes on a r. fig. v. : AA (1892), p. 166.
3. Rhabdos of a dignitary on a Greek (?) relief in Phrygia : AM.
(XXIII), p. 137.
II. General type of the eight-staff : GERH. A V. 53 (G. v.)
II. a. Variations of the top-part of the kerukeion.
1. Top shaped as two circles : GERH. AV. 16 (G. v.)
2. Top shaped as two and a half circles : GERH. AV. 138 (G. v.).
3. Top shaped as three and a half circles : RIDDER, η. 172 (G.v.).
4. Top shaped as one circle : ROSCHER, II, p. 350, Fig. 7 (G.v.)
5. Top shaped as a half circle : RR V. 1,89, 2 (G.v.).
II. b. Variation of the stem passing through the circles.
i. Stem passing through one circle : PERROT-CHIPIEZ, IX, pi. 16 (Gv.)
a. Stem passing through two circles : Berlin, 3060 (G. v.)
3. Stem passing through the lower circle : ROSCHER, II, p. 350,
Fig. 6 (R. r.)
4. Cross-shape in the lower circle : PERROT-CHIP. X, p. 484, fig. 74.
II. c. Variations of the cross-beam under the circles.
i. Cross-beam on the stem : Berlin, 1895 (G. v.)
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2.
3.
4.
5.

Cross-beam as a globule on the stem : Würzburg, 13a (G. v.)
Cross-beam as two globules on the stem : Berlin, 1691 (G. v.)
Cross-beam immediately under the circle : GERH. AV. 46 (G. v.).
Cross-beam as a globule immediately under the circle : AZ.
1876. T. 17 (G.v.).
6. Two cross-beams on the stem : Berlin, 2154 (G. v.).
II. d. Other variations.
1. Globule in the circle : DAREMB. I, p. 759. fig. 899 (c).
2. Prolongation of the stem into the circle : GERH. A V. 15 (G.v.)
II. e. Forms of transition to the serpent-staff.
1. Ends of the top, that are thickened : FuRTw. R. Τ. 1 and
2 (G. v.).
2. Ornamental globules of the thickened ends : PFUHL, III. 144, p.
424 (G. v.)
3. Complete eight-form with ornamental globules : HARTWIG, T.
XLI, p. 426 (G. v.)
III. Earliest example of the serpent-staff: JAI. VI (i89i),T. 1 (G.v.)
IV. Winged serpent-staff, usual Roman form: RRR. 1,68, 2 (R. г.).
III. a. Different shapes of the serpent-staff.
1. HAEBERLIN, Aes grave, T. 41,1-3; 42,1-2 (R. c.)
2. RRR. II, 88, 1 =JOAI. VI (1903) p. 98 (R. r.)
3. RRR. Ill, p. 377, 6 (R. г.).
4. RRR. I, p. 68 (R. r.)
III. b. Instances of the snakes, of which the tails are free.
1. RRR. II, 83 (R. r.)=57. XXXVII, T. 3.
2. RRS. II, p. 150, 3 (R. г.).
III. с and IV a. Instances of the winged serpent-staffs.
1. RRS. II, p. 157, 6 (R. s.)
2. RRR. Ill, p. 255 (R. r.)
3. CABROL, /, Anges, p. 2134 (R. r.)

4. RRR. I, p. 68 (R. r.)
D. Different shapes of the forked rod of the Athenian paidotribai
and rhabdouchoi.
1. PFUHL, III, Nr. 350 (G. v.)
2. PFUHL, III, Nr. 372 (G. v.)
3. HARTWIG. T. XV, 2 (G. v.)
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INDEX.
(Greek words and names

are

italicised and ^j transliterated

Aaron
201
abacus
165
Absyrtos
138
Achaioi
no
f.,
118
Achilleus
55, i n , 201
açvuattha
47
Adrasteia
193
aediculum
. . . . . . . .
149
Aegean culture . . . . . . .
109
Aeneas
106
aesthetic motives causing new shape.
95
aetiology of kerukeion . . .
40,
53
African staffs
102 ff.
Agamèdè
138
Agamemnoon
50, 107 ff.
agurtès
149
agolum
27
Aiakos
122 ff.
Aias
100, i n
Aidoos
192
Aiêtès
138
Aisoon
139
akaina
27
акітіоп phulattein
. . . . . .
50
akinètos
62
Alans
154 f.
Alea
185
Alexandras (with kerukeion) . . .
75
Ampelos
202
Amphiaraos
96, 145
Amukos
118
amulets
143, 181
analépsis tés rhabdou
180
anax
32 ff.
angling rod
51, 135
animals (sceptre-top)
113
anodos
99
Anosia (Aphrodite)
185
Antiocheia
.
186
Antisthenéí
66, 97, 182
Anubis
76
apex
177 ff.
Aphrodite
156
Apolloon
. . . 9 1 , 97, 107, 152, 156,
190,199
apparitores
74 f.
Apulian vases
125
aquilices
45
Aratos
166
arbor frugifer
105
Arkadia
196

Archimedes

. . . . . . . .

166

-

=è; i)=u; ω = 0 0 ) .

areskos
27
Argaios (King)
89
Argonautai
13a, 138
Argos
186
arousing-rod
193 &
arrows (Apolloon)
88
arsmatia perca . . . . . . .
177
arsmor
178
Artemis
91 f., 97
Artemis Orthia
186 f.
aschera
105
ash
174
Asklepieia
180
i4s№pi0s-Aesculapius . . .
91 f., 180
assertor in libertatem . . . .
128 ff.
Assyrian palm-inflorescence . . .
86
Assyrians
65
astral mythology and kerukeion . .
41
astrologers
144 ff.
astronomers
166
atasthalos
193
Athinai
189
Athene
55, 96» 97
Athenian judges
. . . .
121, 123
Athenian paidotribai
38
Átropos
166
attitudes with the staff . . . .
28
auctions in Rome
172
Augenblicksgötter . . . . . .
197
augur
83, 144 ff.
164, 16І7 f.
aunnu (Egyptian staff) . . . . .
107
auon xulon
107
aurea virga
65 f. 137
Auseis
186
auspicia alienígena
i57
Australian tribes . .
102 ff, 175» 184
Auxésia
185
Avesta
i94
B a a l (staff of) . . . . . . .
41
Babylonians
i55
Babylonian staff
. . .
42, 95, 112
background of tales
14°
baculum pastorale
171
Bakchai
85, 191
Bakchoi
85
baktèria
26
barbaros
193
bark
203
barklesswood
. 203
basileutatos (Minóos)
120
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Batta (staffs of the)
103
Battles en masse
184
Baumseele
105
beehive (on sceptre)
149
beggars (staff of)
93
Bellona
173
belomanteia
I54f·
beneficiarius (staff of)
117
Berthouville (cups of)
166
birch-rod
184
bird (as sceptre-top) . . . . .
112
birds (flight of)
144 ff.
blindness
145/ 1 48
blossoming staff
200 ff.
blow generally
210
blow on trees
194
bobbins (gold)
in
Bona Dea
188
boots of Hermes and wings. . . .
54
bough (golden)
8a ff.
boulimos
189
bowl in mysteries
81
box (magic) .
139
Brahmaçarin (stick of) . . . .
194
Brahmans (stick of) . . .
.
47, 194
branch
82, 205
Branchidai
153
Branchas
190
bridegroom (with staff) . . . . 114
Buto (staff o f ) . .
95
traduca auspicia
204
caduceator
74
caduceus . . . . 29 ff., 54,73, 143
caelibaris hasta
176
Caere
157
cambutta (Celtic staff) . . . .
168
Canaan
105
Capitolium (foundation of)
. . 163 ff.
castigation
184 ff., 193
Catacombs . . . .
58, 76, 88, 126
catenrae
185
Celtic communities
. . . 169, 171
Celtic stick
175
centuno
117
Chairooneia
107, 189
changes by use of rod
207
Charoon (with kérukeion) . . .
56, 64
children-procession
198 f.
Christ
126,165
Christian art
165
Christian (early) conception . . .
25
Christian legends
202
Christophor (St.)
201
chrusaoor
47
chruseios
48
Chrusis
i n , 147 f., 179

chrasorrhapis
47
Chrusothemis
201
chthonic demons
31, 93
circle (magic)
141, 169
cleansing blow
189 ff·
clover leaf
41
club of Asklèpios
91
club of Herakles
202
club of lictores
128
club of Magai
155
cobble-stone
157
colour
211
commander's staff
117
Commodus-with kérukeion . . . .
76
commoetaculum
177 f·
Concordia
76
conductor of power (wand) . . . 165
cone-shaped top
84 f.
confinements (magic rod in) . . . 204
coniecturalis virga
166
conjurer (modern) . . . .
20, 195
conjuring of Earth-goddess . . .
38
consuls (staff)
116
cornel-tree . . . 106,146,174,191,202
corporal punishment (staff) . . .
118
cosmic sceptre
201
cripple (staffs of)
93
criterion of ancient orthodoxy . .
23
crook (shepherd)
. . . .
40, 118
crosier (Greek Church) . . . .
53
crosier (Latin Church) . . .
53,178
crux commissa
53
cuckoo (sceptre-top)
114
U amia
185, 188
Dasplètis (Erinus)
193
Daulis
186
decline of magic p o w e r . . . .
52 ff·
decoration of staffs . . .
102,112 ff
defence by rhabdos
64
deictic wand
165
Delphoi
156
delubrum
203

Demeter
diamastigoosis
Diana Aricina
Diana flagellata
diiphilos
dikanikè
dikaspolos
dikazein
dike
dikein
diluvial staffs
Diogenes
Dionusias (well)
Dionusos
. . . .
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81,185, 196
186
198
190
71
122
120 ff.
120
98, 118, 120 ff.
120
105
71
88
84 ff., 108, 153

Dionysiac mysteries . . . .
85, 191
diopompein
69
Dios koodion
69
direct means (rod as)
зоб
discerniculum
166, 176
distaffs (gold)
in
dithursos
86
divination
144 f.
divinatrix virga
166
divine men and women . . .
101 ff.
donatica hasta
172 ff·
Doodoona
156
dootoor eaoon
31
dora
107 f., 119
dowsing rod (modem)
. . .
44 ff·
dowsing rod (Hindoos)
47
drink of mysteries
81
driving out of evil
185
dropping of the staff
204
duties of Hermes
35

evolution of form
excidere (of lots)
Ezechiel

l i a g l e on sceptres . . . 114,116,147
Earth-goddess
38, 99
earthquakes
194
ebenninê rhabdos
. . . .
141, 161
ebony
46, 146
ecstasy (Dionysiac)
87
effect upon spirits
207
Egypt (origin of sceptre) . . . .
109
Egyptian beggar's staff
49
Egyptian serpent-staff . .
42, 95, 104
Egyptian staffs and wands
104, 107, 144
eight-staff
29, 36 ff.
Eirènè
76
eiresionè
197 f·
ekbakíéria
92
ekbatèria
92
Eleusis
81, 185
emperors (Roman)
116
entheos einai
87
Ephesos
186, 189
Epidauros
93
epion ton kakeoona
82
Erinus
193
Erntemai
197
ephaptein
136
Esmun
94 f.
ethnology
21, 49.
Etrurian gems
163
Etrurian graves
84
Etrurian origin of lituus . . . .
169
Etrurian sceptres
114
Eugebinae tabulae
178
eurrhapis
47
Emtathios
69
eutheia rhabdos
28
evil-averting rod . 84, 178, f., 183, 304
—

309
157
155, 165

fasces
127
Fastening of letters to rods . . .
52
Faunus-Fauna
188
fecundity
184 f.
fennel stalk
85 ff.
ferrata hasta . . . . . . .
173 ff.
fertility (origin of Hermes) . . .
30
ferula
27, 85
festuca
128 ff.
festucarius
130
fetiales
74, 172 ff.
fetish
. . . . . . . . . .
107
ficta pro veris
17s
fig-tree
180
fir-cone
86
fir-tree
85f
fishing rod
51, 135
fistuca
129
flamines, flaminica
177
flower ornament
112, 116
fork-rod (Egyptian)
49
fork-rod (Etrurian)
83
fork-rod (kèrukeion)
37 ff·
formula (magic)
133
form of sceptre
211
Fortuna Primigenia
157
Fortunatus (St.)
203
Forum Novum . . . . . . .
157
fragmentary tradition of antiquity .
20
François-vase
36
frog upon staffs
104
frugifer arbor
155
funeral procession
170
Furiae
124
fustis
85
G a e l i c stick
175
Catauros, king of the Talantioi.
.
89
gazelle with kèrukeion
76
gems (Italian-Etrurian)
56
geographers
166
Germanic kings
117
Germanic peoples . . . .
65,154 f.
gérantes
120 f.
Giants
64,90
gladiator (dead)
176
Glaukos
150
globe in astrology
167
Gnostic conception
144
goêteia
23
gold staff . . 65, 97,106, i n , 123,137,
147,208
golden bough
. 65
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Graeco-Italian antiquity
graves (staffs in)
gravis thyrsus
Guarayos (Bolivia)
Gudea (vase of)
Guido (St.)
Guinea (New)
gumnasiarchos
gyrus magicus

. . . .

34
304
87
195
43, 95
303
175,195
53
143

tìades
33, 55 f., 64
hair cut off
176
hand-staff of lictores
137
haptomai
63
harvest
86
hasta
108,116, 119, 173
head (as sceptre-top) . . . . 113 f.
heads as knob
204
healing god
93
heirloom
106
Hekatè
143, 190
Hektoor . . . . . . . . .
56, i n
Hellenistic learning
. . . .
8э, 90
Hellêspontos
193
helping gods
91
Hephaistos
. . . .
55» i°7»
ш·
Herakles
55» 96, зоз
heralds
51, 69 ff., n o f.,
ізо, 136
herb (magic)
151
Herrn«'
30
#erm¿s-Mercurius . . 30 ff., 91, 146,
153, 163, 196
Herodes Atticus
195
Hèrodotos' description
из
heroes and Hermès
55
Hèrophilé
167
Hesperides (serpent of)
96
heterodoxy in antiquity
33
Hindoos
47, 65
holding of staffs .
no
hollow staffe
. 103
holm-oak
89
Homeric sceptre
112 f.
Horneros' glorification
183
honey (death in)
151
honey flowing
89,158
hoplon eirènès
63
horns
50
horses (sceptre-top)
. . . 105, 114
Hugieia
96
hapsipetèlos, hupsikomos
. . . .
49
hurling of thursos
90
hudromanteia
158
hymn on Hermès
34, 100
Hyperboreans
аоз

-

losoon
Ichthttbotos machona . . . . .
Idrac
Iduia
illness by blow
imperatoria virga
Indians
indirect means (rod as) . . .
iniectio manus
initiation into mysteries
inviolability of heralds
. .
Iris
33, 67,
iron (evil-averting)
iron staffs
Ishtar
Isis
istoor (judge)
Italian gems
iustum dominium . . . .
Jupiter Capitolinus
luvenales Ostienses
ivy-leaves
Jahwe
Jews (Israelites) . .
Joppe (capture of)
Joseph (St.) (rod of)
judge
judgment of Paris

138 f.
100
53
138
88
178
195
. 206
139
81
.63, i n
76, 193
177
105
43
181
131
.
60
119, 172
115
199
85
.

155
. 94,178,144,155
107
201
101, n o , 130 ff.
39

Jvaftiiros
59
Kadmos, Kadmeios . . . . . .
108
Kalandros, king of the Illarioi . .
90
Kolchos
153
Kallimachos
100
kampulè baktèria . . . . . . .
37
karphos lepton
130
Kassandra
150, 152, 161
Katagoogia
186
kataspan
140
kathairesis . . . . . . . .
140 f.
kathikesthai tèi rhabdooi . . . .
62
katochos {Hermès)
31
kentron
87, 100
kerchnos, kernos
81
kèrukeion 30 ff., 35, 40 ff., 56,60, 84,314 f.
tínein
62,135
kings
ι ο ί ff.
Kirkè
46, 97, 132 ff.
kitharistai
181
Klaras
92, 156
Klazomenai
189
klèidouchos
123
klèromanteia
144,154,167
klèros
154, 156
knotting
52
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knotty staff
koodion Dios
Kolchis
Koos
Kore
Kornkater
korunè
kraneion skèptron
Kreousa
kakeoon
kumbè, kambion
kupanssinon skèptron
Kubélé
Kuros

.

91 ff.
69
140
91, 180
79 ff.
188
27, 170
146
138
81, 133
81
ui
81, 149 f.
184

Lachesis
166
Lagoobolon
27
Lais
185
Lasa
166
laurel
. . . .
ι ο ί , 152 f., 181 f.
leaning upon stick . . . .
28, 125
Lebensrute
184
lekanomanteia . . . . . . .
158 ff.
helores
127 ff.
life-giving rod
184 ff
lifeless nature (wonders) . . . .
207
hknon
191
limitation of theme
205
hthoboha
185 f.
htuus (staff) . . . 46, 118, 164, 167 ff.
lituus (trumpet)
i6gf.
lizard on staffs
104
Lokroi Epizephurm
79
lot-oracles .
133
Loup Vert
188
Ludi Saeculares
74
Lugodesma, lugos
186 f.
Lukourgos
186
lumina resignare
66 f.
Lupercaha
188
Wlachaoon
92
Madness by blow
88
mageia
22
magic
22 f.
magic papyn, amulets . . . . 24, 79
Magot
22, 155 f., 194
Mainades
84 ff., 96.
Makedoma
186
mana
22, 105
mania
87
Mantoo .
167
manumissio
127 ff.
Maon (staffs)
103 ff.
Marduk
43, 65
masks
196.
Massilia
189

mast growing
89,200
mastix of Hermes
47
material of staffs
209,211
mathematics (teacher of) . . . . 165
Mavors telum concutit
157
May-queen
188
Médeia
138 f., 201
medical art (magic origin) . . . .
91
medicine-man
101 f.
Melampous
150, 153
Meleagros
97
Memnoon
56
Men (staff of)
96
mendicant priests
149 f.
message-staff
175
messenger
32, 51, 68
metamorphoosis . . . 97, 133 f., 146
metragurtis
149
metempsuchoosis
68
Mexico
104 f., 175
Michael (St.)
56
militaría signa
197
milk flowing
89
Minóos
i n , 120, 122, ff.
minstrel's staff
97, 181
miracle in antiquity
22
modem conjurer
195
modern tales
137, 141
moon in magic
97, 140 ff.
Mopsos
156, 167
Moses
88, 95, 100
Mousai
181
movements
62, 171, 209
mulcere
62
myrtle
174, 155, 189
mysts, mysteries
62, 149
myrtle
174, 155, 189
mysts, mysteries
62, 149
Ναύλοι
Names of staffs
Nantosvelta
narthékophoroi, narthix
. .
natural use of staffs
. . .
Nearchia (tomb at)
nekromanteia . . . .
56
152
Nektaneboos
Nemesis
Neptunus
Nibelungenhort
Nikandros
Ningishzida
nodosus
nomios (Hermès)
Nonae Caprotinae
Numa
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148 ff.
206
149
. .
85
.
26, 205
83
ff., 99, 144
f., 163 ff,
161
97 ff·
199
95
81
43 f.
91 f.
41
188
169

Oak

155

Oath
108, n o
Objects (magic)
an
Odassem . . 66, 97, n o , 118, 133, 146
Oidipous
147 f·
oil-sellers
161
ointment (magic)
133, 138
oistros
88
oleaginea virga
i77f·
Olenus Calenus
164
olive-tree, -branch . 158, 167 f., 177 f·
180, 202.
oracle for lovers
156
ordinary staff
57, 118
orenda
22, 105.
oriental influence
94 f·
origin (Hermès)
3°
origin (kérukeion)
39 ffornament on staffs
53, зо8
ornithomanteia
144, 168 ff.
Orpheus
164
Orphies . . 57, 60, 67, 80, 12a, 164
Ostia (amulet of)
143
Ourania
166
Ox as sceptre-top
115
Traidotribai
38, 53
Palaistra (Hermes)
55
Palmette-top
113
panvitalic conception
105
paporoeides skèptron . . . . . .
113
parèbon
47
pareias
92
Parr hasios (staff)
113
parricidae
175, i g o
Patavium
157
pateritsa
53
pater patratus
172
Pauvert-gem
163
Peace (symbol of)
75, 77
pedum . . .
37, 76, 83, 119, 170, 178
pégomanleia
158
Peisénoor
in
peisibroton baktron . . . . . . i n
Pelias
138
Pèlion
93
Pelopidai (sceptre of) . . . .
. 109
perca arsmatia
177
perikallés
47
perimékés rhabdos
135
Persephone
79
persikon, persis
27f.
pertica
37, 178
pestle of Kirkè
136
pelosos of Hermes (wings) . . . .
54
petélon
48

phallos
30, 86,192
Pharmaka
133 ff. 139
pharmakeia
. . . . . . . .
23
pharmakeutriai
132
pharmakos
189
Phenician origin (kérukeion) . . .
42
Pherephatta
35
phialai (in mysteries)
81
Phinea (mysteries at)
196
physician with kérukeion . . . .
76
Picus
118, 137, 144
pileus
177
pilgrim's staff
. . . . . . .
62
pinakes
79
Pindaros
63
pine-tree
86
Pithoigia
58
plaited suffs
83
plants
308
Platoon
124
plèttoo
62, 136
poena parricidii
190
poetical inspiration
87
poets
181
poimantiké
53
poimèn íaoon . . . . . . . .
118
Poind. .
99, 118
pointing of staffs
. . . .
175, 184
Poludooros
106
Polueidos
145, 150 f.
Polugnootos' Nekaia
59
Poluphèmos
137
pomegranate-ornament
. . . . 113
pomegranate-branch
178
pompato, pompos
69
Popillius Laenas
142
Poplifugia
188
popular belief . . 35, 64, 72, 79, 82,
" 9 , «37, 143, 202.
pornoboskoi (staff of)
27
Poseidoon
88, 97
potion (magic)
133,138
power of staff
209
praecones
73 ff·
Praeneste
157
Praetextatus (catacomb o f ) . . .
.
58
praetor ad hastam
72
praeusta hasta
173
pre-grecian names
123
prehistoric times
105
Friamos
39,55,114
priest. . . . . . . . .
101, 179
primitive cult of Hermes . . . .
30
procession-staffs
198 ff.
Proitos (daughters of)
153
Prootesilaos
62
prophetess
152 f.
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protecting genius (staff) . . .110,119
psuchopompos
31,58, 67, 76
psuchostaseia
56
psuchonlkos rhabdos
58,163
psychoanalytic conception . . . 113
palooros
123
punting pole
. .
135
pura hasta
. .
172
purification (rod in)
69
Puthia
167
Pythagorean belief
60,145
Rafaele
165
Ram (head of)
53
recurva hasta
176
Redskins
175
regina sacrorum
177
reincarnation
60
reindeer (ornament of staffs) . . . 105
Remus
. 169
resignare (lumina)
66 f.
resuscitation
152
result by use of rod
206
rhabdion
.
61
rhabdomanteia
46, 144, 154
rhabdophoroi
179
rhabdos of Asklèpios
91
rhabdos (chain of fabric) . . . .
183
rhabdos (Greek Church) . . . .
53
rhabdos of Hades
63
rhabdos of Hermes
34, 84
rhabdos in Homeric poetry . . .
51
rhabdos=kèrukeion
32
rhabdos (names)
25, 37
rhabdos theia
61
rhabdouchoi
38, 83
Rhabdamanthus . . . . . .
122 ff.
r h a p i z o o . . . . . . . . .
62, 193
rhapsooidos
182 f.
rhaptoo
182
Rhea
97, 100
rhoopes
37
rhopalon
. . . . . . 26, 99, 118
rising from underworld . . . .
99
ritus patrii
178
rod (names)
25
Roman jurisdiction
124
Roman kings
115
Roman magic wall-painting . . .
142
Romulus
118,129,169,202
rudis
27
rulers (duties)
120
rulers (sceptre)
109 ff.
Sagmina
Sales (Roman)
Salian priests
Samoa (staffs)

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

74
172
75
no

sanguis, sanguen
sanguinea hasta
sanguineae virgae
sanguinei frútices
Sarapis (staff of)
Saturai
Sceptre

174, 190
172 ff.
. . 127, 174 f., 190
174
96
84 ff.
25 f. 79, юг, и г ,
118 ff. 173.
Schliemann
in
Schaustäbe
105
Scipio (name)
25
Scipio eburneus
115 ff.
Scottish chiefs (stick)
175
scourge (Rhadamanthm)
. . . .
124
Scyths
155 f.
seal-cylinders (Babylonian) . . 42, 95
second rod of Hermes . . . .
60 ff.
Selène
97
sending rod . . . . . . . .
60
Septuaginta
100
serpent-staff . . .
29, 35, 53, gì ff.,
105, 171.
shackles
193
shapes of ordinary staffs . . . .
27
Siballa
167
Sikuoon .
. 107
silver rod
65 f.
singers (staff of)
181
siphoon
82, 161
Siren
60, 76
skèpanion
100
skèptouchos
no
sképtron
25 f., 40
S ¡tiereia
185
sfoltale
27
snake
92 f., 96, 104
soda]Ítales (Roman). . . . 145 ff., 199
Solomon . . . .
126,143, 201, 203
Sommergabel .
52
Sommertag
199
soothsayers
144 ff.
soporific power of staff . . .
34, 65 ff.
sortilegium
155 f.
souls
34, 106
Sparta
186
speaker (public-with staff) . . . n o
spears
119, 205
spirits awakened
185
spirits as snakes
53
spring rising
88 f.
staff of aborigines
102 ff.
staff of death, of life . . . . .
103
staff (name)
25
staff offered to the deity . . . .
180
Statius
66
stemmata
152
stichooidos
183
stirring rod
82, 136, 143 ff.

— азі —

Stoicism.
бі
stone (magic)
139
strata of population
140
stroke (wonderful)
128
subhastatio
172
summary of first chapter on Hermes 77 ff.
sunthèmata
80 f.
superposition
32
supplicants with staffe . . .
28, 84
symbolism . . .
23, 69, 102, 16g, 205
syncretism (religious) . . 24, 79, 144
system of arranging
21
Tablets (Orphic)
80
Tamarisk-twigs
15S
tamias toon psuchoon
31
Tamoi (god of Guarayos) . . . .
195
tangere
62
Tannhäuser
201
Tarquinius Priscus
164
Tarquinius Superbus
115
Teiresias . . . .
i n , 144 ff., 167
temple (sceptre-top)
147
templum of augurs
169
theia gime
101 ff.
theia rhabdos
61
theios anèr
101 ff., 181
thelgein
133
Thersitès
no
Theseus
138
Thessalia
92, 140, 185
Thoth (staff of)
95
ThothmesIII
107
Thraikia
85
Thriai
156
Thaaoo, thanoo
85
thaon
180
thursomanès, thursoplèx
. . . .
87
thuTsolonchos
90
tharsos
84 ff., 200
Timor
195
Tisiphoni
124 f.
Tifone (tomba del)
83
tondi
22, 105
Tonga
195
tools (agricultural), torches . . .
83
tradition (fragmentary) . . . .
aof.
trees
208
tree-spirit
105, 154 f., 186
trefoil
48
triaina, trident
100, 205
tripetélos
48 f.
Triptolemos
122
Tritonis lake
186
triumphator (staff)
115
Trotzen
185, 202
Trophoonios. . . . . .
93, 96, 145
tukkot malehat (staff Batta). . . 103 f.
turtles (wooden)
185

types (of Asklèpios in art) . . . .
Umbelliferous top
Underworld . . . .
86, 99, 114,
universality of magic staffs . . .
urn of lots (Roman)
Venetian custom
Venus
verbena
verbenarius
verbera
Vergilius & Orphies
victory (symbol of)
Villa Item
vindicta
vintage
vine-tendrils
vine-tree
virbas (Lithuanian)
virga aurea
virga mercurialis
virga (names)
virga (symbol of power)
virgula divina
vitex agnus castus . .
vitis of centuno
vittae
vruba (Slavonic)

.

94
87
146
205
124

193
156
25, 74
129
2S
65
65 ff·
191
27, 128 ff.
86
85 f.
180
25
137
44
25
117
142
92, 187, 189
117
54, 90, 148
25

Walking-stick & kérukeion . . .
40
Wand (name)
25
water from rocks
88
weapon (thursos as)
89
wedding
177, 189
weight (kérukeion as)
74
Weltenbaum
201
wheel (magic)
211
whip
190, 193 f.
white poppy (sceptre-top) . . . .· 113
willow
25, 83, 155, 184
wine from earth
89
wine-seller
161
wings of caduceus
54
witches
132 ff., 141, 143
wizards
132 ff.
wood of dowsing rod, kérukeion . .
46
wooers towards Hades . . .
34, 63, 68
wool
177
worship of hasta, of sceptre. . . .
108
writing style
166
JÍerxés

193

Yacatecutli, Mexican god . . . .

104

íiénoon
Zulus

195
19;

— аза —

ERRATA.
The author regrets that, owing to some difficult and unexpected
circumstances, some typographical errors have remained in the text ;
he begs the benevolent reader for correction of
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

17,
19,
28,
28.
30.
30,
32.
34.
35.
39,
47.
48.
48.
48.
48,
49,
49,
51.
53,
56,
56,
56,
58,
61,
61,
61,
62,
62,
63.
63,
64,
64,
64,

К
1,
1.

ι.
1.
1.
1.
J.

L
1.
1.
1,
1.
1.
1.
1.
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1.
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1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
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STELLINGEN.

I.
Naast χννηγέω bestaat χννάγημι, dat in de lexica moet ingelascht
worden.

IL
Het epitheton χρναάωρ bcteekcnt oorspronkelijk niet « met het gouden
zwaard » maar « met den gouden schicht ».

III.
Βάρβαρος beteckent niet slechts « vreemd, vreemdeling in maatschap
pelijk opzicht », maar ook « vreemd ten opzichte van den officieelen
godsdienst, magisch ».

IV.
In " άμοψηδίς êè δίκαζαν " (Ном. IL XVIII, 506) heeft de dichter de
beweging, die de rechtsprekende grijsaard met zijn staf maakt, uit
gedrukt.

V.
De opvatting van BETHE, Kirke : Pauly, XI, p. 502 : « Schon damals
(nl. in de бе eeuw v. C.) kann die uns in der Odyssee vorliegende
Fassung der Sage (nl. van de metamorphose van de makkers van Odys
seus door Kirke) nicht die einzige gewesen sein » is onjuist.

VI.
VERG. Aen. IV, 244 : et lumina morte résignât, is een uiting van
orphische gedachten bij den dichter en is waarschijnlijk van lateren
datum dan de voorafgaande verzen.

VIL
TAC. Ann. XV, 64 : At Nero nullo in Paulinam proprio odio, ac
ne glisceret invidia crudelitatis, inhiben mortem. Lees : ...an ne glisceret invidia crudelitatis, inhibere mortem.

VIII.
De Marsische oorlog moet beschouwd worden als een uiting van
nationalisme, respect, régionalisme bij de Romeinsche bondgenooten
en onderworpen Italische volksstammen.

IX.
De bewering van TERTULLIANUS, Apolog. 40 : « Sed nee Tuscia
iam tune atque Campania de Christianis querebatur, cum Volsimos
de caelo, Pompeios de suo monte perfudit ignis » heeft meer rhetorische dan historische waarde.

X.
Het graffito « Sodoma Gomora » in Pompeii (CIL. IV, 4976) moet
met meer waarschijnlijkheid aan een Christen dan aan een Jood
worden toegeschreven.
XI.
Als het jaartal waarin de klassieke oudheid zoogenaamd eindigt en
de middeneeuwen beginnen, neme men liever 529 n. C. dan 476 n. C.

XII.
De inscriptie op een Attische vaas in het Museum Carnegielaan,
's Gravenhage (C. W. LUNSINGH SCHEURLEER, Catalogas eener Ver
zameling Egyptische, Grieksche, Romeinsche en andere oudheden, Den
Haag, 1909, p. 195, nr. 398, pi. XLII, 1) is niet als een mislukt
κάλοι ΈπΙΧυχος maar als евП mislukt καλός ti op te Vatten.

XIII.
De voorstellingen uit den Trojaanschen oorlog, die in stucco-relief
aangebracht zijn in een Pompeiaansche woning (Regio I, insula 6,
nr. 4; cf. Dedalo, IV (1924) p. 678-687) zijn rechtstreeks naar het
Homerische verhaal uitgebeeld.

XIV.
De gouden en bronzen kerukeia in het heiligdom der Penaten van
Lavinium (TIMAIOS, frg. 20 : FHG. I, p. 197, cf. DIONYS. HALIK.
Arch. Rom. I, 67, 4) waren geen godenbeelden of kenteekenen der
herauten, maar officieele gewichten.

XV.
Het is onjuist dat voor de schilders van Eyck in Gent « une école
ptéeyckienne inconnue » zou hebben bestaan. (Louis MAETERLINCK,
Une école préeyckienne inconnue, Paris-Bruxelles, 1925).

XVI.
Het cryptographische zelfportret dat Michel-Angelo heeft aangebracht in de gevilde huid, die de apostel Bartholomeus in het « Laatste
Oordeel » der Sixtijnsche kapel vasthoudt, zinspeelt op de handelwijze van paus Julius II tegenover den kunstenaar.

XVII.
Het is dringend noodig dat aan alle studenten, die zich tot het
leeraarschap voorbereiden, aan de universiteit de gelegenheid wordt
geboden een leergang in praktische opvoedkunde en methodeleer te
volgen.

XVIII.
Het is wenschelijk dat bij de studie van den « examenauteur » Tacitus op het Gymnasium, afzonderlijke lessen worden besteed aan de
waardeering van het psychologische bij den schrijver; geschikte
schooluitgaven kunnen hierin veel hulp bieden.

XIX.
Kunstgeschiedenis en schoonheidsleer dienen op alle klassen van
het Gymnasium te worden onderwezen.

XX.
Grondig literaire-esthetische verklaring van Grieksche en Latijnsche schrijvers met van buiten leeren van treffende passus, verdient
de voorkeur boven het « veel lezen » en het uitbieiden der lectuur
over meerdere schrijvers.
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